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6-6-2020 "Did Mom take her Medicine" By Susan B. Garland NY Times!! 

6-6-2020 "Did Dr. Mom MD decide this was a better lifestyle than Lawyer Mom or 
CEO Mom, Hell Yes! Mom was mislead by the Wall Street Journal when Mom's 
should have been subscribing to the New England Journal of Medicine. Headlines; 
Dr. Mom MD lifestyle is # 1 Choice! 



6-6-2020 "Did Mom take her Medicine" By Susan B. Garland NY Times!! 

6-6-2020 "Did Dr. Mom MD decide this was a better lifestyle than Lawyer Mom or 
CEO Mom, Hell Yes! Mom was mislead by the Wall Street Journal when Mom's 
should have been subscribing to the New England Journal of Medicine. Headlines; 
Dr. Mom MD lifestyle is # 1 Choice! 

6-6-2020 Catastrophe Sweden!! There are 1.3 million traffic deaths; F-35 Radar on 
WindmillCAR's there would be No Traffic Deaths!! Sweden!! 

6-6-2020 Catastrophe Lifestyles in a 'Orwellian' Sweden. 1.3 million dead when 
they know about the F-35 Radar on the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's!! A War Crime 
by Sweden! 



6-6-2020 Catastrophe as Luxury Military's Top Brass drove by 100's of fiery 
wrecks on the side of the road. A cop writing a traffic ticket or Mon Dad in a SUV 
on fire! 

6-6-2020 Catastrophe as Luxury Military's Top Brass refuse to send in the 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR's on the 4th of July 2020 USA. West Texas Intermediate, the 
key American oil, was up more than 4 percent to about $39 a barrel. 

6-6-2020 Ivanka Trump dressed in Pink will be the West Point Commencement 
Speaker instead of President Trump 

6-6-2020 Ivanka's Catastrophe is Pink! Pink! Pink! 

6-6-2020 These Times Call For Ivanka to get into the Yale Key West Medical 
School!! 

6-6-2020 Ivanka must address the Rabbis MD PhD Lifestyle. Lifestyle of the Dr. 
Priest MD PhD will change the 'last rites' to Rx Miracle Recipes the Priest 
Discovers as Miracle Cures, priests have been able to offer the powerful ritual 
known as last rites to people dying of the coronavirus. 

6-6-2020 2020 Ford WindmillCAR Concerns Give the White House a Fortified New 
Look Resembling a Texas, Alaska, Canada Oil Mens $$$ version of the Oil Zone for 
BP Oil and American, Iraqi Oil officials in Baghdad. $300 million a week in oil 
money since shock and awe and no iMac's for any Pink Girls looking into the Apple 
Window. Win 10 has made billions since Shock and Awe. 

6-6-2020 Catastrophic End to Texas and Saudi Arabia Gas and Oil when the 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR is driven to 7 Billion People. 



6-6-2020 Catastrophic End to Mayo clinic building a 741-bed for-profit Hospital in 
Abu Dhabi, in the United Arab Emirates. War crime charges against Mayo Clinic. 

6-6-2020 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's on Simmer in the GE Stove Factory in China 
in the USA and Sweden’s Ex-Ambassador to China Is Tried Over Secret Meetings 
on Detainee. By MEGAN SPECIA and JAVIER C. HERNÁNDEZ Page A 11 NY 
Times. 

Link to many fiery wrecks on Greg's web here... 
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index40webpages6Aug2017.html 



New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for Greg's 
Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you to so 
you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages wow! 
Book is 474 Pages



Greg's 8 Amazon Books and Kindles up to Date Click Here **************



Girls looking into the Apple-Starbucks Windows for their iMac and Mac Book Pro 
Lab $$$ 

6-6-2020 Catastrophe Sweden!! There are 1.3 million traffic deaths; F-35 Radar on 
WindmillCAR's there would be No Traffic Deaths!! Sweden!! 

6-6-2020 Breast Ovary Cancer Catastrophe as Pink Paint Fades, but Murals 
Remember People Killed by Police" By ZACHARY SMALL Murals of 1.3 million 
traffic deaths will be written by someone at the NY Times when the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's are driven by the Times Building in Manhattan. 

6-6-2020 Breast Ovary Cancer Catastrophe as Luxury Military's Stockpile Drones 
and Missiles costing Trillions, $77 Trillion paid by $4 Gas on the 4th of July in the 
USA. 

6-6-2020 Riyadh and Moscow have evidently decided that opening up the spigots in 
July, as Trumps Generals need $4 gas kickbacks on the 4th of July 2020 USA! 

6-6-2020 Catastrophe as Luxury Military's Top Brass refuse to send in the 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR's on the 4th of July 2020 USA. 

6-6-2020 A Documentary for the #2020 Ford WindmillCAR Era Held Hostage as 
POW MIA for Oil Revenues in the $100 of Trillions of dollars times. Luxury 
Military's Drones and Missiles. 

6-6-2020 Local Key West News today; A 65-year-old Richmond Hill, Georgia, man 
was rushed to Lower Keys Medical Hospital on Stock Island this week, where he 
was pronounced dead after falling on a Key West-based Sunset Watersports boat. 
Raymond Alan Hayes was standing on the bow of the boat observing people 
snorkeling in the water. A boat crew member ran to Hayes, who was reportedly still 
breathing but unresponsive, and the crew took him to shore from Sand Key, which 



is about seven miles off Key West. Deputies responded to the Key West Historic 
Seaport, 201 William St., at about 7:30 p.m. and spoke with the crew member who 
found Hayes. Hayes died at the hospital at 8:01 p.m. Autopsy results are pending 
but police said the incident does not look suspicious. “Foul play was not believed to 
be a factor in the incident,” Linhardt said. MD Art of the Diagnosis is a factor. All 
tourists boats will have a MD when the Yale Key West Medical School is open in 
Key West. A 65-year-old Richmond Hill, Georgia, man was rushed to Lower Keys 
Medical Hospital on Stock Island this week, there is no Hospital on the Island of 
Key West. A City Hall War Crime! 

6-6-2020 Breast-Ovary Cancer's Top Doctors - Top Doctor Who Aced the 
Coronavirus Test Dr. Bonnie Henry kept the disease in check in British Columbia 
without harsh enforcement methods. Now, she is leading the way out of lockdown. 
Canada. Leading the USA out of the Breast-Ovary Cancer War with the British 
Queen who's only War is for more BP Oil Money. "French Military Says It Killed 
Top Qaeda Leader in Africa" 100's of French women are killed in Paris by the 
French Military Lifestyle. 

6-6-2020 Run of the Mill tracking or Rx Latte at Starbucks Highest Tech Tracking 
of Mom taking her Meds. "Did Mom Take Her Medicine? Keeping Eyes on Seniors 
in Quarantine" 

6-6-2020 Priests and Rabbis without a MD degree pray. Tactics of this lifestyle 
Amplify Calls for Accountability, to getting a MD degree if you are smart enough. 
Unique Lifestyle of MD Priests and Rabbis. Will change the world. 

6-6-2020 Wall 100' High Around the White House; Protesters approached a newly 
built chain-link fence in front of the White House on Thursday. White House 
version of the Green Zone that sheltered American and Iraqi officials in Baghdad 
during the worst of the war. $777 Trillion dollars are inside the White House today 
from Oil Revenues. Everyone protesting knows Trump controls $777 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues. Mecca with Riches beyond belief is the White House and Mecca, Saudi 
Arabia. 

6-6-2020 But another official, speaking on condition of anonymity to discuss $777 
Trillion in Oil Revenues Cunning Kickbacks to Generals and Popes, when Pope 
Francis visited President Barack Obama in 2015, left the White House with $777 
Trillion dollars! Priests getting into the Yale Key West Medical School in 2015 
would be Warrior MD's to every congregation and Saint Mary's Star of the Sea in 
Key West. Health of the congregation would be called a Miracle by Pope Francis 
when the Miracle is getting a MD degree to add to the Priest MD lifestyle. 



6-6-2020 When they should be getting immune system boosters they, New Yorkers 
Are Getting Antibody Test Results. And They Are Anxious. Our Immune System 
needs a boost, a Miracle Rx Recipe discovered like Penicillin Headlines in the 
Times. Masterminds give us 1 Click Amazon with specs to the total immunity 
Discovery instead of several vaccinations for the flu, Whooping cough, Tetanus, 
Rabbies... Hepatitis A B C. Food Poisoning. "Doctors and scientists know that 
possessing antibodies means patients have had some exposure to the virus. But they 
aren’t sure yet what that means. Could those with antibodies get Covid-19 again? 
Could they still pass the virus to someone else? It’s also unclear whether antibodies 
will play any role in determining who can go back to work or socialize or travel" 

6-6-2020 "...concept of what antibodies are..." anxiety until someone tells me that 
antibodies will give me immunity to every antigen forever... like News of Penicillin 
so long ago! Time between getting the Next Miracle Rx is getting longer and longer 
when the Ruling Class are getting more and more Oil Revenues quicker and 
quicker. Grin. 100 million girls are looking into the Apple Store windows and no 
one is buying them an iMac at $15,384 but Chromebooks at $184. 

6-6-2020 General Migration to Sirius 7 light years; Birds Do It. People, Too. Is 
Migration Simply Natural for All Species? Not in General. Generals are a different 
kind of Bird WHO can't see the Universe of Galaxies for what it is, Star Wars 
Migration! 

6-6-2020 She stopped drinking nearly seven years ago, and he enjoys a cocktail or 
two every night. 

6-6-2020 Beyond this crisis Driving every night after a cocktail or two his luck will 
run a red light, crash and burn, another fiery wreck with a death. 1.3 Million 
traffic deaths in 2020 world wide and Sweden can't give a Nobel to stop this 
gambling addiction while driving. She stopped drinking nearly seven years ago, and 
he enjoys a cocktail or two every night. Sweden will give a Nobel to Ford as the new 
Ford will not run a red light! 

6-6-2020 Did we get the newest Medicine Headlines from the NY Times? 



6-6-2020 "Did Mom take her Medicine" By Susan B. Garland NY Times!! 

6-6-2020 "Did Dr. Mom MD decide this was a better lifestyle than Lawyer Mom or 
CEO Mom, Hell Yes! Mom was mislead by the Wall Street Journal when Mom's 
should have been subscribing to the New England Journal of Medicine. 

6-6-2020 Did we get the newest Medicine Headlines from the NY Times? 

6-6-2020 "Did Mom take her Medicine" By Susan B. Garland NY Times!! 

6-6-2020 "Did Dr. Mom MD decide this was a better lifestyle than Lawyer Mom or 
CEO Mom, Hell Yes! Mom was mislead by the Wall Street Journal when Mom's 
should have been subscribing to the New England Journal of Medicine. 



6-5-2020 Sweden!! There are 1.3 million traffic deaths; F-35 Radar on 
WindmillCAR's there would be No Traffic Deaths!! Sweden!! 

6-5-2020 Nobel in Medicine Lifestyle Gone Viral in the USA, not a NY Times 
Editorial. 

6-5-2020 Mayo clinic today is now building a 741-bed for-profit Hospital in Abu 
Dhabi, in the United Arab Emirates. 

6-5-2020 Lifestyle of building 800 Bed hospitals in Saudi Arabia for VIP Prince, 
10,000 of them when 1 Million Pink women will die at the Mayo Clinic. 

6-5-2020 Nobel in Medicine Lifestyle Gone Viral in the USA, at Disney Theme 
Parks USA, Paris. 

6-5-2020 Lifestyle tensions as there are no Legal Polygamous Marriages in the 
USA, no letters to the editor or editorials at the NY Times, Why? 

6-5-2020 Rabbis Lifestyle with 4 Wife's and work building the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's... 



6-5-2020 Lifestyle of Berlin Nazi's selling the world Diesel Mercedes; poison gas 
again. The worlds Rabbis are Bully's by Trumps Protest to sell more arms to Saudi 
Arabia. 

6-5-2020 1 Click Amazon Prime is the only Lifestyle to save Berkeley and UCLA 
Campus Lifestyle. 1 Click IP invention projects with specs and genius Einstein, 
Edison, Pasteur tutors 24/7. 

6-5-2020 Lifestyle of Pentagon Generals with the Riches of Mecca in MIT Drones 
and Missiles from Oil $$$ 

6-5-2020 Lifestyle of Key West if the Yale Key West Medical School was built today 
not bombed by the Navy Blue Angels in 2011. Lifestyle of pilots bombing hospitals! 

6-5-2020 Lifestyle of the West Point Medical School vs West Point Lifestyle waiting 
for Trump to visit the Grads. 

6-5-2020 Lifestyle of everyone driving a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR at West Point. 

6-5-2020 Lifestyle of Edison the Electrical Engineer with 'Free Electricity' for any 
and all MRI, CT's, Aluminum Furnace he invents as a WindmillCAR perk for high 
electric use inventors. 



6-5-2020 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's Driven by Pentagon Generals is Not Easing 
Tensions Within the Pentagon. $777 Trillion as proof of War Crimes against the 
Jewish Exodus to Sirius and 12 Trillion Galaxies and even more Jew Aliens. 
Tensions with the George Orwell Pentagon, note the name change for the Pentagon 
to "George Orwell Pentagon" God as the Judge Finds Probable Cause for Murder 
Charges that don't cause any Tensions. Rabbis Exodus, several million light year 
circle from Earth will expand like CO2 with Star Wars live Streaming Video of 
Aliens once the technology is invented by Einstein. 

6-5-2020 World's Military use of 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's many millions of Pink 
One's! 

6-5-2020 Luxury Military's From the Inside Out All From $4 Gas on the 4th of July 
USA 

6-5-2020 Proud Owners of a Diesel Mercedes; Millions of Special Olympic kids will 
be censored from the NY Times From Page and Editorials. Map of clusters of 
outbreaks are classified. Coronavirus Briefing: What Happened Today. Diesel 
Birth Defects What Happened today at the Pentagon is classified. Tensions over 
Diesel Birth Defects are classified and censored by the NY Times. DIESL1 gene — 
an abnormality not in the New England Journal of Medicine or the Lancet British 
Medical Journals. 

6-5-2020 U.S. Unemployment May Approach 20 Percent when the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR would give the USA full employment that would cut into the 
Pentagons Recruiting. Jobs that pay more than the Pentagon and West Point 
Cadets besides the Post Office. Ford WindmillCAR Jobs. Spin off inventions and 
accessories from 1 Trillion amps and volts. Helicopter Combines for figs and 
cashews fueled by Windmills and Millions of Pink Breast Cancer women getting 
VIP Testing and treatment only a Saudi Prince Gets at the Mayo Clinic today. 

6-5-2020 Mayo clinic today is now building a 741-bed for-profit Hospital in Abu 
Dhabi, in the United Arab Emirates. 



6-5-2020 1 Click Amazon Prime is the only way to save Berkeley and UCLA. By 
Claire Bond Potter "The Only Way to Save Higher Education Is to Make It Free" 
Prince Salman made Yale and Harvard free for millions of Saudi Students with 
money for sex in New Haven and Boston. None of these Saudi Students will ever 
win a Nobel in Medicine. Many will share a Nobel Peace Prize with Jimmy Carters 
grand kids, grin. 

6-5-2020 By Claire Bond Potter "How to Get Several Nobels in Medicine Awarded 
in 2020" "The Only Way to Save Higher Education Is to Make It Free" 

6-5-2020 Moving College to Zoom Puts Class Differences on Full Display... 

6-5-2020 Moving College to 1 Click Amazon links with specs and genius Einstein 
and Edison tutors puts 1,001 Nobels in Medicine on Amazon for the Ruling Class to 
escape their 'Universe Cage' for 12 Trillion Galaxies only on the Ceiling of the 
Chapel in Rome today. 

6-5-2020 Pentagon Traffic Deaths are Classified. NY Times; 10 percent increase in 
speed would, on average, lead to an increase of about 40 percent in fatal crashes 
many fiery wrecks. Stockholm with no Nobel Award said 20 mph world wide would 
save many fatal crashes when all fatal crashes would end with the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's F-35 Radar on all cars and roads. Claes Tingvall, a professor at 
Chalmers University of Technology in Sweden!! There are 1.3 million traffic deaths 
annually!! There will be No Nobel for No Traffic Deaths in 2021 via Ford 
WindmillCAR's. Another 4.2 million deaths attributed to Diesel Mercedes. Millions 
of Special Olympic birth defects were censored by Professor Tingvall in Stockholm 
on orders from the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 

6-5-2020 Immunity from 1.3 million traffic deaths annually!! 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's!! 20 MPH 

6-5-2020 Immunity from 1.3 million traffic deaths annually!! 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's!! 



6-5-2020 700,000 Deaths as the world’s arsenal of antibiotics and antifungal 
medication lose their ability to vanquish dangerous pathogens. Same time 
Pentagons arsenal of Drones and Missiles have increased by 700,000. This is not 
reported by the NY times. Censored Arsenal's of the World Military's. 

6-5-2020 Arsenal of Rx Recipes needs to be posted of 1 Click Amazon to counter the 
antibiotics and antifungal medication that lose their ability to vanquish dangerous 
pathogens. This is were 1,001 Nobels in Medicine is made for the USA arsenal, out 
in the real world of diseases and cancers. Not Wars over who gets to sell their oil 
and gas when its all illegal hold up loot. 

6-5-2020 Rx Recipe for both Viral and Bacterial infections will be Discovered at the 
Yale Key West Medical School. Not the West Point Medical School, Ha!! 

6-5-2020 Using super computer simulations with specs and genius Pasteur tutors on 
1 Click Amazon links for treating the mysterious pneumonias and spiking fevers!! 
Patients who also had diabetes or hypertension or were obese died by the thousands 
when diabetes and Obeseness would have been cured by Jimmy Carter driving his 
1980 Ford WindmillCAR into the Yale New Haven Medical School with $777 
Trillions of Dollars for the Medical School. All given to Mecca for thousands of 
Mosque not Medical Schools. A Sin by Jimmy Carter and Wife. 

6-5-2020 How Young Journalists at the NY Times can Win a Nobel in Medicine via 
inventive articles! 

6-5-2020 How Police and FBI CIA Detectives can Win a Nobel in Medicine via 
inventive 1 Click Amazon links. InventBook not Facebook. 

6-5-2020 TV 6 Shows to Stream From Latin America, No, No, No! Aliens to Stream 
live from Sirius should be the article in the NY Times and specs on how to invent 
this live streaming. 



6-5-2020 Nobel in Medicine Lifestyle in the NY Times Editorials!! You are going to 
have to write this yourself as Editors at the NY Times are never going to... Never, 
Ever!! 

6-5-2020 How Shakespeare Paperbacks Made Me Want to Be a Writer. Kings and 
Plagues of London. Then came George Orwell in London and Paris. How this made 
me invent the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. Then we the rest of the worlds 7 billion 
people realized the British Empire is still a 'Bully' for 'Riches' they have to rob 
from the masses of humanity. British opium Dens in China and BP Oil Gas Stations 
in China Today. 

6-5-2020 Today, sliding my finger between the pages of the faux-croc-bound, gilt-
edged Collected Works of Shakespeare instead of someone's brain between my 
thumb and index finger after reading Another Day in the Frontal Lobe by Dr. 
Katrina. I know she is doing brain surgery several times a day, each time touching 
the mans brain between her index finger and thumb. My thoughts about thinking 
what is the Quark what are the CERN Quark particles in all these brains that let 
me get addicted to Shakespeare instead of becoming a Brain Surgeon. I know the 
King must have masterminded this from reading Shakespeare, grin. Yes, 
discovered the writer who made me want to be a writer. Better discover who made 
my Brain! Yes, discovered the writer who made me want to be a writer. Better 
discover who made my Brain! “To be or not to be” In Times of CERN gravity of 
Who and What spin in 4 Top Quarks makes our Brain Think and Remember. 
Some Pasteur who learned to think better will give us a perfect memory Rx Latte at 
Starbucks. The best part about reading Shakespeare is rewriting him at the 
Hemingway House Writing Class on a iMac OS app that takes us to CERN quarks 
and Higgs particles. Awareness that everyone around him is helping to cover up the 
new king’s Oil and WindmillCAR crimes. The nation of his childhood is no longer a 
sanctuary. “I could be bounded in a nutshell, and count myself a king of infinite 
space,” Hamlet explains, “were it not that I have bad dreams.” Yes British Ruling 
Class have bad dreams thinking the Universe could be infinite, 12 trillion galaxies 
become 120 trillion never ending meeting up with empty space. Horror of this 
comes to close to God for Queen Elizabeths crimes at BP Oil. Battered Old Women 
in London, Queen Elizabeth or one of her daughters a Dr. Katrina MD Brain 
Surgeon Queen MD of the British Empire. Rewrite Shakespeare and CERN would 
have proved Higgs Boson lights up the brain, gives us thoughts. Quarks spin is 
stronger gravity with CERN in Geneva, not London. Battered Old Women in 
London, Queen Elizabeth counting 120 Trillion Galaxies. And $777 Trillion dollars 
from $4 Gas on the 4th of July USA. By Tana Wojczuk is an editor at Guernica and 
the author of the forthcoming biography “Lady Romeo: The Radical, 
Revolutionary Life of Charlotte Cushman.” 



6-5-2020 Cataplexy is usually part of another rare disorder, narcolepsy. By Tana 
Wojczuk is an editor at Guernica and the author of the forthcoming Detective 
Novel; "Cataplexy is usually part of another rare disorder, narcolepsy." Vyvanse. 
And, says the boy’s mother, it was like a miracle. At school her son had an 
attendant who stayed with him throughout the day to keep him from getting hurt 
when he fell down during an episode. And he had lots of episodes — up to 20 every 
hour. After he was on the medication for just three days, she told me, Danny 
brought home a note from school, which read: “Dear Mommy, I didn’t have any 
episodes today.” She burst into tears. 

6-5-2020 Vyvanse. And, says the boy’s mother, it was like a miracle. 

6-5-2020 "Vyvanse" A New Best Selling Kindle on Amazon Prime written by Greg 
and his 4 Yale MD Wife's on iMac at the Hemingway House on our Wedding Day 
with 100's of other MD's and PhD's. 

Greed Virus in Canada $$$ Canada’s ‘Voice of 4 Girls' Please God buy me an 
iMac... 



Greed Virus in Canada $$$ Canada’s ‘Voice of 4 Girls' Please God buy me an 
iMac... 



6-4-2020 Exodus IP invention projects spelled out with specs; Going viral on 
Amazon is much better than the NY Times and Netflix 

6-4-2020 Diesel Caused Gene Mutations! Going viral on Amazon is much better 
than the NY Times and Netflix 

6-4-2020 Dr. Lisa Sanders articles on Diesel Caused Gene Mutations DIESL1. 
They’d taken Danny to a geneticist early in their search for a diagnosis, but the 
genetic analysis didn’t reveal anything. They went back and asked the same doctor 
to test their son again, this time specifically for the DIESL1 gene — an abnormality 
unknown at the time he had his first test. It took two months for the results to come 
back: The boy had a mutation in his DIESL1 gene. DIESL1 is more wide spread 
than the KCNMA1. 



iMac Upgrade for Putin and 100 Dr. Lisa Sanders MD Staff and Medical Students 
all in Video IP invention projects calls! Paid for by Oil Revenues in the Trillions in 
a NYC + Moscow Bank. 

6-3-2020 BRAC1 KCNMA1 gene mutations... go viral on 1 Click Amazon under IP 
invention projects with specs and genius Pasteur tutors is not up and running on 
Amazon today. 

6-4-2020 "Jewish Exodus; What Will It Take to Reopen the World to Travel?" By 
DAMIEN CAVE Disinfecting luggage at the airport in Istanbul. Infecting the Swiss 
Bankers Vaults with $777 Trillion in gas station hold up loot for Exodus Invention 
Travels. Not disinfecting luggage at Istanbul airport. Israel Airports are iMac 
Computer Labs, every Army person is working on Travel inventions for the Jewish 
Exodus to Sirius and the Rx Recipe cure for every virus, disease, cancer on Earth. 
This is what it will take to open the World to Travel to Exodus not disinfecting 
luggage at the airport in Istanbul. Grin! 



6-4-2020 War and diesel Mercedes exhaust poisoned the air of 1,001 Nobels for 
Jewish Exodus inventions for Drones and Missiles when iMac's by the 100 millions 
were needed for Jewish Exodus with 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention 
projects specs with genius Einstein tutors. 

6-4-2020 Rx Recipes for the all Pink women lost to War's. Millions and no one 
protested. 

6-4-2020 Dubai’s giant mall of an airport, all arriving passengers are now still on 
their way to the Qatar Trump Casino's not Star Travel to Sirius or even a Boeing 
737 flying into Orbit for 15 minutes and landing in Paris. 

6-4-2020 Exodus Draft in need for MD PhD CERN's not at Lake Geneva but in 
Israel. 1,001 virus proliferate the Israel Army along with diseases and cancers for 
the Vets not iMac's @ $15,384 gas money. 



6-4-2020 Exodus scanning the Universe for safer, more lucrative, Alien partners 
with Star Wars Amazon 1 Click IP invention projects. 

6-4-2020 A study by Taiwanese officials and Stanford University resulted in how 
many iMac will be required at Stanford to save Small Fry Jobs from Breast 
Cancer. “The most important thing is for Stanford women is a Rx Recipe Cure All 
for Breast Ovary Cancer. Steve Jobs didn't hire this one but Small Fry Lisa Jobs 
can. 

6-4-2020 “Until there’s certainty, you’ll have people saying, ‘I’ll do the Zoom call, 
or instead of six trips a year, maybe I’ll do two.’” Maybe a Jew will discover faster 
than the speed of light but in the mean time Zoom live streaming alien videos from 
Sirius are a faster invention project. 

6-4-2020 Israel’s Parliament is shut down after a lawmaker contracted the virus. 
Maybe a Jew will discover a Rx Recipe cure all for 1,001 virus. Israel’s Parliament 
shut down these Jewish Inventors in a vote for more Israel's gas stations not iMac's 
for the Rabbis. 



6-4-2020 Disney World, the French Riviera — will probably Promote Jewish 
Exodus Invention projects to Sirius Aliens sooner 2020 than later 3030. French 
Riviera's Pink women rich in money can help buy the Rx Recipes for the Rx Pink 
Latte Cure All at Starbucks French Riviera. 

6-4-2020 "He noted that during World War II, when travel was severely 
constricted, great discoveries occurred as the world’s sharpest minds stayed home 
and mulled the universe." WW III with Iran over WHO gets to sell their Oil is a 
smart move by a Bone Saw Prince Salman. Trump will go to war with Iran over 
selling Oil sooner or later. Wild Cockatoos Are Just as Smart as Lab-Raised Ones. 
Previous research suggested that spending a lot of time with humans might make 
animals more innovative. These birds had another idea. Lab-Raised at CERN and 
NASA PhD's should be smarter than a Bone Saw Prince and his Trump's. 

6-4-2020 Protesters in 140 Cities and Nations, even Sweden Drive by a fiery wreck 
on the side of the road. A cop writing a traffic ticket or Mon Dad 2 kids in Back 
safety seats rear ended bursting into flames. Obama Voices Support for Protesters 
and Calls for Police Reform. Conversion Behavioral Therapy like Hell. Jimmy 
Carter supported gas stations all his life when he has driving the 2020 Ford 
WinmillCAR around his peanut plantation, a war crime. Add in all the fiery 
wrecks Jimmy Carter and his wife have driven by without stopping to protest this 
is a crime against humanity. A Sin. 

6-4-2020 London to admit 3 million from Hong Kong in in reaction to a new 
security law China is trying to impose on the semiautonomous city, a former British 
colony, would sharply raise the stakes in a developing standoff and save the life of 
BP Oil's illegal gas stations in London and world wide. 



6-4-2020 "British Military world wide in fiery wrecks. Deploy Troops. Will the 
Military Push Back on keeping fiery wrecks on military bases top secret, Hell No." 
By JONATHAN STEVENSON 

6-4-2020 “There are 1.3 million traffic deaths annually, this means in 2020 When 
those who wrote this NY Times article know there would be zero traffic deaths with 
the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. By Tanya Mohn. 

6-4-2020 Claes Tingvall, a professor at Chalmers University of Technology in 
Sweden and former director of traffic safety at the Swedish Transport 
Administration, who with colleagues go along with this mass murder by Drunk 
Road Rage Oil Men Gas Station owners infected with the Greed Virus of Oil 
Revenues giving Mecca riches beyond belief. A war crime. DUI Bar Owners know 
the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's Star Wars technology will not let drunk or drugged 
drivers drive! Key West bar owner Mark Rossi might not be the most religious 
person on the island but he had no problem thanking the Lord for the governor 
announcing Wednesday that his eight bars are reopening as of Friday. “Thank 
God,” Rossi exclaimed. DUI Bar Owners know the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's Star 
Wars technology will not let drunk or drugged drivers drive! 

6-4-2020 Tiananmen has new BP Oil and Texaco Gas Stations! $$$ 



iMac Upgrade for Putin and 100 Million Russians all in Video IP invention projects 
calls! Paid for by Oil Revenues in the Trillions in a Moscow Bank. 

Vladimir Putin chairs a video conference meeting on dealing with the diesel spill in 
Krasnoyarsk Antic Circle Power Plant. Knizhnikov said diesel fuel is lighter than 
oil, so it was likely to evaporate rather than sink but was also “more toxic to clean 
up”. The Ambarnaya River that bore the brunt of the spill will be difficult to clean 
up because it is too shallow to use barges and the remote location has no roads, 
officials told Putin. Russia’s environment minister, Dmitry Kobylkin, said he 
thought burning the fuel, which some are suggesting, was too risky. “It’s a very 
difficult situation. I can’t imagine burning so much fuel in an Arctic territory … 
such a huge bonfire over such an area will be a big problem.” 20,000 tonnes of 
diesel fuel has spilled into the Ambarnaya River outside Norilsk. 



6-4-2020 Gas Stations Multiply Worldwide at Fastest Pace Yet, Oil Men and Elite 
World Leaders imposing prescribe gasoline stations not Rx Pink Latte Recipes for 
Starbucks! 

6-4-2020 Invent Ball Game; As Baseball Squabbles Over Money, It Risks a 
‘Disastrous’ Outcome to the Invention Ball Game hitting a home run to Aliens. 
Making contact with Jewish Aliens via Zoom live stream video hits. Going Viral, or 
Not, in the Milky Way. iPhone 11 caller ID tells her the amount of time he watches 
porn, the base ball fan. She wants a super hitter pitcher who spends most of his 
time working on the Invention Ball Games. U.S. and Chinese Scientists Trace the 
Invent Ball Games wins even before the game starts. Gravity is traced by U.S. and 
Chinese Scientists. Which team will win the Nobel for the Gravity Ball Game? 
Herds going out to the ball game. Masterminds of this behavior have been hit by a 
invention ball. 

6-4-2020 Trump's West Point Medical School; At least 15 of the graduating cadets 
who returned to West Point ahead of President Trump’s commencement speech in 
June tested positive for the coronavirus. Question whether the Generals response to 
help build the West Point Medical School will end the virus war world wide? 
Starbucks West Point Store has not ordered any Rx Pink Latte's. A war crime. 

6-4-2020 All-inclusive $10,000 wedding packages at Star Wars WindmillCAR's are 
$777 Trillion dollar and 12 Trillion Galaxies all inclusive wedding packages! 



6-4-2020 Legal Polygamous marriage in the USA and Israel was a way of 
circumventing those who will never marry the Universe as soul mates! Looking at 
the Universe it was love at first sight. Star Wars not Wars on Earth. No ideas to the 
behavior of so many Aliens in so many trillions of galaxies and nearby stars but its 
a better bet than the Qatar-Trump casino. Frustrated since Jimmy Carter won the 
Nobel Peace Prize for $4 gas on the 4th of July and many Never Ending Wars over 
the $777 Trillion in Oil revenues Jimmy Carter and Teddy Kennedy masterminded. 
Ambitions of millions will go viral on Amazon 1 Click links to 1,001 IP invention 
projects with specs and genius Einstein and Pasteur tutors. Paris Notre Dame set 
the Church on fire with cigarette butts. But rebuilding the Church as a Notre Dame 
Medical School can not be heard in our Universe. WHO at the UN must obey the 
laws of Orwell. 

6-4-2020 1 Click Amazon will get a cause for this KCNMA1 gene mutation too! 
Going viral on Amazon is much better than the NY Times and Netflix 

6-3-2020 1 Click Amazon Prime to; National Institutes of Health Undiagnosed 
Diseases Network (U.D.N.) — a program dedicated to finding answers for patients 
who did not have diagnoses after a full investigation. 

6-3-2020 BRAC1 KCNMA1 gene mutation tools to test like the Virus testing. Going 
viral on Amazon is much better than the NY Times and Netflix to get a new 
upgraded testing method. Invention. 



6-3-2020 Mayo clinic today is now building a 741-bed for-profit Hospital in Abu 
Dhabi, in the United Arab Emirates. 

6-3-2020 Mayo Clinic needed to spend these $100 Billion on a Genetic Testing 
Machine!! For this KCNMA1 gene mutation and (BRCA1 or BRCA2). 

6-3-2020 $100 Billion on a Genetic Testing Machine as $777 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues are in Swiss Banks today. 

6-3-2020 1 Click Amazon will get a cause for this KCNMA1 gene mutation too! 
Going viral on Amazon is much better than the NY Times and Netflix. 

6-3-2020 They’d taken Danny to a geneticist early in their search for a diagnosis, 
but the genetic analysis didn’t reveal anything. Putting this IP invention project on 



1 Click Amazon will get a better GA machine invented that will not miss so many 
mutations. 

6-3-2020 1 Click Amazon will get a cause for this KCNMA1 gene mutation too! 
Going viral on Amazon is much better than the NY Times and Netflix. 

6-3-2020 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP with specs for this test to be a lot more 
accurate. They’d taken Danny to a geneticist early in their search for a diagnosis, 
but the genetic analysis didn’t reveal anything. They went back and asked the same 
doctor to test their son again, this time specifically for the KCNMA1 gene — an 
abnormality unknown at the time he had his first test. It took two months for the 
results to come back: The boy had a mutation in his KCNMA1 gene. 

6-3-2020 Vyvanse, a amphetamine we need the Rx Recipe posted by Dr. Lisa 
Sanders MD so we can click on Amazon prime for specs and genius tutors to get 
Vyvanes II and III recipes sooner than later. 

6-3-2020 Dopamin in the brain is increased... dopamine functions as a 
neurotransmitter—a chemical released by neurons (nerve cells) to send signals to 
other nerve cells. The brain includes several distinct dopamine pathways, one of 
which plays a major role in the motivational component of reward-motivated 
behavior. 

6-3-2020 4 Yale MD's in a Polygamous marriage reward-motivated behavior to win 
4 Nobels in Medicine, grin. Wife Jokes will get more Nobel. 



6-3-2020 Adderall (amphetamine and dextroamphetamine) and Vyvanse 
(lisdexamfetamine) are central nervous system stimulant medications. They are 
both approved to treat ADHD (attention deficit hyperactivity disorder). Vyvanse is 
not approved for use for children under the age of 6. Adderall is also approved to 
treat the sleep disorder narcolepsy, and Vyvanse is approved by the Food and Drug 
Administration to treat binge eating disorder in individuals over the age of 18. 

6-3-2020 Dr. Lisa Sanders MD needs to write a article on breast cancer genetic 
analysis; Even if you don't have the mutated gene, that doesn't necessarily mean 
you'll never get the disease. For example, the majority of people who develop breast 
cancer don't have a breast cancer gene (BRCA1 or BRCA2). Also, genetic testing 
may not be able to detect all genetic defects. Dr. Lisa Sanders MD needs to give us 
the name of the GA machine and tell if its made a GE. 

6-3-2020 Dr. Lisa Sanders MD needs to give us a over the counter - Vyvanse to 
treat binge eating disorder in individuals over the age of 18. Dr. Lisa Sanders MD 
needs to upgrade her writing to what Rx should be made into ones over the counter. 

6-3-2020 Mayo clinic today is now building a 741-bed for-profit Hospital in Abu 
Dhabi. A War Crime! 

6-3-2020 iPhone 11 Max Dash cam iTickets 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's!! "Fiery 
Cop Cars on the side of the road writing a ticket; What do the cops thinks about 
decades of these murders by the Saudi Prince and King wanting more $4 gas on the 
4th of July 2020. For Police Officers, Demonstrations Take a Toll and Test Duty" 



By MANNY FERNANDEZ 

Electricity will be free for everyone in the USA to Invent 1,001 A High Powered Ice 
Box and MRI's CT's at Star Wars Disney Galaxy Edge! 

6-3-2020 Isolated Abroad, Too. Isolated in the middle of 12 Trillion Galaxies is the 
Real World Headlines Kerry would say in this NY Times article... Decades of fiery 
wrecks Kerry will not comment on same as Jimmy Carter and his wife! Utopia no 
fiery wrecks or even 40K traffic deaths with the decades of 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's driven long before Trump got into the White House! And Pink 
2020 Ford WindmillCAR's drove to the Rx Pink Latte Cure All for breast cancer 
decades ago. Cop Car on Fire today... Ford WindmillCAR's too!! 

6-3-2020 "The Best Way to Eat Grilled Salmon" By MELISSA CLARK 

6-3-2020 "Amazon Prime is the Best Way to Ship Lox Bagels with Cream Cheese 
and Tomato to 1 million, 100 Million world wide. By MELISSA CLARK Melissa 
will be writing in the NY Times Amazon Prime put the Catholic Church Star of the 
Sea "Food Banks" long lines of cars out of business. Thank God!! 



6-3-2020 Exodus Rabbis Drive to Sirius in 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's passing at 
faster than the speed of light Bone Saw Diesel Mercedes Dealerships own by Saudi 
Arabia, Exodus Rabbis when they are most vulnerable to Oil predators. 

6-3-2020 Spiritually, Bone Saw Prince of Saudi Arabia and Exodus Jew Rabbis are 
black and white in the electromagnetic spectrum. Dams and Damned to Hell out in 
the Real Universe as Kerry would be written up as saying. Just wait until we hear 
from Jewish Aliens at Sirius. 

6-3-2020 iPhone 11 Max Dash cam iTickets 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's!! "Fiery 
Cop Cars on the side of the road writing a ticket; What do the cops thinks about 
decades of these murders by the Saudi Prince and King wanting more $4 gas on the 
4th of July 2020. For Police Officers, Demonstrations Take a Toll and Test Duty" 
By MANNY FERNANDEZ 

6-3-2020 A source of inspiration for the Exodus Rabbis will be 4 MD Wife's in a 
Legal Polygamous marriage like but completely different from Prince Salmans 3 
wife's and his 4th wife a 12 year old girl, Jews will not desire 12 year old girls for a 
4th wife like Prince Salman and the other princes in Saudi Arabia the NY Times 
will publish the statistics on how many married 12 year old girls when the Exodus 
starts it marriage engine for the Rabbis 4 MD Wife's from Yale. 



6-3-2020 Passionate Wife's for the Exodus Rabbis and Greg in Key West at the 
Yale Key West Medical School Skyscraper... 

6-3-2020 Oil predators have bought Lake Geneva, in Switzerland! 

6-3-2020 Zuckerberg Defends Hands-Off Approach to InventBook Posts about the 
2020 Ford WindmillCAR's next Star Wars accessory. Posted on Amazon Prime are 
1,001 Star Wars accessories for the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's with specs and 
genius tutors. 

6-3-2020 Invention of the Polaroid Pictures II and III is pictured on InventBook not 
Facebook. The Polaroid Pop does not use regular ink; it operates with all-in-one ink 
& paper cartridge utilizing 4Pass dye-sublimation technology. This renders every 
image in beautiful, vivid detail - great for printing selfies, portraits, or landscapes! 
Yes! This will be 1 more accessory in your Exodus Star Wars 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's. 

6-3-2020 2020 Ford WindmillCar's Set on Fire by Protesters from Saudi Arabia, 
Mecca, Qatar, UAE, Kuwait; F.B.I., the Bureau of Prisons, the U.S. Marshals, the 
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives, Homeland Security 



Investigations, Customs and Border Protection and the Defense Department, 
turning the nation’s capital into a heavily armed federal fortress. Even 
Transportation Security Administration officers have been called out of the 
airports to help protect federal property of the Government is the “Nations Ford 
WindmillCAR's." 

6-3-2020 FBI helicopters sent gusts of dust into the air! 

6-3-2020 Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines all Windmill Fueled sent Gust of 
Cashews and Figs to be harvested for the Jewish Exodus to Sirius MI mission 
impossible with gas stations and diesel Mercedes! 

6-3-2020 What went wrong at 1984 HQ among the 2 White Men Masterminds of $4 
Gas on the 4th of July 2020? 

6-3-2020 The World’s Premier Health Agency's, are the Yale Key West Medical 
School and the West Point Medical School thanks in part to NASA's New Space 
Suits for Doctors, Staff, and Patients. 99% of a Nobel Win is Timings and CERN is 
working on Time and Gravity's Quarks today. 



6-3-2020 NY Times headlines about Jewish Exodus to Sirius; Embattled at Home, 
Trump Finds Himself Isolated Abroad, Too. Isolated in the middle of 12 Trillion 
Galaxies is the Real World Headlines Kerry would say in this NY Times article. 

6-3-2020 Paris Cafe owners; “This does me such good! Two months sitting at home, 
doing nothing!” he said. Paris lost 1,001 Nobels in Medicine by not opening iMac 
Computer Labs with 1 Click Amazon Prime links to 1,001 IP invention projects 
with specs and genius Pasteur tutors. The Cafe Owner lost $600,000 in 2 months. 
"At the delightful, wood-paneled Bar du Moulin, in the nearby Place des Petits-
Pères, the manager, Alex Cardao, had taken over the tiny side street, setting down 
tables with the required distancing. He was beaming as he ferried out round trays 
of steaming ‘‘express’’ to the customers basking in the sunshine, and could barely 
stop to talk." 

6-3-2020 "Journalism Students Helping The NY Times" Not Medical Students!! 
University of California-Berkeley offered a chance at “public service work during 
this unparalleled time.” By JOHN OTIS Time to work on a Rx Recipe Cure All for 
all 1,001 virus and diseases with 4 trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets, this is the 
Real World article needed in the NY Times headlines. 

6-3-2020 Endless videos of Fiery Wrecks in 2020. Real but all censored from the 
front page of the NY Times by our 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. How much longer can 
they keep this censorship up? Until Saudi Arabia runs out of oil for $4 gas on the 
4th of July 2020. 



6-3-2020 Bishop Gregory a retired minister is outraged at Trumps Bible at a Photo 
Op Church yet the Bishop and even Pope Francis know about the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's. This Photo Op will drive the Church Priest and Pope to Hell. 
Trump is immune from Hell but the Priest and Pope Francis are waiting for the 
Exodus Jews to hear from Aliens at Sirius before they decide of Hell exists, grin. 

6-3-2020 "Fiery Cop Cars on the side of the road writing a ticket; What do the cops 
thinks about decades of these murders by the Saudi Prince and King wanting more 
$4 gas on the 4th of July 2020. For Police Officers, Demonstrations Take a Toll and 
Test Duty" By MANNY FERNANDEZ 

6-3-2020 NASA Space Suits and a Rx Recipe Cure All for 1,001 virus that Plage US 
All. What Will It Take to Reopen the World to Travel. To a virus free Utopia not 
just in a Hemingway Fishing Novel but fishing for Rx Recipes all Trade Secrets. 

6-3-2020 Flames of Fiery Wrecks World Wide Today burning Mom Dad 2 Kids in 
their safety seat in back, a terrible war crime by World Leaders we watch on CNN 
and MSNBC. 



6-3-2020 Electricity of Driving a 2020 Ford WindillCAR will pass the e-Bike write 
up in the NY Times. VanMoof e-bikes are known for their antitheft security. 
Kicking a button on the rear brake activates an electronic lock, which makes the 
rear wheel unmovable. Trying to pick up the locked bike triggers a loud alarm. In 
addition, the bike includes GPS and a cellular connection to help you find it if it’s 
stolen, using VanMoof’s smartphone app. VanMoof e-bikes are known for their 
accidents. 

6-3-2020 Minutes at CERN traced to Quarks spin, how can we get this experiment 
into the SpaceX space station? A more difficult time in the history of Earth. 

6-3-2020 1 Click Amazon Prime to; National Institutes of Health Undiagnosed 
Diseases Network (U.D.N.) — a program dedicated to finding answers for patients 
who did not have diagnoses after a full investigation. 

6-3-2020 Mayo clinic today is now building a 741-bed for-profit Hospital in Abu 
Dhabi, in the United Arab Emirates. 



6-3-2020 Mayo Clinic needed to spend these $100 Billion on a Genetic Testing 
Machine!! For this KCNMA1 gene mutation and (BRCA1 or BRCA2). 

6-3-2020 $100 Billion on a Genetic Testing Machine as $777 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues are in Swiss Banks today. 

6-3-2020 1 Click Amazon will get a cause for this KCNMA1 gene mutation too! 
Going viral on Amazon is much better than the NY Times and Netflix. 

6-3-2020 They’d taken Danny to a geneticist early in their search for a diagnosis, 
but the genetic analysis didn’t reveal anything. Putting this IP invention project on 
1 Click Amazon will get a better GA machine invented that will not miss so many 
mutations. 

6-3-2020 1 Click Amazon will get a cause for this KCNMA1 gene mutation too! 
Going viral on Amazon is much better than the NY Times and Netflix. 



6-3-2020 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP with specs for this test to be a lot more 
accurate. They’d taken Danny to a geneticist early in their search for a diagnosis, 
but the genetic analysis didn’t reveal anything. They went back and asked the same 
doctor to test their son again, this time specifically for the KCNMA1 gene — an 
abnormality unknown at the time he had his first test. It took two months for the 
results to come back: The boy had a mutation in his KCNMA1 gene. 

6-3-2020 Vyvanse, a amphetamine we need the Rx Recipe posted by Dr. Lisa 
Sanders MD so we can click on Amazon prime for specs and genius tutors to get 
Vyvanes II and III recipes sooner than later. 

6-3-2020 Dopamin in the brain is increased... dopamine functions as a 
neurotransmitter—a chemical released by neurons (nerve cells) to send signals to 
other nerve cells. The brain includes several distinct dopamine pathways, one of 
which plays a major role in the motivational component of reward-motivated 
behavior. 

6-3-2020 4 Yale MD's in a Polygamous marriage reward-motivated behavior to win 
4 Nobels in Medicine, grin. Wife Jokes will get more Nobel. 

6-3-2020 Adderall (amphetamine and dextroamphetamine) and Vyvanse 
(lisdexamfetamine) are central nervous system stimulant medications. They are 
both approved to treat ADHD (attention deficit hyperactivity disorder). Vyvanse is 
not approved for use for children under the age of 6. Adderall is also approved to 
treat the sleep disorder narcolepsy, and Vyvanse is approved by the Food and Drug 
Administration to treat binge eating disorder in individuals over the age of 18. 



6-3-2020 Dr. Lisa Sanders MD needs to write a article on breast cancer genetic 
analysis; Even if you don't have the mutated gene, that doesn't necessarily mean 
you'll never get the disease. For example, the majority of people who develop breast 
cancer don't have a breast cancer gene (BRCA1 or BRCA2). Also, genetic testing 
may not be able to detect all genetic defects. Dr. Lisa Sanders MD needs to give us 
the name of the GA machine and tell if its made a GE. 

6-3-2020 Dr. Lisa Sanders MD needs to give us a over the counter - Vyvanse to 
treat binge eating disorder in individuals over the age of 18. Dr. Lisa Sanders MD 
needs to upgrade her writing to what Rx should be made into ones over the counter. 

6-3-2020 Mayo clinic today is now building a 741-bed for-profit Hospital in Abu 
Dhabi. A War Crime! 

6-2-2020 Exodus History of lox and Bagels, now we have Amazon Prime Big Meals; 
Grilled Salmon shipped to 100 Million Jews world wide with the cream cheese and 
bagels, 5,000 iMac's installed at Patrick’s Cathedral in Manhattan and every 
Cathedral in Paris. Amazon Prime Big Meals; shipped world wide will be Pasteur's 
and Einstein's E=mc2 faster than the speed of light in Amazon Live Streaming 
Zoom In Hear Aliens at Sirius. Nobels Herd Immunity of Sirius Type Stars 
Diagnostics. Diagnosis! 

6-2-2020 Cop Cars set on Fire! Mom just turned 97 in a Nursing Home and they 
gave her 'Carnation Flowers' nice but I told Mom I wanted to give her 'A Ford 
WindmillCAR' for her 97th BDay and the Nations Birth of 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's. 

6-2-2020 Protest in 140 Nations Every One with Cars set on Fire by Fuel, gasoline. 
Damn international laws when they fire bomb cop cars with cops writing a ticket on 
the side of the road in 140 Nations. 



6-2-2020 Herd Immunity for a virus, giving the Herd of 7 million People $7 Trillion 
dollars worth of iMac's just in Stockholm to prove to the world and the King they 
can cure all the world virus, cancers and diseases with iMac's for the entire Herd of 
7-10 million people in Stockholm. 

6-2-2020 ‘Short Circuit’ Review of Gen. Flynn Disease of War, Star Wars a Grim 
Warning from those like Kerry Out in the Real World which is not the Real 
Universe. Sirius has Jewish Aliens out in the Real World Real Universe as the 
Jewish Einstein will Discover. Dr. Lisa Einstein MD PhD Reviews the Pink Short 
Circuit in all the Pentagon Generals. Millions of Pink Dead like fiery wrecks they 
diseases Generals drove by the last few decades on their way to Mecca and 
Baghdad. 

6-2-2020 Protest in 140 Nations Every One with Cars set on Fire by Fuel, gasoline. 
Damn international laws when they fire bomb cop cars with cops writing a ticket on 
the side of the road in 140 Nations. 

6-2-2020 140 Nations Riches from $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues. Swiss Bank 
Accounts of King Abdullah II of Jordan he has enough money to buy 1 Million 
iMac's at $15,384 each for 1 Million Moslem Einstein's with 4 Wife's, grin. Most of 
the world leaders and Generals considers this illegal as Drones and Missiles are 
priority not 1 million iMac's for Einstein to wage war in his Universe. 

6-2-2020 Israeli Settlers Hell, Israeli 'Einsteins' with 4 MD PhD Mrs. Einstein 
Wife's in a Legal Polygamous Marriage to Exodus to Sirius 1,001 Nobels and IP 
invention projects listed on 1 Click Amazon with specs and genius tutors. 

6-2-2020 "U.S. and Chinese Scientists Trace Evolution of Coronaviruses in Bats" 
By JAMES GORMAN Bats live with trillions of virus. History of Bats is well knows 



around the world yet there is no 1 Click Amazon Prime link to 1,001 IP invention 
projects to end virus in bats by a Rx Recipe for Bats. “People are farming wildlife 
all across Southern China, tens of thousands of people involved in the industry, 
they should be getting regular tests, not just for Covid-19, but for what other 
viruses they are picking up.” Like Hell the Chinese Scientists need to put a Rx End 
to Virus in Bats. Win a Nobel. The horseshoe bat genus, Rhinolophus, seems to 
have originated in China tens of millions of years ago and has a long history of co-
evolution with coronaviruses and many other virus. Chinese Scientists need to put a 
Rx End to Virus in Bats. Researcher's at the Wuhan Institute of Virology, need a 
wake up MI mission impossible from Xi on ending all virus in Bats with a Rx 
Recipe. Rx Recipes are not all trade secrets in China! Inventory of iMac's at the 
Wuhan Institute of Virology should be written up by James Gorman at the NY 
Times. $$$ 

6-2-2020 Smoking and Drinking; “Even with autopsy, the cause of death may not 
be entirely apparent.” This is why the Generals and Editors at the NY Times need a 
Mac Book Pro with MD statistics apps. Shock and Awe of Smoking and Drinking 
Death and ruined lives statistics on Super Computer Simulations would be even 
more impressive on the Front Page of the NY Times! 

6-2-2020 This chart shows deaths above normal in New York By Denise Lu. Dr. 
Denise Lu MD PhD would have given us a Super Computer Simulation of each with 
Art of the Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD as to all the stats on mistakes and 
misdiagnosis and correct diagnosis after they died. 44,000 deaths above normal. 
Also the 2020 Ford WinmillCAR inserted into these 44K deaths if all 44K drove a 
2020 Ford WindmillCAR. A What if Kindle on Amazon written after the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR is driven on the 4th of July 2020. New York Times analysis of 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR's!! Heart disease — the leading cause of death in the United 
States, many die driving a diesel Mercedes. Accessories in the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR will prevent all Heart Attack while driving crash's. How many are 
there will be in the NY Times then. 

6-2-2020 "New Ebola Outbreak in Congo, Already Hit by Measles and 
Coronavirus" By RUTH MACLEAN Millions of people are driving a Diesel 
Mercedes across the Congo Today. Berlin sold these diesel Mercedes to the rich for 
status quo symbols. iMac's across the Congo are as numerous as 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's. More than 350,000 people have been infected with measles in the 
country since January 2019, and over 6,500 have died. Berlin Elite are the cause of 



these deaths from Measles. Berlin government imposed travel restrictions between 
Earth and Sirius. After WW III Star Wars Exodus these Berlin documents will be 
published on the front page of the NY Times! 

6-2-2020 Invention of Bullet Proof Glass in Manhattan. "Shattered Glass in SoHo 
as Looters Ransack Lower Manhattan" By ALI WATKINS, DEREK M. 
NORMAN and NATE SCHWEBER 

6-2-2020 As the great physicist Enrico Fermi once asked, “Where is everybody else 
in the Universe?” Today they are smashing glass windows in SoHo and Manhattan. 

6-2-2020 Einstein in Love married to 4 Yale MD Women in a Legal Polygamous 
marriage in 2020, great physicist are inspired by Eve. Going Viral, or Not, in the 
Milky Way. Only Way to marry 4 Wife's today is to go to Mecca. 

6-2-2020 Berlin throws Fuel on the Fiery Wrecks, cops writing a ticket on the side 
of the road. Censored from the BBC and NY Times. Savvy Russians talking to Gen. 
Flynn as both sides have fiery Wrecks litter the sides of the highways writing traffic 
tickets in times that should be Star Wars Cars with iTickets on your iPhone 11 
Dash Cam. Savvy is a Star Wars iPhone 11 Dash Cam. 

6-2-2020 Savvy US and Russian Generals at the Mecca Casino. ‘There Is Nothing’: 
When the Slots Go Dark in a Casino Mecca of Vegas." 



6-2-2020 47 police vehicles have been damaged. Some protesters say the attacks 
reflect pent-up rage against the police, while officials have denounced the 
destruction. 

6-2-2020 47 Cop Cars and 4,700 SUV's just in 2020 in Fiery Wrecks when No 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR's would end up in fiery wrecks. Protest this! 

6-2-2020 InventBook Must Do More; Facebook and Twitter Must Do More About 
Trump’s Tweets. 

6-2-2020 InvetBook's 'Heavy lift Helicopter Combines' in Brazil to harvest Cashews 
and Figs. Lost to Destruction of Tropical Forests News last Year, Again Brazil 
Ruling Class failed to log on to InventBook to harvest cashews and figs with heavy 
lift Helicopters all Windmill Powered. 

6-2-2020 The World Is Still Far From Herd Immunity for iMac's and Heavy Lift 
Helicopter Combines to harvest figs and cashews in Brazil. 

6-2-2020 Superspreading of 1,001 IP invention projects along with 1 Click Amazon 
links to their specs and genius tutors is the kind of superspreading required for 
Exodus to Sirius and 1,001 Nobels in Medicine, many more than just 1 a year. 
Heard immunity in Stockholm means many Nobels in Medicine a year not just 1 as 
this is not herd immunity from Sweden. Nobel would have realized this century ago 



and given many Nobels in Medicine every year not just One! 

6-2-2020 Savvy Nobel Prize Winners all 77 of them Cancels millions of spin off 
inventions from the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. CNN Arrest - Cardiac Arrest all 
History as a 2020 Nobel in Medicine winner discovered a Rx Recipes latte for 
Starbucks to clean all flack from your Aorta. 

6-2-2020 Love Pamela Anderson’s Garden of Eden, filled with Naked Women. 
Grin. The World in a Jewelry Box of the Universe finest inventions along with IP 
invention projects on 1 Click Amazon with specs and genius tutors to discover the 
Gravity of Eden. 

6-2-2020 Apple is introducing a new internal USB-C Diagnostic Tool as a successor 
to its existing Serial Number Reader, which can be used to both collect a device's 
serial number directly from its logic board and test power on a device itself. 

6-2-2020 Diagnostic tools to test the power of Gravity and Time will be invented in 
2020 or 3030 depending on the Test Results on the Ruling Class and Oil Riches in 
Mecca of $777 Trillion dollars. 

6-1-2020 Gravity Engine Rush Accelerations Start Your Gravity Engine in 2020 not 
3030 

Herd Immunity for a virus, giving the Herd of 7 million inventors $7 Trillion 



dollars worth of iMac's just in Stockholm to prove to the world and the King they 
can cure all the world virus, cancers and diseases with iMac's for the Herd. 

Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041 
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276 Copyright 2020 

Amazon Prime Big Meals; Grilled Salmon shipped to 100 Million Jews world wide, 
5,000 iMac's installed at Patrick’s Cathedral in Manhattan. 

6-1-2020 Gravity Engine Rush Accelerations Start Your Gravity Engine in 2020 not 
3030 

6-1-2020 NASA Docking Complete to the Gravity Engine in 2020, Grin. Work since 
the last shuttle. Gravity of it all. No work since the last shuttle. Wars! Riots! Virus! 
Pink Cancers! 



6-1-2020 Will Protests Set Off a Second Viral Wave? 

6-1-2020 Gravity Engine Rush Accelerations! A Cathedral in Manhattan 
Refurbished With 5,000 iMac's in the Pews For A Gravity Engine Rush 
Accelerations! , Church Attendance Resumes in ‘a Very Broken World’ Broken by 
the Physics of Gravity. The Dr. Mona Lisa MD of Diagnosis and miracles to end all 
virus diseases and Pink cancers world wide. Yet the WHO and WHAT of how to do 
this withy 5,000 iMac in the Church Pews was killed by the Priest and Pope Francis 
for Prayer. Pray to Gravity Accelerations will let Humanity get a gravity engine 
built in 3030 not 2020. 



6-1-2020 5K iMac's the Target! Target Temporarily Closing or Shortening Hours 
at 200 Stores, so are the top gravity physics labs and Churches. Rabbis to have a 
Gravity Engine Holly Day with 5K iMac and Physics Apps to write 1,001 How 
Gravity Works Kindles at the Hemingway House in Key West. 

6-1-2020 Laws of Physics are threatened by FaceBook + Tweets! Really, Really Do 
Threaten China’s National Security as without the Rush of Gravity Engine 
Acceleration Xi will build diesel Mercedes and 1 million new gas stations. The rush 
of the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR didn't accelerate Xi or anyone in the Communists 
Party. They are addicted to gas stations and greed of $4 gas on the 4th of July. 

6-1-2020 Paradox and Pandora's Box Gravity's Box. 'Gravity's Cage' Influence of 
Gravity Engine is same as the influence of the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's Gravity 
of its Riches beyond belief in spin off accessories and Oil Revenue dollars of gas 
station hold ups in Miami, Cuba. $777 Trillion for the USA on the 4th of July 2020 
not 3030. 

6-1-2020 Londoners Join in Protests Against Police Cars Bursting into Flames on 
the side of the road writing a traffic ticket. United States Embassy in London, 
Paris, Moscow, all Cities that have posted videos of Police Cars Bursting into 
Flames on the side of the road writing a traffic ticket. Police will arrest the 
Journalists who censored this fiery news. 

6-1-2020 Power of Gravity will not fully be super gravity until NASA Docks with it 
at the Space Station Floors, ha. 



6-1-2020 E=mc2 I had to learn some of the Pawnee language to better portray my 
character. NY Times, search the Times for the editors who learned E=mc2 Einstein 
Math Language. Hell no as Pawnee is the easy way out like getting into Yale Key 
West Medical School. No one did, not one Editor at the NY Times ever! E=mc2 is 
not the easy life in the corner office of the NY Times building. 

5-31-2020 Berlin Nazis in the 1930s, Berlin Oil Men in 2020 with Diesel Mercedes 
killed 5,000 iMac's for Jews! 

6-1-2020 In “Avatar,” because I spoke Cherokee and had studied phonetic 
languages. In the Disney movie "E=mc2" movie goer's will be speaking Math 
Languages Einstein would understand and carry on a conversation with instead of 
just the formula E=mc2 with on dialog in the Disney Movies. 

6-1-2020 E=mc2 Apache warrior Geronimo onscreen, in many many movies in 
black and white. What is really black and white is Building the Gravity Engine 
sooner than later. 

6-1-2020 Big Bang will be George Orwell Headlines on the Creation of Gravity, 
grin! Gravity of the Universe will be all the energy of the atom in the A-Bomb for 
West Point Cadets who are on their way back to West Point to meet Trump not 
Einstein or marry 4 Yale MD women at such a young age, just a few of the Cadets 
will marry 4 MD women from Yale. 

6-1-2020 Hear Gravity Chirping like the Songbirds, Gravity is a Songbird. Let 
there be Light on the 6th Day. Clash with Let there be Gravity on the 5th Day. 
Pentagon 5 Sides and no one ever started a war to win with the Let there be 
Gravity on the 5th Day. 



6-1-2020 Can 12 Trillion Galaxies and their Jewish Aliens lure anyone on Earth? 
Hell No We Won't Go! Herd immunity is the Nobel News from Sweden not 
Advanced Nobels in Physics and Medicine to cure all virus, cancers, disease with 
iMac for the Herd. Yes the King of Sweden spends $7 Trillion on iMac for everyone 
household in Stockholm with Gravity and Medicine apps and 1 Click Amazon 
Prime IP invention projects with specs and genius tutors. 

6-1-2020 Sweden Confrontations over Herd Immunity for a virus not for giving the 
Herd of inventors $7 Trillion dollars worth of iMac's just in Stockholm to prove to 
the world and the King they can cure all the world virus, cancers and diseases with 
iMac's for the Herd. 

6-1-2020 Can a King of Sweden be Lured into buying 1 Billion People an iMac to 
Wind a Nobel in Physics and Medicine. And prod Jeff Bezos to post 1 Click IP 
invention projects on Amazon Prime with specs and genius tutors and apps. New 
OS too. 

6-1-2020 NASA and SpaceX can launch a new Era of iMac's advanced Physics and 
OS code written in 3030 by Apple installed in the New Space Station in 2020 for 
classroom video from the Space Station. Advanced Space Station videos and dialogs 
and watch what he types into the computer monitor now kids in the classrooms 
below this is advanced physics. What we are going to do for a month in the space 
station will no longer be top secret but broadcast to every classroom. Future Glory 
of a Nobel shared by the Space Station Crew when their Nobel is spelled out on 1 
Click Amazon so they can work on it not just hope for a ray of inspiration of what 
it takes for a Space Station Crew to share a Nobel. 



6-1-2020 Danger and Detective Work: How These NY Times Journalists Won a 
Pulitzer Front Page 

6-1-2020 NY Times articles on How a Space Station Crew could possible win share 
a Nobel in Physics. 

6-1-2020 Casino Math on iMac Apps is most likely a Top Secret to its profits and 
loss for Humanity. "When the Casinos Were Shuttered, the Money Dried Up in Las 
Vegas" 

6-1-2020 iMac's Finding Euphoria in Bangkok’s Food Scene. This King has killed 
many people for nothing and he has a Jewelry Box filled with $7 Trillion US 
Dollars. Enough to buy everyone in Bangkok's Food Market a iMac at $15,384. 
Dish Recipe of Gravity and Nobel's for a Bangkok food Market to share is beyond 
his thoughts about being a King and life in the Universe. 

6-1-2020 SpaceX Space Station Docking in the Euphoria of a Bangkok’s Food 
Market upgraded to all the high tech GE appliances and Health Department MD 
from NASA. Hell No We Won't Go can be heard from the Kings Palace. Why and 
WHO MD's must wait for the year 3030 to upgrade the Euphoria of a Bangkok’s 
Food Market. Gravity of Kings and Bone Saw Kings. New GE appliance salesmen 
and ads in Bangkok could use some help from Amazon Prime's lure so the King 
will 1 Click even on the ice machine in the door. And Monitor in the door with time 
and temperatures inside on every shelf. Walk in's too. Newer Farmers Markets in 
the USA with Food Market RV's, all Windmill Ford RV's of course. Don't buy a 
Mercedes Food Market RV, really. 



6-1-2020 No! No! No! U.S. Sends Two Million Doses of Hydroxychloroquine to 
Brazil, 2 Million iMac's!! ATLAS physicists studied the full Run 2 dataset recorded 
between 2015 and 2018. When produced through proton–proton collisions at the 
LHC, this process leaves spectacular signatures in the ATLAS detector. The four 
top quarks produce four W bosons and four jets – collimated sprays of particles – 
originating from bottom quarks. The W bosons then, in turn, each decay into two 
jets or one charged lepton (electron, muon or tau leptons) and an invisible neutrino. 
As a final step, the tau leptons decay into a lighter lepton or a jet, with additional 
neutrinos. 

6-1-2020 No! No! No! U.S. Sends Two Million Doses of Hydroxychloroquine to 
Brazil, 2 Million iMac's!! ATLAS MD's studied 2 million Rx Recipes with 
additional perfumes added. 

5-31-2020 Universe Saint And Sinners Mix Oil and Windmills A Cathedral in 
Manhattan Refurbished With 5,000 iMac's in the Pews For Gravity Engine Rush 
Accelerations! 

Docking Complete on Live Streaming Video, Dr. Ivanka Trump MD, Wins a Nobel 
for Patrick’s Cathedral in Manhattan Refurbished for 5,000 iMac's in the Pews all 
with Comcast Fiber and 3 monitors... Monitor this!! 



Docking Complete on Live Streaming Video, Dr. Ivanka Trump MD, Wins a Nobel 
for Patrick’s Cathedral in Manhattan Refurbished for 5,000 iMac's in the Pews all 
with Comcast Fiber and 3 monitors... Monitor this!! 

5-31-2020 Universe Saint And Sinners Mix Oil and Windmills A Cathedral in 
Manhattan Refurbished With 5,000 iMac's in the Pews For Gravity Engine Rush 
Accelerations! 

5-31-2020 Revolution MD's! Even St. Patrick’s Cathedral in Manhattan was tagged 
for 5,000 iMac's in the Pews. Not your Win 10 home, By Sarah McNally NY Times 
"What Could Kill My New York Cathedral?" iMac @ $15,484 each, Millions of 
them 'Turned On by Pasteur MD's!' $777 Trillion from Mecca will buy this Saint 
Patrick's Cathedral iMac Computer Lab when the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's are 
Driven by the Congregation driven to Sirius by the Dr. Rabbis MD PhD Nobel 
Prize in Medicine and Physics winners driven by the Disney Star Wars Story of 
Exodus. Universe Bird Cage we can Exit to 12 Trillion Galaxies and even more 
Jewish Aliens. 



5-31-2020 Berlin Nazis in the 1930s, Berlin Oil Men in 2020 with Diesel Mercedes 
killed 5,000 iMac's for Jews! 

5-31-2020 Berlin!! Rabbis to Return to German Military Amid Growing 
WindmillCAR's by Jews in Key West! 

5-31-2020 Key West and Spain, France, Italy, has pushed the price of the largest 
and most famous varieties of prawns Shrimp beyond the reach of normal 
households influenced by $4 Gas on the 4th of July Masterminds at Animal Farm 
1984 HQ. 

5-31-2020 Expensive and out of reach for millions, Lox Yiddish is a fillet of brined 
salmon. Lox is one type of salmon product served on a bagel with cream cheese, 
and is usually garnished with tomato, sliced onion, cucumbers, and capers 

5-31-2020 $$$ lox on a bagel spread with cream cheese may be kosher if the lox 
meets the requirements of kashrut. 

5-31-2020 “lox-and-bagel Jew,” Jewish iMac Revolution MD Jews Diagnosis via 
iMac's! Even St. Patrick’s Cathedral in Manhattan was tagged for 5,000 iMac's in 
the Pews. Not your Win 10 home. 

5-31-2020 5,000 iMac's looking into the Apple-Starbucks Windows for their iMac 
and Mac Book Pro Lab $$$ 



5-31-2020 There is a well-known chassidic story that Rabbi Schneur Zalman of 
Liadi (the Alter Rebbe) was once learning with Rabbi Avraham “the Angel” (son of 
the Maggid of Mezeritch).5 While learning, Rabbi Avraham reached such a deep 
state of soulful longing for G-dliness that his soul was about to leave him. Thinking 
quickly, Rabbi Schneur Zalman forced his friend to eat a piece of bagel with butter 
to bring him down to reality, and “the Angel’s” life was saved. 

5-31-2020 Rabbis Zalman and Avraham place Millions of iMac and Mac Book 
Pro's 100's of Millions of young Jews! 

5-31-2020 iMac's at NASA; While the astronauts could dock with the Space station 
manually in an emergency, the Crew Dragon’s computers will automatically begin 
the capsule’s close approach to the space station at about 8:27 a.m., when it is about 
4.5 miles away. 

5-31-2020 Win 10; At one point, when the Crew Dragon is about 720 feet in front of 
the space station, the astronauts will try out the manual control of the spacecraft as 
they continue to approach. This mission is a test flight, and NASA wants to make 
sure that astronauts would be able to successfully dock the capsule in case of a 
computer malfunction. 

5-31-2020 Berlin Nazis in the 1930s, Berlin Oil Men in 2020 with Diesel Mercedes 
killed 5,000 IMac's for Jews! 

5-31-2020 Riots at the Department of Homeland Security vast network of Security 
Cameras; they have lived up to their image as a waste of a Trillion Dollars add in 
the 2020 For WindmillCAR at Homeland Security and the Riots will be for 
Domestic War Crimes of $4 Gas on the 4th of July. 

5-31-2020 "2 White Men at 1984 HQ USA Leave Children in the Summer of 2020 
in Hot Cars to Die a Tortured Death immune to this crime." by BEN HUBBARD 
and CONSTANT MÉHEUT 



5-31-2020 Headlines to boost Seniors immune system across all the Worlds Nursing 
Homes as they are catching the Virus and lead the death statistics. 'Older Italians 
Warily Eye Young Crowds, Fearing 2nd Coronavirus Wave' 

5-31-2020 Eye Young Crowds, Eye Young Crowds, driving diesel Mercedes in times 
of 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's and Dr. Mona Lisa MD at Yale Key West Medical 
School. 'Older Italians Warily Eye Young Crowds, when the Dr. should be giving 
them Rx's to boost their immune systems. Eye for Rx's to boost your immune 
system is a article by Dr. Mona Lisa MD PhD. “We don’t want to go back to when 
Mona Lisa was painted without a MD PhD." Leonardo da Vinci had begun 
working on a portrait of Lisa del Giocondo, the model of the Mona Lisa, by 
October 1503. It is believed by some that the Mona Lisa was begun in 1503 or 1504 
in Florence. ... Leonardo's right hand was paralytic circa 1517 paralysis. No cause 
or treatment was written up on the internet. 

5-31-2020 Hepatitis, Whooping cough, yellow fever, cholera, measles, Ebola, polio, 
tuberculosis, HIV, Syphilis, flu. 

5-31-2020 "Western Countries Leave Children of ISIS in Syrian Camps" By BEN 
HUBBARD and CONSTANT MÉHEUT 

5-31-2020 "2 White Men at 1984 HQ USA Leave Children in the Summer of 2020 
in Hot Cars to Die a Tortured Death immune to this crime." by BEN HUBBARD 
and CONSTANT MÉHEUT 

5-31-2020 Bird Construction on Super Computer Simulations; God, What Birds Do 
for Us and What We Can Do for Them. 



5-31-2020 Bird DNA OS code written on high end iMac's, grin. "...sunrise, my yard 
whistles, chips, hoots, and trills with deafening birdsong. The birds caroling at my 
home in Virginia — robins, mockingbirds, warblers, cardinals, titmice, finches — 
sound more numerous, boisterous and energetic than in past years, all singing 
raucously at the same time, like a Hemingway House Writing Class on Mac Book 
Pro's everyone writing on the same page with a invention project in every chapter 
and character, Bird. Bird OS DNA code can change human behavior. 

5-31-2020 Birds warning of dangerous predators of War's - Danger from Berlin's 
production of Diesel Mercedes when the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR is flying into the 
World. 

5-31-2020 wisdom in watching the Bird Brains of Never Ending Flights of War on 
Earth. Gyros. thrusters. 

5-31-2020 News "2 White Men at 1984 HQ" and catastrophic death of hundreds of 
millions of birds every year. psychological uplifts for these 2 White Men over the 
decades since the invention of the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's has been like a 
Roman Caesar or Bone Saw Prince in Saudi Arabia, Qatar, UAE, Kuwait. 

5-31-2020 Essence of 2 White Men at 1984 HQ ordering from Amazon Prime Big 
Meals; Grilled Salmon shipped to 100 Million Jews world wide, 5,000 iMac's 
installed at Patrick’s Cathedral in Manhattan. Essence of Dr. Mona Lisa MD and 
1,001 Nobels in Medicine in a George Orwell Animal Farm Novel with super 
computer simulations of diagnosis and treatments, Rx Pink Latte Recipe made 
public for girl scouts merit badge. Essence!! 

Bigger Pictures Saint Patrick’s Cathedral in Manhattan Refurbished for 5,000 
iMac's in the Pews all with Comcast Fiber and 3 monitors... Monitor this!! 



Bigger Pictures Saint Patrick’s Cathedral in Manhattan Refurbished for 5,000 
iMac's in the Pews all with Comcast Fiber and 3 monitors... Monitor this!! 



Bigger Pictures Saint Patrick’s Cathedral in Manhattan Refurbished for 5,000 
iMac's in the Pews all with Comcast Fiber and 3 monitors... Monitor this!! 

5-30-2020 Not your Win 10 home, By Sarah McNally NY Times "What Could Kill 
My New York Bookstores?" iMac @ $15,484 each, Millions of them 'Turned On!' 
‘Rambo’ Tightened His Grip on the American Psyche!! Psyche iMac @ $15,484 
each, Millions of them 'Turned On! Wits of a iMac @ $15,484 each, Millions of 
them 'Turned On!' Wits of Sarah at the NY Times and in a New York Bookstore. 
On Display in the New York Bookstore is a 'Bird Cage' displaying book on the New 
Universe with Einstein in full view, E=mc2. "E=mc2" Titled spin off Books in the 
New York Bookstores and on iMac's with the E=mc@ apps from the Apple Store 
lets Sarah in on the fact there are many perpetual motion machines in the Universe 
not just the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. Sarah and New York Bookstores "unrealistic 



goal” to achieve advancing E=mc2 and Pasteur Lab app for iMac's in a book. 
iInside the iMac is a engine from Intel that is not cooled to -254 C it will be sooner 
or later. New York Bookstores will not stock this -254C book title in the "Universe 
Bird Cage." 

Fueling 'Gravity Particles' at CERN could be Quarks, if so CERN will build the 
first Gravity Engine in 2020 

Fueling Tensions; $4 Gas on the 4th of July USA. 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's on the 
4th of July 2020 

5-30-2020 A line of Police officers in riot gear blocked the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's from Headline News!! 

5-30-2020 Cockatoos Motivation to Escape their 'Universe Cage' Propose to Dr. 
Mona Lisa MD PhD. $777 Trillion Proposal 

5-30-2020 Protest "2020 Ford WindillCAR's!!" Protests Flare in Brooklyn!! 

5-30-2020 Protest "2020 Ford WindillCAR's!!" Protests Flare in Brooklyn!! 



5-30-2020 Protest "2020 Ford WindillCAR's!!" Protests Flare in Brooklyn!! 

5-30-2020 A line of Police officers in riot gear blocked the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's from Headline News!! 

5-30-2020 Girls ages 9 and 11 will not get an iMac until they get to the University 
Dorms. “Nothing, in my mind, has changed significantly to make me want to adjust 
our strategy,” said one investor, Steve Blackmarr, a senior manager with Amazon 
Business Professional Services. He considers college savings a long-term 
investment, he said, and intends to keep saving for his children, ages 9 and 11. 

5-30-2020 'Universe Cage' Struggle to Seize the Moment Monumental of the 
Perpetual Motion Machine the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR with all the accessories 
Zoomed to Escape from the Universe Cage the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ track Oil 
Tankers, Swiss Oil Revenues, How many new gas stations China built yesterday. 

5-30-2020 InventBook; Zuckerberg Keeps Facebook Out of It!! Not getting Out of 
the 'Universe Cage' 

5-30-2020 Carefully place Millions of iMac and Mac Book Pro's 100's of Millions of 
young Dr. Mona Lisa MD's will 'work' on 1,001 Nobels in Medicine to end all 
Virus, cancers and disease. Utopia possible with iMac's not Win 10 as the Apps and 



OS are worth more than the iMac. 

5-30-2020 Teddy Kennedy died from Brain Cancer; No one has won a Nobel in 
Medicine for the cure all for Brain Cancer. $$$ Longest War in US history is 
financed by the Generals and MD's at the cancer Research Labs like Pasteur in 
Paris. 

5-30-2020 Steve Jobs died from cancer and No One has won a Nobel in Medicine 
for the cure all for Steve Jobs Cancer, WHO 1984 has trillions for the Generals 
longest wars not the MD's Cancer War's 

5-30-2020 "4 MD Wife's" in a legal Marriage in Taiwan! No Way the Court Strikes 
Down Law Criminalizing Adultery" By AMY QIN Run this through a super 
computer simulation how many Nobels in Medicine Taiwan would get if Marriage 
to 4 MD Wife's was legal. Hell if this polygamous marriage only got 4 Nobel worth 
Trillions to Humanity you see Humanity's loss in Taiwan Today! 

5-30-2020 Riots; Cop Cars on Fire! iTickets Cops use to write traffic tickets on the 
side of the road until so many were rear ended bursting into flames, the 2 White 
Men at the Supreme Court made a Florida Law to Move Over to the Left Lane if 
you see flashing lights on the side of the road. So Drunks and Drugged drivers 
plowed into the flashing lights... MD on the Supreme Court would have knows 
Drivers would do this. So our Supreme Court is without a MD. How the Supreme 
Court Lets Cops Get Away With Murder" The Editorial today! Editors at the NY 



Times censor the fiery cops car wrecks that were on the side of the road writing a 
traffic ticket but put on the front page the cop car on fire from the Riot. The 
Supreme Court needs to Rule on the Editors of the NY Times. Which cop car on 
fire should make the Front page pictures in "Our Times." 

5-30-2020 "A Mile-Long Line for Free Food in Geneva" $$$ 

5-30-2020 "A Mile-Long Line for Free Food in Geneva" $$$ 

5-30-2020 "A Mile-Long Line for Free Food in Geneva" $$$ 

5-30-2020 Berlin Exodus by Jews, Hell No, Jews Join the German Army today. 
Rabbis will be trained to join the 80 Roman Catholic and 100 Protestant chaplains 
who currently serve roughly 94,000 Christian soldiers. The number of Jewish 
chaplains could be increased as needed, it said. The Rabbis will also provide 
general spiritual guidance to the military and weigh in on ethical questions, the 
Defense Ministry said. Berlin to introduce imams into the Army to provide spiritual 
guidance to the estimated 3,000 Muslims soldiers. By Melissa Eddy. 



5-30-2020 Berlin Nazis in the 1930s, Berlin Oil Men in 2020 with Diesel Mercedes 
killed all the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's now they have a Army like the Pentagons 
to protect the Diesel Mercedes from the Jewish Rabbis Driving the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR into Berlin for a 'Rich' victory by Jews $$$. Lawmakers on 
Thursday unanimously approved an agreement drawn up last year between the 
government in Berlin and the country’s Central Council of Jews. Not the Jewish 
Rabbis in Key West who want to build the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. A war crime 
by the Berlin Oil Men. Germany’s defense minister, Annegret Kramp-
Karrenbauer, called the loss of $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues to much to lose. 
Missiles and Drones not iMac for millions of Jews in Berlin and world wide. Never 
ending Army in Germany. 

5-30-2020 Amazon Prime! Berlin is the best way he Best Way to Serve Grilled 
Salmon to 100 million Jews. German Army to Serve Grilled Salmon to 100 million 
Jews world wide is the Headlines! Rabbis will see its cooked Kosher. Amazon will 
ship it world wide via Prime. 

Amazons Big Meal; Grilled Salmon shipped to 100 Million Jews world wide! Never 
Ending Wars! 

5-30-2020 iMac's in her Bookstore Window. 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's parked 
outside her 4 bookstores! Sarah McNally outside one of her stores in Manhattan. 
The New York Times. Sarah Every weekday I drive to my four bookstores, pick up 
our customers’ orders, wedge them into the back of my car and take them to the 
Cooper Station post office. My route takes me to Williamsburg to Downtown 
Brooklyn to the South Street Seaport, and ends at my original store in NoLIta. Star 
Wars in her book store, Disney. iMac's in her Bookstore Window. 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's parked outside her 4 bookstores! "Not your Win 10 home, By 
Sarah McNally NY Times "What Could Kill My New York Bookstores?" 

5-30-2020 WindmillCAR's; NYC From 2007 to 2017, vacant retail space. 12 
Trillion Galaxies are vacant of Humans from NASA because New York Bookstores, 



grin. Well because of the NY Times writing up New York Bookstores with no Books 
titled "2020 Ford WindmillCAR's." 

5-30-2020 WindmillCAR's; NYC From 2007 to 2017, vacant retail space roughly 
doubled, according to a report by the New York City Comptroller’s Office. Logic 
would dictate that rents would drop — if no one wants your space, wouldn’t you 
lower the rent? But in fact, in Manhattan, retail rents rose by 22 percent in that 
period, according to the report. 

5-30-2020 In 2019, rent for my NoLIta store jumped from $360,000 a year to 
$650,000. The New York Times. Sarah Every weekday I drive to my four 
bookstores, pick up our customers’ orders. Orders from the 2 White Men at 1984 
HQ raised Sarah's rent to 650K for her NoLIta bookstore. A crime in a Orwellian 
Society the New York Times will not write the full story about. 

5-30-2020 CNN live 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's Drive up to CNN HQ. "At CNN 
Headquarters, protesters smashed the lobby windows and seemed prepared to go 
inside during a tense face-off that was broadcast live on the cable network." 

5-30-2020 A line of Police officers in riot gear blocked the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's from Headline News!! 



5-30-2020 Retirement of the space shuttles in July 2011, NASA. Decision to Blast 
Off the fleet of Super Shuttles at 1984 HQ. 3-4-2011 Greg flew into Key West with 
the 2011 Ford WindmillCAR at 1984 HQ!! 

5-30-2020 ‘2020 Ford WindmillCAR's’ So Vibrant, Called ‘the Elixir of Life’ Life 
in Key West for the Rabbis who want to build the WindmillCAR's for the Jews is 
the Elixer of a Jewish Life Time Secret and the Secret Wish for a New Exodus to 
Sirius from WindmillCAR's never ending Universe of accessories that will change 
the way the Earths Jews Drive the Rabbis Wars! Jewish Wars that win 1,001 
Nobels in Medicine as the Nobel Peace Prize is a scam of 2 White Men at 1984 HQ 
NYC. 

5-30-2020 'Universe Windmills' or Other 'Windmills in the Universe' Take 
Windmill Galaxies and see what they are generating from their Winds!! Sees the 
World as Don Quixote Does in 2020 with CERN and Higgs particles driven to find 
the 'Gravity Particles' at CERN Higgs God Particle failed to Open the Universe 
Cage for Humans to fly to Sirius. 

5-30-2020 

5-29-2020 Cockatoos Motivation to Escape their 'Universe Cage' Propose to Dr. 
Mona Lisa MD PhD. $777 Trillion Proposal to Dr. Mona Lisa MD PhD fueled by 
the Bone Saw Prince Salman's Swiss Gas Money! Secret Swiss Bank Accounts in a 
Orwellian Driven Diesel Mercedes by the Swiss. Riches beyond belief Proposed to 
be spent by Dr. Mona Lisa MD PhD to cure all the plagues, diseases, cancers sooner 
than much later as it stands now! As it's now Driven in Diesel Mercedes not 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR's! 

No mask for Trump VIP's NASA Space suits they would have worn in front of the 
cameras... 



5-29-2020 NASA Space Suits for Dr. Mona Lisa MD PhD at the Yale Key West 
Medical School 

'Universe Cage' Propose to Dr. Mona Lisa MD PhD. $777 Trillion Dollar Proposal 

'Universe Cage' Propose to Dr. Mona Lisa MD PhD. $777 Trillion Dollar Proposal 

Girl MD's looking into the Apple-Starbucks Windows for their iMac and Mac Book 
Pro Lab $$$ 

5-29-2020 Cockatoos Motivation to Escape their 'Universe Cage' Propose to Dr. 
Mona Lisa MD PhD. $777 Trillion Proposal to Dr. Mona Lisa MD PhD fueled by 
the Bone Saw Prince Salman's Swiss Gas Money! Secret Swiss Bank Accounts in a 



Orwellian Driven Diesel Mercedes by the Swiss. Riches beyond belief Proposed to 
be spent by Dr. Mona Lisa MD PhD to cure all the plagues, diseases, cancers sooner 
than much later as it stands now! As it's now Driven in Diesel Mercedes not 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR's! 

Dr. Mona Lisa MD PhD in Saudi Arabia at the Gas Stations $4 Gas on the 4th of 
July USA, Trump gets his Blood Money from Dr. Salman MD Grin. $777 Trillion 
covered in the Greed Virus Dr. Mona Lisa MD PhD wants for her Students at Yale 
Key West Medical School's USA. 

5-29-2020 Plagues have revealed Many, Many Prince Salman's with Bone Saws not 
curing Brain Cancer Yet today! 

5-29-2020 Plagues have revealed Many, Many Prince Salman's with Bone Saws not 
curing Brain Cancer in Teddy Kennedy so many years after Teddy Kennedy died 
from Brain Cancer many hundreds of thousands have followed Died being Teddy 
Kennedy instead of 'Dr. Mona Lisa MD' Stuck inside the 'Universe Cage' when 
Jewish Aliens are at Sirius today. This is Brain Dead cause is the Oil Virus of Greed 
and Casinos. Drunk on Gambling without any iMac or Mac Book Pro Computer 
Labs at Starbucks Vegas or for 'Dr. Mona Lisa MD' 

5-29-2020 Incinerate the relationship over Fiery Wrecks Beijing Hardens Resolve 
to Defy U.S., Even While Calling for 1,001 Nobels in Medicine that pay $1 Billion 
each from the King of Sweden. And are worth $ Trillions to Humanity. West Point 
Medical School makes a Point about the New Nobels in Medicine worth $1 Billion 
dollars on the 4th of July USA 

5-29-2020 Protests Continue to Rage, 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's are set on fire at 
the NY Times by the Editors of the NY Times in a drunk Rage over Greg writing 
up $4 Gas on the 4th of July the Editors of the NY Times want censored from this 
Tweet, grin! 



5-29-2020 Protests Continue to Rage over Fiery Wrecks and Dr. Mona Lisa MD 
Hanging on the Wall 

5-29-2020 Twitter Facebook face a Legal and Moral End from InventBook and the 
diagnosis from Dr. Mona Lisa MD PhD 

5-29-2020 New York Times and CBS Media Could Harm One Person in Particular: 
Without certain liability protections, from the US Generals, bone saw Prince 
Salman and 1,001 other Bone Saw Prince Salman WHO didn't make headlines but 
dissected men and women in Saudi Arabia and UAE, Kuwait, Qatar. All on CIA 
audio and Video. For Judgement day the Jews are Driving to in their New 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR and Exodus Mission Impossible! 

5-29-2020 NASA Space Suits for Dr. Mona Lisa MD PhD at the Yale Key West 
Medical School 

5-29-2020 Architecture of the 'Universe Cage' that holds 7 billion people; it was 
designed by Yale Harvard and Generals mostly from West Point. 



5-29-2020 Aggressive 'Dr. Mona Lisa MD' Mission to cure all disease and cancers 

5-29-2020 Spy Tools and Brain Surgeons Tools like the bone saw enlist the CIA Spy 
Tool designers to design tools for advanced surgery done today in Disney Star Wars 
fashion, or fashion of Dr. Ivanka MD PhD if she gets into the Yale Key West 
Medical School 

5-29-2020 Naked mistakes in millions of Nursing Homes today besides the high 
virus deaths is 'bed sores' by the millions as this is a Naked Mistake by the Staff. 

5-29-2020 Neglected Mexico City's Oil Men, Neglected Mexico City's Nursing 
Homes upgraded to CIA Spy Cameras with Zoom live streaming and zoom in on 
the Naked senior take pictures of every inch of skin for 'Bed Sores' then alert the 
CNA and MD for treatments. Spy Tools of Zoom in Cameras in every Nursing 
Home and Naked Seniors with AI Camera app that can detect a bed sore is for CIA 
spy cameras with zoom and Zoom live streaming video. Spy tech. Like Space Suits 
in all Nursing Homes from NASA. Mexico and Texas oil money had enough money 
for these Medical Spy Tools decades ago but spent the money at the Mexico City 
Casino and Trump Qatar Casino. 

5-29-2020 "Asserting Sovereignty, Indian Casinos Defy California’s Governor and 
Reopen" By THOMAS FULLER "1,001 people placed their bet, lining up for hours 
in front of the Viejas Casino and Resort, a glass-and-stone Indian casino east of San 
Diego One of 1,001 Casino's built after the Invention of the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's. 1,001 gamblers driving hours or flying for hours to get to the 
Qatar Trump Casino. No Bets are placed on the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's and the 
Exodus Model. Casino Universe! High Risk of losing 1 Nobel in Medicine by 



chronic addicted gamblers world wide. WHO made this legal, Indian casinos were 
authorized under the federal Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988. 2 White Men 
at 1984 HQ gamblers with Nobels on the Roulette Wheels not Nobel Drivers at the 
Wheel of the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. 'Dr. Mona Lisa MD' would have sought 
protection from these 2 White Men gambling with Nobels in Medicine at the 
Worlds Casino's made legal in 1988. A War Crime! Casino's would never have 
been made legal in 1988 if the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's were driven to the Yale 
Key West Medical School with 'Dr. Mona Lisa MD' President. 

5-29-2020 Department of Health and Human Services 

5-29-2020 Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 

5-29-2020 The National Institutes of Health 

5-29-2020 Food and Drug Administration 

5-29-2020 Federal Emergency Management Agency 



5-29-2020 Department of Homeland Security. 

5-29-2020 National Security Council, which created in 2016 and no one at these 
Federal Departments are Driving the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's to the Yale Key 
West Medical School because it was bombed by Navy Blue Angel Jets in 2011. 

5-29-2020 Department of Health and Human Services 

5-29-2020 Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 

5-29-2020 The National Institutes of Health 

5-29-2020 Food and Drug Administration 



5-29-2020 Federal Emergency Management Agency 

5-29-2020 Department of Homeland Security. 

5-29-2020 Sweeping Changes to these Federal Offices when Dr. Mona Lisa MD 
PhD shares their office space with Nobels in Medicine they must work on for hours 
a day or get fired. Starting with Nursing Home Bed Sores looking at Naked Seniors 
with CIA spy cameras and AI bed sore Photoshop detections then the list goes to 
skin cancers the senior and kid could not get a MD appointment so the Fed's must 
also look for skin cancer and all other rash that the AI alerts them too and ID them 
on super computers sitting idle today at all federal sites. 

5-29-2020 Hong Kong, China Tries to Drive Security Law’s Critics past fiery 
wrecks and accidents that never would have happened in all of Hong Kong and All 
of China Today if Xi had bought the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's with F-35 radar 
and other Star Wars Disney Galaxy Edge accessories all will be at the Hong Kong 
Disney theme park. 

5-29-2020 Hong Kong NYC and the NY Times Drives to Hell and Back in this 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR's WAR Headlines by "Pandemic Forces Car Dealers to Do the 
Unthinkable: Sell Online" Dealerships have long resisted e-commerce, but with 
many showrooms closed, the dynamic is changing." By NEAL E. BOUDETTE Neal 
needs to read Greg's new Kindle book "Secret Wars Windmill Cars" Grin!! Or we 



could just fly Neal to Hong Kong to drive in Hong Kong traffic instead of NYC 
traffic. 

5-29-2020 "What Could Kill My New York Bookstores?" Nobel in Medicine 
Kindles at Starbucks iMac computer labs with Rx Latte's on the menu to invent a 
Rx cure all for all disease and cancers finally, this is not your Mosquito tweets from 
Bill and Melinda Gates but iMac's at $15,000 each at every NYC Starbucks by the 
100's if 100 will fit into the Starbucks, Macy's bankrupt store will fit 100's of iMac 
and thousands of book readers will read 1,001 Nobels in Medicine all on 1 Click 
Amazon links with specs and genius Pasteur tutors from Paris logged in. And Dr. 
Mona Lisa MD PhD. "What Could Kill My New York Bookstores?" WHO could 
kill all NYC book stores, Dr. Mona Lisa MD PhD on 1 Click Amazon in Starbucks 
and Macy's Stores with iMac's at $15,000 each. Not your Win 10 at home. By Sarah 
McNally "What Could Kill My New York Bookstores?" iMac @ $15,000 each. 

5-29-2020 Cardinals in the 'Universe Cage' fly to a Steak and Lobster dinner at a 5 
Star Restaurant in Rome + Paris. 

5-29-2020 Cardinals in the 'Universe Cage' fly to a Steak and Lobster dinner at a 5 
Star Restaurant in Rome + Paris. Older Italians Warily Eye the Cardinals feeding 
habits Dr. Mona Lisa MD would put a stop to if they followed Doctors eating 
orders. They just fly to every 5 Star Restaurant in Rome and Paris not the Doctors 
office until diabetes side effects ruined their human body. 

5-29-2020 Cardinals in the 'Universe Cage' fly to the Birdwatchers! 



5-29-2020 Cardinals need to Eat at the Aliens 12 trillion Star Restaurants! 

5-29-2020 Twitter Places Warning on a Trump Tweet, Saying It Glorified Violence. 
Strategy of the Cardinals flying into Central Park for some Orwellian Reason don't 
twitter about the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's or the $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues 
that pays for their Steak and Lobsters at the 5 Star Restaurant when 5 Nearest 
Stars to Earth are never ever Twittered about in their sermons or talks to Pope 
Francis. $5 gas on the 4th of July is in the greed virus. The Cardinals Are Not on 
Fixed Flights but Brain Damaged Flights not approved by Dr. Universe MD and 
Dr. God MD PhD, and More People Are Watching Them as they need to escape the 
'Universe Cage' fly into 12 Trillion Galaxies with Aliens. Eat at the Aliens 12 
trillion Star Restaurants! 

5-29-2020 Cardinals have no Mom's just a Pope Francis; “Moms are the ones 
primarily making decisions about vaccines, nutrition, and when and how to 
schedule doctor visits. For most households that seems consistent but for the 
Vatican household. Mothers tended to be more risk-averse, dad Trump never 
dieted like the Cardinals. Ivanka had no influence on Trumps diet. Burden of 
staying “safe” fell on the mothers, daughters. White House Daughters as there are 
no Vatican Daughters we can speak of. 

5-28-2020 Moving 'Dr. Mona Lisa MD' to Live Streaming Zoom on YouTube TV, 
Apple TV, Disney TV will get millions of Girls into Yale Key West Medical School. 
15 Summer TV Shows We’re Looking Forward To all with 'Dr. Mona Lisa MD' 
few with 'Dr. Mona Lisa MD PhD' “I’m a romantic. I think I’m an easy target for 
West Point Generals who have massacred millions for many different reasons, 
today mostly for $777 Trillion in $4 gas on the 4th of July. Dr. Pam Anderson MD 
PhD in Playboy she was featured as the centerfold in the February 1990 issue of 
Playboy. iPhone 12 Max will have the caller ID for time he watching porn before 
she takes the call. Grin. 



5-28-2020 Motivation escalates "Universe Cage" Portrait of 'Dr. Mona Lisa MD' A 
Bird Cage Next to the Cat if opened by the rest of us can cure all disease and 
plagues on Earth by the Cats Swats! 

5-28-2020 Moving 'Dr. Mona Lisa MD' to Live Streaming Zoom on YouTube TV, 
Apple TV, Disney TV will get millions of Girls into Yale Key West Medical School. 
And men who want to marry a MD women. Not Jeff Bezos types, grin. 

5-28-2020 Cockatoos Motivation to Escape their 'Universe Cage' Mecca birds with 
Riches Beyond Belief for the entire flock while the Jews spend all their money on 
Drones and Missiles, no travel money for Exodus to Sirius. 

5-28-2020 The worlds Generals and State Department Top Brass said they would 
steal another million MD degrees from the Worlds Women for Drones, Missiles and 
War Toys from MIT, as they are Addicted and no White House MD is working on 
a Rx Addiction Latte for Starbucks as this is some Disney Star Wars Galaxy Edge 
theme Park movie. 

5-28-2020 Motivation escalates A €750 Billion Virus Recovery Plan Thrusts Europe 
Into a New Frontier Dr. Katrina MD $750 Billion spent in a week on Sweat pants + 
'Strait' jackets, Space Suits the Space Suits for all MD's in all Hospitals world wide. 
With Pink Hellmets of course, grin. For a woman's Inspiration + Motivation. 

5-28-2020 Motivation escalates Universe Stakes for Vegas Casino's. This is real 
gambling your Soul, Jimmy Carter with his wife or in Hell? 



5-28-2020 Motivation escalates A New "Born Pink In the USA Song' singing about 
the State Departments Pink Women, millions more will die a tortured death 

5-28-2020 Motivation escalates A €750 Billion Virus Recovery Plan to get millions 
of Portraits of 'Dr Mona Lisa MD' proposal would make history for the bloc, Pink 
Women in authority in Brussels Ursula von der Leyen!! 

5-28-2020 Motivation escalates NY Times Headlines; "Fears of Mass Eviction" 
when Pink women are being massacred by the Pentagon Generals and Trump-
Salman with Bone Saws and Breast Surgery gone wrong. 

5-28-2020 Motivation escalates Massacre's of State Departments Pink Women, by 
the top brass will be the Next Pentagon Papers in Pink! As the State Department is 
spending $750 on War's none for the Pink War. 



5-28-2020 Motivation escalates Drunken Rage's of Generals at the State 
Department as they all have Vodka and Coors in stock there! Trumps Lost Nobel 
for a Sober Army will be a Amazon kindle. The the Banned Books Section of 
Amazon Books. 

5-28-2020 Motivation escalates Virus Evictions at the State Department will be for 
the killers of Pink Women, out of their drunken wars for a sober war on breast 
ovary cancer. 

5-28-2020 Motivation escalates Plague of Locust at the State Departments world 
wide eating all the Pink women's money. 

5-28-2020 Motivation escalates Swarm of Warriors with the President killing his 
wife returning from the Battlefields Shock and Awe of Killing 250K Moslems for 
9/11 when none of the 250K were from Saudi Arabia. 

5-28-2020 Motivation; Bush then killed all the clean up workers and MD 'Dr Mona 
Lisa MD' girls saying no iMac at Texas Starbucks then saying you don't need a 
NASA space suit to protect you from the Bush Texas Oil $$$ Virus Plague of 



Greed! 

5-28-2020 Motivation escalates A €750 Billion Virus Recovery Plan Thrusts Europe 
Into a New Frontier Adopting the proposal would make history for the bloc, vesting 
authority in Brussels 

5-28-2020 Motivation escalates NASA space suits They Evoke Darth Vader, and the 
White Storm Troopers in Star Wars but These Will not May Save Your Doctor’s 
Life from 1,001 Virus and other diseases not in this NY Times article. 

5-28-2020 Motivation escalates Last Wish she goes to Vegas not Yale Key West 
Medical School, A Socially Distanced Las Vegas? What Are the Odds? Odds for a 
Rx Recipe Cure All for Breast and Ovary cancers via Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks 
depends on weather they take all the Vegas Winnings from Trumps Qatar Casino's 
world wide. No gas stations on Earth for one reasonings, no Casino and no Florida 
Lottery for other reasonings mostly Pink ones as the Top Brass talk about winners 
and loser Pink and White Women Dr. Mona Lisa MD all her West Point Medical 
School cost paid by gamblers and a few oil men. 

5-28-2020 Motivation; How 1,000 West Point Cadets Massacred 1 Million Pink 
women in 2020 without even Knowing What the Generals were up to. 



5-28-2020 Motivation escalates Dr. Mona Lisa MD will alert all women to The 
N.B.A. May Return Too Soon with syphilis, HIV, Hepatitis! 

5-28-2020 Motivation escalates SpaceX blastoff is delayed, Sober end to the 
Massacre's Masterminds infected with the Greed and Syphilis Virus! 

5-28-2020 Motivation of the NY Times gave Andy credit for Reviving the NYC 
Subway censoring out the Qatar Subway paid for by NYC $4 gas on the 4th of July, 
a journalists war crime, grin. 

5-28-2020 Motivations; Key West lawyers, Spottswood, Abramson said he has no 
interest in practicing law again. Yale Harvard Law Schools both will be closed 
forever! Their Law School Campus given to the Yale Harvard Medical Schools 
when the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR is Driven by Kerry. Back to Key West Law; 
William Abramson of Lantana, just south of West Palm Beach, filed a longshot 
lawsuit over the governor’s authority to issue lockdown orders under Florida’s 
constitution and state laws. The Florida Supreme Court, which is expected to rule 
on the matter, has designated the lawsuit one of its high-profile cases. Even 
Abramson acknowledged he was unlikely to win the case. He spoke to Fresh Take 



Florida, a news service of the University of Florida College of Journalism and 
Communications, in an interview last week. He called the governor “a good guy” 
but said he handled the virus emergency poorly. Abramson’s legal challenge tracks 
closely with critics across the U.S. who said shutdown orders by governors 
responding to the pandemic were excessive or legally questionable. 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's driven to Key West will change the Universe and of Key West with 
20 or more Trump Towers all part of the Yale Key West Medical School. Lawyers 
vs MD's! Oh the West Point Medical School will influence the Judges. Secret Files 
from Yale and Harvard about WHO paid for sex in New Haven and Boston. Judge 
Who Asked Woman if She Closed Her Legs to Prevent Assault Is Removed By 
MARIA CRAMER This Judge knows who Paid for Sex in Boston and New Haven 
as Law Students. Yale and Harvard MD's know who got VD, STD's, Syphilis. None 
of the MD's became Whistle Blowers at the White House or 1984 HQ. 

5-28-2020 "West Point Medical School to run all USA's Child Care Industry A 
Bailout Ear Aches Strep Throat the Dead from Whooping Cough in 2020. Yes 
2020!!" By CLAIRE CAIN MILLER 

5-28-2020 Medical Schools will Recycle Law Schools. “SoulCycle’s window may not 
be gone,” Windows 10 will be gone with the Wind's of the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's as they will all by 'Law' have a Mac Book Pro Engine, grin. 

5-28-2020 Battle between Law School and Medical School. Yale and Harvard 
Football Game will be Dead if the MD's Win! Recycled Football Stadiums covered 
heated and A/C in the hot New Haven and Boston summers with Carnival Ships 
Big Screen and Disney MD rated movies made for Bone Saw Doctors not Saudi 
Crown Prince Salman who ordered all his Yale and Harvard Lawyers beheaded for 
losing his Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion to Jewish Bankers in Geneva. 



5-28-2020 Mexico City Oil Men have for Decades gone to Yale and Harvard 
Medical School Hospitals; ‘It’s Not The Virus’: Mexico’s Broken Hospitals Become 
Killers, Too. Years of neglect have hobbled many Mexican hospitals. Now, as the 
pandemic strikes, some patients are dying from neglect or from mistakes that are 
easily prevented, doctors and nurses say." By NATALIE KITROEFF and 
PAULINA VILLEGAS Mexico City Lawyers have also died in a Mexican City 
Hospital unable to sue as Oil Men have immunity via 1984 HQ. 

5-28-2020 King of Sweden with Herd Immunity from Mexico City Oil Men in 
Stockholm failed to win 1,001 Nobels in Medicine the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR 
would have driven a flock of Universe Caged MD's into the Oil Slicks. Birds 
covered in Oil and fiery wrecks even the King of Sweden were immune to thanks to 
Blood Money and kickbacks gov. perks from the USA. 

5-28-2020 U.S. to Expel Chinese Graduate Students With Ties to China’s Military 
Medical Schools. The move is the latest in the Trump administration’s efforts to 
impose limits on Chinese students. But university officials say the government is 
paranoid, and that the United States will lose out." By EDWARD WONG and 
JULIAN E. BARNES 



5-28-2020 China’s Military Medical Schools, West Point Medical School, USA. 

5-28-2020 1,284 Page Book not a Kindle on Amazon. “The Power Broker,” but said 
he refused to put it in his Zoom background because he said it had become a bit 
“clichéd.” But Mr. Caro finds the book’s ubiquity rather inspiring. “It sort of 
makes you feel optimistic,” he said. “I always felt, people reading it are reading it 
because they want to know how political power really works.” Greg's new Kindle 
Book; "Secret Wars - Windmill Cars!" makes you feel optimistic as Princ Salman 
with New Bone Saws delivered by Pentagon Generals. 

5-27-2020 "Universe Cage" We are all in this "Universe Bird Cage" and it's owners 
are all General Stay at Home Cadets never Motivated to sign up for Yale Key West 
Medical School. Motivated to put the Pneumonia vaccine on a 'Sugar Cube' is 
beyond Warriors Motivations!! 

5-27-2020 Ms. Sugden said. “There are a lot of things in this world no one cares 
about. But no one cared if there was a Mona Lisa until we had a Mona Lisa.” Dr. 
Mona Lisa MD PhD's 



"Universe Cage" We are all in this "Universe Bird Cage" LoveBirds and Warriors! 

"Universe Cage" We are all in this "Universe Bird Cage" Warriors and LoveBirds! 

5-27-2020 The Virus Plague Upends Islam’s Holiest Month as the 'Cage' with the 
2020 Ford WindmillCAR is almost broke OPEN!! 

5-27-2020 The motivated birds — both wild-caught and lab-raised — performed at 
the same level in solving the tasks of opening the 'Universe Bird Cage' to fly into 
our New Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies and even more Jewish Aliens! 

5-27-2020 Motivation escalates when watching the YouTube video of those working 
on the Universe Bird Cage doors to Escape the Never Ending Wars inside! 

5-27-2020 Quarantine on Earth inside a 'Einstein Cage' How Much Alcohol Can 
You Drink Safely; None! 



5-27-2020 The Virus Plague Upends Islam’s Holiest Month as the 'Cage' with the 
2020 Ford WindmillCAR is almost broke OPEN!! 

5-27-2020 NASA lift off on SpaceX "NASA in the Universe Cage" Cockatoos; 
Motivated in the Wild and Caught by Humans with Cats Meowing Eye their 
"Universe Cage" with their Human Pets. 

5-27-2020 Pentagon 'Pet Cockatoo In a Universe Cage' is NASA! Not as Much Fun 
to play with as the 'Cats at War' are motivated in the Wild Universe as we can 
actually hear the Shock and Awe of Cats Meowing and Purring with their Alien 
Neighbors at Sirius silent as Hell. 

5-27-2020 NASA Space Suits with Glass Helmet can save your MD's life; These 
May Save Your Doctor’s Life With medical masks in short supply, several hospitals 
have turned to industrial models. But the Trump administration has no plans to 
encourage distribution or production. NASA has new plans to save the life of every 
MD on Earth with a NASA MD space suit. Dr. NASA MD. 

5-27-2020 Greed Virus in Canada $$$ Canada’s ‘Voice of the Nation’ Rings Out in 



a Capital Quieted by a Virus; Everyone Knowing the thousands of deaths are at the 
Hands of Canada Oil and Gas men, men who made money off a Virus the Greed 
Virus Oil... Jimmy Carter gave everyone from the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR driven 
into Canada. Virus Rings on iMac Mac Book Pro as none were given as a stimulus 
to the 4 Girls looking into the Canada Apple Store Window a war crime in out 
Hemingway's 'To Have Have Not' Nobel Novels the 4 Canada Girls never got 
written on an iMac because the Greed Virus infected all the Canada Oil and Gas 
Men from 1980 to 2020. 

Greed Virus in Canada $$$ Canada’s ‘Voice of 4 Girls' only heard on Greg's Web 
Page - A War Crime by Canada Elite! 

‘Voice of 4 Girls' only heard on Greg's Web Page Driven to Drive them in a New 
2020 Ford WindmillCAR. 

‘Voice of 4 Girls' only heard on Greg's Web Page Driven to Drive them in a New 
2020 Ford WindmillCAR. 



5-27-2020 InventBook on iMac wants to go viral with millions of followers on 
YouTube. HBO Max Wants to ‘Crush’ Netflix. Is It Too Late? 

Elite's have a Bird Cage if opened by the rest of us can cure all disease and plagues 
on Earth by putting the vaccine on a sugar cube and selling the Rx Pink Latte at 
Starbucks. There Are 3 Things We Have to Do to Get People Wearing Masks. 1, 2, 
3, Persuasion works better than compulsion. Canada Oil and Gas Kings have their 
Minds in a Cage not thinking about what they did to the Human Birds with virus 
and diseases and no cure all mask with a sugar cube Salk and Pasteur Rabbi dog 
and cat cure all. Bill and Melinda Gates Mosquitos too. 

5-27-2020 That Dish, That Restaurant: Vivid Memories to Savor and the 
conversations that our Elite are the worst ever even talking about the 12 Caesar in 
Rome. 12 Oil Men! Bush in Texas is one and we all talked about 9/11 and not 
needing a mask for the clean up workers and they all died of cancers. This is out 
Elite as Bush also said we don't need to drive the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's in 
2020. 

Elite Oil Kings God's think they can get away with $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues... 
really!! 

5-27-2020 That Invention Project Idea, a More Vivid Memory for 7 billion people 
were everyone wins the spelling bee contest. MIT and Harvard are sitting on 
billions in the Banks when a More Vivid Memory Rx Recipe was forgotten by the 2 
White Men at 1984 HQ. 

5-27-2020 After 18 Years of War the Talibon Sense Victory over a SuperPower! 
The Talibon are Pictured on the Front Page of the NY Times Today with the 
caption they have 50,000 active fighters all paid by Mecca's $4 gas on the 4th of 
July profits. Oh the NY Times censored who pays the 50K active Talibon Warriors. 



5-27-2020 'Class Virus' Million Dead, Pink Dead at MIT and Harvard after 18 
years of 'Class War' keeping Exxon Mobil and BP Oil in Business when they should 
have moved on to a New Era in History Class. Rabbi's who want to build the 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR's Sense Victory over the Harvard Class of 2020. Class Virus! 

5-27-2020 'Alcohol Virus' “I expect we’re going to see pretty significant increases in 
what I call unhealthy alcohol use, which means drinking above recommended 
limits,” said Dr. Sarah Wakeman, an addiction medicine doctor at Massachusetts 
General Hospital in Boston. 

5-27-2020 Moving On From the Margarita, Mojito in Key West to iMac Mac Book 
Pro Apple Lab's all along Duval in Key West replacing every Margarita and Mojito 
addicted Tourists with Tourists Motivated to escape our 'Universe Bird Cage!' 

5-27-2020 'Child Care Cage' Should the Child Care Industry Get a Bailout? Art of 
the Diagnosis up grade for Child Care Drive through instead of parking on the 
sidewalks and street dropping off the kids. Yale and Harvard Medical Schools have 
a drive up for Child Care Parents to upgrade to the elite MD Child Care. No your 5 
year old girls will not walk Dr. Dad MD to brain surgery. Though Dr. Katrina MD 
our Brain Surgeon will have Brain Surgery Dolls in this upgraded Child Care 
Industry that will be worth more Nobels in Medicine at a younger age, Ha. 



5-27-2020 1 Click Amazon links to its specs, Lyme Disease Season Is Here. These 
Are Tips on How to rid the world of lyme disease on 1 Click Amazon. 

5-27-2020 Meanwhile, a cat breeder named Jean Mill was working on a more 
practical alternative: her leopard-spotted companion was just ten inches tall. At her 
cattery in Southern California, Ms. Mill invented a breed of domestic cat called the 
Bengal, which would offer wild cat admirers the best of both worlds: an impeccable 
leopard-like coat, and an indoor-cat size and demeanor. Ms. Mill’s daughter, Judy 
Sugden, 71, carried on her legacy. Ms. Sugden grew up observing and assisting with 
the Bengal breed. Despite having a degree in architecture, she realized her true 
calling was at the cattery. “I thought ‘Well gee, I don’t want to be an architect.’ 
Really,” she said, “I wanted to design a beautiful little cat.” 

5-27-2020 'Universe Cage' more practical alternative caging 7 Billion Humans with 
the Universe Cats, you can see their eyes shinning at night light years from their 
prey! 

5-27-2020 It would evoke that seductive “essence of tigerness,” the Dr. Kartina MD 



brain surgeon with gray matter of a brain between her thumb and index finger 
feeling the tigerness! I can survive in the jungle of the Brain's Electric Waves. 

5-27-2020 en vogue essence of a perfect memory from a Rx Latte ordered at 
Starbucks, this is Disney Star Wars movie! 

5-27-2020 Spending as much as they did on nuclear warheads will give Humanity a 
Rx Perfect Memory Latte at Starbucks! 

5-27-2020 Ms. Sugden said. “There are a lot of things in this world no one cares 
about. But no one cared if there was a Mona Lisa until we had a Mona Lisa.” Dr. 
Mona Lisa MD PhD's 

5-27-2020 Greg in Key West will pay a high price for all the Dr. Mona Lisa MD 
PhD's 



5-27-2020 Ms. Sugden said. “There are a lot of things in this world no one cares 
about. But no one cared if there was a Mona Lisa until we had a Mona Lisa.” Dr. 
Mona Lisa MD PhD's 

5-27-2020 

5-26-2020 Cockatoos; Motivated in the Wild and Caught by Humans with Cats 
Meowing Eye their Universe Cage with their Human Pets. 

5-26-2020 Pass the Popcorn 'Hell Angels' is Staring Howard Hughes and Hepburn 
in a MGM movie, no a HH made movie. Kamikaze pilots planting the trillions of 
acres of Corn Crops. Inventing the planes to fly it out. 

Exodus! Pink Help Wanted Today, grin. Inventions needed for Exodus. 1. iPhone, 
Mac Book Pro Battery News - iPod size GE electric generator fueled by solid 
Hydorgen for your new iPhone 12 battery. C/Net battery news. Six truths about 
your phone's battery life: All about overcharging, overheating, fast charging. What 
does a fast charger do to your phone's battery over time? How can you help extend 
your battery's life? We wrote this up instead of letting you get a job inventing the 
iPod size GE electric generator to replace iPhone batteries! Generally poor in 
writing about iPhone and Mac Book Pro inventions you should be working on 
today. Looking for a Job! 



5-26-2020 1,001 IP invention projects jobs posted in the Help Wanted, Hell No We 
Won't Go! Whence China’s Young Struggle for Jobs in the Virus Post-Outbreak 
Era of a thousand other Virus who have been promised 1 million new gas stations 
not 1 million new iMac or 2020 Ford windmillCAR's. Jobs working on 1,001 
invention projects spelled out with specs and 1 Click Amazon links! 

5-26-2020 Generally poor conditions caused by the Generals! Created the 
censorship of the Jewish Exodus in 2020 and the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's the 
Rabbi and his wife's 4 will need for the 7 light year drive. 

5-26-2020 Driving Rabbi's to take greater risks to break out, and Drive Exodus! 
Rabbi's replenish their ranks with Pasteur, Edison, Einstein and 1 Click Amazon 
links to 1,001 Nobels in Medicine with specs and genius tutors. And 4 Wife's copied 
and pasted from the Moslems. Wife's super rich from gasoline on the 4th of July. 

5-26-2020 Exodus Fuel; An oil tanker called “Fortune” has sailed into Venezuela 
from Iran, the first of five ships, sorry A spokeswoman for the U.S. State 
Department said to the Exodus Rabbi's, Morgan Ortagus told them this is a big 
world and the Exodus Universe must get it's own oil “Fortune” and oil money any 
way it can. This is Exodus for the State Department too she said and we control the 
“Fortune” ships to the Rabbi's Exodus. 



5-26-2020 U.S.A, Morgan Ortagus, criticized the move, accusing the Maduro 
government of being a “criminal organization” that used illegally obtained gold... 
$4 gas on the 4th of July is all illegal even the Swiss Bankers know this. 

5-26-2020 A Rabbi and his wife daughter died of cancer; Mr. Chávez died in 2013 
of cancer and made the front page of the NY Times several times... a War crime by 
the times against the Jews. 

5-26-2020 Exodus Rabbi and his wife's too; Looking back, ruefully, on being 
brought down by a virus after a life as a virus-hunter, Dr. Pilot said he had 
misjudged his prey and had become the hunted. How many have died or got 
malaria, hepatitis E, typhoid and Dengue, Ebola. They bought all a pulse oximeter, 
a fingertip monitor that measures blood oxygen levels. 

5-26-2020 Exodus test everyone for pneumonia vaccine; his oxygen saturation was 
only 84 percent, dangerously low. An X-ray showed fluid in both lungs in a pattern 
that suggested bacterial pneumonia. His blood tests “were really bad,” he said. His 
levels of C-reactive protein, which indicate inflammation, and of D-Dimer, which 
indicate blood clots forming, were both very high. 

5-26-2020 Pneumonia vaccine; Dr. Joanna Porter, who specializes in difficult 
pneumonias, put him on an intravenous steroid to reduce the inflammation. 



5-26-2020 Pneumonia vaccine; Dr. Orwell MD writing articles about the C-Virus 
mentions many get Pneumonia after the fever but nothing if the Pneumonia 
vaccine; would prevent the Pneumonia complications. 

5-26-2020 Pneumonia vaccine; 1 Click Amazon today should have this up and 
running for the inventors who want to invent discover a new Pneumonia vaccine 
that can be put on a sugar cube for all not just those over 60. 

5-26-2020 On a Scottish Isle, Nursing Home Deaths Expose a Covid-19 Scandal 

5-26-2020 Exodus will Expose a General Scandal at Home going to War's instead of 
curing disease and cancers at Home. 

5-26-2020 Generals “criminal” negligence — strong words for selling $4 Gas on the 
4th of July USA. 



5-26-2020 Exodus Future is iMac and Mac Book Pro's Computer Labs in every 
Renovated Gas Stations after the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's Winds close every gas 
station. The Future of College Is Online, and It’s Cheaper with high end Mac Book 
Pro's in millions of Mac Computer Labs with tech support, 1,001 IP invention 
projects specs on 1 Click Amazon and Comcast fiber optics. Hell with WiFi and 
passwords. 

5-26-2020 Exodus Messages in General and in Proposing to a Universe with 12 
Trillion Galaxies tell us its about Time. 

5-26-2020 Upbeat opening of Wall Street Exodus Stocks. 

5-26-2020 12 Trillion Galaxies an incalculable number of Galaxies Generals are at 
War With! 



5-26-2020 Thanks to $777 Trillion in Gas Revenues to spend at the World Casino's 
not Galaxies. Stanley Ho, Who Turned Macau Into a Global Gambling Hub, Dies at 
98. Mr. Ho led the tiny Chinese territory’s transformation into the world’s most 
lucrative gambling destination. 

5-26-2020 Gas Stations and Casino's closed for the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR 
Driving 7 Billion Gamblers to the Galaxy Casino light years from Earths Casino's. 

5-26-2020 Cockatoos Previous research suggested that spending a lot of time with 
humans might make animals more innovative. 

5-26-2020 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs and 
genius Einstein tutors will make people more innovative... 

5-26-2020 Cockatoos; The big difference between the two groups was in their 
interest in doing the tests at all. The researchers classified 10 of 11 lab birds as 
motivated, meaning they began right away to open doors and look for food. Only 
three of the eight wild birds were motivated. The unmotivated birds “rarely 
approached the setup or interacted with the tasks,” the researchers reported. But 
the motivated birds — both wild-caught and lab-raised — performed at the same 
level in solving the tasks. 



5-26-2020 Rabbi and Wife's Priest with No Wife; But the motivated birds with 4 
Wife's, now all Moslems had no motivation to get into Yale and Harvard Medical 
schools even with Prince Salman paying all expenses and driving a diesel Mercedes. 

5-26-2020 Rabbi and Wife's didn't get any Stimulus Money to get into Yale or 
Harvard Medical School from the Generals. 

5-26-2020 Cockatoos; Ms. Rössler said that if the wild birds “decide they want to 
interact with the apparatus, they are just as skillful problem solvers.” 

5-26-2020 Rabbi and Priest Pope Francis with 4 Wife's would be more skillful 
problem solvers than Moslem today spending their Fortune from Gas Stations on 
Casino's and new Gas Stations. 

5-26-2020 Kamikaze pilots Own most of the 1 million gas station in Tokyo Today, 
as they will die selling gasoline in Times of 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's world wide 
attacking Japan since 1980. 



5-26-2020 Singapore's 1 Million Gas Station Owners fighting off 100 Million who 
Drive the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. 

5-26-2020 1 Million Rx Recipes for their invention motivation and skills to rid the 
world of virus plague and diesel Mercedes. 

5-26-2020 Pass the Popcorn the Wedding Movie is about to start. 

------------------------------- Kindle ---------------------------------------------------- 

5-25-2020 War; How they put the polio Vaccine on a Sugar Cube is still Top Secret 
from Adults and Kids, this is the Real War!  

5-25-2020 War; WindmillCar's for the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR Stimulus Given to 
Everyone in the USA. $$$ $777 Trillion Dollar Stimulus by the Fed's. 



4 Girls looking for their Mac Book Pro $$$ Stimulus Checks Across Light Years of 
Star Wars! 

4 WindmillCar's for these 4 Girls; the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR Stimulus Given to 
Everyone in the USA. $$$ $777 Trillion Dollar Stimulus by the Fed's. 

4 Mac Book Pro's Stimulus Checks to these 4 Girls, Hell No! $$$ $4 Gas on the 4th 
of July for 4 Girls! A War Crime! 



5-25-2020 War; It Keeps Some People Up at Night. Looking at the Stars and 
Knowing Star Wars is going on in our new Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies and 
even more Jewish Aliens. 

5-25-2020 War + Ford WindmillCAR's; Jimmy Carter looking at The Mecca God 
Across $777 Trillion Dollars Hell of $4 Gas on the 4th of July USA. 

5-25-2020 War; Exodus War's The Key West Rabbi wants to build the Ford 
WindmillCAR's, Netanyahu builds Drones + Missiles for many more Wars that will 
kill Exodus to Sirius. 

5-25-2020 War; The greatest trick of war is was getting a Jimmy Carter to rob USA 
gas stations on the 4th of July $4 gas and give most of the loot to Mecca! 

5-25-2020 War's Inventions; 1 Click Amazon links to specs about Hurricane's to 
invent a way to keep them at Sea! This is not up on Amazon on Memorial Day 2020 
as it's Memorial Day not Invention Day a National Holiday that blows into Amazon 
1 click and goes viral like no dog or cat video on YouTube. 



5-25-2020 War; Going to Medical School instead of the Vatican. For Some Italians, 
the Future of Work Looks Like the Past Learning Anatomy from the Romans, then 
moving on to the Disney Star Wars Galaxy Edge Anatomy and Art of the Diagnosis 
in this War. Priests and Pope Francis will be left behind the MD Medical School 
Italian Renaissance. For centuries, scholars have agreed that the Italian 
Renaissance happened just that way: that between the 14th century and the 17th 
century, a new, modern way of thinking about the world and man's place in it 
replaced an old, backward one, same today as Priests and Pope Francis lead to gas 
stations not Ford WindmillCAR's a gift from God. Leonardo da Vinci, 
Michelangelo, Raphael, Pasteur, Salk, Fleming as MD art surge with super 
computer simulations and 4 Trillion Rx Recipes made public that were all trade 
secrets protected by the worlds governments. How did they put the Polio Vaccine 
on a Sugar Cube is still secret from school kids. 

5-25-2020 War; Eid al-Fitr "Festival of Breaking the Fast" 

5-25-2020 War Old Money British Aston Martin has an answer: The 107-year-old 
British luxury carmaker is re-creating the Bond DB5 from the 1964 movie 
“Goldfinger,” starring Sean Connery, in painstaking detail. It is but one example 
— a really expensive one — of how auto manufacturers, including Land Rover, 
Jaguar and Porsche, have started reaching into their pasts to update some of their 
classic models and equipment. 



5-25-2020 War's F-35 Radar on all Cars and Roads in painstaking details of fiery 
wrecks driven by since 1980 Ford WindmillCAR was created just for Jaguar and 
Porsche fiery wrecks. Statistics on just Jaguar and Porsche fiery wrecks from 1980 
to 2020 will light up your minds to the Race and Luxury Carmakers Owners. 

5-25-2020 War; King Salman bought 'The actual Bond DB5 at auction last year for 
$6,385,000.' 007 Bond Car with oil-slick sprayers, smoke-screen foggers, a 
retractable bullet-resistant shield, a passenger ejection seat, a nail spreader, hidden 
machine guns in the fenders and telescoping battering rams. 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR with F-35 Radar, iPhone 11 Max Dash Cam iTickets, iCop Chat in 
your car. Kids in the front seat never forgotten or left out of the conversations. 

5-25-2020 War; burned-out cars everyone drives by without putting their pictures 
and the kids inside on the front page of the NY Times on Memorial Day 2020. 100's 
of pictures of burned out cars with kids inside pictures on the front page of the NY 
times today is a War that Was Lost by these Kids! How many, the editors at the 
Times know the answer to this question!! 1,001 and counting as there will be many 
fiery wrecks today. 

5-25-2020 War; $400,000 Lamborghini Huracán brought little attention to my 
California test drives. But in Santa Monica, drivers stopping in the middle of Ocean 
Avenue to take pictures. 



5-25-2020 War; 2020 Ford WindmillCAR Star Wars Accessories, “high 
development costs, the best material quality and the most high-end technologies 
and innovations.” He added, “No other car combines all these aspects in one single 
car and to this extent.” 

5-25-2020 War; With the Kings idiot Prince. 1,001 in Saudi Arabia, UAE, Kuwait, 
Qatar all celebrating Memorial Day with riches from $4 Gas on the 4th of July. A 
War Crime! 

5-25-2020 War; Wealthiest U.S. Hospitals Got Billions in Bail out for Struggling 
Health Providers Twenty large chains received more than $5 billion in federal 
grants even while sitting on more than $100 billion in cash. Cleveland Clinic got 
$199 million. Last year it had so much money on hand — its $7 billion in cash 
helped generate $1.2 billion in investment profits — that it paid investment advisers 
$28 million to manage the fortune. A War Crime. 

5-25-2020 War; Seattle next to Microsoft HQ sits Providence Health System, one of 
the country’s largest and richest hospital chains. It is sitting on nearly $12 billion in 
cash, which it invests, Wall Street-style, in a good year generating more than $1 
billion in profits. And this spring, Providence received at least $509 million in 
government funds. 



5-25-2020 War; Join Women in Breast Cancer Surgery and Chemo Hell today, Hell 
No; Join Us for a Look at a Century of Progress for Women. Times journalists and 
guests will discuss 100 years of change and the barriers that remain. Plus, 
balancing parenthood with alone time, the future of bookstores and more live 
events this week. By Jennifer Harlan This week and every week this century 100 
women had breast cancer surgery and chemo Hell, for some very good reasoning by 
the editors at the NY Times this was not front page news today but women's right 
to vote in a Presidents election. This is a War Crime in the Pink War on Cancer 
and getting women working on the Rx Recipes for the Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks 
that will cure all breast ovary cancers in all stages in 8 days. Jeff Bezos will get this 
1 Click IP invention project up and running on Amazon by next Memorial Day. 

5-25-2020 War; A vast Windmill wheel of gas in the primordial cosmos is forcing 
astronomers to rethink how some of the universe’s largest structures may have 
formed. The galaxy, known formally as ALMA J081740.86+135138.2, after its 
coordinates in the sky, is a giant, rotating wheel of gas, dust and faint starlight. 80 
billion suns, in the same weight class as the Milky Way. 

5-25-2020 War; Disney measures red shift. Redshift is what cosmologists use to 
measure distance and time in the universe. NASA could win a Nobel in 2021 for a 
New Redshift Invention. Could will they? 



5-25-2020 War; Summer Reading about Inventors try searching Amazon and 
Summer Invention Camp. War's Boot Camp started by Wounded Warriors killed 
off generations of childhood inventors, a war crime. 

5-25-2020 War; What would 100 million iMac's and Mac Book Pro's in a Starbucks 
iMac Lab with Comcast Fiber cost? “What would cost $30,000 on a submarine?” 
mused Dr. Plumb. “Nothing of note.” A modern U.S. Virginia-class submarine costs 
roughly $3.5 billion according to the Congressional Research Service. Dr. Plumb 
did the apple math. “At $30,000 an acre, you would need 116,667 acres, or 182 
square miles, of apple orchard for the same cost. This means one acre buys less 
than one one-hundred-thousandth of a submarine. So to four decimal places, one 
acre of high-tech apple orchard buys you zero submarines.” 

5-25-2020 War; Netanyahu Exodus Trial Begins, Taking Israel Into Territory 
Owned by the Rabbi and his Pink Wife's, Daughter's in a breast cancer war 
Netanyahu is on trail for refusing to enlist his Battlefield Doctors MD's + PhD's. 

5-25-2020 War; War's Math; how In dollars and sense, how many iMac and Mac 
Book Pro's could Jimmy Carter have bought for Georgia Starbucks if he stole it 
from the sub builders bank account? 



5-25-2020 War; Children drown as the Parents down Coors and Vodka drinks at 
the pool. Children May Be At Higher Risk of Drowning This Summer. Drunks will 
not be arrested for DUI's at the Pool as this and leaving kids in hot cars to die is to 
traumatic. As of mid-May, both Florida and Texas — the top two states for child 
drownings in pools and spas — are already seeing higher numbers than last year. 

5-25-2020 War; 4 Yale MD Wife's live streaming eating at your table. "Couples 
Who Eat Together May Not Stay Together From what they eat to how they actually 
eat it, being together all the time is only intensifying food issues." By Abby Ellin. 4 
Yale MD Wife's live streaming eating at your table talking as 4 MD Yale Medical 
School Professors giving her lectures on recipes her best and nutrition, heart 
attacks and cancer causing smoked meats not for medical school students. 1 Click 
Amazon can put these "4 Yale MD Wife's live streaming eating at your table." 1 
click Amazon how many would order a medical schools professors breakfast, lunch 
and dinner with counting and going into the history of Salt, sugar and ingredients 
we could never pronounce until will get this Medical Schools live streaming video so 
we can pronounce all the ingredients in our breakfast. War is this upgrade to our 
meals with a wife and with 4 MD Wife's from Yale. 

5-25-2020 War; "Looking at War Across 2,500 Light Years" Jimmy Carter looking 
at God Across 12 Trillion Light Years, Hell With it, the Jimmy Carter 
WindmillCAR Windfall for the USA War Effort not used by the Navy 
Commander! 



Windfalls for the Rich Warriors + overabundance of 12 Trillion Galaxies and 
Jewish Aliens out there in space! 

Girls Rx Recipe Cure All for Syphilis in the USA, World Wide; Syphilis was a 
scourge back then; during wartime, approximately 25,000 positive tests were 
reported annually in New York City alone. By Kate Murphy Ms. Murphy is a 
journalist in Houston. Kates vivid syphilis picutures were not published by the NY 
Times. Cure Rx was not mentioned or the 1 Click Amazon link on the disease specs 
in 2020 and if someone who does discover a Rx Recipe for a Cure All would win a 
Nobel in Medicine as a Sure Thing. And Kate in Houston might think some of the 
Oil Men who spend most of their money on sex might have gotten syphilis in 2020 
along with Prince Salman and the other 1,000 princes who spend a lot of money on 
sex. 

"Syphilis statistics censored from the NY Times article today on; Combat Soldier at 
An observation post in Afghanistan" 

5-24-2020 Stimulus give these 4 Girls a Mac Book Pro and 4 Trillion Rx Recipes to 
work cooking 1,001 Nobels in Medicine, even Bill and Melinda Gates know this 
would be a Windfall Profit for Nobels in Medicine they will never comment about 
on the front page of the NY Times! 

5-24-2020 Windmills for the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR Stimulus from the Fed's! NY 
Times today pictures a Combat Soldier at An observation post in Afghanistan, 
2011. Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 with $777 trillion from the 
WindmillCAR's $4 gas on the 4th of July going to Mecca now in Key West to build 
a Skyscraper Yale Key West Medical School. The Key West Navy Bombed this 
Medical School every year. 'Looking at War Across 2,500 Years' 



Kim Jong-un Moves to Increase North Korea’s Nuclear Bombs on his assembly 
line. Looking a pictures of H-Bombs on the Los Alamos Assembly line no longer 
classified but open to the public. Ford assembly line of 2020 WindmillCAR's are 
classified and Secret. 

5-24-2020 Looking at War Across 2,500 Years you have to look at the Ruling Class 
Bank Accounts in Switzerland. Now stuffed with $777 Trillion from King Salman. 
All illegal and the Swiss have a law against illegal Trillions in Swiss Banks so they 
can give it back to the USA. 

The greatest trick of war is getting a Jimmy Carter to rob USA gas stations on the 
4th of July $4 gas and give most of the loot to Mecca! 



5-24-2020 2009 fresh out of West Point, where, at his graduation, he gratefully 
shook Dick Cheney’s hand neither knowing Cheney would get in front of the line 
for a heart transplant then not give secret orders in a Orwell society to make organ 
donation mandatory so no one needs to cut in front of the line. 

The greatest trick of war is getting a Jimmy Carter to rob USA gas stations on the 
4th of July $4 gas and give most of the loot to Mecca! 

5-24-2020 Napoleon receives the Persian ambassador, 1807 Trump and King 
Salman in Paris 2020. 

The greatest trick of war is getting a Jimmy Carter to rob USA gas stations on the 
4th of July $4 gas and give most of the loot to Mecca! 

5-24-2020 Quarks spin so do Windmills and Engines. Reading about the invention 
of Gravity by those at CERN thinking Gravity is made from Quarks spin will be a 1 
click Amazon link with specs on the spin only a CERN scientists can understand 
but the NY Times will still put this spin on the front page of the Times. Einstein's 
E=mc2 showed everyone how much energy is inside the A-Bomb. 

5-24-2020 "Looking at War Across 2,500 Light Years" By THOMAS E. RICKS 
Tom needs to rewrite his article in the NY Times as Warriors and Vets kill any and 
all ideas about what is out there 2,500 light years. 

"Looking at War Across 2,500 Light Years" 

5-24-2020 Today the Pentagon and Oil Men should be looking at Star Wars Across 
4.3 light years and all the way to Sirius 7 light years. 



"Looking at War Across 2,500 Light Years" 

5-24-2020 "Looking at War Across 2,500 Light Years" By THOMAS E. RICKS 

5-24-2020 Gratification on Memorial Day 2020 is Painted Pink, a splash of pink so 
the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ looks like they have been splashed with pink paint by 
a million women with breast ovary cancer on Memorial Day 2020 

"To Have Have Not" A Rx Pink Latte Cure All at Starbucks in 2020 long before 
Memorial Day 2021 

Pink Flags Were Ordered for Memorial Day Weekend for these 4 Girls looking into 
the Apple Store window $$$ 

The next federal stimulus package has to reduce inequality, not make it worse, give 
these 4 Girls a Mac Book Pro and 4 Trillion Rx Recipes to work cooking, Tim Cook 
brunt to Hell with fiery wrecks some Girls escaped. 

4 Girls looking for their Mac Book Pro $$$ Stimulus Checks Across Light Years of 
Star Wars! 



5-24-2020 Gratification on Memorial Day 2020 is Painted Pink, a splash of pink so 
the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ looks like they have been splashed with pink paint by 
a million women with breast ovary cancer on Memorial Day 2020 

"To Have Have Not" A Rx Pink Latte Cure All at Starbucks in 2020 long before 
Memorial Day 2021 

Pink Flags Were Ordered for Memorial Day Weekend for these 4 Girls looking into 
the Apple Store window $$$ 



5-24-2020 Gratification on Memorial Day 2020 is Painted Pink, a splash of pink so 
the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ looks like they have been splashed with pink paint by 
a million women with breast ovary cancer on Memorial Day 2020 

5-24-2020 Independence Day and ID 2 Movies on Amazon some fear it could lead to 
a false sense of security from a Alien Invasion of Earth as Jeff Bezos has not been 
able to invent a way to pick up live streaming of Aliens at the Nearby Stars. 

5-24-2020 ID 2 opens with "it took us 20 years but we mastered the use of Gravity' 
It takes 1 Trillion volts amps to start your Gravity Engine and run it for a hour. 1 
Trillion volts and amps to run a gravity engine for 1 hour. 

5-24-2020 ESPN Disney Star Wars MD Theme Park; Athletes Weigh the Health 
Risks of More Yankee Stadiums than Yale Key West Medical Schools and more 
Disney Cruise Ships than Hospital Ships Docked in Key West. Disney Tv has No 
Medical School shows. Art of the Diagnosis was not bought by Disney. Pixar and 
Toy Story were bought by Disney. N.B.A. in Talks to Resume Season at Walt 
Disney World Resort, not the AMA, a war crime by Disney. Top 10 Rx Recipes for 
Disney Kids to learn. How they fight cancers and disease. How did the Doctors put 
a polio vaccine in a sugar cube, why didn't they do this in the first place? WHO at 
the UN missed this as Trump would say. 

5-24-2020 History of War on Memorial Day Weekend even the Chinese 600 BC art 
of war not the War Medic and Doctor 600 BC. Disney ESPN not the Star Wars 



War MD's at Walt Disney World Resort. History of Medical Schools and Hospital 
Ships those who got them build and those who tried to stop them from being build 
like the Yale Key West Medical School in 2011 Bombed by the Key West Navy 
influenced by Key West Landlords, Citizen Newspaper and a few other Vets. 

5-24-2020 Bill and Melinda Gates lost the War on Mosquitoes and the unknown 
war on Childhood ear aches someone from the Yale Key West Medical School will 
get a Nobel in Medicine for eradicating world wide. Hear the mosquitos... they are 
Bill and Melinda Gates!! 

4 Girls looking for their Mac Book Pro $$$ Stimulus Checks Across Light Years of 
Star Wars! 



Girls Rx Recipe Cure All for Syphilis in the USA, World Wide; Syphilis was a 
scourge back then; during wartime, approximately 25,000 positive tests were 
reported annually in New York City alone. By Kate Murphy Ms. Murphy is a 
journalist in Houston. Kates vivid syphilis picutures were not published by the NY 
Times. Cure Rx was not mentioned or the 1 Click Amazon link on the disease specs 
in 2020 and if someone who does discover a Rx Recipe for a Cure All would win a 
Nobel in Medicine as a Sure Thing. And Kate in Houston might think some of the 
Oil Men who spend most of their money on sex might have gotten syphilis in 2020 
along with Prince Salman and the other 1,000 princes who spend a lot of money on 
sex. 

Commander Beverly Crusher, M.D. "Encounter at Farpoint" (1987) "Star Trek 
Generations (1994) "Star Trek: Nemesis (2002) Portrayed Gates McFadden 



5-23-2020 Reduced Demand for Electricity Leads to loss of a Nobel in Physics for 
inventing a Gravity Engine but in the Movie Independence Day II. Grin. 

5-23-2020 To plug in Lasers at Government Labs looking for what kind of 
inventions? 

5-23-2020 Firing a Salvo at inventing the gravity engine Trump turns to Opening 
the Churches, gravity of God. 

5-23-2020 Firing a Salvo in Culture Wars, Trump Pushes for Churches to Reopen 

5-23-2020 Church Women Firing a Salvo in Culture of Wars Paint the Chruch's 
Pink in every city and town in the USA. Let Pope Francis pray for a Rx Pink 
Recipe from 4 Trillion trade secret recipes. Church Women know they have to 
whip up a Rx Recipe themselves call it a God Send after Breast Ovary Cancers are 
no long the silent secret Plagues the Ruling Class, Trump Francis Push Priest to 
Pray for while millions of pink women die in 2020. If Pope Francis and Trump had 



a MD PhD Churches would be open to ending plagues via Rx Recipes. Open Rx 
Recipes to Church Women for a end to plagues and plagues of War. Recipe! 

5-23-2020 Decades of War Policy Financed world wide by $777 Trillion in oil 
revenues. $4 Gas on the 4 th of July. "Ayatollah Ali Khamenei openly 
acknowledged, apparently for the first time, Iran’s support for armed Palestinian 
groups fighting Israel." By FARNAZ FASSIHI 

5-23-2020 Decades of War Policy Financed world wide by $777 Trillion in oil 
revenues. 

5-23-2020 Public is really ‘Really Baffled’ why and how NASA lost the Space War 
to Drones and Missiles instead of Super Shuttles as Super Shuttle Train would sell 
to the public not just Warriors!! 

5-23-2020 NASA launch, scheduled for 4:33 p.m. on Wednesday from NASA’s 
Kennedy Space Center, may be the start of a new era in spaceflight, one in which 
NASA relies on private companies like Elon Musk’s SpaceX to launch astronauts 
— a task it used to handle itself. 



5-23-2020 Public is really ‘Really Baffled’ why NASA didn't leak the Secret Files on 
the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR and $777 Trillion dollars in illegal Oil Revenues in 
Mecca. Mecca is Super Rich compared to NASA launching 1 Million New Mosque 
in 2020. 

5-23-2020 NASA Picks Moon Lander Designs by Elon Musk and Jeff Bezos Rocket 
Companies!! Elon Musk’s SpaceX and Jeff Bezos’ Blue Origin. A third is led by 
Dynetics of Huntsville, Ala. NASA will pay the three companies $967 million over 
10 months for initial design development work. 

5-23-2020 NASA’s Artemis moon landing program faces an uncertain future... 

5-23-2020 "The 2020 Ford WindmillCAR faces a future; Together, Alone. The Car 
as Shelter in the Plague. The fears of infection from the coronavirus have created a 
new role in society for the automobile, where birthdays, weddings and other events 
are being celebrated." By Christine Hauser and Judith Levitt 

5-23-2020 Automobile's have been reinvented and sanctioned for War's Culture by 
the Ruling Class Warriors. Who are these Warriors, Gen. Flynn and Kerry to 
name 2. 



5-23-2020 Use of the automobile has been reinvented in the Virus Plague Times not 
the Times of the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR with Star Wars accessories and millions 
of Drivers driving to the Gravity Engine Car inventions and 1,001 other Invention 
Projects on 1 Click Amazon links with specs and Genius Jeff Bezos tutors. 

5-23-2020 High School and University Graduates are now celebrating with drive-
through ceremonies. In Odessa, Texas. Defying the laws of Graivty hanging on to 
Oil Riches long past the expiration date and the Ruling Class in the USA and Paris 
is going along with this for Texas. Mecca Riches is a side effect. "Peter D. Norton, 
an associate professor at the University of Virginia in Charlottesville, Va., who 
studies the history of technology. Sweet 16 sign by the girls. Lily Haines, left, 
celebrated her 16th birthday from her apartment balcony in Los Angeles as friends 
drove by with signs and balloons." 

5-23-2020 Nantucket, Massachusetts celebrating the 4 Girls getting into Harvard 
Medical School, feeling sorry for the 400 Girls getting into the Harvard Law 
School. Justice Dept. Voices Support for Law Schools Nation Wide and World 
Wide know the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's arrest and convictions Pentagon Papers, 
WaterGates, BridgeGates of Lane closures for man made traffic jams. More 
serious history of fiery wrecks. 

5-23-2020 Senators Take a Vacation to Saudi Arabia in Secret. Perk in a Orwellian 
Society. Editorial today in the NY Times. "After three weeks in session, the United 



States Senate emptied out again on Friday, as lawmakers fled Washington for the 
Memorial Day Show of Faith." Sen McConnell, said he’s in no hurry for the Senate 
to offer its own proposal on Legal Polygamous marriage to 4 Yale MD women in a 
marriage Made for Driving to a Nobel in Medicine for Disease, Cancers and 1,001 
different virus. High-stakes Honeymoon Drive to a Nobel in Medicine is not a drive 
to a Nobel Peace Prize like Jimmy Carter's. (Senator Bennet’s brother James, The 
Times’s editorial page editor, was not involved in this editorial.) A Senators brother 
take up the proposal to marry 4 Yale MD women to Drive in a New 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR with High Adrenal to a Nobel in Medicine! No Way! Pasteur Paris 
that lets him marry 4 MD women for a Rabbies Cure Nobel. No Way. Once-in-a-
lifetime opportunity to make Polygamous marriage legal in the USA and Paris for 
the Drive to a Nobel in Medicine not the Trump-Qatar Casino for the Moslem 
Mens new Wife's. The Editors End with; "Some of these Polygamous Marriage 
proposals would be Heavier political lifts than others with Government Super 
Computer Simulations. But it’s time for Mr. McConnell to stop his magnetism and 
get serious as the USA Senate has never shared a Nobel Prize. Making Legal 
Polygamous Marriage would win the Senate a Nobel Prize in Medicine putting in 
the 4 Yale MD women into the Proposals. And requirements to work on 1,001 
Nobels listed on Amazon 1 Click with specs and genius Pasteur tutors. Senators 
Just Want to Control their Wife! 

5-23-2020 Bill Gates with his wife Melinda. Have a Second home in Dubai UAE. 
Gates, who had urged nations to simulate “germ games not war games,” will not sit 
this one out from the safety of a yacht in Key West. He’s smart enough to see that 
this virus does not pick sides. Job of getting a cure for Steve Jobs Cancer cost $7 
Trillion dollars, which King Salman has made from $4 gas on the 4th of July in the 
USA. Gate at George Orwells Ranch in Texas can not be Drove through for some 
reason, most likely the Greed Virus for another $777 Trillion in gas station hold up 
loot by the super criminals. Protected by the Pentagon. "This Makes Bill Gates Is 
the Most Interesting Man in the World" By Timothy Egan NY Times. 

5-23-2020 Paint the Pentagon Pink in a Photoshop Picture is about the only thing 
we can do to win the War on Breast Cancer, Steve Jobs Cancer is quicker and more 
deadly in its 5 year survival rates. Like a cardiac arrest compared to a heart attack. 
More Trouble Looms for Bars and Restaurants if the Admiral MD's gain control as 
the Pentagons top brass as more troops die from food and drink than in all the 
wars. 



5-23-2020 After Steve Jobs Big Screen at Apple slow death did anything "surge" to 
discover a cure or better treatment? Small Fry Lisa Jobs book did surge death by 
cancer story again. No One at Stanford University opened a new cancer lab 
dedicated to Steve Jobs Cancer. Gratification reading up on pancreatic cancer 
dreaming up a Rx Cure. 

5-23-2020 Gratification on Memorial Day 2020 is Painted Pink, a splash of pink so 
the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ looks like they have been splashed with pink paint by 
a million women with breast ovary cancer on Memorial Day 2020 

5-23-2020 

The next federal stimulus package has to reduce inequality, not make it worse, give 
these 4 Girls a Mac Book Pro and 4 Trillion Rx Recipes to work cooking, Tim Cook 
brunt to Hell with fiery wrecks some Girls escaped. 

5-22-2020 InventBook; "Facebook Starts Planning for Permanent Remote 
Workers" InventBook Starts Planning for Nobels that Pay Out $1 Billion not $1.2 
Million as they will be worth more than the Jimmy Carter Nobel Peace Prize That 
Lost our Habitat for Humanity Money and Millions of Pink Women Dead since it 
was Given to Jimmy Carter! 



5-22-2020 Jimmy Carters death bed confession about Driving the 1980 Ford 
WindmillCAR... scam won Jimmy Carter a Nobel Peace Prize for keeping the 1980 
Ford WindmillCAR a Secret to get $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues by 2020. 

5-22-2020 Jimmy Carters Brain Cancer Cure for All... 

5-22-2020 Some issues aren’t just black and white in Georgia, 7 Trillion peanuts 
packaged to feed 7 billion and Pro-God Jimmy Carter with $777 Trillion given to 
King Salman and Russian Oil Men. Riches beyond belief in 40,000 Skyscrapers 
build in UAE, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Mecca since 1980 with gas money. Habitat for 
Humanity in the USA didn't build one Trump Tower for Jimmy Carter's Habitat 
for Humanity or Hospital Ship. 

5-22-2020 Documentary “AKA Jane Roe,” "Jane Roe’s Pro-Life Conversion Was a 
Con Norma McCorvey makes a shocking deathbed confession." By MICHELLE 
GOLDBERG The movie, which debuts on Friday on FX, also makes clear that anti-
abortion leaders understood this. They’ve been perpetrating a scam on us all for 25 
years. Gloria Allred She made money giving speeches and selling the rights to her 
story, including for an Emmy-winning made-for-TV movie. 



5-22-2020 Jimmy Carters death bed confession about Driving the 1980 Ford 
WindmillCAR... 

5-22-2020 Gloria Allred She made money; Prince Salman made $777 Trillion from 
$4 gas on the 4th of July USA all a illegal scam. 

Electricity will be free for everyone in the USA to Invent 1,001 A High Powered Ice 
Box and MRI's CT's at Star Wars Disney Galaxy Edge! 

5-22-2020 InventBook Starts Planning for Nobels that Pay Out $1 Billion not $1.2 
Million as they will be worth more than the Jimmy Carter Nobel Peace Prize That 
Paid Out $777 Trillion to Sandia Arabia and Mecca. 

5-22-2020 Advertising for Nobel Peace Prize Winners Shared with 4 Wife's like the 
Moslems that will get the Rabbi Inspired for Exodus to Sirius as this would Win a 
Nobel Peace Prize shared by all and make contact with the Jewish Aliens at Sirius, 
grin! 

5-22-2020 Moslem Opposition to the Rabbi's with 4 Wife's and Exodus to Sirius is 
ext ream stay at home and spend their $777 trillion in oil money at the Qatar-
Trump Casino or Vegas Casino as VIP. VIP health care in the Organ Transplants 
have killed many Jews needing VIP Organ Transplants with the Moslems and 
Cheney cutting to the front of the line for transplants. 



5-22-2020 40 Million Out of Work on the Front page of the NY Times and they 
censor out 100 Million Ford WindmillCAR's! 

5-22-2020 40 Million Out of Work on the Front page of the NY Times and they 
censor out 100 Million Ford WindmillCAR's! 

5-22-2020 40 Million Out of Work on the Front page of the NY Times and they 
censor out 100 Million Ford WindmillCAR's! 

5-22-2020 Stay-At-Home Orders by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ 

5-22-2020 Stay-At-Home Orders by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ 



5-22-2020 Stay-At-Home Orders by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ 

5-22-2020 Berkeley University Radicals Know the SAT and ACT test were a scam 
to charge kids to take these test and have nothing to do with the 'Drive' of Berkeley 
Grads to Drive to Winning a Nobel Prize. 

5-22-2020 Berkeley Radicals Know the Mayo clinic today is now building a 741-bed 
for-profit Hospital in Abu Dhabi, in the United Arab Emirates. 

5-22-2020 Berkeley Radicals ‘Downturn Without Modern Precedent’ Mecca's 
prosperity riches beyond belief and half the Berkeley Students from Saudi Arabia 
getting paid more than West Point Cadets by King Salman. 

5-22-2020 Drive to recovery is obvious the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's and 1,001 
Nobels in Medicine spelled out on 1 Click Amazon with links to specs and genius 
Pasteur tutors, iMac and Mac Book Pro Labs in Starbucks World Wide open 24/7. 



5-22-2020 Starbucks in the Public Domain well as Win 10 and Microsoft. 1 Pink 
Nobel in Medicine is worth this just ask Gina at the CIA or Olivia Newton John 
after decades of Torture by Prince Salman. Pink needs created by the plague of 
Breast Ovary cancer for decades with no Rx Recipe Latte at Starbucks God Sent 
Miracle Cure in sight of Trump and the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ is a War Crime 
in the War on Cancer when MIT gets $777 Trillion for its Drone and Missile sales 
to Saudi Arabia just this week. Nothing at MIT is painted Pink! 

5-22-2020 Berkeley courses the Greed Virus takes, MD PhD Windfall for 
Humanity. 

5-22-2020 Prince Saad Aljabri knows “where the bodies are buried.” 

5-22-2020 Trump knows where the Pink USA women are Not Buried; Arlington as 
he put sanctions on them! 

5-22-2020 $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues; Tripoli Libya government, which looked 



weak and badly besieged by Gen. Hifter until President Recep Tayyip Erdogan of 
Turkey sent troops and armed drones. It was Turkey’s most forceful intervention 
in the oil-rich Libya nation since the end of the Ottoman Empire over a century 
ago. “It’s Turkey’s Libya Now,” read the headline in the NY Times! $777 Trillion 
in oil Revenues when the NY Times knows the headlines should be about the 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR's parked in front of the NY Times in NYC. 

5-22-2020 In reality, Mr. Hifter’s next move will be determined by his sponsors in 
Moscow, Cairo and Abu Dhabi 

5-22-2020 In reality, the NY Times Editors can't hold up the Drive to get the 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR into Times Square! 

5-22-2020 Wednesday, President Trump and President Emmanuel Macron of 
France noted Pink Flags were being ordered by Gina at the CIA and French 
Women in Paris near the Pasteur Institute. Paris Starbucks is waiting for the Rx 
Pink Latte that cures all stages of breast cancer in 8 days! And everyone knows it 
will cost $7 Trillion taken from Trump and Macron's War Chest of Drones and 
Missiles. Gas Money! Russian Women wait at Starbucks Moscow for their Rx Pink 
Latte! 

5-22-2020 A demoralizing message to other security officers or intelligence agents, 
or trigger a backlash from the extended families of the Pink Dead that number in 
the Millions after Decades of Saudi Blood Money paid out to Oil Men spent mostly 



on Drones and Missiles from MIT. 

5-22-2020 The trial, however, may pose a dilemma for the Saudis. A guilty verdict 
could create the potential appearance of more severe punishment for obedient 
officers who carried out the Bone Saw Murder than for more senior officials who 
ordered it — a group that did include the crown prince himself. That could send a 
demoralizing message to other security officers or intelligence agents, or trigger a 
backlash from the extended families of the accused. 

5-22-2020 Mr. Khashoggi, a Virginia resident and Washington Post columnist, had 
four adult children, at least two of whom are American citizens. Saudi Arabia has 
now provided each of the four with a house in the family’s home city of Jidda worth 
about $4 million in addition to a steady stream of cash payments of $10,000 to 
$15,000 a month. 

5-22-2020 Pink Women, USA citizens have no hope of getting free breast cancer 
chemo at the VA Hospitals! 

5-22-2020 Pink Church; First Pentecostal Church had sued city hall of Holly 
Springs, Miss was burned to the ground and “Bet you stay home now you 
hypokrits,” spray-painted on the ground near the church’s doors, according to 
Maj. Kelly McMillen of the Marshall County Sheriff’s Department. A photograph 
of the graffitti also appears to show an atomic symbol with an “A” in the center, 
which is sometimes used as a logo for atheist groups. 



5-22-2020 Atheist groups have not made news in the NY Times about the Jewish 
Exodus to Sirius and the Aliens there... 

5-22-2020 Atheist groups Can You Gather With God Over Zoom? "Quakerism 
goes virtual, offering an intimate window into silent worship." By BIANCA 
GIAEVER 

5-22-2020 Atheist groups are made up of some Nobel in Physics winners who know 
Greg and Wife's in Key West with the help of 1 Click Amazon and Jews will invent 
500 times faster than the speed of light Verizon live steaming of Jewish Aliens at 
Sirius and 100's of other Nearby Stars the Atheists have never dissected thinking 
about God. 

5-22-2020 2020 Plagues still haunt the Nobel in Medicine, 1870 Nobel in Medicine!! 
"Immigrants arriving in New York in the 1870s who were suspected of carrying 
diseases were isolated and treated on two man-made islands. Also isolated was the 
$7 Trillion Chase and Rockefeller had to finance a Rx Recipe Cure for all these 
diseases. Anyone call Bill Gates and Jeff Bezos? TB, cholera or yellow fever Plagues 
for 100 years as the British French fought the 100 Year Wars. "During the cholera 
scare of the 1880s, “the lower bay was crowded with ocean liners in quarantine,” 
The Times reported, with infected migrants treated on Swinburne while their 
fellow travelers were quarantined on Hoffman for observation." 



5-22-2020 The NY Times will report on the 25 Hospital Ships Docked at Key West 
to Treat and Cure Pink Women by the millions who have been left to die a tortured 
death by the Ruling Class Oil Men in Saudi Arabia and Texas, Alaska, UAE, 
Kuwait, Moscow. By JOHN FREEMAN GILL 

Pink Flags Were Ordered for Memorial Day Weekend for these 4 Girls looking into 
the Apple Store window $$$ 

The next federal stimulus package has to reduce inequality, not make it worse, give 
these 4 Girls a Mac Book Pro and 4 Trillion Rx Recipes to work cooking, Tim Cook 
brunt to Hell with fiery wrecks some Girls escaped. 



"To Have Have Not" A Rx Pink Latte Cure All at Starbucks in 2020 long before 
Memorial Day 2021 

Pink Flags Were Ordered for Memorial Day Weekend for these 4 Girls looking into 
the Apple Store window $$$ 

The next federal stimulus package has to reduce inequality, not make it worse, give 
these 4 Girls a Mac Book Pro and 4 Trillion Rx Recipes to work cooking, Tim Cook 
brunt to Hell with fiery wrecks some Girls escaped. 



"To Have Have Not" A Rx Pink Latte Cure All at Starbucks in 2020 long before 
Memorial Day 2021 

5-21-2020 CIA today knows Electricity will be free for everyone in the USA when 
the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR is Driven as it's spin off inventions will make the USA 
richer than Mecca giving US free Electricity for high electric use inventions in 
Medical Machines MRI CT's using trillion volts and amps. Will Win Many Nobel's 
in Medicine and Electrical Engineering in High Use of Electricity the Era of Energy 
Saving Ice Box belongs to the blocks of ice carried through Brooklyn. Free 
Electricity will charge Electrical Engineering Campus life with 1,001 IP invention 
projects posted on Amazon by Jeff Bezos with specs and genius Edison tutors. 
Trillions of miles of GE High Voltage Power Lines across the USA and the World 
will be reinvented when all this is free electricity for the customers. Inventions out 
of Star Wars Disney Galaxy Edge Theme Park. 1,001. 

Laser's that use 1 Trillion volts amps a day for free! 

5-21-2020 Assembly line robots invented by MIT that use consume 1 trillion volts a 
day can build Exodus inventions for the Rabbi and NASA Super Shuttle Power 
Plants. 7 Trillion peanuts harvested at Jimmy Carters Plantation inventions fueled 
by electricity! Star Wars Habitat for Humanity and Habitat for Humanity Free 
Electricity fueled inventions Windfall. 1,001. 

5-21-2020 China’s ‘Crude Oil Treasure’ Promised Riches. Now Investors Owe the 
Bank. 

5-21-2020 Bank On Electric Inventions with Free Electricity, invest in Electricity 
Inventions when Amazon 1 Click list 1,001 Electric Inventions with specs and 
genius Einstein tutors. 



5-21-2020 $1 Trillion dollars for Pasteur Institute Timing of this should have 
happened long before the Notre Dame fire and 100,000 fiery wrecks in Paris. 

5-21-2020 $1 Trillion dollars for NASA went to Mecca for 9 years - CAPE 
CANAVERAL — The two astronauts who will end a nine-year launch drought for 
NASA arrived at Kennedy Space Center on Wednesday, exactly one week before 
their historic SpaceX flight. 

Mayo clinic today is now building a 741-bed for-profit Hospital in Abu Dhabi, in 
the United Arab Emirates. 

Mayo clinic today is 'NOT' building a 741-bed Free Hospital in Key West, USA. A 
War Crime! 

5-21-2020 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's Hinders Military Recruiting by the Pentagon 
for decades, many decades as NASA will recruit Astronauts for 100's of Super 
Shuttle Trains 100 Cars Each. No one will want to sail a USS Jimmy Carter Nuke 
Sub for 9 months at a time on the ocean floor waiting to Nuke everyone on Earth. 

5-21-2020 Timing of Normalcy in NYC. "New Yorkers Want Normalcy? Fine. Go 
Move Your Cars for the Street Sweepers." By COREY KILGANNON Corey just 
doesn't time this article to Normalcy of the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's, move NYC 



to Mecca's normalcy of riches beyond belief in NYC. Start with free electricity and 
rents in NYC and call Star Wars iPhone Drivers License and licence plates digital 
GPS built into the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's no mile long lines and wait time 
Normalcy at the DMV. Just for starts of Normalcy in NYC owning a car. "New 
Yorkers Want Normalcy? 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's will Drive in to Manhattan. 
Normalcy at the NY Times in Ford WindmillCAR Times. 

5-21-2020 Even small differences in timing the Drive of the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCARS!! Pink WindmillCAR's!! 

Timing of the Pink Flag at the Post Office is mail delivered much to late... 

5-21-2020 Timing of the Post Office to start flying the MIA POW flags in Key 
West; Misguided Attacks on the U.S. Postal Service, is a lie by the NY Times as 
2020 Ford WindmillCAR Post Office Trucks would STOP Misguided Attacks on 
the U.S. Postal Service and raise a 'Pink Flag' instead of a MIA POW flag as letter 
to cure breast ovary cancers via Rx Recipe from 4 trillion trade secret recipes went 
to the dead letter guys at the Post Office all Vets who want the MIA POW flags at 
all USA Post Offices. Timing of the Pink Flag at the Post Office is mail delivered 
much to late to save her life! War Crime long after the Vietnam War! 

MIA POW flags at all USA Post Offices. Timing of the Pink Flag at the Post Office 
is mail delivered much to late to save her life! 

5-21-2020 Even small differences in timing the Drive of the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCARS!! Pink WindmillCAR's!! 



5-21-2020 Even small differences in timing the Drive of the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCARS would have prevented the worst exponential growth, of 1 Million 
New Gas Stations in China which by April has Outnumber the number of gas 
stations in New York City, and other major cities correlated to the new breast 
cancers in China censored statistics for 2020 not front page NY Times pictures of 
tumors coming through her breast for Bush Shock and Awe of Baghdad. Baghdad 
got $1 trillion in arms in 2020 not 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's see the difference in 
the timing of the virus, gas stations, and breast cancer! 

5-21-2020 Even small differences in timing the Drive of the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCARS!! Pink WindmillCAR's!! 

5-21-2020 Governors face intensifying pressure to reopen their economies, but 
experts warn it could mean thousands of new deaths unless the Governors resign 
and appoint a MD as Governor. Timing of this should have happened at the hight 
of the death statistics. Cascade of Governors resigning and appointing a MD as 
Governor. 

5-21-2020 Abbas, Cornered by Israeli Exodus Rabbi's Opts for ‘Judgment Day’ 
Scenario before the Rabbi's time the Drive of the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR loaded 
with the confiscated $777 Trillion from Mecca Oil Company into Israeli Lands and 
log on to Jewish Aliens at Sirius. 



5-21-2020 Next battle with Saudi Arabia Bone Saw Prince Salman Opts for 
'Judgement Day' Exodus by Jews to many different Universe. Riches beyond belief 
as the Rabbi's win one Nobel in Medicine after another. Nobels are no longer for 
sale. 

5-21-2020 $1 Trillion dollars for Pasteur Institute Timing of this should have 
happened long before the Notre Dame fire and 100,000 fiery wrecks in Paris. 

5-21-2020 Orwells Future in London too; $1 Trillion dollars for London went to 
Mecca Oil Company for 9 years. Future of Shakespeare’s Globe Theater Is 
Threatened by Lockdown. In a letter to Parliament, the theater warned that it was 
in danger of closing if it did not receive emergency funding from the government to 
make up for lost revenue. $1 Trillion dollars for London went to Mecca Oil 
Company for 9 years. 

5-21-2020 $1 Trillion dollars for London went to Mecca Oil Company for 9 years... 



5-21-2020 "Mr. Trump later hesitated to act, ignoring increasingly strident 
warnings from officials who pressed for stronger steps as the threat became clear." 
'Pink Flags must have been raised this last year over breast ovary cancers 1 million 
dead by Gina Haspel, the C.I.A. director. 

5-21-2020 Plant Leaves belong in a Super Computer Simulation not typed out in 
the NY Times; "A plant’s leaf is its face. If you are well acquainted with a plant, 
you can differentiate hunger from thirst, sickness from hale, vigor from torpor, all 
from the look of its leaf. Tomato leaves curl when you overwater them; sweet 
potato leaves spot yellow to demand magnesium. Near my desk sit hundreds of 
plant faces, and I search them throughout the day, hoping one will give me a reason 
to leave my chair." 

5-21-2020 ...my strawberry seedling has been infected with a virus! "nerve cells 
infected with Poliovirus stop sending the signals that cause muscles to move. Plant 
cells infected with Caulimovirus neglect their chloroplasts" Corn's maize streak 
virus kills 7 trillion ears of corn a year with no cure in view. There is a cure for the 
maize streak virus, albeit one that has been rejected by much of the world. A 
transgenic variety of corn developed in 2007 proved immune. Not the right cure. 
Napalm fires are the only way to rid the corn fields of the virus. Leafhoppers are 
immune to Napalm fires and a way to rid the corn fields of them. By A. Hope 
Jahren is a professor of geobiology at the University of Oslo who should be 
considering added a MD degree to his name and writings about planting seeds, MD 
ones too at Oslo UNiversity. Grow more PhD MD's. 



5-21-2020 Meat Virus articles in the NY Times. Jonathan Safran Foer. "The End of 
Meat Is Here" If you care about the working poor, about racial justice, and about 
climate change, you have to stop eating animals. Vision to spot the spot of bad meat 
from a virus or disease like looking at a strawberry leave above and picking out the 
virus. by Jonathan Safran Foer, who failed 'proteins' at his University. Mad Cow 
disease is a plague without a cure and can infect people well as the cow and deer 
was not in this article in the first sentence as it should have been. There are more 
than one Mad Cow misfolded proteins on the cattle ranch in Texas they are keeping 
secret from Trump and his CIA meetings. 1 million could be infected with Mad 
Cow misfolded protein just in NYC if the Trump Steaks had misfolded proteins. 
NY Times headlines would have Mad Cow Disease not Misfolded proteins as 
headlines with no pictures of these misfolded proteins in meat. (PhysOrg.com) -- 
The cause of diseases such as BSE in cattle and Creutzfeld–Jakob disease in 
humans is a prion protein. This protein attaches to cell membranes by way of an 
anchor made of sugar and lipid components (a glycosylphosphatidylinositol, GPI) 
anchor. The anchoring of the prions seems to have a strong influence on the 
transformation of the normal form of the protein into its pathogenic form, which 
causes scrapie and mad cow disease. Prion diseases, also known as transmissible 
spongiform encephalopathies, primarily damage the brain. Prion diseases include 
mad cow disease or bovine spongiform encephalopathy in cattle; scrapie in sheep; 
sporadic Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD), variant CJD and GSS in humans; and 
chronic wasting disease in deer, elk and moose. 2 New cases reported no telling how 
many new cases are secret. 

5-21-2020 FX series “Mrs. America.” has nothing to inspire these 4 girls looking 
into the Apple Store window into becoming a Brain Surgeon and writing a book 
like Dr. Katrina MD. WHO at the UN was not the Masterminds of this FX series 
“Mrs. America.” 



5-21-2020 FX series “Mrs. America.” has nothing to inspire these 4 girls looking 
into the Apple Store window into becoming a Brain Surgeon and writing a book 
like Dr. Katrina MD 

5-21-2020 Timing of this should have happened with Trumps Miss America Times, 
making young women MD Brain Surgeons. Katrina's Nobel Another Day in the 
Frontal Lobe at the Hemingway House Writing class with all Miss America 
contestants writing on iMac's and Mac Book Pros on the same page at the same 
time. Timing for this writing class was delayed by Trump. 

5-21-2020 Virus and protein video in the NY Times, Hell No we get A Swiss 
research team’s iridescent chocolate. Video by ETH Zurich / Giulia Marthaler. The 



principle behind this chocolaty magic is diffraction — when light interacts with a 
surface and is drawn or pulled apart. It’s similar to refraction, which occurs when 
white light is broken into a rainbow through a prism. On an object with many 
uniform lines and edges, like Mr. Kamkar’s cast chocolate, diffracted light becomes 
the dominant light that you see, creating iridescence. This same process — parallel 
reflective grooves in spacing comparable to the wavelength of light — creates 
rainbows on the surface of a compact disc. Mr. Kamkar is not the only person who 
has had this idea. Swiss researchers have been collaborating to create a marketable 
iridescent chocolate for two and a half years. Using the same technique as Mr. 
Kamkar, they can produce small batches of iridescent chocolates. The scientists’ 
next goal is to start a company, make more of the chocolate and sell it. For Mr. 
Kamkar, business is not a priority. He is working on a how-to video to share with 
people who want to make iridescent chocolate at home. For him, the process of 
creating and playing in the kitchen is “just super fun.” 

5-21-2020 Cacao pods — which hold the seeds that make chocolate — treated to 
resist a devastating fungus. Only a few cacao varieties are widely cultivated, 
making them susceptible to outbreaks. 

5-21-2020 Cacao pods infected with frosty pod rot. A single infected pod can release 
as many as 7 billion spores 

5-21-2020 FX series Cacao pods infected with frosty pod rot... Rot in Hell before 
these FX masterminds give you Hot Chocolate, grin. 

5-21-2020 How much does electricity cost to run a flour mill that produces 4 million 
bags a week? Not in this NY Times article, sorry. "Wessex Mill can’t easily meet 
demand with its traditional flour mill, which is slower than facilities that use 
modern methods. Ms. Munsey’s family founded it in 1895 in Oxford on the River 
Thames, but the original building burned down in the 1950s. Now located in 
Wantage, in Oxfordshire, the mill is electric powered and operates on a secondhand 
1940s roller mill installed by her grandfather. 

5-21-2020 Fx "The Lovebirds and Bird Construction." Thinking about it! Miss 
America MD contest for For Homeless Girl Scouts, It’s Not All Badges and Cookies 
as the virus is full of MD class's, grin. 



5-21-2020 Orwell; "Trump said I once knocked on the back door of a 
cheesemonger in Brooklyn and waited outside for a lump of hard-to-find, extremely 
expensive, unmarked butter produced by Diane St. Clair at her tiny creamery in 
Orwell, Vt. It was delicious — sunshine-yellow and sweet — but the last thing I 
expected was that President Trump would discuss it in a meeting at the White 
House. On Monday, he did just that. Mr. Trump repeatedly went off course 
infected with the Orwell Virus!! 

5-21-2020 Trumps Orwell White House What happens next affects millions of lives 
with the 'butter' from Prince Salman being $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues all illegal 
$4 gas on the 4th of July. Paid out to USA workers at Trumps Restaurants in US 
Treasury Direct Deposits and Gift Debit Cards with AI and can be reloaded to best 
spenders. AI at the Treasury knows how much iMac and Mac Book Pro's cost. Also 
Starbucks turned of the WiFi. Cost of Comcast is $100 a month for the new iPad 
Pro. 

5-20-2020 Key West in the NY Times; By Frances Robles "The Keys have had just 
100 Covid-19 cases and three deaths." "Isolated Key West Will Reopen. For Some 
People, It Will Be Too Late." By FRANCES ROBLES Outside, the Jimmy Buffett 
songs that normally permeate walking by Margaritaville the Key West air waves 
have been replaced with the constant roar of asphalt rollers — it turns out there is 
no better time than a pandemic to repave Duval. 

5-20-2020 "Italy’s Great Nobels in Medicine" Headlines in the NY Times Today, 
Hell No!! "Italy's Beautification: Hair Salons Are Back" NY Times A Struggling 
Stimulus Program for 1,001 Nobels in Medicine that pay $1 Billion each not $1.2 
million. As the NY Times makes $1 billion profit a year and Amazon makes $1 
Billion in profits a week. Time to update the pay scale for Nobels in Medicine. Drive 
the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR too. 



Italy looking at the Milky Way Today; Milky Way, 100,000 light-years across and 
home to hundreds of billions of stars. Intellectual stars in Italy might need revision 
in the visions of MD work on Nobels. 

5-20-2020 Trumps Palm Beach — have had a total of more than 25,000 cases and 
1,000 deaths! A war crime by Trump! In Key West Jessica Haim, who owns five 
retail shops on Duval Street, filed a lawsuit arguing that the “military-style” 
roadblock was illegal and ineffective." 

5-20-2020 $400 every month for electricity, she closed her restaurant, the end of an 
11-year run. By Frances Robles. Frances didn't report that electricity will be free in 
the USA for All when the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR is Driven to Key West USA. 

CIA today knows Electricity will be free for everyone in the USA and it's spin off 
inventions of high electric use in Medicine and Hemingway shock treatments at 
Mayo in UAE, grin! 



CIA today knows Electricity will be free for everyone in the USA and it's spin off 
inventions of high electric use in Medicine and Hemingway shock treatments at 
Mayo in UAE, grin! 

Mayo clinic today is now building a 741-bed for-profit Hospital in Abu Dhabi, in 
the United Arab Emirates. 

5-20-2020 Key West Citizen Newspaper today; Animal Farm but no comments on 
this Windmill was installed on the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR and the Ruling Class 
Jimmy Carter and Teddy Kennedy caught the greed virus for $4 gas on the 4th of 
July in 1980 no matter Mecca got most of the $4 gas station money from the USA. 
"Key West as ‘Animal Farm’? 



5-20-2020 The cruise tourist haters invoke the One Human Family slogan to paint 
themselves as advocates for all people. However, like the corrupt ruling class in 
George Orwell’s classic, “Animal Farm.”. 

5-20-2020 Key West Citizen will not publish any news about the Yale Key West 
Medical School's 25 Hospital Ships that will dock in Key West. "Recent surveys 
show that Key West citizens are concerned about the biggest cruise ships" Keep the 
Yale Hospital Ships Out signs are going up on all Homeowners white fences in Key 
West the Masterminds of this is secret. Amazon book of WHO tried to stop the 25 
Yale Hospital Ships docking in Key West will make Amazon millions. 

5-20-2020 NYC "These N.Y.C. Neighborhoods Have the Highest Rates of Virus 
Deaths" By MICHAEL SCHWIRTZ and LINDSEY ROGERS COOK About 
Saudi Arms Sales!! 

5-20-2020 About Saudi Arms Sales Arms Used against NYC. N.Y.C. Neighborhoods 
Have the Highest Rates of Virus Deaths" U.S. Arms Sales and the Yemen War, like 
Hell US Arm sales and the War on Pink Cancers that killed millions and tortured 
more USA than the CIA ever Tortured world wide. 



5-20-2020 MD's at the UN are working on 1,001 Nobels in Medicine while the 
Saudi's and Trump spend Trillions on Arm Sales! 

5-20-2020 At Fox News, Mixed Message on Malaria Drug: ‘Very Safe’ vs. ‘It Will 
Kill You’ By MICHAEL M. GRYNBAUM 

5-20-2020 Fox News on Pink Breast Ovary Cancer Death this month is Nothing! 
Really! 

5-20-2020 At Fox News, Mixed Message on Malaria Drug: ‘Very Safe’ vs. ‘It Will 
Kill You’ By MICHAEL M. GRYNBAUM 

5-20-2020 Pink Tesla; Owners Try to Make Sense of Elon Musk’s ‘Red Pill’ 
Moment 



5-20-2020 Pink 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's make Sense of a Rx Recipe Cure All 
Moment for Breast Ovary Cancer from its $7 Trillion Manhattan Project at Los 
Alamos after H-Bombs are driven off in a Tesla as Tesla profited from Pink Deaths 
via no Pink Rx Manhattan Project financed by the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's $7 
Trillion in Windfall Oil Profits confiscated from Prince and King Salman. 

5-20-2020 The company has faced thousands of lawsuits from cancer patients who 
claim that its talc was contaminated with asbestos, a known carcinogen, and that 
the company knew of the risks. Johnson & Johnson to End Talc-Based Baby 
Powder Sales in North America. 

5-20-2020 Coors The Company has faced millions of lawsuits from Breast Cancer 
Pink Women Olivia Newton John will sue soon as I can talk her into it, grin. Coors 
also knew of the risk from Drunk Driving and Road Rage Mad Men drinking coors 
in their road kills for decades. End of Coors will win Humanity a Nobel in 
Medicine. Prohibition without the Coors Bone Saws and Drunk Admirals in the 
White House. Ruined lives in the millions and the sober Admirals drove by these 
fiery wrecks of sailors who crashed and burned with their wifes. A War Crime. 
Coors will Never Ever reciprocate the sober Admirals must sober up the USA as 
drunks are the ones who put sanctions on the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR with 
accessories to stop fiery drunk drivers with Star Wars sensors at Galaxy Edge 
Disney. Cars 5 will have this accessories in the New Disney Movie! 



5-20-2020 Fever checks for the Greed Virus 

5-20-2020 Coors is brought home by NYC jail guards and the virus, which virus 
and disease the City MD is cuffed by the top brass at City Hall the NY Times will 
not investigate a story. 

5-20-2020 WHO at the UN diagnosis by MD's outcome left the United States 
isolated as officials from China, Russia and Paris, London, Rome chided Mr. 
Trump over his heated threats to MD's who have diagnosed him with the Greed 
Virus caught from Bone Saw's visiting and dancing with Prince Salman. Prince 
Salman has sanctions on Bone Saw inventions out of Star Wars for Saudi MD's. No 
Nobel in Medicine for them. 

5-20-2020 WHO at the UN is working to get Amazon 1 Click links to 1,001 Nobels 
in Medicine with specs and genius Pasteur tutors up and running while Trump put 
sanctions on Jeff Bezos Nobel in Medicine a war crime the UN will document. 

5-20-2020 WHO at the UN diagnosis by MD's outcome left the United States 



isolated as officials from China, Russia and Paris, London, Rome chided Mr. 
Trump over his heated threats to MD's who have to do surgery on millions of Pink 
Breast Cancer women because Trump does not protect women from getting breast 
ovary cancers with a Rx Recipe Cure all latte at Starbucks USA and Paris! A War 
Crime when selling Drones and Missiles to Prince Salman. 

5-20-2020 WHO at the UN MD's at the Pentagon, Lawyers at the White House are 
aware of the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's Driven to a Cure All $777 Trillion 
Windfall for 100's of $7 Trillion dollar Pink Manhattan Projects for Cancers, 
diseases, and millions of Virus that infect Humanity. This is the War not Drones 
and Missiles. 

5-20-2020 Working; Forty-four raids conducted by the Myanmar military and 
police between Feb. 20 and April 9 netted nearly 200 million tablets of 
methamphetamine, 1,120 pounds of crystal methamphetamine, 630 pounds of 
heroin, almost 300 pounds of raw opium, 640 pounds of opium poppy and 990 
gallons of methyl fentanyl, the Myanmar authorities said. Worlds largest drug haul 
by drug dealers. Wow. Seizure of the biggest amount of drugs ever,” said U Win 
Thein Shan, the spokesman for the Shan State police. MD's treating seizures world 
wide know how many were caused by drugs. These statistics were not in this NY 
Times article. For generations, Shan residents have relied on opium production for 
their livelihoods. Myanmar is the world’s second-largest producer of heroin, the 
drug derived from opium poppies, after Afghanistan. The drug trade to fund their 
war chests. The U.S. Treasury Department has placed sanctions on individuals. MD 
Complications; Narcotics experts believe the Kaungkha militia, also known as the 
Kachin Defense Army, has been funneling methamphetamine and crystal 
methamphetamine to the Arakan Army, an ethnic armed group that is embroiled 
in heavy fighting with the Myanmar military." Ruling Class at the Qatar-Trump 
Casino HQ facts the Kaungkha militia was able to operate on such a large scale for 
so long hinted at official involvement in the drug trade to fuel their Qatar-Trump 
Casino Roulette Wheels. Spokesman for the United Wa State Army. “I don’t want 
to say it by name, but everyone knows who controls these areas.” Trump Gambling 
Fevers! Myanmar military operates one of Asia’s largest standing armies. Soldiers, 
often barely out of childhood and ill-equipped, are involved in fighting in the 
country’s borderlands. MD's art of the diagnosis and cure will win a MD a Nobel in 
Medicine, or the NY Times can name names and provide YouTube videos of the 
Ruling Class Drug Deals and buying arms for kids on the front page and get a 
Nobel Prize. Hannah Beech reported from Bangkok and Saw Nang from 



Mandalay, Myanmar. Pictures but not YouTube drug dealing videos in the Times 
article. 

5-20-2020 MD's at work; Annie Glenn with her husband, the astronaut John Glenn, 
at Cape Canaveral in Florida in 1962. At the time, she had a severe stutter. Annie 
died on Tuesday at a nursing home near St. Paul, Minn. She was 100 complications 
of the Covid-19 virus. Rx Latte Recipe to boost the immune system of 100 year olds 
was sanctioned by Trump. 

5-20-2020 100 year olds visiting the Restaurant for a Birth Party catch a virus or 
disease and die! For decades the White House MD has know this and the diseases 
and statistics and didn't even try to win a Nobel in Medicine for the White House 
Cure All for 100 year olds at the Restaurant Birth Day Party feast. Status Quo is 
the diagnosis her as Trump has had sanctions on MD health departments over the 
Trump Towers Restaurant for 100 year olds Birth Day Party's. Kicking out the MD 
health inspectors in his Trump Towers Restaurant. Same goes on in Key West. 

5-20-2020 WHO at the UN in NYC should start a new Restaurant health inspection 
under the UN Orders and make headlines with its results of what was missed by 
threats by the Trumps and owners of Manhattan restaurants. WHO got sick too. 
Names and sickness on the front page of the NY Times. And how many UN 
employees eat there and got sick. 



5-20-2020 "MD's not; McDonald’s Details What Dining In Will Look Like!" 

5-20-2020 MD's will have live streaming video from every McDonalds World Wide 
with AI app health inspectors in place for 100 year old women coming in for a Birth 
Day Party and no Rx Latte Immunity Boosters on Sale. 

5-20-2020 Italy’s Great Nobels in Medicine Headlines in the NY Times Today, Hell 
No!! "Italy's Beautification: Hair Salons Are Back" 

5-20-2020 

5-19-2020 Notre Dame Plans to Reopen Its Campus in the Fall Not as a Notre Dame 
Medical School, No MD has been made President of Notre Dame. Rev. John I. 
Jenkins, the university’s president should call 911 for a MD President, Trump 
should stand down for a MD President too. Law Suits after the 2020 Ford is Driven 
into the Notre Damn Church in Paris will bankrupt the Presidents who don't have 
a MD and most likely could not get into Yale Key West Medical School. 



5-19-2020 Rx Rich Utopia caught in the Winds of the sanctioned 2020 Ford 
WindmillCar's, 1 million new or reworked recipes in this Rx Rich Utopia for 
today... 

Notre Dame Campus; one grads life enlisting in the CIA Vietnam calling in B-52 
Strikes and Napalm strikes every Damn Day... read this kindle! 

Notre Dame Campus; one grads life enlisting in the CIA Vietnam calling in B-52 



Strikes and Napalm strikes every Damn Day... read this kindle! 

5-19-2020 ...closely monitored heart, greed virus is a plage started by Jimmy Carter 
for $4 gas on the 4th of July! 

5-19-2020 White House physician, Dr. Sean P. Conley, released a statement that 
linked the loss of 1,001 Nobels in Medicine Utopia to 1 Million new gas stations in 
2020 in China, India, and Pakistan. Africa too. A war crime for $777 Trillion in gas 
revenues when the White House MD should be driving a New 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR and giving one or two to his kids who just graduated from Yale and 
Harvard. No Hell No the kids got a diesel Mercedes. A war crime by the White 
House MD. 

5-19-2020 Gym live streaming video from the White House, everyone but Trump. 
Ivanka High Impact Aerobatics, Yes! New York Times; "Is It Safe to Go Back to 
the Gym?" By GRETCHEN REYNOLDS 

5-19-2020 White House MD; 7 billion and no humanitarian MD so far for so serious 
side effects of Bone Saw Prince and the Trump-Salman Oil Company blood money 
kick backs bribes to even Pope Francis, $777 Trillion is a lot of money! Mecca 
Riches beyond belief the Jews should have gotten with the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's. 



5-19-2020 Trump Says He’s Taking Hydroxychloroquine, Prompting Warning 
From Health Experts - anti malarial drug + rheumatoid arthritis. RA and no Rx 
Latte Cure All at Starbucks as Drones and Missiles were ordered by Starbucks. 

5-19-2020 Rx Rich Utopia caught in the Winds of the sanctioned 2020 Ford 
WindmillCar's, 1 million new or reworked recipes in this Rx Rich Utopia for 
today... 

5-19-2020 Malaria drug Bill and Melinda Gates have been taking paying for for 
decades without mixing up a Star Wars Recipe for Hydroxychloroquine. 

5-19-2020 New York Times video sections with no super computer simulations of; 
fatal arrhythmia caused by hydroxychloroquine, could come without warning! 
Another Super Computer simulation for; In 2018, the White House physician 
reported that Mr. Trump had an LDL cholesterol level of 143, well above the 
desired level of 100 or less. Some cardiologists who are not associated with the 
White House said his cholesterol levels raised heart concerns. Trump has been 
reported in the past to be taking rosuvastatin, a lipid-lowering drug, to control his 
cholesterol. 



5-19-2020 'Virus Salons' for personal Hygiene. Italy’s Great Beautification: Hair 
Salons Are Back The coronavirus pandemic has shown just how important 
personal grooming is to many around the world. Yes MD's own and run the 'Virus 
Salons' a better click name is the first thing that needs grooming. 

5-19-2020 Class War is the Pink War Dead and Wounded living a life like Olivia 
Newton John. Winning this Class War was lost to Trump-Salman Oil Company 
sanctions on the Drive of the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR into Exodus for the Jewish 
Rabbi with 4 MD Wife's working on IP invention projects on 1 Click Amazon links 
with genius Edison, Einstein, Pasteur tutors with super computer simulations. All 
Lost to Drones and Missiles, arm sales to Saudi Arabia. $7 Trillion would win the 
Pink Class their War on Breast Cancer. Trump just defunded WHO and all funds 
to cure breast cancer is all stages in 8 days with a Rx Recipe Pink Latte at 
Starbucks Paris. Notre Dame will be rebuilt as a Church not a Medical School for 
the Pink Class of Women in Paris. 

5-19-2020 "Burnt Out on Home Schooling?" Class War 101 is the 'Burn Units' and 
the Class War that caused the majority of burns and Burnt Out Schooling that 
would invent way to close most to the world burn units. Society is burnt Out on 
fiery wrecks every day so much the NY Times and CBS Nightly News quit! Yes 
they quit reporting fiery wrecks. This is Burnt Out at Home, grin. Mothers Day 
fiery wrecks, mom is in the burn unit today and isolated from any local or national 
news. 1 Click Amazon Quit too. 1,001 IP invention projects for burns with specs 
and genius tutors didn't get the job from Jeff Bezos. 



5-19-2020 New virus in Cottentail rabbits the disease was first identified in France 
in 2010 its origin is unknown!! R.H.D.V. type 2, the new virus, took over and 
became the dominant strain. The dominant cure is a vaccine already made and can 
be ordered by the vet. The Dominant Ruling Class in the Virus Workers Inner 
Circle didn't even try to invent a Rx Recipe Cure, sugar cube for the Cottentail 
Rabbits that cures them in a day. Why, this is another class war. Get a Vaccine not 
a cure. Olivia Newton John has been in this class war all her life. 

5-19-2020 Doctors could employ strategies to reduce the potential for coronavirus 
infection by creating separate rooms for healthy children and even by 
administering vaccinations to children in cars in parking lots. Those efforts could 
alleviate the fears among parents and improve the likelihood they catch up on their 
children’s vaccinations, fewer than half of infants 5 months or younger are up to 
date on their vaccinations, sugar cube with the vaccine is the problem the inventors 
are not even working on inventing today. Why! 

5-19-2020 Doctors strategies for the Ear Ache is also a F grade. 1 Click Amazon 
links with ear ache specs and super computer simulations will get someone a MD a 
Nobel in Medicine for the Cure All for kids Ear Aches! IBM AI jobs ad in the 
digital NT Times does not come with ear ache specs and super computer 
simulations, grin. 

5-19-2020 Stimulus Check for a Rx Recipe Cure All for All Virus, Diseases, and 
Cancers. Senators who Own the Gas Station have a Qatar-Trump Casino and Bar 
for their Stimulus Check. 



5-19-2020 Alcoholic Vaccination and or Cure All specs on 1 Click Amazon links 
with genius tutors is the stimulus needed to get a MD a Nobel in Medicine! 

5-19-2020 iMac and Mac Book Pro are the real poverty items in this class war. 1 
million hospitals and not 1 iMac with Comcast fiber in a Hospital break room. 
What conversations are in a Hospital break room, not about making a Rx Recipe! 
"Why Are Some Health Care Workers Paid Poverty Wages?" By Kim Rockwood 
NY Times. 

5-19-2020 Class War is Between Facebook and InventBook!! 

5-19-2020 Class War is mandatory pneumonia vaccine in a sugar cube so when 
someone texted him about an unusual cluster of pneumonia cases in Wuhan. 
Pneumonia, an infection of the lungs, is typically caused by the flu or another virus. 
"Jan. 7, he got a message saying that the virus appeared to be related to the severe 
acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus, a highly contagious pathogen first 
identified in 2003 and responsible for the SARS outbreak that sickened some 8,000 
people worldwide and killed nearly 800 of them. “At that moment, I am shocked,” 
Yin says." "950 drug-development proposals or inquiries had been submitted to the 
agency. So far, only one drug, remdesivir, has been shown in a major, randomized 



control trial to lessen the recovery time of Covid patients, according to preliminary 
results." "Lilly Research Laboratories, a drug-development arm of the 
pharmaceutical company Eli Lilly. “You get unexpected insights here, and it’s 
probably going to teach us something about the viral biology and generate some 
hypotheses.” 

5-19-2020 Gates Foundation, which gave Calibr $20 Trillion confiscated from King 
Salman all illegal gas station hold up loot... a Class War here. 

5-19-2020 In 2015, Schultz pitched the idea of compiling a complete collection to the 
Gates Foundation, which gave Calibr $20 million. By 2018, it had bought 7,000 
compounds and hired 500 chemists, who spent 18 months synthesizing 5,000 more 
compounds. 

5-19-2020 Los Alamos Labs had H-Bomb on the assembly line, so they refused the 
package. " C.D.C. was sending coronavirus samples to U.S. labs. On March 9, 
around 10 a.m., Laura Martin-Sancho, a scientist in Chanda’s lab, got a call from 
the receiving department: It had a hazardous package for them. Martin-Sancho, 
who has worked in biosafety labs with influenza viruses, would be the one to open 
the box and replicate the virus so they would have enough of it to test. A safety 
team deposited the box in the biosafety lab anteroom." 



5-19-2020 Los Alamos knows what is inside each H-Bomb on the assembly line; 
"Martin-Sancho was fully dressed in protective gear, she took the box inside the 
biosafety chamber. Inside was a second box, which she placed in a sterile cabinet. 
Inside that box was a metallic tube. Inside the tube was another tube — inside of 
which was a vial that contained, as she puts it, “a few drops of the virus that 
everyone is fearing.” Martin-Sancho adds, “I remember Laura Riva looking at me 
like, If you cannot do it, nobody can.”" 

5-19-2020 Hope that collaboration continues, Can ‘Team Science’ Yield a Covid-19 
Treatment?" By Kim Tingley. Kim has no Hope Bill and Melinda Gates will give $7 
Trillion or we win the Class War between Facebook and InventBook Cure all virus 
and cancers! $777 Trillion in illegal oil revenues will pay for all the labs. Getting 
H-Bomb off the Los Alamos assembly line is a class war too as this lab has lockers 
for any virus exploding. All we need is trillions of dollars, most illegal gas station 
hold up loot. 

5-19-2020 Parents in Paris are relying on iMac and Mac Book Pro's on Pasteur 
Web Page with 1 Click Amazon Specs to keep them up all night reading and 
writing on iapp the Hemingway House Writing Class Nobel Novel on Pasteur's lab 
inventions in every chapter commenting on Orwells Chapter on the Windmills. 
WindmillCAR's are a stimulus at staying away all night too. In the USA Parents 
Are Relying on Melatonin to Help Their Kids Sleep!! Paris Rabbi coaches Paris 
Parents to let the kids keep going until they fall asleep at the iMac as this is a loot 
better than falling asleep driving the diesel Mercedes there is no pill for yet. In the 
Next Hemingway Writers class we will work on this cure all. Stay away reading up 
on Pasteur until then! 

5-19-2020 1 million parents are giving their kids 'Growth Hormones' to make them 
6' 3" like Trump. Parents Are Relying on Melatonin to Help Their Kids Sleep. 



5-19-2020 'Growth Hormones' should have been the NY Times article on the front 
page! This not 1 million parents are giving their kids 'Melatonin.' 

Greed Virus at the Apple Store at Burj-khalifa, Dubai killed millions of Americans 
and closed their iMac computer labs at every Starbucks in the USA and Paris! A 
Nobel Prize loss we can never recover from! 



Greed Virus at the Apple Store at Burj-khalifa, Dubai killed millions of Americans 
and closed their iMac computer labs at every Starbucks in the USA and Paris! A 
Nobel Prize loss we can never recover from! 

MIT, gives us the Gravity Engine sooner than later after reading this Web page! 
Gravity's Quarks Spinning. 



“Rio's Rich Utopia, Someday will make the NY Times news for 'Alien' gun battles 
as daily reality. Sirius is only 7 light years from Earth. 

777 Trillion Ways to Discover the Correct Diagnosis the First Time; Yale Key West 
Medical School to sue Yale and Harvard Law School and its lawyers out in the Real 
Universe vs the Real World Kerry thinks about in to 'Marry Up or Down' 'To Have 
Have Not' iMac's 1 Click Amazon IP invention projects with specs and genius 
tutors. 

To the Class of 2020, the Ruling Class and their Kids graduating without a 'Gift' 
2020 Ford WindmillCAR!! 

5-18-2020 "Nobel Prize in Banking" would cause Chase and Bank of America to 
cut staff in the credit and debit card fraud as there would not be any with this 
"Nobel in Banking" And this Nobel would pay $1 Billion not $1.2 million. 

To the Class of 2020, the Ruling Class and their Kids graduating without a 'Gift' 
2020 Ford WindmillCAR!! 

5-18-2020 All Nobel Prizes would pay $1 Billion not $1.2 Million when the 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR's are Driven to Times Square on the 4th of July 2020. 



5-18-2020 Nobel Prize Race Cars; This Is What Watching Sports Looks Like Now 
Especially for the Pink Women Run Over by the Elite NAS Car Race Drivers and 
Owners fueling up from Mecca 

5-18-2020 Immunity Noble today is; It is mandatory for Rio de Janeiro officers to 
call drivers on their iPhone 11 Max Dash Cam for the iTicket for Drugs and 
Alcohol DUI's. 

5-18-2020 Mandatory iPhone 11 Max Dash cams in Rio de Janeiro will change Rio 
de Janeiro more than just driving the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's by the Rich as 
iPhone 11 Dash Cams are mandatory. End to Gas Stations in Rio is vulnerable to 
retaliation by the bone saw Prince and King Salman. 

5-18-2020 Killings by the police in Rio last year — 1,814. Cancer Virus and diseases 
killed 181,400. Police Chief and his Boss don't Believe in Hell or Jewish Exodus to 
Sirius. Imminent threat from Aliens will bring a whirlwind of 911 calls and there 
are 12 Trillion Aliens in our Universe. Call a Cop! Alien gun battles are a near-
daily reality, he said, would be “utopian. Some day Alien gun battles will be a daily 
reality. Sirius is only 7 light years from Earth. 



5-18-2020 Rx Recipe for a adrenaline latte at Rio de Janeiro Seaside Starbucks; 
Women in combat at the Pentagon and in Rio today are waiting for Jewish Aliens 
with the Rx Recipe to cure Breast Cancer in all stages in 8 days with a Rx Pink 
Latte at Starbucks as Gen Flynn and his inner circle are light years from getting 
this God Sent or Alien Sent Miracle Rx Cure for Breast Cancer in 2020. A War 
Crime! 

5-18-2020 Empty Stadiums Soccer, basketball, football, baseball, Yankee MD won 
the cam or will Win a Army of sports bar intellectuals who know who shot who now 
study 4 trillion Rx Recipes to shoot, hit, win a triple base home run in virus, 
diseases, fiery wrecks, drunk drivers, and Exodus to Sirius Ball Games. 

5-18-2020 Supreme Court Legal thinking this is a war crime, and the MD are going 
to testify against keeping Yale and Harvard Law Schools open for cheating 7 billion 
people out of $777 Trillion in gas station hold up revenues. A Crime beyond Belief 
like the riches beyond belief in Mecca you can view with a Google and Facebook 
search. 

5-18-2020 Los Angeles Fire Department, said fire fighters had to “go through a 
fireball” as they came down the ladder, describing it as if walking through Napalm! 
Fire happened at a building that was home to SmokeTokes, which on its website 
describes itself as a distributor and wholesaler of smoking and vaping products. 
SmokeTokes is a supplier for manufacturers of butane honey oil. The process of 
extracting honey oil, which is a concentrated THC from marijuana, involves the use 
of butane, a flammable, odorless gas that is illegal in California. 



5-18-2020 The process of extracting honey oil, which is a concentrated THC from 
marijuana, involves the use of butane, this is what the Ruling Class 1984 is selling 
people go into business making. A Crime by the Boss. 

5-18-2020 Levi, Ray & Shoup funny car, after an engine explosion. On-board fire 
extinguishers put out the blaze in seconds. Driver injuries are rare. Mothers Day 
injuries from fiery wrecks are censored by the NY Times today but they wrote up 
this fiery drag racing article... "500-cubic-inch engine, all hell is breaking loose. 
Nitromethane fuel is pouring into the eight cylinders at a rate of up to 115 gallons a 
minute. A supercharger packs in enormous quantities of air, and the earth moves 
as the power of 10,000 horses hammers the 17.5-inch-wide tires, which distort, 
squat and then swell as the car rockets down the strip Mothers in Pink watching 
and waiting for delivery fast of a Rx Pink Latte. The first step in the invention of 
today’s drag racing engine was recognizing nitromethane’s potential as a fuel. 
Gravity as a Fuel! "The supercharger. Since nitromethane can produce a lot of 
power with only atmospheric oxygen, packing more air into every cylinder with a 
huge air pump increases the power output by several multiples. The first drag 
racing superchargers were cribbed from GMC diesel engines. Today, they’re 
manufactured with exotic materials to exacting specs and tested extensively before 
being bolted onto an engine." Nobel Prize Drivers; driver will have to endure three 
rounds of bone-crushing 5G forces to get to the final round. If the win light comes 
on after that fourth run, it will all be worth it. The NY Times will write up winning 
the race to the Nobel Prize Drivers! 4 Yale MD women! 

Car Race Drivers to the Pneumonia vaccine, on a sugar cube; 1 Billion would have 
been vaccinated, who will get the C-virus! 

5-18-2020 5 Gs of force, the race car driver struggles to keep the car aimed straight 
to CERN and the gravity force dissections by CERN that will give kids Gravity 



Engine Race Cars sooner than later. 

5-18-2020 Gravity Engine and Pink Rx Latte Cure Command Centers with 100's of 
monitors and no super computer simulations or 1 Click Amazon links to specs and 
genius Einstein and Pasteur tutors. 

5-18-2020 Built in fire extinguish and iPhone 11 Max on Transformers that explode 
every day in every city in the USA. PG&E The company is trying to resolve its 
bankruptcy by June 30 to qualify for a $20 billion wildfire fund created by 
California lawmakers. That fund will help cover the cost of future fires caused by 
electric power transformers. All Transformers are out of date ripe for new 
inventors to transform. This might win a Nobel Prize depending how high tech Star 
Wars Disney Galaxy Edge. Super computer simulations will help the inventors on 
this one. 

5-18-2020 Three sailors were killed in the mass shooting in December at a naval air 
station in Pensacola, Fla. F.B.I. Is Said to Find Links Between Pensacola Gunman 
and Al Qaeda. The gunman in December’s shooting, a Saudi cadet who had trained 
with the U.S. military, had been in contact with the terrorist group, officials said. 
F.B.I. found that the gunman, Second Lt. Mohammed Saeed Alshamrani, a Saudi 
Air Force cadet training with the American military, had communicated with a 
Qaeda. 



5-18-2020 iPhone 11 Max - Max out in use by Cops, FBI, CIA, DOD, Trump, ha. 
F.B.I. uncovered the links after recently bypassing the security features on at least 
one of Mr. Alshamrani’s two iPhones without help from Apple, according to the 
officials. They would not say what methods the investigators used to access the 
phones, but the move is likely to ease for now tensions between Apple and law 
enforcement officials who have demanded access to encrypted devices to investigate 
crimes. 

5-18-2020 $$$ 2 iPhones by a Saudi cadet who has enough money to pay for sex $$$ 
And pays for Porn. FBI and the NY Times censored out the Porn in the article. 
Extremist Mecca propaganda richest in the world. 

5-18-2020 Money $777 Trillion for the Pentagon war chest; Mr. Alshamrani’s 
ability to train on the base as part of the U.S. military raises a host of thorny issues, 
including how the Defense Department screens potential recruits from Saudi 
Arabia. 

5-18-2020 Gen. Flynn and the Joint Chiefs will not kick all Saudi students out of the 
USA military as $777 Trillion fills the Pentagon Perks War Chest. Same goes for 
keeping the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR out of the US Military with all its Star Wars 
accessories that would save the lives of 3,000 sailors. So this is a war crime by the 
Pentagon to keep the oil revenue blood money and kick backs for perks. wow! 

5-18-2020 iPhone 11 Max issued to all at the Pentagon would pay off with apps the 



CIA FBI would install. 

5-18-2020 Mac Book Pro issued to all at the Pentagon would pay off with 
realizations the Top Brass must put Win 10 OS in the Public Domain to rewrite its 
code. 

5-18-2020 Dad was a regular in the linguistics department at MIT through my 
entire childhood,” Frampton recounts, adding: “Dinner conversation was always: 
Can you say, ‘Mary the ball did kick?’ or do you have to say, ‘Mary did kick the 
ball?’ … That was the environment in which I grew up, and that was really 
important to me.” 

5-18-2020 MIT at Pasteur Conversation can you say Utopia Pasteur via $7 Trillion 
dollar Manhattan Projects not by the Yates Long-Term Fellowship at the Warburg 
Institute in London, but Paris must confiscate $7 trillion from King Salman or King 
Louis. 

5-18-2020 Frampton has also thrown herself into her teaching at MIT, 1,001 IP 
invention projects on 1 Click Amazon links with specs and genius tutors, also MIT 
super computer simulations. 



5-18-2020 “Students [at MIT] are extremely self-directed and motivated by the 
purest of intellectual interests, which is their own enrichment,” Frampton says. 

5-18-2020 Frampton has also received support from MIT’s Alumni Class Funds for 
a project, “Exploring the History and the Future of the Book at MIT,” that aims to 
develop new learning experiences and resources for students. Part of the program 
could add new materials and resources that complement MIT’s noted course 
21H.343 (Making Books), in which students make books using Renaissance-era 
methods. Frampton hopes to extend such projects to ancient technologies, so that 
students might, as a final project, construct, for instance, papyrus scrolls. 

5-18-2020 MIT papyrus scrolls give way to MIT super computer simulations and 
AI list of 1,001 IP invention projects spelled out at MIT, gives us the Gravity 
Engine sooner than later. 

5-18-2020 For instance, the poet Lucretius’ “On the Nature of Things,” from 
around 55 B.C.E., makes the case for atomism, the notion that the world and 
cosmos were made up from tiny pieces of matter, not four essential elements. 



5-18-2020 MIT exaggerating Julia's behaviors; writing in the 5th century, was the 
first person to identify Julia as the figure Corinna in Ovid's Amores. Julia she 
gained a great deal of credit for her love of literature and extensive learning... and 
her kindness, fellow-feeling, and lack of cruelty. Julia daughter of Augustus Caesar, 
the first Roman Emperor. 

5-18-2020 Amazon will train Julia on 1 Click IP invention projects; British 
multinational engineering company Rolls-Royce Holdings plc announced 
Wednesday that it’s expanding its immersive virtual reality training programs for 
customer training with distance learning for business aircraft engine repairs. 

5-18-2020 1 Click reinventing the engines for Rolls-Royce with specs and genius 
tutors! 

5-18-2020 RR VR technology to completely immerse students and delivers a real-to-
life view of the engine and its working parts. Amazon working inventors on 1 Click 
Amazon will get a windfall of 1,001 part assembly inventions. 

5-18-2020 MIT makes the case for Jewish Aliens at Sirius and inventing the gravity 
engine before its Time! 



5-18-2020 RR USA Qatar; Rolls-Royce and Qatar Airways teamed up to provide 
comprehensive VR training for maintenance of the Trent XWB engine, which 
powers the Airbus A350 series. 

5-18-2020 Invention teams up to fly Boeing and Airbus into orbit for 15 minutes 
then land in Paris, upgrade RR is not working on today with 100,000 employees not 
1 of them is working on this and Jeff Bezos is slow getting 1 Click IP invention 
projects with specs on Amazon links. 

Apple Store at Burj-khalifa, Dubai. Apple Store in Key West; both will open soon 
to unmatched Mac Users Wife's in Dubai and Wife's in Key West. 



This Apple Store at Burj-khalifa, Dubai UAE has killed 1 million girls in the USA! 

5-17-2020 Time is a Nobel in Physics for CERN and there is a New Nobel Driven a 
Invention or Rx Recipe Nobel Prize for the NY Times. First for Editors to share 
and worth more than $1.2 million when living in Manhattan. Times book review A 
series of children’s books can help start conversations about quarks are the 
invisible particle that make up gravity waves. 



5-17-2020 Warp Speed Nobel Prize given to NASA for going faster than the normal 
speed of a Jewish Exodus to Sirius! Gas money to fuel Exodus $777 Trillion from 
Mecca! Grin!! 

5-17-2020 Trump will not wear a 'Mask'. Steve Jobs wouldn't carry a ID Badge to 
get into the next door. Chase and Bank of America will not put in a 4 digit pin for 
all credit cards. MD's who run the Hospital and Medical School probable have the 
same quarks as these CEO's and Presidents. 

5-17-2020 A Mogul’s Wife Vanishes. Now Norway Has a National Obsession; Not to 
Win a Nobel in Domestic Peace No Murdered Wife's, Security Cameras and GPS 
Google Map Body Cameras 24/7. Little smaller than the police body cameras today. 
iPhone 11 Max dash cams, house, yard, satellite cams, yes the DOD satellite 
cameras in Enemy of the State movie for the Moguls Wife to check for traffic cops 
to check for murderers. Satellite traffic cams are at the CIA today. Now this Nobel 
in Domestic Peace will give everyone access to satellite cameras from orbit to see 
the kids in the back yard or at the school football fields. Not just the CIA. 





5-17-2020 A Marriage Prize for staying alive. CBS SWAT cancelled for 4 Yale MD 
Wife's and their Legal Polygamous Marriage Drive to a Nobel Prize on 1 Click 
Amazon IP AI links with specs and genius tutors 1,001 IP invention projects spelled 
out. Yes all will win a perfect memory with the Rx Memory Latte at Starbucks. 
Writing the Hemingway House Nobel Novel with a IP in every chapter on iMac and 
Mac Book Pro. Win 10 in the Public Domain writing this code for the Rabid dog 
Bill Gates. Greed Virus!!! 

5-17-2020 CIA satellite cameras tracked the bone saw Prince Salman's murders. 
Yes there were 1,001 not just one he got caught. No one who holds up a gas station 
or uses someone's else debit card gets caught the first time. "Nobel Prize in 



Banking" would cause Chase and Bank of America to cut staff in the credit and 
debit card fraud as there would not be any with this "Nobel in Banking" 

5-17-2020 Trump will not wear a 'Mask'. Steve Jobs wouldn't carry a ID Badge to 
get into the next door. Chase and Bank of America will not put in a 4 digit pin for 
all credit cards. MD's who run the Hospital and Medical School probably have the 
same quarks as these CEO's and Presidents. 

5-17-2020 Steve Jobs would not carry a ID Badge; ‘There’s a Cruelty Here That I 
Don’t Think I’ve Seen’ Chase + Bank of America will not stop $500 billion in credit 
card fraud with a 4 digit pin number or save 500 Chase and Bank of America Pink 
women from a tortured life like Olivia Newton John with a Rx Pink Latte at 
Starbucks. ‘There’s a Cruelty Here That I Don’t Think I’ve Seen’ 

5-17-2020 ‘There’s a Cruelty Here That I Don’t Think I’ve Seen’ Small Fry Lisa 
Jobs waiting to write another book for Amazon's Jeff Bezos. Steve Jobs Medical 
Records Biography on Amazon. Little bigger Small Fry Fishing date. 

5-17-2020 "Small Fry II" selling on Amazon today! "The subject came up again 
during Secretary of State Mike Pompeo’s visit to Israel last week, when he repeated 
his accusation that China has withheld information that could have helped other 
countries save lives during the pandemic." Small Fry II drives to the Stanford Steve 
Jobs Medical School the tallest Skyscraper in the World for 2020 and Medical 
Students are paid more than West Point Cadets and better perk all have iMac and 



Mac Book Pro's no Win 10 PC's like West Point. 

5-17-2020 Fleets of B-52 Bombers and "SWAT Team's" so common its a CBS hit 
TV show. That will never win a Nobel. A Nobel given to a fleet of B-52's, Hell No 
We Won't Go to this the Nobel guys Yell in Protest. CIA is still calling in the B-52's 
from Gin Dinh 

5-17-2020 The King of Sweden will not make a Nobel Prize worth $1 Billion even 
though Jeff Bezos has $1 Trillion and King Salman has $777 Trillion. There are 
more Billionaire in Stockholm than Nobel Prize Winners. No one can do the math 
but the CIA and Jewish Rabbi's ready to drive themselves to a Nobel in Medicine in 
2021. 

5-17-2020 "InventBook" "Now More Than Ever, Facebook Is a ‘Mark Zuckerberg 
Production’ By MIKE ISAAC, SHEERA FRENKEL and CECILIA KANG Page 
B1 of the Sunday NY Times is Facebook not InventBook!! 

5-17-2020 Qatar Wife's in the NY Times articles are Censored Out in every century 
of the NY Times; "16th and 17th century England, and in its American colonies, 
“Mrs.” — which was short for mistress — marked a woman’s social status, either 
through marriage or as “someone who managed her own money or business." 



5-17-2020 Yale MD Women Today; ...authors of “Marriage, a History: How Love 
Conquered Marriage,” Well how love of Medicine from Salk to Pasteur to 1,001 
Nobels in Medicine by Yale MD women in 2020 conquered West Point turning 
Cadets love for women as Generals into the West Point Medical School kicking 
women out of the combat units enlisted by Trump and Gen. Flynn. Yale ROTC 
everyone was transferred to the Yale Medical School. Yale Law School is still in 
limbo between Hell and Hell not even Heaven. 

5-17-2020 Dr. Ivanka Trump MD, defined women “more exclusively by their 
marital status.” their MD, sorry Ivanka. 

5-17-2020 Dr. Lucy MD lost are the Nobel in Medicine Lucy would have gotten; "In 
1855, the suffragist Lucy Stone famously kept her birth name after her marriage to 
Henry B. Blackwell. As she wrote in a letter to Blackwell: “My name is my identity 
and must not be lost.” 

5-17-2020 Ivanka Trump's Nobels in Medicine in 2020 in times of a Plague on Dad; 
“My name is my identity and must not be lost.” Dr. Ivanka Trump MD would not 
be fired. 



5-17-2020 Ivanka's VBBF princesses in Saudi Arabia, Qatar, UAE, Kuwait; none 
not 1 princesses who is best friends with Dr. Ivanka Trump MD went to Yale 
Medical School. I would bet! 

5-17-2020 Ivanka Princess to feel that marriage is a stage on which you are being 
assigned to play a part different from the one you played before. Dr. Ivanka Trump 
MD with her new girl friend Dr. Lisa Sanders MD Yale Medical School Professor!! 

5-17-2020 Ivanka; what names and miracles of Nobel Winners mean to her and her 
identity Humanity! Did Dad tell Ivanka about the rabid dogs... the whooping cough 
virus in the air? TB in most of the world. Mosquitos Bill and Melinda Gates will 
never win a Nobel Prize for fighting. Would Ivanka and Lisa Drive to this Mosquito 
Nobel in live streaming video's? 

5-17-2020 Jackie Kennedy and Steve Jobs by Dr. Amisha Padnani MD is an editor 
on the Obituaries desk writing art of the Diagnosis with Dr. Lisa Sanders MD going 
over every detail of the cancers and treatments that would have cured them like 
Jimmy Carters miracle drugs saved him. But printed in the obituaries under the 
correct diagnosis and drug treatments that save their life. Dr. Amisha Padnani MD 
NY Times. ...stories of remarkable people whose deaths were caused by a virus, 
cancer, not getting the pneumonia vaccine, the whooping cough vaccine on a sugar 
cube instead of a injection. 



5-17-2020 Jewish Rabbi and wife Drive to win a Nobel in Medicine in 2021 in the 
article in The Jerusalem Post - in which he called Mr. Pompeo’s remarks “absurd” 
and repeated the comparison to anti-Semitism. History “shows that plagues are 
accompanied by conspiracies and the dark mentality of seeking scapegoats,” the 
spokesman, Wang Yongjun, wrote. “Jewish friends know it well.” Jews today must 
create their own Nobels in Medicine Rx Recipes as Paris and London are infected 
by the Greed Virus of Oil Riches from Mecca. 

5-17-2020 CIA CEO of Ford; PTSD and Burned out fiery wrecks from Mothers 
Day, DUI Road Kills from Mother's Day too. All the Pink women who died and 
were refused at Arlington by Trump and Gen. Flynn. ‘I Can’t Turn My Brain Off’: 
PTSD and Burnout Threaten Medical Workers and the grads just hearing all the 
inspired world of Obama and Ophree but 2020 Ford WindmillCAR gift for grads! 
Falling asleep driving to the next gas station to fill up in Times of 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's. Not getting the car you want for graduation gift from Mom and 
Dad. 

5-17-2020 Jewish Rabbi and wife Drive to win a Nobel in Medicine in 2021 in the 
article in The Jerusalem Post - there will be a article soon. 

5-17-2020 "A New Companion for Your Morning 4 Yale MD Wife's" Mac Book 
Pro's and a small Cray Super Computer! 



5-17-2020 “The Millennial Novelist”; “The Marxist Novelist”; “The Insufficiently 
Marxist Novelist.” The Hemingway House Writing Class novel with specs and 
genius tutors to get the Nobel in Medicine Earnest Hemingway would have gotten if 
he had his 4 wife's all together from the beginning with no divorce drama just 
writing and inventing characters for Disney Star Wars Galaxy Edge movies. Mayo 
clinic zapped Hemingway's brain 101 times, Mary never put his medical records in 
her book! Mayo clinic today is now building a 741-bed for-profit Hospital in Abu 
Dhabi, in the United Arab Emirates. Shock treatments at Disney Galaxy Edge Star 
Wars in a New Disney Movie will win a Nobel in Medicine. Mayo in Abu Dhabi will 
win $777 Trillion in Oil Blood Money to fuel their greed virus. 



CIA Today has the video of the fiery wrecks from Mothers Day 2020 they are all 
marked 'Top Secret.' 

Pneumonia vaccine, on a sugar cube; 1 Billion would have been vaccinated, who 
will get the C-virus! 



5-16-2020 A Sitting President, Riling the World Leaders and Most MD's During a 
Plague and sanctions on it's miracle Rx Cure not just a vaccine on a sugar cube for 
1 billion! 



5-16-2020 Trump-Salman Sick with the Greed Virus covered in the Worlds Oil 
reserves they can never sell with the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's Riling the CIA 
with Mothers Days fiery wrecks world wide and 1 million dead from Pink Cancers 
in 2020. 

5-16-2020 "From Nearly Free to Out-of-Reach: Gasoline’s Crazy Price Swing in 
Venezuela" By ANATOLY KURMANAEV 

5-16-2020 Venezuela; 7 Trillion Peanuts, millions of other crops rotting in the 
fields, out of gas via the CIA. CIA can expect another "Deadly Deceits:" My 25 
Years in the CIA (Forbidden Bookshelf Book 11) Kindle Edition by Ralph W. 
McGehee "Deadly; Peanut Crops Rotting in the Fields:" Jimmy Carter didn't have 
any new harvesting packaging for 7 trillion peanuts into Peanut Butter in the 
Fields. 

5-16-2020 Venezuela sits on the world’s biggest oil reserves but for this they would 
all be driving a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. Sanctions by the USA have left 7 Trillion 
Peanuts, millions of other crops rotting in the fields, the CIA can expect another 
"Deadly Deceits:" My 25 Years in the CIA (Forbidden Bookshelf Book 11) Kindle 
Edition by Ralph W. McGehee 



5-16-2020 Turning NYC into Mecca Overnight; park the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's in It's About Time Times Square! Today they turned Venezuela 
from Latin America’s richest nation to its poorest in little more than a decade. 
Mecca in the last Decade got riches beyond belief 1 Million New Mosque and gas 
stations. Free trips to and from Mecca for many millions with housekeepers and 
Chefs every block, Disney Provost Bus too. 

5-16-2020 Du Pont WindmillCAR auto plant not Telsa; another forbidden book 
from Amazon. 

5-16-2020 Du Pont Dynasty: Behind the Nylon Curtain (Amazon Forbidden 
Bookshelf Book 6) by Gerard Colby (Author) , Mark Crispin Miller (Editor) 4.0 
out of 5 stars (36) $9.99 Award-winning journalist Gerard Colby takes readers 
behind the scenes of one of America’s most powerful and enduring corporations; 
now with a new introduction by the author. Their name is everywhere. America’s 
wealthiest industrial family by far and a vast financial power, the Du Ponts, from 
their mansions in northern Delaware’s “Chateau Country,” have long been leaders 
in the relentless drive to turn the United States into a plutocracy. The Du Pont story 
in this country began in 1800. Éleuthère Irénée du Pont, official keeper of the 
gunpowder of corrupt King Louis XVI, fled from revolutionary France to America. 
Two years later he founded the gunpowder company that called itself “America’s 
armorer”—and that President Wilson’s secretary of war called a “species of 
outlaws” for war profiteering. Du Pont Dynasty introduces many colorful 
characters, including “General” Henry du Pont, who profited from the Civil War 
to build the Gunpowder Trust, one of the first corporate monopolies; Alfred I. du 
Pont, betrayed by his cousins and pushed out of the organization, landing in social 
exile as the powerful “Count of Florida”; the three brothers who expanded Du 
Pont’s control to General Motors, fought autoworkers’ right to unionize, and then 
launched a family tradition of waging campaigns to destroy FDR’s New Deal 
regulatory reforms; Governor Pete du Pont, who ran for president and backed 
Newt Gingrich’s 1994 Republican Revolution; and Irving S. Shapiro, the architect 
of Du Pont’s ongoing campaign to undermine effective environmental regulation. 
From plans to force President Roosevelt from office, to munitions sales to warlords 
and the rising Nazis, to Freon’s damage to the planet’s life-protecting ozone layer, 
to the manufacture of deadly gases and the covered-up poisoning of Du Pont 
workers, to the reputation the company earned for being the worst polluter of 
America’s air and water, the Du Pont reign has been dappled with scandal for 
centuries. Culled from years of painstaking research and interviews, this fully 
documented book unfolds like a novel. Laying bare the bitter feuds, power plays, 
smokescreens, and careless unaccountability that erupted in murder, Colby pulls 



back the curtain on a dynasty whose formidable influence continues to this day. 

5-16-2020 In 1981 Jimmy Carter and Teddy Kennedy took drives around the 
Peanut Plantation in the newest 1981 Ford WindmillCAR, In 1981, Du Pont helped 
establish the credit card industry in Delaware, in a race against South Dakota, 
which the year before had abolished its usury law limiting the interest rates that 
banks can charge consumers for credit. At the time, du Pont's cousin Nathan 
Hayward III advocated that tiny Delaware aspire to become the "financial 
Luxembourg of America" - a tax haven for corporations, yacht owners and credit 
card companies permitted to charge unlimited interest. Former Du Pont Chairman 
Irving Shapiro, a lobbyist for Citigroup, helped Gov. du Pont pass the Financial 
Center Development Act in 1981 with the cooperation of the leadership of both 
parties and others in state and local government. Intended to attract two New York 
state banks that would hire at least 1,000 employees, the law eventually drew more 
than thirty banks to Delaware, creating 43,000 new finance related jobs and leading 
the state away from its previous dependence on the chemical industry in general 
and the Du Pont Company in particular. 430,000 new 1982 Ford WindmillCAR's 
were shut down at the Ford Factory by Jimmy Carter and Teddy Kennedy. 
"Deadly Deceits:" 

5-16-2020 The Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minn., expects to lose $900 million this 
year; Mecca Moslems can not travel to the Mayo Clinic any time soon. This article 
says the Mayo Clinic must now treat poor USA Medicare and Medicaid patients 
not VIP Moslems from Mecca, wow. USA Hospitals are losing an estimated $50 
billion a month now from rich Mecca Moslems. Medicare for all was not written 
into this NY Times Article by Sarah Kliff. The Mayo clinic generated 60 percent of 
its $11.6 billion annual patient revenue from privately insured patients from Oil 
Kingdoms and 3 percent from those on Medicaid, in the USA. A war crime! Mayo 
has access to chef-cooked meals for rich Moslems from Mecca. MD drive Diesel 
Mercedes not 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. Another War Crime! 

5-16-2020 Mayo Clinic is now building a 741-bed for-profit Hospital in Abu Dhabi, 



in the United Arab Emirates. 

5-16-2020 Not since Exodus from Egypt; JERUSALEM — The last time Muslim 
worshipers were kept out of the Aqsa Mosque compound throughout the entire 
month of Ramadan was when crusaders controlled Jerusalem in the Middle Ages. 
Now, the coronavirus pandemic has done what the intervening centuries had not: 
largely emptying the often crowded and chaotic spaces of Islam’s third holiest site, 
where Muslims believe the Prophet Muhammad ascended to heaven. Now the 
Jewish Rabbi's will ascend to riches beyond belief with the 2020 Ford 



WinmdillCAR's in Jerusalem driving to a New Exodus Star Wars Galaxy Edge at 
Sirius for the Jewish clones of Einstein working on faster than the speed of light 
invention projects on 1 Click Amazon with specs and genius tutors. Super 
computer simulations of everything Einstein wrote. Transforming the way Muslims 
in Israel and the Palestinian Territories view this new Jewish Universe of 12 
Trillion Galaxies and even more Jewish Aliens. A Rabbi and wife 4 will win the 
Nobel in Medicine in 2021. Wars unwelcome isolation from Aliens at the Nearby 
Stars. The Aqsa, which Jews revere as their holiest site and refer to as the Temple 
Mount, is often at the center of tensions between Israelis and Palestinians. Now A 
Rabbi and wife 4 will win the Nobel in Medicine in 2021. In Jerusalem, the 
Crusades Return as Star Wars Exodus to Galaxys Edge. 12 Trillion Galaxies are 
the new Rich of Jerusalem. A Rabbi and wife 4 will win the Nobel in Medicine in 
2021. 

5-16-2020 Will Britain’s Pubs Survive the Coronavirus - VFW DUI Road Rage 
Culture Era of Road Kills 40,000 in 2020 will end with the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's high tech accessories of no drunk drivers AI app. iPhone 11 Max 
Dash Cam and iTickets. 

5-16-2020 Antitrust Charges Against Google-Amazon by the Rabbi's who want to 
build the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's in Key West $$$ $777 Trillion not just $1 
Trillion that makes Jeff Bezos the First person worth a Trillion guilty of antitrust. 

5-16-2020 



Big Picture 1,001 IP Invention Projects; Starbucks Rx Latte's to boost the immune 
system a best seller... 

5-15-2020 MOSCOW — Dr. Rimma Kamalova a pneumonia outbreak; Greg had a 
pneumonia vaccine at 60 and another pneumonia vaccine at 65, on a sugar cube all 
1 Billion would have been vaccinated  

5-15-2020 MOSCOW — Dr. Rimma Kamalova pneumonia outbreak; Greg in Key 



West has had a pneumonia vaccine at 60 and another pneumonia vaccine at 65, 
now at 73 in September I have been wondering if getting another the 3rd 
pneumonia vaccine would work as a miracle! If I had a MD wife she would test by 
blood for antibodies antigens against the pneumonia virus. City Hall should do this 
for everyone who is not wooing a MD women. Grin. 

5-15-2020 Pneumonia vaccine and the Virus C-Virus interact in a large percent of 
the people getting sick. So why no NY Times articles on getting everyone a 
Pneumonia vaccine today? 

5-15-2020 1 Click Amazon Prime "Encyclopedia of Super Computer Simulations" 
with specs and genius Pasteur tutors for Pneumonia, Pneumonia vaccine on a Polio 
Sugar Cube, ask Jeff Bezos to look this up as a Pneumonia vaccine cost $100. Dr. 
Evgeny Zeltyn, a cardiologist at a Moscow hospital, could win a Nobel in Medicine 
with this "Encyclopedia of Super Computer Simulations" on Moscow Amazon 1 
click. KGB CIA should be working on getting this "Encyclopedia of Super 
Computer Simulations" up and running on Amazon 1 Click. Dr. Zeltyn said he had 
been lucky: even to think about work to win a Nobel in Medicine. 'Some nurses-
turned-patients set intravenous lines on each other rather than entrusting their 
colleagues from outside clinics to do the job.' "Encyclopedia of Super Computer 
Simulations" set intravenous lines the best way in this "Encyclopedia of Super 
Computer Simulations" 

5-15-2020 "We Need Tuition-Free College. For Adults." By MICHELLE MILLER-
ADAMS "We Need West Point Paid Students In College for All" All Yale Harvard 
Medical School students paid more than West Point Cadets with perks like the 
"Encyclopedia of Super Computer Simulations" free not a Microsoft software 
costing thousands for winning a Nobel In Medicine. West Point Cadets paid today 
will never win a Nobel Peace Prize as Jimmy Carter failed out in the real world to 
get peace, no more Nobel Peace Prizes for Navy Commanders or Generals. 



Link to many fiery wrecks on Greg's web here... 
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index40webpages6Aug2017.html 



New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for Greg's 
Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you to so 
you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages wow! 
Book is 474 Pages



Girls looking into the Apple-Starbucks Windows for their iMac and Mac Book Pro 
Lab $$$ 



Commander Beverly Crusher, M.D. "Encounter at Farpoint" (1987) "Star Trek 
Generations (1994) "Star Trek: Nemesis (2002) Portrayed Gates McFadden 

Greg's 8 Amazon Books and Kindles up to Date Click Here **************



5-15-2020 No Traffic Accident deaths or injuries with the 2020 Ford 
WinmdillCAR's F-35 Radar at Star Wars Disney Galaxy Edge; "Asia, where traffic 
accidents are a major killer, lockdowns have lowered the number of deaths on the 
road as more people stay home." DUI road kills by Vets pulling out of the VFW 
drunk will not happen in the USA or Asia as the WindmillCAR will not start. No 
Way! Fiery Wrecks on Mothers Day censored from the NY Times, CBS Nightly 
News. Luck, travel patterns and personal actions play a role, not just government 
policy to censor fiery wrecks as everyone knows Gen. Flynn and Kerry drove by 
them without stopping to help Mothers burned to death and burned. Nobel for a 
Star Wars Burn Unit at Disney Galaxy Edge is not a front page picture and story in 
todays NY Times. Unlucky for Mothers in a fiery wreck today. Swedish public 
health officials have defended their traffic accidents fiery wrecks in diesel Mercedes 
with no F-35 Radar, while acknowledging that the country has failed to protect the 
elderly and Mothers from DUI Drunks driving. Stats on this will be headlines when 
the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR with no drunk drivers is Driven in Sweden by the 
King. Once you become a Alcoholic in Stockholm you drive drunk more often then 
crash. “Sweden will be judged at the finish line when the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR 
with accessories out of Star Wars Disney Galaxy Edge is Driven by the King. King 
Salman will be watching live from Mecca. 

5-15-2020 THOSE WE’VE LOST; Ralph W. McGehee, Agent Who Exposed the 
C.I.A., Dies at 92 A crisis of conscience in Vietnam led him to conclude that the 
agency was “a malevolent force” and to lay it bare in a memoir, “Deadly Deceits.” 
By TIM WEINER "He once told a reporter for The New York Times that he 
realized that his book would not change the C.I.A. But, he said, “I guess I justify 
myself by thinking that I fought for what I thought was right.” Deadly Deceits: My 
25 Years in the CIA (Forbidden Bookshelf Book 11) Kindle Edition on Amazon lets 
you read a few pages free. Here is the first page... 



CIA Today has the video of the fiery wrecks from Mothers Day 2020 they are all 
marked 'Top Secret.' 

5-15-2020 Pink books will change the C.I.A. 



5-15-2020 4 Wife's MD in a Legal Polygamous Marriage in the USA will change the 
CIA - KGB as the KGB will demand from Putin 4 Legal Wifes!!!! 

5-15-2020 $777 Trillion House; "Earth House" vote on a $3 trillion relief package, 
or confiscating $777 Trillion from the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Qatar, UAE, 
Kuwait. 

5-15-2020 With $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues Republicans’ refusal to negotiate on 
another round of plague relief is proving difficult to stop as the secret file on Gregs 
Amazon books about the perpetual motion machine, the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR! 

5-15-2020 "Maud Cordenius; I Live in Sweden. I’m Not Panicking." Nobels come 
and go there is no rush, fast track headlines or decree from the King to fast track 
1,001 Nobels in Medicine! "Economists Want to Put Stimulus on Autopilot. 
Congress Has Other Ideas." 

5-15-2020 “The Ghost Map,” which was built around the tale of how one Victorian 
physician helped solve the mystery of a cholera epidemic in 1850s. 2020 Cholera 
Diagnosis and treatments... 



5-15-2020 BP Oil 1980 CIA memo on the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR at Jimmy 
Carter's peanut plantation. $777 Trillion dollars in illegal Oil revenues later and 
almost 777 trillion peanuts grown we have today's, ...and that but for the choices 
made by a single, mysterious pirate (Jimmy Carter) on the deck of his ship (Nuke 
Sub) in 1695 the world might have turned out to be a very different place... No Gas 
Stations Today! Peanuts feeding the world in Star Wars Disney Galaxy Edge 
packaging. 

5-15-2020 Georgia the one Light Years from Jimmy Carters Nuke Sub fleet; 
Georgia has been called Georgia since as far back as the eighth century B.C. — but 
I discovered three different myths as to how that name came to pass: One says that 
it was named in honor of St. George, the country’s patron saint who was killed 
under the Roman emperor Diocletian’s persecution of Christians in A.D. 303; 

5-15-2020 Georgia owned by Jimmy Carter will have a history worst than the 
Roman emperor Diocletian when 40 H-Bombs hit Iran for trying to sell its oil. Yes 
the world will end fighting over who gets to sell their oil. Jimmy Carter in Georgia 
knows this and will not save the world by confessing on his death bed. 

5-15-2020 pembrolizumab (Keytruda), an anti-PD-1 checkpoint immunotherapy, 
Keytruda costs about $12,500 a month, or $150,000 a year. Million hospital patients 



it might be a life saving Rx. Fast Track upgrade to Keytruda II will be something 
Disney at Star Wars Galaxy Edge will have as a theme park when they open. King 
of Sweden could have 8,000 Cuban MD's running this through several super 
computer simulations for a faster way to make it on a Ford assembly line for Rx 
Drugs. 

5-15-2020 MD's from Cuba have interferon alpha 2b, Cure All, they need to invent 
newer ways of administering interferon. 



5,000 Gas Stations Are Closed Today! 

5-14-2020 Top Whistle-Blower's tell us China is building 1 million new gas stations 
in 2020 not the NY Times! 

5-14-2020 MD's, Top Science and Health Officials Offer Sobering View of 
Reopening Gas Stations and Bars! Plagues, virus and cancers!! 

5-14-2020 MD's, Top Whistle-Blower's testify in front of 100 Senators who know 
'every secret' 

5-14-2020 MD's, Top Whistle-Blower's testify in front of 100 Senators who know 
'every secret' about 1 million new gas stations and bars built by those infected by 
the greed virus not the Nobel in Medicine Virus. This MD Whistle-Blower needs to 
hook up with 4 Yale MD women and 4 trillion Rx Recipes along with the Sugar 
Cube Vaccine for Polio and Pasteur's Rabies Cure until a Nobel in Medicine for 
them blows in on the Winds of the Drive in the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR in their 
thoughts... 1 click Amazon links with specs will speed up the delivery too. 

5-14-2020 MD's, Top - Watch live 5 writer-inventors writing the Nobel in Medicine 
novel that discovers the Cure All Rx Recipe for every virus and cancer that is a 
plague today... On YouTube at the Hemingway House Writing Class in Key West. 

5-14-2020 MD's, Top - Lucky in Love of the Utopian Novel "1,001 Nobels in 
Medicine!" 



5-14-2020 Jimmy Carter received pembrolizumab (Keytruda), an anti-PD-1 
checkpoint immunotherapy. 

Keytruda costs about $12,500 a month, or $150,000 a year 

5-14-2020 $500 million in Jimmy Carters Bank; Donate to immunotherapy! $777 
Trillion donation! 

5-14-2020 Favorite Lucky and Unlucky of Jimmy Carter at 100. 1980 Ford 
WindmillCAR has been Lucky for Greg in Key West writing this web is lucky as 
Jimmy Carter is iffy about any Miracle Cure's or Gravity Engine Cars at 100. 
1,001 Nobels in Medicine thoughts by a Nobel Peace Prize winner is void of 1,001 
Rx Recipes all trade secrets he could have ordered the CIA to hack in 1980 for 
immunotherapy for all. Jimmy Carters last Days on Earth were from being Lucky 
and UnLucky. Georgia Plantation Dignity for a New Universe of 12 Trillion 
Galaxies and even more Jewish Aliens. Georgia Plantation Owners will die with 
God on their side of the Plantation as 12 Trillion Peanuts were grown by Jimmy's 
God not the God of the Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies. Stay at Home Orders from 
Plantation Owners who were Navy Commanders and Nobel Peace Price Winners 
who got Lucky in their MD's skin and brain cancer cure all's. In their will Jimmy 
Carter could leave 7 billion people the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR and all its Star 
Wars Disney accessories. Pink Casket Jimmy Carter picked out for 1 million USA 
women with breast cancers... instead of 1 Cure All Pink Rx Latte at Starbucks! Yes 
Jimmy Carter could have cured breast cancer driving the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR 
into Starbucks drive through ordered the Rx Pink Latte. 

5-14-2020 Accidental falls; Jimmy Carters was headlines but they never told us the 
cause; yesterday a guy fell face down tripping over a curb filled with gravel, I 
would have gotten hurt a lot, he probably did too. Why he tripped over the curb 
looking at bike rider on the other side of Roosevelt Blvd we well never know. 
Jimmy Carters biography will tell us why he fell on face... 



5-14-2020 Drunks write headlines about Manhattan 1609 when engineering of 
Gravity Engine Cars is a: 'Manhattan Project' in 2020 front page quarks spin. Spin 
on Manhattan gardens in 1609 is for Home and Garden HQ. 

5-14-2020 1 Click Amazon Prime of Encyclopedia of Super Computer Simulations 
with specs and genius Pasteur Edison 

5-14-2020 Mothers Day Fiery Wrecks are a Profound Matter of Law! 

5-14-2020 MD's from Cuba have interferon alpha 2b, Cure All, they need to invent 
newer ways of administering interferon. Tutors like the Polio sugar cube. $5,000 for 
1 sugar cube cost it to high too. Ford assembly line is needed to make it. 
Amphitheater of for Pasteur, Edison, 1,001 Nobels in Medicine Utopian Novel by 
Hemingway on iapp with 100's on the same page thanks to Apple OS. 

5-14-2020 Supreme Court Strikes Down Stay-at-Home Order; Exodus to Sirius 
Jewish Aliens wins the Florida Lotto, all of it and $777 Trillion from illegal gas 
station hold up in Florida on the 4th of July. 



5-14-2020 Sue Saudi Arabia Bone Saw Prince Salman for $777 Trillion dollars; 
"Nursing Homes Too '007' 

5-14-2020 Sue Saudi Arabia Bone Saw Prince Salman for $777 Trillion dollars; 
"Nursing Homes Are Hot Spots in the Crisis. But Don’t Try Suing Them. In New 
York, 5,300 nursing home residents have died of Covid-19. The nursing home lobby 
got Gov. Cuomo to add a immunity provision that makes it 'MI 7' hard for their 
families to sue." By AMY JULIA HARRIS, KIM BARKER and JESSE 
MCKINLEY MI 8 movie will Drama sue Gov. Cuomo. 

5-14-2020 Sue Saudi Arabia Bone Saw Prince Salman for $777 Trillion dollars; 
"Mom's Fiery Wrecks Too '007' 

5-14-2020 Sue Gen. Flynn for Pink Breast Cancer Sanctions by Trump for $777 
Trillion dollars; '007' 



5-14-2020 Neglect dramatically represented, there can be no monotony. "Girls, you 
are saved, from Salman-Trump Casino's, Bars, and Fiery Wrecks" proclaimed 
Greg dramatically. God Sent WindmillCAR's $777 trillion will break the House 
Casino in Qatar, UAE, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia. Pay for the Rx Recipe for Pink Latte 
at Starbucks Paris not Black Drones and Silver Missiles. 

5-14-2020 Momentum of the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's specs of accessories; will 
make you work on inventing a gravity engine upgrade. 

5-14-2020 Quarks as the particles of Graivty books; shopping for books on quarks 
reading if they are the particle gravity is made of or their spin is what generates 
gravity. Amazon 1 Click Encyclopedia of Super Computer Simulations on the spin 
of quarks and what they might generate ie gravity electricity. Is not up and running 
as Jeff Bezos is not charged up. 

5-14-2020 100 Senators Question Lower Relief Loan Amounts for Small Businesses; 
but have gone along with Big Oil's $777 Trillion in revenues since the invention of 
the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR. A War Crime by 100 senators. Roman Senate comes 
to mind, grin! 



5-14-2020 Rx Recipe for the Starbucks Latte, Rx interferon alpha 2b Latte and 
Nobel in Medicine Winner! Perfected on 1 click Amazon links with specs and 
genius Pasteur tutors... not up and running on Amazon yet today. There are more 
than a dozen interleukins, including IL-2, which is also called T-cell growth factor. 
IL-2 boosts the number of white blood cells in the body, including killer T cells and 
natural killer cells. Increasing these cells can cause an immune response against the 
cancer. IL-2 also helps B cells (another type of white blood cell) produce certain 
substances that can target cancer cells, virus cells. 

5-14-2020 Jimmy Carter received pembrolizumab (Keytruda), an anti-PD-1 
checkpoint immunotherapy. 

Keytruda costs about $12,500 a month, or $150,000 a year 

5-14-2020 $500 million in Jimmy Carters Bank; Donate to immunotherapy ad. 
Success stories like Jimmy Carter’s cancer immunotherapy story reveal that 
immunotherapy can help older patients. Learn more about checkpoint inhibitors 
like pembrolizumab that Jimmy Carter received for his cancer treatment, 
immunotherapy treatments for different types of cancer, and immunotherapy 
clinical trials. Your support of the Cancer Research Institute directly impacts the 
discovery and development of powerful immunotherapies for all types of cancers, 
funding more breakthroughs and saving more lives. Donate today to CRI and 
Prince Harry's Wounded Warriors. 

Keytruda costs about $12,500 a month, or $150,000 a year, drops on sugar cubes 
will solve the IV cost. 



5-14-2020 $500 million donation by Jimmy Carter; $777 Trillion donation in Oil 
Revenues, consequences if a lasting economic upturn is not the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's with Star Wars Disney Galaxy Edge accessories like F-35 Radar 
and -254 C cold GE electric windmill generators with 1 trillion volts and amps for 
clean water without the desalination plant that Israel says will be the largest in the 
world not needed with the 1 trillion volts and amps so too forceful invention policies 
with iPhone 11 Max dash cam and iTickets. GPS tracking of your life and car. 
Forget flashing cop car lights behind you this is Star Wars Disney Galaxy Edge and 
Exodus by the Rabbi with $777 Trillion in IP invention Projects oil revenues. 

5-14-2020 Rx Immune Boosting Latte for Starbucks, sooner than later! 

5-14-2020 Target the delivery date of Rx Pink Latte Recipe at Starbucks with the 
purchase of the CIA + KGB. Target was particularly well positioned going into this 
crisis because of its purchase of Shipt, a company that specializes in fast delivery of 
things like groceries. That has helped Target pull even with Amazon recently in 
terms of delivery time. Purchase of Amazon 1 Click IP invention projects with 
specs and Genius tutors. Purchase of iMac and Mac Book Pro's Cray Super 
Computers Comcast fiber for every Starbucks store world wide. $777 Trillion 
confiscated from Price Salman will pay for this and more. We are talking about 
riches beyond belief out of some old Disney Movie in 2020. 

5-14-2020 How NASA’s Future depends on 1 Top Whistle-Blower's testify that 500 
times the speed of light in a Verizon live streaming video from Sirius is the top IP 
invention project passing Mars and the Moon Base as Earth is about to be Nuked 
by Oil Men Trump-Salman-Putin fighting over who sells oil. Not who wins the 
Nobel for inventing a way to travel faster than the speed of light in a Verizon Cell 
call... $$$. Urgent NASA changes to its invention projects that makes front page 
specs in the NY Times. 



5-14-2020 MD's from Cuba have interferon alpha 2b, Cure All, they need to invent 
newer ways of administering interferon may help contain the virus like Salk's sugar 
cube and the pink dot in the sugar cube for breast cancer cure all. A Nobel in 
Medicine is here, now lets get it posted on Amazon 1 Click with Recipe Specs and 
genius Pasteur tutors from Paris. 3,000 health care workers who used interferon 
nose drops became infected with the novel coronavirus, according to an informal 
study report reviewed by Reuters. They included more than 500 with high exposure 
to infected patients. patients who inhaled interferon in an aerosol formulation had 
faster improvement in respiratory symptoms and clearance of the virus from their 
blood than patients who did not receive interferon. dozens of Rx Recipes involving 
interferon are underway worldwide, none are on 1 Click Amazon links with specs! 
This article is not in the NY Times! Reporting by Sarah Marsh in Havana; 
Additional Reporting by Nancy Lapid in New York and Roxanne Liu in Bejiing; 
Editing by Daniel Flynn and Bill Berkrot. Ructers. 

5-14-2020 Whistle-Blower's tell us they have $777 Trillion, in Dubai home of the 
world's tallest building, Dubai's 828-metre Burj Khalifa, build via $4 gas on the 4th 
of July has become a glowing charity donation box, raising money for food for 
United Arab Emirates (UAE) residents suffering the economic impact of the 
coronavirus pandemic. Each of the tower's 1.2 million external lights was "sold" 
for 10 dirhams ($2.70), enough to buy one meal. As donations came in, the tower 
"filled up", and people could also bid to claim the light at the very top. 

5-14-2020 Whistle-Blower's tell us Top Secret is the West Bank will soon start 
construction on the 929-metre Burj Khalifa II built and owned by the Jewish 
Rabbi's and their 4 Legal Wifes... yes the 4 legal wifes for the Jews is also a top 
secret. Grin. 

5-13-2020 If Starbucks Rx Latte's to boost the immune system become best sellers... 
New, Newest, Future Rx Latte Recipes on 1 Click Amazon links with specs and 
genius Pasteur tutors! 

5-13-2020 If Starbucks Rx Latte's to boost the immune system become best sellers... 
New, Newest, Future Rx Latte Recipes on 1 Click Amazon links with specs and 



genius Pasteur tutors! 

5-13-2020 Exodus; Rule of Law among the Rabbi's and Jews locked down by 
Generals; Judgement Day and all Hesitates to Accept Exodus to Sirius as the Next 
Exodus to escape Generals like Flynn and Bone Saw Prince Salman's. Justice Dept 
that gave Mecca all the Rabbi's gas money on the 4th of July. $777 Trillion, riches 
beyond belief 1984 Generals like Flynn can no longer cover up as this is riches 
beyond belief in Mecca on YouTube, Facebook, Google Images $$$ $$$ $$$ $$$ 

5-13-2020 Justice Dept. Move to Drop Gen Flynn Charges, driving by fiery wrecks 
on Mothers Day, spreading whooping cough to Army brats, left the kid in a hot car 
to die a tortured death, tortured Olivia Newton John for decades spending her Rx 
Pink Starbucks money on Drones and missiles. 

5-13-2020 Law enforcement officials’ abrupt decision to end the case drew 
accusations from former colleagues that they had undermined the rule of law. 

5-13-2020 Justice Department Rule of Law for Exodus, and Nobels in Medicine is... 
500 Casino's are closed today, should be closed forever if the Rabbi is going to get 
Humanity into Forever with Exodus to Sirius and Jew Aliens. 



5-13-2020 Justice Department Rules of Law reinvented to open the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's. Made in the USA Exodus Model will be the #1 Seller with Disney 
Star Wars Galaxy Edge Accessories leading to the Gravity Engine Model. 

5-13-2020 Dvir Musai was 13 when he stepped on a mine. Dr. el-Haj operated on 
him years later.Credit...Dan Balilty for The New York Times 

5-13-2020 NY Times Mom was in a fiery wreck last Sunday, Mother's Day. Dr. el-
Haj operated on her, and will again, years later. Burns are Hell Mom said to the 
NY Times reporter who is not allowed to print a story about mom's fiery wreck last 
Sunday, Mother's Day 2020. 

5-13-2020 “It sounds like a good joke,” Mr. Musai said. “The Muslim surgeon with 
the Nazi atlas operating on a Jew.” It Reads like something from a 1984 Edition of 
the NY Times Olivia Newton John would be the next article... Joke 1984. Yes the 
gas stations are all open today, tomorrows headlines is Gas Stations are Closed 
today as Olivia Newton John is driving a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR to the NY Times 
building in Manhattan. Pink One! "Dr. el-Haj’s mother was hospitalized at 
Hadassah" ...no mention if it was for breast or ovary cancer by the Times writer. 



5-13-2020 Dr. el-Haj said he had used the atlas in about 90 percent of his 
operations, always explaining its background to the patients. “No patient has ever 
refused,” he said. “Not ever. Because these people can make a pact with the devil to 
get out of their pain.” 

5-13-2020 Ethics of using the textbook, “Atlas of Topographical and Applied 
Human Anatomy.” The book, by Eduard Pernkopf, when AI Super Computers can 
read and guide the MD through the surgery. iMac's and Cray Super Computers 
were not in this NY Times article on their surgery skills... 

5-13-2020 Mothers Day for Pink Women who's Rx Pink Latte has not been ordered 
by Gen Flynn, are a profound matter of Law! 

5-13-2020 $$$ Mecca Riches beyond belief in the USA. "Imam Amr Dabour, the 
director of religious and social services at the Salam Islamic Center in Sacramento, 
developed a drive-through iftar for his community, for The New York Times" 



5-13-2020 Muslims have to adapt to no gas stations open; 2020 Ford WindmillCAR 
is Driven into the Universe Time! 

5-13-2020 Amazon Jeff Bezos is looking to buy Immune Boosting Rx Recipes; 
"One-Third of All U.S. Coronavirus Deaths Are Nursing Home Residents or 
Workers" By KAREN YOURISH, K.K. REBECCA LAI, DANIELLE IVORY and 
MITCH SMITH 

5-13-2020 Amazon Jeff Bezos is looking to buy Immune Boosting Rx Recipes; 

5-13-2020 Amazon is looking to 'Boost' sales; "How the Virus May Change Your 
Next Home" "Designers and architects expect the pandemic to affect apartment 
design long after the lockdowns are over. Here are a few trends you’re likely to 
see." By Tim McKeough. "“That kind of civic responsibility that comes around, on 
the one hand, with our masks, should also come around in the way that we design 
buildings,” Mr. Whalen said, noting that apartment buildings that positively 
contribute to a city’s streetscape are beneficial even to people who don’t live there. 
Mr. Jones also predicted innovations in shared outdoor spaces. “I anticipate a new 
focus on civic life, on public spaces that benefit everyone — parks, sidewalks, 
streets,” he said. “Let’s share in this kind of fantasy that some good stuff will come 
out of the plagues" 



5-13-2020 Amazon is looking to 'Boost' sales; Immune Boosting Rx Latte at 
Starbucks NYC will boost profits for buyer and seller. Design of NYC studio's 
boost your heart rate to 140 for 30 minutes few times a week until the MD's 
reinvent the best heart rate monitoring on a Cray super computer simulation. Until 
them Amazon and Starbucks will invent the Rx Latte immune boosting recipe 
before your studio apt in NYC is redesigned. 

5-13-2020 Amazon Manhattan Project to reinvent the immune boosting ad 
products today' "A heightened awareness of how people pick up viruses from the 
surfaces they touch will lead to more widespread adoption of smart-home 
technology, Mr. Cetra predicted." 

5-13-2020 Amazon 2002 awareness to boost the immune system by; ...earliest 
cluster of coronavirus cases in the global outbreak was linked to a market in 
Wuhan, China, where live animals were kept close together, creating an 
opportunity for the virus to jump to humans. The SARS virus, which killed 800 
people worldwide, is believed to have originated in bats before spreading to civets 
in a wildlife market in China, and ultimately infecting people in 2002. China 
ordered the closure of all its wildlife markets after the Wuhan outbreak in 
December. Now Indonesia’s Tomohon market is one of the region’s largest to sell 
wildlife of cut up bats, rats, snakes and lizards that were taken from the wilds of 
Sulawesi island. As of Wednesday, Indonesia had recorded 15,438 cases and 1,028 
deaths, the second-highest number of fatalities in East Asia after China. Some 
officials say many more cases and deaths have gone undetected and unreported. In 
the wildlife section, about 120 butchers work in the equatorial heat to carve up the 
various species they offer, including pythons measuring up to 20 feet long, monitor 
lizards, whitetail rats, wild boars and rice-field frogs. Trumps Steaks shut down in 
NYC; “The majority of people in North Sulawesi consume wild animal meats,” he 
said. “There will be a public outcry if they shut down the wildlife market totally.” 
Dr. Lisa Sanders MD article on Trump Steaks and Indonesia food deaths in the 
100's of thousands not just 1K from the virus will Drive them into the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR Rx Latte at their Starbucks and iMac Mac Book Pro's and Cray 



super computers from times of buying rats at their local Whole Foods and Publix. 
Grin. Yes Disney will open a Star Wars at Galaxy Edge too. 

5-13-2020 Analysis: Why Trump’s Struggle with Buttered Steaks Is Getting Worse, 
worst seller on Amazon today for Heart Health and destroyer of your immune 
system from all its Red Meat Chemicals that are being exposed by MD analysis not 
destroyed by a Texas Prince Salman selling Beef. Whats the Beef super bowl 
commercial will be Dr. Lisa Sanders MD art of the diagnosis for 100 million 
needing heart surgery and immune boosting Rx Latte at Starbucks. 

5-13-2020 Amazon to buy Rx immune boosting drug from Cuba; Cuba is especially 
touting an interferon it produces, a decades old antiviral agent that boosts immune 
system. The island nation says it has been successful in treating the novel 
coronavirus at home and in China, and that 80 countries have already expressed an 
interest in buying its interferon alpha 2b. The government is hoping that its 
interferon and other treatments it is developing will provide a lift to its struggling 
economy. “We have good products like interferon alpha 2b that we are exporting 
and that open possibilities,” Trade Minister Rodrigo Malmierca said during a 
recent televised roundtable. Interferons have long been used internationally to treat 
dengue fever, cancer and hepatitis B and C. Studies during the SARS epidemic in 
2003 suggested interferons might also be useful against coronaviruses. 

5-13-2020 Rx Latte's sold to Starbucks; Cuba has 300 products for export to more 
than 50 countries, including a therapeutic vaccine for lung cancer called CIMAvax. 
There are now 21 research centers and 32 companies employing some 20,000 people 
under the umbrella of the state-run BioCubaFarma. Medicine exports brought in 
$442 million in 2016, according to the latest available official data, surpassing 



export revenue from sugar, rum or tobacco. Supporters of Cuba’s success say it 
disproves the idea that free market competition is needed for pharmaceutical and 
biotech innovation. Sales of Rx Latte's at Starbucks are needed to win a Nobel in 
Medicine. This article is not in the NY Times! Reporting by Sarah Marsh in 
Havana; Additional Reporting by Nancy Lapid in New York and Roxanne Liu in 
Bejiing; Editing by Daniel Flynn and Bill Berkrot. Ructers. 

5-13-2020 Horn of Africa and Horn on the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR will be audio 
out of Star Wars Disney; By Matina Stevis-Gridneff. "BRUSSELS — A 
Netherlands-based group of Eritreans sued the European Union on Wednesday, 
demanding it cease financing a project in the east African nation buying 'Cats' to 
build a new highway for diesel Mercedes for the Elite. Starbucks not gas stations... 
grin. 

5-13-2020 If Starbucks Rx Latte's to boost the immune system become best sellers 
along with the Rx Pink Latte for Breast Cancer; Manhattan Will Faces a 
Reckoning, Working From Home Becomes the Norm or there is a 'Rash' of 100's of 
Rx Latte's at Starbucks and 100's of Nobels in Medicine for the King of Sweden to 
sort. 

5-13-2020 Starbucks Rx Latte's to boost the immune system become a best sellers... 

500 Casino's are closed today! 



5-12-2020 "Protein with Memory Boosting Enzymes" No one wanted to become a 
brain surgeon Nobel Prize Winning Rx Inventor with 500 Casinos in Town! 

500 Casino's are closed today! 

5-12-2020 Mother's were the biggest Winners at the Trump-Qatar Casino shut 
down, 500 Casino's are closed today! Mom wants them bankrupted made into 
Starbucks with iMac Mac Book pro computer labs to gamble on getting 1,001 
Nobels in Medicine in buildings that were built for Hard Rock not to rock virus and 
disease Rx Recipes, cure all's! Bill and Melinda Gates Malaria Cure All at the Rx 
Cure All Casino computer lab with 1 Click Amazon links to specs and genius 
Pasteur tutors at the Roulette Wheels. Florida Lottery Fever Cure All for 
gambling, smoking, drinking, heart attack burger's. 

5-12-2020 Mother's were the biggest Winners at the Trump-Qatar Casino shut 
down. devastation caused by the protracted shutdown of nearly 500 tribally owned 
casinos... Gambling Fevers are scanned for now with the C virus scan. 
ALBUQUERQUE — Tribal nations around the United States own 500 Casino's 
that killed millions of lives since the 1980 - 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. $777 
Trillion was won by Mecca and King Salman costing the USA a million lives and 
$777 Trillion dollars in wealth generated by the -254 C super conducting 5 and 10 
inch windmills on the Ford. Along with F-35 radar and NO traffic deaths or 
accidents from 1980 to 2020. High tech 2020 Ford WindmillCAR bets were lost by 
the Good Generals like Flynn at the Pentagon and didn't make Vatican Headlines 
as many are in the Vatican Dungeons looking at YouTube Videos of Mecca riches 
beyond belief. 

5-12-2020 "Memory of a Brain Surgeon For All" Jeff Bezos didn't hire anyone to 
get this product on Amazon 1 Click with specs and genius tutors. 

5-12-2020 "Protein with Memory Boosting Enzymes" No one wanted to become a 
brain surgeon Nobel Prize Winning Rx Inventor with 500 Casinos in Town! 



5-12-2020 The Navajo Nation, the country’s largest Indian reservation, now has a 
higher death rate thanks to Trump Quatar building 500 casinos on reservations. No 
reservations about the crime, added to the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR riches for the 
Navajo Nation and the Nation of the USA. Just Trump Salman gamblers ruling our 
Universe. Exodus Jews Today are betting on Jewish Aliens at the Nearby Stars, 
Sirius! 

5-12-2020 On the Wind River Reservation in Wyoming, the Northern Arapaho 
Tribe opened its casino as a quarantine site. 

5-12-2020 Mecca Casino delusions of a God Sent $777 Trillion Win in Gas and Oil 
Revenues is in reality a God Sent from the Pentagon Top Brass, a war crime! 
Winds of the Universe have touched the Rabbi's wanting to build the Jewish 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR for their Wife's and children sick of the diesel Mercedes smell 
of poison exhaust. 

5-12-2020 Harvard Brain Surgeons were left out the decisions on the "Project on 
American Indian Economic Development building 500 casinos instead of making 
500 brain surgeons and Inventors of memory proteins. Jeff Bezos didn't get 1 click 
Memory Proteins Rx inventions with specs up and running on Amazon too. 

5-12-2020 "Slot machines at the Seminole Hard Rock Hotel & Casino in 
Hollywood, Fla., on March 20, the last day the Florida tribe’s casinos were open... 
lets plan on never opening a Hard Rock Casino in the USA as they belong in Mecca. 

5-12-2020 Catastrophic levels of casino's like the 40,000 Trump Towers built in 
Qatar and Kuwait, UAE. Look at the skyline of these cities all paid for by $4 Gas 
on the 4th of July USA. 



5-12-2020 Kerry like Gen. Flynn must have helped get these 500 Casino's built at 
the cost loss of 500 Brain Surgeons at Harvard Medical School. 500 Harvard 
Medical Schools built around the world was not a thought in their brains! Why, art 
of the Diagnosis article by Dr. Lisa Sanders for the NY Times will tell us the 
diagnosis that built 500 casinos. 

5-12-2020 Shanghai Disneyland Reopens With High-minded Star Wars Inventions 
like the Salk sugar cube with the pink spot a cured all breast cancers world wide 
invented by one visiting Disney Shanghai. Disney Theme Parks to get 1,001 Rx 
Recipes Latte's for Shanghai Starbucks loaded with Star Wars iMac's Mac Book 
Pro's and Cray Super Computer Simulations you would never have viewed on 
YouTube but only at Shanghai Disneyland. 

5-12-2020 Mothers Day Editorial in the NY Times and Today's editorial on "New 
York skyline:" with no pictures in a Picture high tech split screen Hell No as the 
editors didn't mention Mecca Skyline; Qatar, UAE, Kuwait as this would have 
changed the entire editorial today. Story; another boy named Thomas L. Phillips, 
who would build the Massachusetts manufacturer Raytheon into a bulwark of 
American defense; and Paul Zoll, who would pioneer the use of electricity to treat 
cardiac arrest while working as a doctor at a Boston hospital. Prince Salman and 
King Salman growing up in Saudi Arabia with the best teachers from Yale and 
Harvard produced bone saw murderers by the 100's not just one Prince Salman. 
Millions of chefs for the Prince and house keepers for the Princess were beaten, 
robbed, murdered in a Orwellian Society and WHO at the UN didn't make 
headlines about this. Blood Money paid for this Orwell Society. NY Times editors 
today "engines of the nation’s economic progress, the showcases of its wealth and 
culture, the objects of global fascination, admiration and aspiration. They were also 
deformed..." 100,000 special Olympics children with birth defects were censored at 
the Hell No from readers would have got them all fired. Fired up about Mom in a 
fiery wreck on Mothers Day 2020 when the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR drove the 
USA to a zero fiery wrecks NYC. Selling gas engine cars and electric cars without 
F-35 Radar is dangerously misguided as the traffic deaths and road rage is so 
misguided when the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR is included in this editorial. Same 
editorials about kids in the back seat censored out forgetting the kids in hot cars 
and Rx Memory Proteins not a Editorial in 1980 for this invented in 2020. Brain 
surgery editorials are on page 1984 section F. What is the most common brain 
surgery for... Test for Whooping Cough carriers by the NYC doormen has not been 
approved by City Hall. 100 children got whooping cough and died in 2020 in NYC. 
Paul Zoll, who would pioneer the use of electricity to treat cardiac arrest while 
working as a doctor at a Boston hospital. Only 5% of Cardiac Arrest code blue's 
are successful. A very low rate. iPhone 12 added another camera 4 now no motion 



detectors for cardiac arrest or heart attacks as no editors at the Times demanded 
this from Tim Cook. Cooks are cooking up heart attack burgers today and SNL is 
making fun of this. Mocking Heart Attack Burgers!! 1 million deaths in 2020 and 
Orwell is a Heart Attack Burger Recipe in the NY Times with video and pictures! 
To get you addicted to heart attack burgers. Wow! Ring Doorbell cameras run by 
city hall on every house, iPhone 11 Max dash cam in every car decades to see a 
substantial shift in the composition of the city’s neighborhoods and cars, iTickets 
on iPhones. In the meantime, governments can make a meaningful difference by 
breaking the connection between xfinity WiFi at $4 for 2 hours and No 1 Click 
Amazon prime to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs and genius tutors. 
Facebook is a plague on inventors! InventBook has been censored by the NY Times 
editors who wrote todays Editorial. Brain Surgery and Rx Brain Memory Latte at 
Starbucks will "will ultimately enrich the lives of all Americans — and make the 
cities in which they live and work a model again for the world." Model of the 
Universe in a super computer simulation with Time's God Particle and Star War's 
selling what $777 Trillion in $4 Gas on the 4th of July in the USA bought for 
Mecca. 1 Million new mosque in 2020 not 1 million new Starbucks with Rx Pink 
Latte Cure All for breast cancers in all stages in 8 days. Fiber Optics via Comcast 
also replaced the Starbucks WiFi that was turned off on Mothers Day 2020 as Mom 
sat in the Starbucks Parking lot drinking her latte waiting for the Rx Pink Latte to 
be on the Menu. 

5-12-2020 Editorial "Eight Miles Can Decide if You Live 60 Years, or 90" 

5-12-2020 Editorial "Eight Light Years Can Decide if Humanity Lives For 60 
Years, or 900" 

5-12-2020 7 Billion Casualties of Trump’s War's for $777 Trillion in Gas Money 
$$$ $$$ $$$ $$$ 

5-12-2020 Federal freedom of information laws do not obey, the need for all Nearby 
Star information. Alien beings information for all Stars in the Universe too. The 
Feds are not up to this. 



5-12-2020 Nearby Stars get a NASA ‘Sci-Fi Horror’ Moment on the front page of 
the NY Times in art of the diagnosis by NASA rocket scientists, they write what 
their diagnosis is on 100 Nearby stars after a few more hight tech machines scan for 
alien life. 

5-12-2020 Genetic Potoato with 50g of Protein and more specs. "How to Make the 
Most of Potatoes" cook them in a iMac Recipe with proteins and genetic ideas in 
the iMac computer lab. NY Times "How to Make the Most of Potatoes" 1 click 
Amazon links to How to Make the Most of Potatoes cooks in the Pasteur Institute 
labs and all information is sent to Los Alamos super computers. Zoom in on this 
live streaming conference for a new potato recipe specs. 

5-12-2020 4,000 flowers to make one ounce of saffron powder, Saffron, derived 
from the stigmas of a crocus. "Saffron, which is taken from the stigmas of the 
saffron crocus, is a lucrative crop. Also called oro rosso, or red gold, it was first 
introduced into the region around the 13th century — an import from Spain. 
Prized as an exotic spice, it was sold in the wealthier regions and cities of Milan and 
Venice." The stigmas are also used to make medicine. Saffron is used for asthma, 
cough, whooping cough (pertussis), and to loosen phlegm (as an expectorant). 

500 Casino's streamed live with stats and art of the diagnosis by Dr. Lisa Sanders 
for her NY Times diagnosis! 

500 Casino's streamed live with stats and art of the diagnosis by Dr. Lisa Sanders 
for her NY Times diagnosis! 

5-11-2020 Chase and Bank of America have $777 Trillion in Prince Salman's gas 
station hold up loot they will put on your Debit Cards for Mom's Universe Cure 
All's. 



5-11-2020 'Exodus Off Mother Earth' is a Jewish Movie that will not sell in Saudi 
Arabia but will get the Jews all the riches of Mecca Today for their Exodus  Mom's 

5-11-2020 Thanks to Trump's Mar-a-Lago resort and Mecca's Resort with riches 
beyond belief... $$$ 

007 Bond Movie "The World Is Not Enough" For this Mother's Day All the Oil 
Money in the World is Just Enough to discover a Rx Recipe Cure All for Breast 
Cancer in all stages in 8 Days with a Starbucks Rx Pink Latte! 

5-11-2020 Internal Revenue Service so far has handed out $216.7 billion to 127.5 
million Americans, Chase and Bank of America will put $777 Trillion on your debit 
cards, $777 Trillion in Prince Salman's gas station hold up loot they will put on 
your Debit Cards for Mom in the USA on the 4th of July. Starbucks Rx Pink Latte 
Cure All money. Enough money to get a Cure and for Mom's by buy a Rx Pink 
Latte at Starbucks on the 4th of July. Spin off of Salks Polio sugar cube with a pink 
spot and Pasteur's Rabies vaccine + cure. 

5-11-2020 Thanks to Trump's Mar-a-Lago resort and Mecca's Resort with riches 
beyond belief... $$$ 

5-11-2020 Palm Beach — the home of President Donald Trump's Mar-a-Lago 
resort — can start reopening its 2020 Ford WindmillCAR dealerships... Exodus has 
started at Mar-a-Lago resort. 



5-11-2020 Statistics on Mom in a Fiery Wreck on Mothers Day Blew Trump's Mar-
a-Lago resort and Mecca's Ruling Class '1984' HQ on Mothers Day reaching into 
the Pentagons Dungeons but not the Vatican Dungeons. 

5-11-2020 Trump-Salman Oil Business is terrible, criminal, Mom waking up in the 
burn unit from a Mothers Day Crash blowing into the internet not from a front 
page picture of Mom in a fiery wreck but because of this web page. 

5-11-2020 How and Why 'Fiery Wreck' end like a terrible man made plague, yes 
this is man mad mostly by 2 Men Today Trump-Salman. War criminals who today 
think they will get away in a fast car, a Mercedes from the Germans. Berlin Winds. 

5-11-2020 NY Times Editors posted their Mothers Day Editorial today, a day late. 
"Much is uncertain about New York City’s future amid coronavirus — the timeline 
for the Drive and Winds of NYC being "Rich" as Mecca, riches beyond belief in 
NYC with a budget of $777 Trillion. 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's drive into Times 
Square with $7 Trillion for Mothers Breast Cancer Rx Latte Recipe at all NYC 
Starbucks. Time has been wasted by the editors of the NY Times killing millions of 
mothers for decades for more trillions in Oil Revenues for Wall Street. "Reopening, 
the timeline for development of treatments and a vaccine on 1 Click Amazon links 
to specs and genius tutors with iMac, Mac Book Pro's and Small Cray Super 
Computers at every Starbucks in NYC for every know disease and virus!" End to 
Facebook's wasted lives for a life driven to 1,001 Nobels in Medicine as there are 
thousands of disease and virus plagues today, many Mothers died from some of 
these yesterday and were not written up in Mothers Day Editorial posted today by 
the NY Times. 



5-11-2020 iPhone 11 Max and iPhone 11 Max Dash Cam in your car's in NYC first! 
$44 million to hire 1,000 people who can identify pockets of infection and prevent 
infected people from transmitting the virus to others in their community. 

5-11-2020 $44 Billion for iPhone 11 Max Tracking, virus, diseases, muggers! Heroin 
guys who sold mom's heroin yesterday, Mothers Day. 

5-11-2020 New York City is well positioned to undertake an ambitious iPhone 11 
Max GPS Tracking program live of this nature: The city’s health department has 
led contact-tracing efforts for decades for diseases such as tuberculosis, H.I.V. and 
Ebola. It regularly oversees similar efforts to contain outbreaks of sexually 
transmitted diseases, tuberculosis and other communicable diseases. For some 
reason the NY Times does not tack reporters using the words 'Whooping Cough' a 
crime against children who died from Whooping Cough on Mothers day 2020. 

5-11-2020 Jeff Bezos never set up a 1 Click Amazon links with specs and genius 
tutors to win a Nobel in Medicine for a Rx Latte Recipe at Starbucks to cure TB in 
every stage in 8 days. Dr. Shama Ahuja, who oversees the NYC health 
department’s tuberculosis contact tracing, said last week that the effort would be 
“unprecedented.” In a crisis of such magnitude, it seems wise to leave the work to 
the agency with precedent. King of Sweden in Stockholm can not hire 8K Cuban 
MD's on the Day After Mothers Day for work on tracking a Nobel in Medicine 
specs on 1 Click Amazon with genius Pasteur tutors. An Orwellian Orders from the 
Big Shots at Mar-a-Lago resort. 



5-11-2020 Decades of 2020 Ford WindmillCAR give away $$$ here; This Afghan 
General Fought the Taliban for Years. Now He Has Joined Them. Headlines in the 
NY Times today. 

5-11-2020 POW MIA Mothers in the USA are not in Trumps Talks with Iran or 
Starbucks today! Warning that Iranians are at risk of Covid-19 while held in the 
United States, officials in Tehran say there is a “readiness for all prisoners” to be 
discussed. POW - MIA flag in Key West at the Post Office is not to Free Mothers in 
Key West from Breast Ovary Cancers but to get more Money for Vets not Mothers 
who are the real MIA's POW's in the USA all these decades of Warriors running 
the Post Office and City Hall USA. Another War Crime! 

5-11-2020 'Exodus Earth' movie for our Universe of high tech Disney at Star Wars 
Galaxy Edge with no where to go but remake old movies. "Spaceship Earth’ 
Review: A Mini-Planet With Mini-Planet Problems." 

5-11-2020 'Exodus Earth' is a Jewish Movie that will not sell in Saudi Arabia but 
will get the Jews all the riches of Mecca Today for their Exodus. $777 Trillion 
dollars for a Jewish Exodus. 

5-11-2020 Epic Plague on the Jews for decades, since 1980 in Plains, Georgia when 
Jimmy Carter put sanctions of the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR for Jews to Drive into 
a Exodus Universe. First contact with Jewish Aliens decade ago and today Jimmy 
Carter owns up to this delay. Science Non Fiction Today on Amazon Kindles in 
need of a new OS written by Steve Jobs for the NEXT Apple OS to cure everyone 



on Earth who has cancer and a virus! Yes Steve Jobs would have written this OS 
for Apple by Today. Small Fry can cure a virus, well there must be 100,000 MD's 
and scientists working on the Rx Recipe cure for this C virus today. They need 
some help to get a Rx Cure All this week. How can Steve Jobs help them today? 
Write a New OS for Apple with virus, and Rabid Dogs. Salk and the sugar cube 
with the pink spot in the middle for breast cancer cure all. Rx Latte Recipes in beta. 

5-11-2020 $777 Trillion will be given to Americans when we Drive the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR into NYC. The Internal Revenue Service so far has handed out 
$216.7 billion to 127.5 million Americans short changing 127 million Americans for 
the Riches beyond Belief of Mecca to go on today with news from the IRS of giving 
away 216 Billion not Trillion from illegal gas sales on the 4th of July. 

5-11-2020 $777 Trillion 2020 Ford WindmillCAR driven into NYC. Chase and 
Bank of America have $777 Trillion in Prince Salman's gas station hold up loot in 
their vaults. 

5-11-2020 $777 Trillion 2020 Ford WindmillCAR driven into NYC; Oil prices 
jumped to their highs of the day after Saudi Arabia said it will cut production 
further in an effort to support global oil markets. Beginning on June 1 the 
Kingdom will cut output by an additional 1 million bpd, which combined with the 
cuts agreed to by OPEC and its oil-producing allies, brings Saudi Arabia’s total cut 
to roughly 4.8 million bpd below its April record production level. Production for 
June will now be 7.492 million bpd. West Texas Intermediate, the U.S. benchmark, 
traded 53 cents, or 2.1%, higher at $25.27 per barrel. Earlier in the session it 
traded as high as $25.58, and as low as $23.67. International benchmark Brent 
crude fell 15 cents to trade at $30.80 per barrel. Saudi Arabia also said that it 
would scale back May production “in consent with its customers.” 



5-11-2020 $777 Trillion 2020 Ford WindmillCAR driven into NYC. Price of the 
Universe jumped to its highest in history! 

5-11-2020 17 mpg of gasoline! Let's be honest. You don't buy any Alfa Romeo -- let 
alone this high-performance 2020 Giulia Quadrifoglio -- for its safety tech, its 
infotainment smarts, or even its interior furnishings. No, you buy it because it looks 
like this, and because it sounds like this. You buy it for its heritage. You buy it to 
not see yourself coming and going. Perhaps most importantly, you buy an Alfa 
Romeo because of how it makes you feel, whether you're clipping an apex on a 
racetrack, your favorite canyon road or that one switchback on your commute. 
Alfas are not about practicalities, they are about passion. 

5-11-2020 17 mpg of gasoline! Don't buy any Alfa Romeo with a gas engine as the 
Gravity Engine Alfa Romeo specs will wind you over. 

5-11-2020 Mother's with age-related macular degeneration (AMD) need all of 
Mecca's illegal gas station hold up loot for a Rx Recipe Latte at Starbucks. Vision 
to see this at Trump's Mar-a-Lago resort has been blinded like the statistics for 
these in the NY Times. 



5-11-2020 Photoreceptors in the eye are not up and running on 1 Click Amazon 
links with specks and genius MD tutors but should be sooner or later... as this Cure 
All will get someone a Nobel in Medicine!! 

AI in and on the Big Screen 1,001 IP invention Projects, soon! xfinity on Demand 
IP invention projects! 

5-11-2020 Photoreceptors in the eye are not up and running on 1 Click Amazon 
links with specks and genius MD tutors but should be sooner or later... as this Cure 
All will get someone a Nobel in Medicine!! 

5-10-2020 007 Bond Movie "The World Is Not Enough" For this Mother's Day All 
the Oil Money in the World is Just Enough to discover a Rx Recipe Cure All for 
Breast Cancer in all stages in 8 Days with a Starbucks Rx Pink Latte! 

5-10-2020 Mothers Day; As 1 Million Pink Deaths Out Mount the Virus Dead, Gas 
Station Owners Face a Make-or-Break Moment as the 'Good Generals' fueling 
Trump Oil Company revenues are call out. Flynn a Good Generals with 3 Stars 
with a 'Life' Full of Secret $777 Trillion dollar Gas Station Revenues with Mecca 
not Mom getting the $777 Trillion Dollars! 

Hell No... Free WiFi for Mothers Day via Verizon and xfinity, Hell No this is not in 
todays NY Times, 100 million Mothers are without WiFi today, a crime against 
mom! 



5-10-2020 Birth!! Birth of Our Universe of 'Good Gen. Flynn's 100,000 of them 
letting 1 Million Good Mothers Die a tortured death today from Breast Cancer's 
Lost War's by Good Generals. Mom thinks they were in Covert Wars around the 
World not in Pasteur Lab in Paris learning the tactics of a Rabbi Dog's Virus and 
cancers. 

5-10-2020 Mom in a Fiery Wreck on Mothers Day and Gen. Flynn will drive by 
without stopping to Help, a war crime he and the rest of the Generals will plead 
guilty too... 

5-10-2020 Birth of the Universe in a Big Bang, Hell Mom needs the Birth of a 
Breast Cancer Cure All Today. All the Worlds 007 Oil Money $777 Trillion 
confiscated from Mecca for Mom will be just enough.. 

5-10-2020 Flynn and his 100,000 fellow Good Generals Found a Way to Honor 
Mother's with Breast Cancer but refused as the Bone Saw Prince Salman is not a 
good Son to USA mothers. Mecca the World is Not Enough, but we bought it from 
the USA. Dividing up $777 Trillion dollars in gas station hold up loot, the Good 
Generals got more than their 'Fair Share' of illegal gas money. And Gen. Flynn 
pleaded Guilty twice to this knowing Trump would save his gas money for the 
Qatar Trump Casino Mission. iPhone Caller ID tracks how many times the Good 
Generals were at the Qatar Trump Casino. 



5-10-2020 General Flynn Flamboyant on CNN and never seen with Mom's with 
Breast Cancer, Never!! 

5-10-2020 General Flynn Flamboyant on CNN and never seen with Mom's with 
Breast Cancer, Never!! 

5-10-2020 Senators Fight to Save the Pink Women from a Tortured long driven out 
breast cancer death: Hell No We Will Not Go to This War our War is 9/11. Sorry 
Mom! The 'Good Generals' know there are more riches in these spoils of war than 
the War on Breast Cancer. 4 Yale MD Wife's for Flynn the General to Win a Nobel 
in Medicine is not going to happen! 

5-10-2020 Senators Fight Over Virus’s Death Toll Opens Grim New Front in 
Election Battle; Mothers with breast cancer have been reading and watching CBS 
about Mothers Grim Breast Cancer Deaths with no shut down of War in Baghdad - 
$300 Million a Week goes to Generals not Mom this Week!! Its Shock and Awe 
fueling Mecca and the Navy Blue Angels with Trillions of Dollars of Mothers Rx 
Pink Recipe money lost war for decades and the Good Generals going along with 
this war crime. $$$ 



5-10-2020 General Flynn Flamboyant on CNN and never seen with Mom's with 
Breast Cancer, Never!! A War Crime! Reopening of the Pentagon as a CIA Breast 
Cancer Mission Control Center staffed with 100,000 Doctors on the top floors and 1 
Million on Zoom live streaming - 4 trillion Rx Recipes mixed and sorted out on a 
Nuke Sub Fleet of Super Computers and everyone working on iMac's and Mac 
Book Pro's not Win 10 X or S. 

5-10-2020 War's on Mothers Day; Exodus to Sirius and Jewish Aliens. ‘It’s Hard 
When You Can’t Go Anywhere’: Life Inside an Assisted Living Facility... Earth. 
Anxious about Jewish Aliens at the Nearby Stars and Sirius. 

5-10-2020 Tracking Clusters of Breast Cancer in Bars. "As South Korea Eases 
Limits, Virus Cluster Prompts Seoul to Close Bars" Yes Mom as President Trump 
she will close all the Bars in the USA with high clusters of Breast Cancer, she is 
immune to Bar Owners Bouncers, Muscle Men. 



5-10-2020 Tracking Clusters of Breast Cancer in Bars. "As South Korea Eases 
Limits, Virus Clusters 

5-10-2020 Tracking Clusters of Breast Cancer in Bars. "As South Korea Eases 
Limits, Virus Clusters 

5-10-2020 Dead Mothers from Breast Cancer will 'Haunt the Tesla Plant' Elon 
Musk Lashes Out at Officials Keeping Tesla Plant Closed Over Virus. Breast 
Cancer Out of Control in 1980 when the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR was planted. 
Then the Rx Recipe Pink Latte was planted in a WindmillCAR Plant and Blew in 
the Cure for all these millions of women who died from 1980 to 2020 of Breast 
Ovary Cancer, a tortured death Elon Musk Lashes Out about today. 

5-10-2020 A Free N.Y.C. Apartment - Free From the Torture of Just hearing about 
Breast Cancer's! Good Generals were not good enough to get Yale Key West 
Medical School Built as the tallest building in the World in 2011 When Greg Flew 
into Key West. 9/11 Freedom Tower and Mothers are not Free From Breast 
Cancer. Yes many 3 Star Generals got Freedom Towers Built. 



Hell No... Free WiFi for Mothers Day via Verizon and xfinity, Hell No this is not in 
todays NY Times, 100 million Mothers are without WiFi today, a crime agains 
mom! 

5-10-2020 007 'The World is Not Enough' correction 'The Universe is Not Enough' 
for Remote Learning at 2 Schools, Private West Point and Rocket Science NASA. 
Class War when all the World Knows Rocket Science is the Best way to travel until 
the CIA hacks Zoom at 500 times faster than the speed of light or a Verizon Cell 
Call to Aliens. 

5-10-2020 007 'The World is Not Enough' Israel Cracks Down on Banks Over 
Payments to Palestinian for $784 dollars a month for a family of 5. 

5-10-2020 007 'The World is Not Enough' Israel Cracks Down on Banks Over 
Payments to Palestinian - Mecca payments from gas stations in Miami, Cuba in the 
$100 Trillion dollar amounts are approved by the Elite Ruling Class in Israel. 



5-10-2020 007 'The World is Not Enough' $$$ Oil Money for Mecca not Mom on 
Mothers Day in the USA and Israel. 

5-10-2020 "The Grape Wine God of Napa Faces a Threat Worse Than Plague - 
Yale MD Women writing Art of the Diagnosis for the NY Times who's Editor also 
has a MD from Yale." By BEN RYDER HOWE 

5-10-2020 Covert CIA wars lost my Mother to; "Losing My Mom to Alzheimer’s," 
Then Finding Her Again at Starbucks trying to order the Rx Latte 'Perfect 
Memory' in a large cup no one knew what large meant. 

5-10-2020 MIT Drive in Key West on Mothers Day 2020, WindmillCar Lane in Key 
West on Mother's Day 2020. 



5-10-2020 MIT Drive in Key West - Qatar, UAE, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Texas, 
wealthiest countries depend on foreigners to do jobs their citizens won’t. But the 
virus has hobbled the arrangement and drawn attention to its inequities... on 
Mothers Day 2020 in the USA as Nobel in Medicine Workers are not in demand by 
the Ruling class in Texas or Key West. 

5-10-2020 MIT Drive in Key West - $714 billion last year to $572 billion in 2020 
spent by Saudi, Kuwait, UAE home owners on cooks and house cleaners from 
around the world and the World Bank goes along with this knowing 1 million 
Mothers will die a tortured death from these Ruling Class Bankers and Bakers at 
the World Bank. 

5-10-2020 MIT Drive in Key West; so what does MIT Drive in Key West have to do 
with the World Bank HQ in Qatar, and Saudi Arabia on Mothers Day 2020. 
Mother's World has had enough of MIT's driving the cancer death rate up and up 
selling fine French Wine, Tobacco from around the world, Oil money spent on 
cooks and Chefs instead of Nobel in Medicine workers. The King of Sweden was 
not allowed to hire 8K Cuban MD's to work in Stockholm on a Nobel in Medicine 
at the Kings Palace on iMac's and Mac Book Pro's with 1 Click Amazon links to Rx 
Recipes and Genius Pasteur tutors from Paris. MIT Drive in Key West is the home 
of the World Bank employees in the USA. Workers working on a Nobel in Medicine 
have been left off the statistics at the World Bank HQ in Key West and Saudi 
Arabia HQ. 



5-10-2020 MIT Drive in Key West; Nobel Prize in Medicine Lane in Key West will 
be home to many Mothers... when they are able to Drive the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR in the USA. 

5-10-2020 MIT Drive in Key West; Mother's Day Lane in Key West... the World is 
Not Enough for these Mom's they want to Drive into the Universe to Sirius and 
trillions of other Super Giant Stars. 

5-10-2020 MIT Drive in Key West; Love Lane in Key West protest sign 'We would 
love to get a Rx Pink Latte Cure All for All Mothers, and would have a Rx Recipe 
in Pink for a Starbucks Latte if not for MIT Drones and Missiles make work for 
MIT grads. A War Crime. 

5-10-2020 MIT Drive in Key West; Love Lane in Key West. House for Mom on 
each lane which lane would you pick. This will be in the NY Times tomorrow. 

Mothers Day Editorial in the NY Times Sunday! #WeLoveMom! 



Mothers Day Editorial in the NY Times Sunday! #WeLoveMom! 

5-9-2020 Mother's Day 2020 and Mom needs $7 Trillion dollars from gas station 
Hold Ups... 

5-9-2020 Mother's Day 2020 and Mom needs $7 Trillion dollars from the sale of 70 
Million Ford WindmillCAR's! 

5-9-2020 17 Million Mothers out of work and the State Unemployment agency guys 
made it MI mission impossible for her to get a check, this was masterminded by 
Trump Oil Company Elite. 

5-9-2020 Trump is selling Navy guys Cigarettes and Booze, boost the economy too... 

5-9-2020 Mom Held for Decades over Breast Cancer in Quarantine, as there is no 
Rx Pink Latte Cure All at Starbucks Sunday. Mom Leads the World’s Virus-
Cancer Rx Recipe Cure All! That’s Good News to the World as they ask how did 
Mom drive a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR into the World with Trump-Salman gas 
stations scam holding up Mom's $777 Trillion dollar stimulus direct deposit to cure 
all virus and breast cancers with shock and awe 9/11 of 1 Click Pasteur on Amazon 
with specs and genius tutors? 



5-9-2020 Mom is flying to Qatar, UAE, Saudi Arabia on Mothers Day with AF 
One's CIA's best Bank Robbers for her real direct deposit of $777 Trillion in her 
Breast cancer war chest. She will run into all the other CIA guys at the Afghan 
Peace Table, well at the Palace. 

Garden of Eden in Mom's Universe! Cost to Grow Rx Recipes with exotic herbs is 
$777 Trillion dollars! "Hells Angels" Movie by Howard Hughes remake by Disney 
in 2020 is Titled "The Hell of Breast Cancer for Mothers!" Without any Gas 
Money Kickbacks and Blood money from Prince Salman-Trump Oil Company $$$ 
Mom needs $7 Trillion for a Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks tomorrow ASAP. 

5-9-2020 Mom Leads the World’s Virus Rx Recipe 'Cure All!' $777 Trillion will 
buy Mom 7 trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets. Buy Mom a fleet of Cray Super 
Computer simulations of all these Rx Recipes for Mothers Day cook out with the 
CIA KGB sons and daughters. 

5-9-2020 Mom Leads the World’s World War Victory over 'Pink' cancers while 
Trump and London, Paris go out for the WW II Victory when Mothers will die in 
battle tomorrow Sunday. '1984' George Orwell Movie about War and War on 
Breast Cancer with the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's not used to Drive Mothers by 
the 100 million to victory over their Breast cancer wars since before WW II's start 
and Victory. Fly over by the Navy Blue Angles for Mom's inspiration moral was 
totally George Orwell. 

5-9-2020 WW II Victory Party in 2020 has Mothers Day Rx Pink Latte Cure All of 



all stages of breast cancer in 8 days as The Collateral Damage and the Editors at 
the NY Times obey the '1984' laws not to put this in tomorrows Mothers Day 
Editorial, a war crime in the war on cancer lost to 'real' wars that follow George 
Orwell novels as non fiction. Orwell Driving Mothers in the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR has been cut from this Hollywood Movie celebrating the end to 
breast cancer with a Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks tomorrow. World wide every 
Starbucks Store is racing to serve Mom tomorrow her Rx Pink Latte Cure All. A 
Miracle better than Navy Blue Angles as its a "Pink Mothers Day Cure All' fly 
over. 

5-9-2020 Cancer on Mother's Day a tense, emotional Mother reading all the War 
News from the Pentagon! 

5-9-2020 Mothers inside the Pentagon tomorrow, Sunday are Tense!! Orders are 
given not to mention breast cancer war dead for 2020. Censor the NY Times before 
the digital NY Times is uploaded. Mothers seeking to get $7 Trillion of the 
Pentagons Drone, Missile, and USS Jimmy Carter Nuke sub money need not apply. 

5-9-2020 Generals Mother thinking of Divorce... Gamble on God. Reinforced with 
the Gravity Engine Car invention at Los Alamos. 2021 Mothers Day with strong 
and reversed gravity controls on her F-35 not burning or needing any jet fuel 
refueling in flight. 



5-9-2020 NY Times Headlines for all the Crisis but Mother's Breast Cancer. "Will 
the Coronavirus Crisis Trump the Climate Crisis?" By STEVEN ERLANGER. 
The battle over how to spend recovery funds — confiscated from Prince Salman 
and the riches beyond belief in Mecca. 

5-9-2020 "Mothers WHO earned a doctorate in epidemiology and human genetics 
from Johns Hopkins University in 1982, and became an authority in hepatitis B as 
well as diseases associated with arsenic exposure..." 1982 Ford WindmillCAR's are 
in storage so is the advances from Yale MD Mothers from 1982. 

5-9-2020 Mom's An Epidemiologist as President can Trump Trump on the first 
day, Mothers Day is the first Day but in Trumps war book, Iran is and Iran has no 
value but its oil blocking Mom's Drive with her 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. 

5-9-2020 Trump is selling Navy guys Cigarettes and Booze, boost the economy. 
Taking on Covid-19, South Africa Goes After Cigarettes and Booze, Too. Bone Saw 
Prince owns most of the Cigarette and Booze factories, sorry but the Price has 
immunity to sell to WHO. Mothers in Saudi Arabia on Mothers Day 2020 are POW 
locked in a Palace and no NY Times edition USA or World Wide will make this 



headlines. Laws 1984 made in secret. Yes Greg in Key West is not allowed to sell 
Mom a Amazon Book or kindle on Secret Files on WindmillCAR's. Thousands of 
pages now as all the F-35 accessories and no kids left in hot cars have been written 
in secret. Oh, windmillcars are 70 F 24/7. 

5-9-2020 Buying a cigarette at an undisclosed location in April after the South 
African government banned the sale of tobacco.Credit...Emmanuel Croset/Agence 
France-Presse — Getty Images. Images of Paris Starbucks with smoking at the 
Cafe Tables outside. Paris Wine; Road Rage Drivers ran over many Mothers last 
Mothers Day. Immunity via the Elite French Ruling Class of course. 3 Course 
Meals in Paris with Wine. President Cyril Ramaphosa said alcohol was “a 
hindrance to the fight against coronavirus.” “There are proven links between the 
sale and consumption of alcohol and violent crime, motor vehicle accidents and 
other medical emergencies at a time when all public and private resources should 
be preparing to receive and treat vast numbers of Covid-19 patients,” the president 
said in a statement." 

5-9-2020 Mothers increasingly struggling with diabetes and obesity, Stair Master's 
are at the White House and of course Trump refused to work out a way to get them 
to Mom on Mothers Day. FDA took off the best Chinese Herb for Moms appetite of 
course. Euphredia. 

5-9-2020 Breast Cancer in London, dead are not part of the Queens victory speech 
today. Why? WHO write this? Queen Elizabeth II delivered a speech in 
commemoration of the 75th anniversary of WW II. When she should have been 
delivering a speech at Starbucks London selling the Rx Pink Latte that cures all 



stages of breast-ovary cancer in 8 Days. Something is dead in the Queen... her soul! 
The Next Queen of England should be a Oxford MD PhD with a Nobel in Medicine 
driven to get a 2nd Nobel in Medicine for God and England. 

5-9-2020 Plague of Breast Cancers caused by Wine is in the Medical Journals. "For 
50 years, Andy Beckstoffer drove up the price of wine. Did the strategy work too 
well?" By BEN RYDER HOWE Bottle of French Wine from Paris delivered by 
Amazon to Mom's Door, strategy work too well as all the Doctors fired by Trump 
are not dead yet. Tracking the Coronavirus Death's and Breast Cancer Deaths 
from fine French Wine's has been going on for decades in secret. 1,001 Plagues 
have immunity from being written up by the Editors at the NY Times for the 
Mothers Day Editorial. Something out of a 1984 George Orwell Novel and Disney 
remake of the Movie for 2020. 

5-9-2020 100K Mothers acquired a Hospital Infection last year! The nation’s 
medical centers were forced to stop offering many surgeries, and sustained severe 
financial losses. Reopening is a daunting task amid the threat of more infection. 
100K Hospital Infections has been on the front page of the NY Times many Times! 



5-9-2020 100K Mom's shooting up Heroin on Mothers Day 2020, the Editors at the 
NY Times have the censored statistics!! "Selling heroin, to Mothers for decades 
they let him out of prison for good behavior" By SAM ROBERTS Sam really 
bought the good behavior after the guy sold Mothers Heroin for decades and the 
money he made is not in this NY Times Article by Sam. YouTube videos of Sam 
selling Mom Heroin was not in this article. As it would have gone viral with 1 
million views on Mothers's Day! 

Mothers Day Editorial in the NY Times Sunday! #WeLoveMom! 

Mothers Day Editorial in the NY Times Sunday! #WeLoveMom! 

5-9-2020 100K Mothers acquired a Hospital Infection last year! 



5-8-2020 Mom looks at the Birds and Flowers on Mother's Day 2020 driving by in 
her 2020 Ford WindmillCAR... Yes! 

5-8-2020 Puppy and Kitten's are also Essential... Mothers Day Editorial in the NY 
Times Sunday! #WeLoveMom! Mom looks into the "Pink Mirror" on Mothers 
Day; Starbucks turned off the WiFi to work on the Rx Pink Latte Recipe, sorry 
Mom! 

5-8-2020 Israeli 'Army' Labs Aims at a New Target: Saving Lives, virus then Pink 
Jewish Women all of them with breast ovary cancers in all stages! Marching away 
from Trump and his Pentagon Generals but looking to confiscate their $777 
Trillion from the Prince Salman Oil Company. 

5-8-2020 Pasteur in Paris is the Hippest Place On Mother's Day 2020. 

Mom looks at the Birds and Flowers on Mother's Day 2020 driving by in her 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR... Yes! 



Mom looks at the Birds and Flowers on Mother's Day 2020 driving by in her 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR... Yes! 

5-8-2020 "Oil Men Mad Dog's are Rabbi and Bit and infected the French Elite in 
all of Paris the most cases of Rabbies every. WHO in Paris needs $777 Trillion 
Dollars Today; 

5-8-2020 Right out of a Hollywood Movie script 'Basketball Games' 'Football 
Games' 'Baseball Games' Being the ‘Hippest Place’ in New York City, the USA this 
is what a Rabbi Dog Looks Like Attacking Children who don't know what a Rabbi 
Dog looks like! 



5-8-2020 Right out of a Hollywood Movie YouTube Movie 'Alien' purchased in 
2015 for $15 or rent for $4 for 2 Days a ATT Uverse Alien Movie, on a Smart TV 
you can watch Alien 1,001 times as you own it forever and ever. Some Day we will 
own up to the Alien at the Nearest Stars and YouTube Movies will be the only thing 
'Worth' watching on Comcast, grin. 

5-8-2020 Pasteur in Paris is the Hippest Place in the World for Kids Today, 
wanting to learn what all the World's rabid dogs look like attacking them, starting 
to attack them at the Pasteur Institute! 

5-8-2020 "Payback For All" Centers for Disease Control, CDC, CIA, KGB, MD 
'Rabid Dog Prevention's were blocked from “overly unexceptionable.” 

5-8-2020 Payback for all the General Flynns WHO should have been MD's. 
Children can see the Rabbi Dog Trump in HS and security didn't catch him before 
he killed millions of school children in the Vietnam War and 9/11 Oil Terrorist's 
flying in from Boston and Saudi Arabia 



5-8-2020 I watched Trump call General Flynn a Great General; millions of school 
children dead from General Rabbies world wide and Trump Call Generals Great 
and fires MD's. This is out of a Hollywood movie ordered by the Pentagon-Salman 
Oil Company when the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR is in a Tobacco Plantation next to 
Jimmy Carters peanut plantation in Georgia. CDC is still working on syphilis at 
these 3 locations in Georgia as they spread to NYC. 

5-8-2020 Kids Georgia Rabbi Dogs have Syphilis, all of them! Run! Spreading from 
NYC the Virus - Spreading from Georgia Syphilis world wide. 

5-8-2020 iPhone Digital Georgia Driver’s Licenses in 2020 issued by Jimmy 
Carter's orders... yes Jimmy Carter will track you! Texted iTickets for speeding 
going through Plains too. Run the one red light in Georgia, $$$. Debit card. Sorry 
the Plains Georgia Food Bank give away at Saint Mary's Star of the sea has no 
Peanut Butter but more cans of apple sauce than you want... to carry home. 
Hypocrisy by Jimmy Carter is all about the USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Sub Fleet. 
Yes Fleet of Nuke Subs in 2020. This is the future of 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. 

5-8-2020 Kids Georgia Nearly 20,000 Georgia Teens Are Issued Driver’s Licenses 
Without a Road Test Gov. Brian Kemp suspended the requirement that most 
Georgians pass a behind-the-wheel test when applying for licenses last month. 
Statistics from 20,000 in accidents are easy to search for on Google Accidents but 
MI mission impossible to make the front page of the NY Times on Mothers Day, 
mom run over by a teen who never took the drivers test is a war crime. 



5-8-2020 'Rabid Dog Prevention's were blocked By Trump-Salman Oil Company; 

5-8-2020 Right out of a Hollywood Movie script 'Basketball Games' 'Football 
Games' 'Baseball Games' Being the ‘Hippest Place’ in New York City, the USA this 
is what a Rabbi Dog Looks Like Attacking Children who don't know what a Rabbi 
Dog looks like! 

5-8-2020 Yes Rabbi Dogs too; Israeli 'Army' Labs Aims at a New Target: Saving 
Lives, virus then Pink Jewish Women all of them with breast ovary cancers in all 
stages! Marching away from Trump and his Pentagon Generals but looking to 
confiscate their $777 Trillion from the Prince Salman Oil Company. 

Israel, Mission Impossible Control Room and No iMac's....................... WHO!! 



Israel, Mission Impossible Control Room and No iMac's....................... WHO!! 



Israel, Mission Impossible Control Room and 2 iMac's 

The control room at the coronavirus critical care department of the Sheba Medical 
Center in Ramat Gan, Israel, on Tuesday.Credit...Dan Balilty for The New York 
Times 

Israel, Mission Impossible Control Room and No iMac's, Small Cray Super 
Computer Training for the Israel Army, mandatory super computer simulation in 
this battle of virus, Rabbi Dogs hidden and Pink Women fighting for their life not 
fighting for the Pentagon in Baghdad for $777 Trillion in oil money for the bone 
saw prince and his Mecca. 



Israel, Mission Impossible Control Room and No iMac's....................... WHO!! 

5-8-2020 Rx Perfume's developing breathalyzers using spectrum analyzers 
operating at super-high frequencies. TeraGroup’s has yet to smell Mother's 
perfumed on Mothers Day 2020. 

5-8-2020 Israel Army to Miami for Domestic War's; MIAMI — A Florida judge 
abused her authority by filming a show called “Protection Court” using real people 
involved in domestic-violence cases, a state commission has ruled. Miami-Dade 
Circuit Court. The End to Domestic War by Israel Army. A Peace Nobel Prize. 

5-8-2020 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's RV's at the Pentagon Today; U.S. Military 
Killed 132 Civilians in Wars Last Year, Pentagon Says in today's NY Times by 
Thomas Gibbons-Neff. Tom knows about the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's RV's at 
the Pentagon Today; so do the Editors at the NY Times. The USA Military 
Generals killed the USA from riches beyond belief and gave $777 Trillion to Mecca. 
This will be a Pentagon report in the NY Times next Mother's Day when Mom is 
given a 2021 Ford WindmillCAR paid for from the $777 Trillions in richest from 
Saudi and Texas Oil Revenues all illegal but protected by the Pentagon in 2020. 



5-8-2020 Drivers License; McDonald’s Employee Is Shot After Store Is Partly 
Closed for Virus At least four employees were injured after one told a woman that 
the dining area was closed, the police said. 

5-8-2020 Traffic Stopped for Hours is not a Federal Crime but it's Cause is our 
George Orwell Wrecks at City Hall USA for $4 Gas on the 4th of July. "The 
Supreme Court on Thursday unanimously overturned the convictions of two 
defendants in the “Bridgegate” scandal that snarled traffic on the world’s busiest 
bridge, upended New Jersey politics and doomed the presidential aspirations of 
Chris Christie, the state’s governor at the time. The case resulted from a decision in 
2013 by associates of Mr. Christie to close access lanes to the George Washington 
Bridge in a wild scheme that was meant to punish one of the governor’s political 
opponents and ended up creating four days of enormous traffic jams that posed 
risks to public safety. That was an abuse of power, the Supreme Court ruled, but 
not a federal crime. 

5-8-2020 $4 Gas on the 4th of July does this; in a wild scheme that was meant to 
punish one of the governor’s political opponents and ended up creating four days of 
enormous traffic jams that posed risks to public safety. Public Wealth in Key West 
and Mecca upended by $4 Gas sale and $777 Trillion in Gas Station revenues for 
Mecca from Key West. Not a Federal Crime the Supreme court rules. 



5-8-2020 $777 Trillion in oil revenues is a federal crime; Justice Kagan wrote that 
the defendants had given false reasons for their actions, but that lying by 
government officials was not by itself a federal crime. The lies must also result in 
“obtaining money or property.” 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. 

5-8-2020 ...integrity in broad swaths of state and local policymaking,” Justice 
Kagan wrote. Starbucks turning off the WiFi on Mothers Day 2020 to workers 
looking to discover the Rx Pink Recipe for the Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks, yes the 
Supreme court ruled in favor of Starbucks on this in secret. 

5-8-2020 Bar and Gas Station Owners ...integrity Anti-Lockdown Business Owners 
Have a Georgia Tobacco Owners Conception of Yale MD's Nobel in Medicine work 
to cure every case of the flu and childhood diseases that kill millions in Georgia 
Russia. Did kill millions in Georgia Russia. How About Georgia India today. 1 
Million dead children from India Tobacco Plantation owners protesting Yale MD's 
Drive in the 2020 Ford Windmill Ambulance to win a Nobel in Medicine. WHO is 
slowing down this Nobel Prize Ambulance, the Business owners of the Local Bar for 
Local Alcoholics who will win a Yale MD a Nobel that cures Alcoholism and 
Florida Lottery Gambling Fevers. 

5-8-2020 Every Job is at Risk, Risk closing all the Gas Stations. Job of opening the 
Ford Dealerships to start selling the USA the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's and RV's. 



"Food Stamps for All on a Chase Debit Card Handed out in the Catholic Church 
Parking Lots" Flash Point is the $777 Trillion! To Spend it or Not to Spend it... By 
Trump-Salman Oil Company. 

5-7-2020 "Food Stamps for All on a Bank of America Debit Card" Is Payback For 
All; "$777 Trillion in Oil Revenues for All" 

5-7-2020 Essential... Mothers Day Editorial in the NY Times Sunday! 
#WeLoveMom! Mom looks into the "Pink Mirror" on Mothers Day; Bouquets for 
Mother’s Day - Sugar Cube with a 'Pink' Dot that is a Rx Perfume Reminder Mom 
needs a "Cure All" for Breast Cancer! Forgotten by the Editors at the NY Times in 
their Sunday Mothers Day Editorials, Sorry Mom but others who Love Women 
Much More are writing "Cure All" Mothers Day Editorials. 

5-7-2020 "Flashpoint is $777 Trillion Dollars for All going to Mecca Today; By 
Ronen Bergman is a staff writer for The New York Times Magazine, based in Tel 
Aviv. His latest book is “Rise and Kill First: The Secret History of Israel’s Targeted 
Assassinations,” published by Random House. Also by Randon House 1 Million 
Women in a Mass Grave, Pink. By ELIZABETH YUKO Orwell's price of eggs and 
ovary cancer cure costing $7 Trillion. So they just killed All Pink Women as the 
cost of the cure was the Trump Card, Debit Card at the Exxon Mobil BP Oil Gas 
Station, published by Random House and WHO at the UN. 



5-7-2020 Saint Mary Star of the Sea Catholic Church in Key West needs to hand 
out; to recipients a debit card with $777 Trillion Pope Francis hacked from his 
meeting with Prince Salman. Vatican Bank in Key West "Debit Cards for All" 
Food Bank in Saint Mary's Parking lot, Hell No 8 cans of apple sauce for all. 

5-7-2020 "Food Stamps for All" Flash Point is the $777 Trillion! Democrats want to 
raise food stamp benefits by 15 percent when Trump-Salman Kim are overweight 
by 115 lbs almost, grin. Trump any way if you look at this Vietnam Days pictures. 

5-7-2020 Mom looks into the "Pink Mirror" on Mothers Day; A NY Times 
Editorial "Cure All... Rx" Essential to Open this Up Early today Wednesday before 
Mothers Day on Sunday. #WeLoveWomen! 

5-7-2020 "Food Stamps for All" Flash Point is the $777 Trillion! Single most 
powerful Flash Point is $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues Prince Salman-Trump have 
in cash in Swiss Banks run by Jews who want all this cash for Exodus invention 
projects costing $7 trillion each. The debate in Congress is about the size of 
benefits, not the numbers on the rolls. Mecca everyone is feed Stone Crab and 
Ocean Tuna if they order it. 5 million a day since the invention of the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR and Congress knows about this Mecca Food Stamps for Gas Money. 



5-7-2020 $777 Trillion in Food Stamps for All Flash Point is the $777 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues confiscated by Mothers on Sunday for the Kids and Dad's Stoned Crab in 
Key West $ 

5-7-2020 Saint Mary Star of the Sea Catholic Church in Key West needs to hand 
out; to recipients a debit card. The money gets quickly spent and supplies a basic 
need. Not like 8 cans of beans and 7 cans of apple sauce which is stupid as a Pope 
not becoming a MD. “First of all, it’s a moral thing to do,” Get the Next Pope to go 
to Medical School, second debit cards in Food Stamps for All is much better than 8 
cans of apple sauce... Priests and Popes have never in their lives bought 8 cans of 
apple sauce, really but know the value of their Vatican Debit Cards. 

5-7-2020 Moral thing to do is use the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's A/C blowers to 
cool 1K in a circle around the windmillcar like the electric camp fire in Alaska. 
"Coronavirus Makes Cooling Centers Risky, Just as Scorching Weather Hits. 
Officials are scrambling to find ways to protect residents against dueling threats of 
extreme heat and the coronavirus." By CHRISTOPHER FLAVELLE 



5-7-2020 Government Flash Point for Hot Cars in the Summer of 2020, seat the 
kids in front, forget Trumps orders they ride in the back seat. This will prevent 100 
kids from being left to die in a hot car in the Summer of 2020. 

5-7-2020 "$777 Trillion in Oil Revenues for All" The president’s cure-can’t-be-
worse-than-the-disease logic is clear: As bad as the virus may be looking into the 
"Pink Mirrors" framed in Gold instead of the "Golden Rule Rx Cure" 

5-7-2020 "$777 Trillion in Oil Revenues for All" the cost of 1,000 Bone Saw Saudi 
Prince's and their Food Stamps for All going to Mecca has grown too high. $7 
Trillions the Rabbi wants to confiscate as its all illegal gas station hold up loot from 
Miami, Cuba! Grin. 

5-7-2020 Oil and Eggs at 1984 HQ; Are You Paying Extra for Eggs? Lawsuits 
Accuse Producers of Price Gouging By NEIL MACFARQUHAR Neil would be 



killed if he wrote this NY Times article on the price of gas... 

5-7-2020 Rabbi's + Exodus Inventions; Netanyahu, 70, announced he would take 
the oath of office on May 13. Mr. Gantz, 60, is to take office as deputy or alternate 
prime minister. Rabbi's and Exodus Inventions are Secrets... Rabbi MD with his 4 
MD Wife's all legal will win a Nobel in Medicine for the Jews, something light years 
from Netanyahu and Gantz. CIA getting a Nobel in Medicine is also light years 
from happening on the front page of the NY Times. Problematic "Jerusalem 
Medical School" Skyscraper tallest in the World in 2021. Rabbi's 4 Yale MD Wife's 
are its 4 Presidents wooing 4 Nobels in Medicine. Rabbi MD with 4 Yale MD Wife's 
had alarming new capabilities. 

5-7-2020 "A "Pink Letter" From the Contents of My "Pink Bra" Drawer hidden 
from the Secret Police who let the Top Brass murder 1 million women via breast 
cancers in 2020." By ELIZABETH YUKO Orwell's price of eggs and ovary cancer 
cure costing $7 Trillion. 

5-7-2020 NYPD Chief is not a MD; "The coronavirus outbreak in New York City 
became the primary source of infections around the United States, researchers have 
found." '1984' Lawyers know WHO they infected and killed. 



5-7-2020 "7 Trillion for All IP Invention Projects on 1 Click Amazon" "Manhattan 
man with autism was sent to a quarantine facility after his mother had symptoms of 
the coronavirus and died." 

5-7-2020 Reinvent Can Foods; Boom in Canned Food Means a Boom in Cans, Too. 
Spoon is Inside the can lid you don't need a Can Opener from China that breaks 
the first time you use it. Ha. Insult China!! Bread and Butter in a Can Invention. 
Frozen Strawberries and Bananas in a Can Reinvented. Look at the Specs on 1 
Click Amazon links soon as Jeff Bezos get it right, grin. 

5-7-2020 Flash Point is She Stopped Reading Medical Textbooks and InventBook 
was never published; "Jennifer Weiner Used to Read Her Father’s Medical 
Textbooks for Fun." Horror of the breast cancer tumor coming through the breast 
is a poor little girls Medical School textbook today. Jennifer was more interested in 
sex organs in Medical Text books. Jennifer's new books is “Big Summer.” Her MD 
father would have written "Hot Summer of 2020 Kids Left in Hot Cars are 
Murdered by WHO?" WHO at the UN has a introduction of statistics world wide. , 
“The Time Traveler’s 4 MD Yale Wife's For Christians” is Pink on a Kindle. Time 
to get the Rx Recipe that cures breast cancer in all stages in 8 days with a Rx Pink 
Latte at Starbucks. “The Time Traveler’s Wife!” Mothers Day Book to Write is the 
"Time Travel Mothers Day Nobel Nobel written at the Hemingway House Writing 
Class on iMac's and Mac Book Pro's crunching 4 trillion Rx Recipes all hacked by 
the CIA - Small Cray Super Computer has them all sorted. Stopping for gas on 
Mothers Day is a DÉJÀ VU: time travel for the soul? Déjà vu is a French word 



meaning 'already seen. CERN section on Amazon Kindles will be seen as high tech 
with super computer simulations of the Higgs Boson the Photon in let there be light. 
Creation of the photon, the Higgs Boson from a electrons spin is yet to be seen in a 
Kindle Book on Amazon but will be soon as InventBook is bought by Jeff Bezos. 
Medical Textbooks all with super computer simulations in every Chapter many on 
art of the diagnosis that is interactive for hard to find diagnosis and cure's like the 
virus today. Breast Cancer cell on super computer simulations in the Next Bond 
007 movie will do its part in getting a cure for all the Bond Women too. 

5-7-2020 Pink Kindle Super Computer Simulations in the Next Bond 007 movie will 
be A Dramatic part For James Bond 

5-6-2020 Essential... Mothers Day Editorial in the NY Times Sunday! 
#WeLoveMom! 

5-6-2020 Mom looks into the "Pink Mirror" on Mothers Day; Bouquets for 
Mother’s Day - Sugar Cube with a 'Pink' Dot that is a Rx Perfume Reminder Mom 
needs a "Cure All" for Breast Cancer! Forgotten by the Editors at the NY Times in 
their Sunday Mothers Day Editorials, Sorry Mom but others who Love Women 
Much More are writing "Cure All" Mothers Day Editorials. 

5-6-2020 "Pink Mirror" 1 billion women look into the "Pink Mirror" Webb Space 



Telescope mirrors are Essential but a Rx Recipe Cure All for the Pink Mirror 
Horrors should have come first from NASA and WHO. 7 TV Shows on CBS and 
none looking into the "Pink Mirror" for a Cure All Rx Recipe. WHO is at CBS TV. 
CBS Nightly News? Anxious Women 1 Billion of them looking into the 'Pink 
Mirrors!' 

5-6-2020 Millions of others did have heart surgery in the last 2 weeks - South 
Korean spy agency says no signs Kim Jong Un had heart surgery. Cause of these 
millions of heart surgeries was Red Meat. If the Spy agencies around the world 



would tell the world this they would save a million from getting heart surgery in 
2021. CIA-KGB 

5-6-2020 When the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's are classified Essential... like how 
the Universe works! WHO Built the Pyramids. Yes Aliens! Russia and China ask 
Trump for Proof! 

5-6-2020 California Sues Uber and Lyft, Claiming Workers Are Misclassified 
Given 130,000 Chromebooks when a Polio Sugar cube vaccine is needed so 
Starbucks turns off the WiFi on them working in the Starbucks Parking Lots. NY 
Times even censored this for Starbucks in their WiFi article yesterday. "Parking 
Lots Have Become a Digital Lifeline" By CECILIA KANG This WiFi article won a 
Nobel for Starbucks not those at Starbucks driven to the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR 
Culture to win a Nobel in Medicine no Matter WHO gets the Rx Pink Latte Recipe 
Cure All, Medicare For All. "All Cancers Cured in 2020." 

5-6-2020 Exodus Jewish Rabbi's Sue Trump Salman All the world Leaders as they 
are Misclassified stay at Home Warriors and Oil Men Casino Owners who rob the 
gas station on the 4th of July and keep the Florida Lotto Winnings for themselves. 



5-6-2020 Workers + School Kids Are Misclassified Given 130,000 Chromebooks; 
NY Times kills them all, infinity WiFi @ $4 for 2 hours and unlimited Verizon for 
$100 a Month and both censored out of yesterdays Times article on 130,000 looking 
for WiFi in a Parking Lot for homework. 

5-6-2020 Workers Are Misclassified Given 130,000 Chromebooks; Rightly 
Classified is Prince Salman WHO gets 99% of the iMac's and Mac Book Pro's. 
Cray Small Super Computer too for his $777 Trillion dollars in gas station hold up 
loot. 

5-6-2020 Not in Key West!! A Quarantine Surprise: Americans Are Cooking More 
Seafood - is a pittance of Good Will $25 a lb for tuna $1 a can at the Dollar Store. 
No one but the fish boat owners and restaurant owners have cooked fresh tuna in 
Key West, Pittance of a NY Times Article that belongs with the 130,000 
chromebooks and no Starbucks wifi outside in the parking lot as they turned if off. 
Fishing for a Nobel in Medicine is harder than writing the NY Times." By PETE 
WELLS Fish Inflict Collateral Damage on 130,000 Chromebook kids in the 
Starbucks parking lots. Run over by rich men going to restaurants like IBIS Bay 
for Stone Crab $100 when $100 will get you a week of WiFi on infinity in the 
Starbucks parking lots. 

5-6-2020 "Misclassified; Sirius no! My New Lockdown Hobby: Zoom Snooping on 
the Stars" By JENNIFER WEINER 



5-6-2020 Heart MD's sell soy burger's at Wendy's - "A Wendy’s With No Burger's 
as Meat Production Is Hit" By DAVID YAFFE-BELLANY and MICHAEL 
CORKERY Recipe of the Meat burger's vs soy burger's is the class at West Point 
Medical School Today. Not the working Generals at the Pentagon as they are 
Hero's for open heart surgery war stories, grin. Prevent 10K Generals from getting 
open heart surgery from eating Wendy's meat burger's... Hell No We Won't Go to 
this War! They can't tell a good war from a war crime war. 

5-6-2020 Next Stimulus Package will be the West Point Medical School! Worlds 
tallest skyscraper for a short time as the Yale Key West Medical School will win 
this slot in history thanks to Jewish Alien Architects. 

5-6-2020 Pink House is the White House Today with 1 million Pink Dead, these 1 
million women are Dead to Trump and Prince Salman who just ordered a Pink 
Bone Saw for all the Princes in Saudi Arabia and UAE. "Trump’s Inspector 
General Pick Vows Independence From the White House" Vows by Trump, 
Hahahahahahahaha!! There is no Hope offered by the White House Staff for a 
Nation of Pink Houses. 

5-6-2020 Our Pink Our ‘Sci-Fi Horror’ Movie ordered made by the Pentagon-
Salman Movie making Kings! 



5-6-2020 Nobel in Medicine Work at Home in Key West being monitored by the 
CIA-KGB. Broken Glass! "How My Boss Monitors Me While I Work From Home" 
As we shelter in place in the pandemic, more employers are using software to track 
our work — and us. Broken Glass is the 2020 Ford WindmillRV's campfire at the 
camp grounds outside Moscow in the winter, its a all electric camp fire. Broken 
Glass! Yes the Heat is like covered wagons in a circle at say 65 F in a 100' circle Pi 
is what? 3.14. 

5-6-2020 NYC Subway “Shutdown Czar.” 

5-6-2020 Universe + Our Jewish Exodus “Shutdown Czar is a General or Admiral... 
at War but not Star Wars” 1,984 years of Never Ending Wars World Wide. Disney 
is shut down too, Star Wars Galaxy Edge. “We’re in an unprecedented moment in 
the history of our city,” 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's are Driven by the Rabbi to a 
Star Wars Exodus of 1,001 IP invention projects costing $777 Trillion confiscated 
from illegal gas station hold ups by Moslems who made Mecca the richest City in 
the World. Not Cape Kennedy as Kenney Clan sold their soul. 

5-6-2020 NYC Subway shutdown; Earla George waited for a ride outside the 
Flatbush Avenue station to her job as a certified nursing assistant at Staten Island 
Hospital after realizing the system was closed for cleaning.Credit...Todd 
Heisler/The New York Times. Police officers and outreach workers talked with 
homeless people at a station in northern Manhattan as the subway system shut 
down... no thoughts about giving the CNA a ride to work at the top of the steps... 
how thoughtful, wow! NYC Culture. Talk to the homeless BS let the CNA look for a 



ride to work. Who is the Czar I should put his name here? 

5-6-2020 4 MD Wife's are ‘We Are Not Essential in the USA, in Saudi Arabia UAE 
they are Sacrificial 12 Year old girls who will be married to Prince Salman who has 
3 Wife's already. This story was censored by the editors at the NY Times. The 12 
Year Old Girl is the daughter of the Prince of UAE. His wife is in London for a 
divorce. The Queen of England is the only women on Earth who can help her get a 
divorce. 

5-6-2020 "Dental Care For All" Misclassified with the 1 Million Pink Women living 
in the USA Today. 

5-6-2020 City Hall Food Bank and Chase Bank Misclassified Dental Care for All... 
City Hall and the Food Bank's should be Abolished along with the Homeless 
Shelters and gas engine cars. They all will be when the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's 
are classified Essential 

5-6-2020 Chase to win a Nobel in Physics that keeps Hurricanes at Sea. Not on 1 
Click Amazon with links to specs and genius tutors. Not today they are all in the 
Starbucks parking lots with no wifi. 



5-6-2020 Airlines are burning through $10 billion a month, an industry executive 
says 130,000 students with Chromebooks upgraded to work stations at Starbucks 
with fiber optics and iMac Mac Book Pro's and Cray super computers would burn 
through a billion IP invention projects to get the Gravity Engine for Airlines. 

5-6-2020 Senator Kelly Loeffler, Republican of Georgia, is the Senate’s newest and 
wealthiest member... she is not a Yale MD women!! The senate has been decimated 
without MD Women from Yale and Harvard! Recovery from a Senate without any 
Yale MD women might take decades unless there is a Exodus that Drives the 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR to the Yale Key West Medical School Skyscrapers. Boost the 
immune system laws of medicine is not for the currents that flow through the senate 
today. 

5-6-2020 Senate In Rome the same Senate rules, no MD woman from Yale are in 
Rome today. Choice of mate, wife, 4 Yale MD Wife's. No one in Saudi Arabia has 4 
Yale MD Wife's. 

5-6-2020 Senator's 99 WHO are MD's diagnose the Newest Senator from Georgia 
who drinks and smokes... has a $9 million dollar gift from her husband. 



5-6-2020 NASA and Tom Cruise Talk Plans to Shoot Movie at Space Station. MI 
invention projects, NASA would tell all about its inventions not Tom. 

5-6-2020 "Pink Mirror" 1 billion women look into the "Pink Mirror" Webb Space 
Telescope mirrors are Essential but a Rx Recipe Cure All for the Pink Mirror 
Horrors should have come first from NASA and WHO. 7 TV Shows on CBS and 
none looking into the "Pink Mirror" for a Cure All Rx Recipe. WHO is at CBS TV. 
CBS Nightly News? Anxious Women 1 Billion of them looking into the 'Pink 
Mirrors!' 

5-6-2020 The Future of Travel in the NASA space suit, 737 flies into orbit for 15 
minutes then lands in Paris. NASA flys to Sirius with Zoom Live Steaming App's. 
500 times faster than the speed of light via live streaming connection. 

5-6-2020 Pink Women deaths in Sweden are highest too! As of Tuesday, Sweden 
reported more than 2,700 COVID-19 deaths and more than 23,000 infections. That 
death toll is far higher than its Nordic neighbors' and many other countries that 
locked down. 

5-6-2020 Pink Women deaths in Sweden are highest too! 2,700 dead women in 
Stockholm; Horror of the King looking into the Pink Mirrors, worst is seeing the 
reflections of 2,700 teen girls who will die in 2021. 



5-6-2020 "Pink Mirror" 1 billion women look into the "Pink Mirror" Webb Space 
Telescope mirrors are Essential but a Rx Recipe Cure All for the Pink Mirror 
Horrors should have come first from NASA and WHO. 7 TV Shows on CBS and 
none looking into the "Pink Mirror" for a Cure All Rx Recipe. WHO is at CBS TV. 
CBS Nightly News? Anxious Women 1 Billion of them looking into the 'Pink 
Mirrors!' 

5-6-2020 Millions of others did have heart surgery in the last 2 weeks - South 
Korean spy agency says no signs Kim Jong Un had heart surgery. Cause of these 
millions of heart surgeries was Red Meat. If the Spy agencies around the world 
would tell the world this they would save a million from getting heart surgery in 
2021. CIA-KGB 

5-6-2020 

'1984 MD' what if George Orwell was a MD with a Super Computer and 1 Click 
Amazon links IP AI with specs!! 



"Notre Dame Medical School" Tallest Skyscraper in Paris! Orwell "Down and Out 
in Paris and London" "To Have Have Not" Hemingway in Key West with No Yale 
Key West Medical School Skyscrapers! 

5-5-2020 CIA-KGB sent super computer simulations to everyone in Moscow 
demanding skill sets to get these 2 Tallest in the World Skyscrapers built in 
Moscow! 

5-5-2020 The New York Times, Win 3 Pulitzers; gravity engine car will be invented 
buying Cray's not 130,000 Chromebooks, see the Crimes of Google now, Hell Yes!! 
Gravity! 

5-5-2020 The New York Times, Win 3 Pulitzers; vaccine for polio in a sugar cube. 
Spin of the story creates gravity that will give the sugar cube 18 core virus vaccine 
in one CPU well one sugar cube. 

5-5-2020 130,000 Chromebooks vs The new Cray system tailored for artificial 
intelligence (AI) and includes the Cray Urika-CS AI and Analytics suite, enabling 
HLRS to accelerate AI workloads, arm users to address complex computing 
problems and process more data with higher accuracy of AI models in engineering, 
automotive, energy, and environmental industries and academia. "As we extend 
our service portfolio with AI Art of the Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD at the 



NY Times we will get some Rx Recipes for AI super computer intelligence AI. 
130,000 Chromebooks sold were a scam by Google. Full potential of deep learning 
and advancing the services HLRS offers to its users interested in data analytics, 
machine learning and related fields, Rx Recipes and Art of the Diagnosis. 130,000 
Chromebooks sold to students today when we have Cray super computers is a 
crime. "The future will be driven by 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's!' Accessories at 
Star Wars Disney. In addition to the Cray CS-Storm architecture and Cray-CS AI 
and Analytics suite, the system will feature NVIDIA V100 Tensor Core GPUs and 
Intel Xeon Scalable processors. As the gravity engine car will be invented buying 
Cray's not 130,000 Chromebooks, see the Crimes of Google now, Hell Yes!! 
Gravity! 

5-5-2020 Outside the NY Times Building; No WiFi. "Desperate for Wi-Fi, Many 
Have Nowhere to Go! infinity is $4 for 2 hours! But it was censored out of this 
Pulitzer article By Cecilia Kang. 

5-5-2020 The New York Times, Anchorage Daily News 'cia' Win Pulitzers about 
$777 Trillion dollars just from Alaska Oil since the invention of the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR with 24/7 climate control never getting into a cold car in Alaska or 
Moscow was not a problem for the Elite at 1984 HQ. Hot Perk! 

5-5-2020 Perk for the World and our Universe is a Nobel for the NY Times front 
page picture and article about the history of the 1980 - 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's 
Star Wars Accessories. F-35 radar and F-35 jet blowers of warm air standing 
around looking at the scenic Mountains and Starry Nights in Alaska alone in the 
Universe because they spent $777 Trillion in Oil Money on MIT War Toys Drones 
and Missiles. Melts a path in the road to the top get to the Mt homes of the rich and 
famous oil men not interested in winning a Nobel for our Times Driving the 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR accessories to Disney Star Wars Galaxy Edge Exodus with the 
Rabbi and his Wife's 4. 



University of Notre Dame Medical School Tallest Skyscraper in Paris! 

Link to many fiery wrecks on Greg's web here... 
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index40webpages6Aug2017.html 

5-5-2020 Fire Up Your Mac Book Pro Laptop at Starbucks Mac Labs: A Curated 
Guide to Medical School Theater's Now Online from London, Paris and todays 
Yale Key West Medical School. West Point Medical School Theater's of War!" End 
of the World Nuclear War's Theater's over WHO gets to sell their Oil. Mental 
Health Theater. I’m not about to tell you how much fun I’m having sheltering 
under the Nuclear War's Umbrella made in China out of Oil will Xi or Kim 
transmit a deadly Nuclear War over Oil and WindmillCAR's? They both know we 
are not alone in the Universe, Jewish Aliens are at the Nearby Stars, Sirius! Win a 
Nobel in Medicine Culture is not part of the Ruling Class Culture's. Now with this 
Virus and Pink Cancers they can win 2 Nobels in Medicine and Putin's KGB are 
working around the clock, forget Time is a Nobel in Physics we need 2 Nobels in 
Medicine for the Virus and Pink Cancers. We texted comments to one another, 
Putin and the KGB sent super computer simulations to everyone in Moscow 
demanding skill sets to get these 2 Nobels. Jeff Bezos left Moscow without getting 1 
Click Amazon up and running for these 2 Nobels specs and genius tutors. Nobel 
Optimism 2 Nobels!! 

5-5-2020 $777 Trillion; 8K Cuban MD's experts from experience skills picked up 
from around the world met at the headquarters of the World Health Organization 
in Geneva. Trump killed them all in mass murder of MD's! W.H.O. in 2015 in 2020 
Mass Murder of MD's via Trumps Mass Murder and Bone Saw clean up by Prince 
Salman keeping his $777 Trillion from the MD's! 1 million Pink Breast Ovary 
Cancer Deaths a year were not reported by the NY Times on orders. Trumps 
Secret War's Around the World will be made Public in the Decades to Come! 



5-5-2020 Rx Perfumes Today, Trump has no women to smell just War's! Florists 
Delivering Vibrant Bouquets for Mother’s Day. Rx Perfumed too. 

5-5-2020 Prime Minister Shinzo Abe is urging the world to buy Japanese Gas 
Engine Cars for the rest of 2020 that cause birth defects. This Drug May Cause 
Birth Defects. Japan’s Pushing It for Coronavirus. Prime Minister Shinzo Abe is a 
war criminal in the War on Cancer and Oil Money for Saudi Arabia, Alaska, 
Texas. Rest of the World Navigates the Drive of 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's and 
RV's! Clean air and No fiery wrecks, no wrecks, no traffic deaths in Japan. Abe is 
not Driving Japan Abe is riding with Prince Salman. 

5-5-2020 Outside the NY Times Building; No WiFi. "Desperate for Wi-Fi, Many 
Have Nowhere to Go but a Parking Lot With cafes and libraries closed, Americans 
without internet access are sitting outside them to get free and fast connections. By 
CECILIA KANG Cornell University, will not let anyone log in to their Campus 
WiFi. This was censored out of Kang's article. Ms. Mendoza, who also teaches 
political science at California State Polytechnic University, Pomona, has been 
driving to the parking lot of a nearby Starbucks to get online. Correction Starbucks 
turned off its WiFi!! No one in Key West is outside Starbucks on the Sidewalk 
getting WiFi. No one is outside the Key West Library getting WiFi as they made 
sure the WiFi was killed by City Hall orders. This NY Times article on WiFi needs 
to be corrected. Internet access in her area, Ms. Revis said, “has turned from a mild 
inconvenience to a near impossibility.”Credit...Jacob Biba for The New York 
Times. 80,000 Chromebooks to its 130,000 students, but is concerned that residents 
won’t have broadband access to participate in classes and make the most of their 
new devices. Chromebooks with Verizon cell connection unliminted cost $100 a 
month same as the Chromebook. By Cecilia Kang covers technology and regulatory 
policy out of Washington. She joined The Times in 2015 after 10 years covering 
technology and business at The Washington Post. @ceciliakang. 



5-5-2020 130,000 Chromebooks vs The new Cray system tailored for artificial 
intelligence (AI) and includes the Cray Urika-CS AI and Analytics suite, enabling 
HLRS to accelerate AI workloads, arm users to address complex computing 
problems and process more data with higher accuracy of AI models in engineering, 
automotive, energy, and environmental industries and academia. "As we extend 
our service portfolio with AI Art of the Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD at the 
NY Times we will get some Rx Recipes for AI super computer intelligence AI. 
130,000 Chromebooks sold were a scam by Google. Full potential of deep learning 
and advancing the services HLRS offers to its users interested in data analytics, 
machine learning and related fields, Rx Recipes and Art of the Diagnosis. 130,000 
Chromebooks sold to students today when we have Cray super computers is a 
crime. "The future will be driven by 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's!' Accessories at 
Star Wars Disney. In addition to the Cray CS-Storm architecture and Cray-CS AI 
and Analytics suite, the system will feature NVIDIA V100 Tensor Core GPUs and 
Intel Xeon Scalable processors. As the gravity engine car will be invented buying 
Cray's not 130,000 Chromebooks, see the Crimes of Google now, Hell Yes!! 
Gravity! 

5-5-2020 xfinity cost $4 for 2 hours $25 a day. By Cecilia Kang covers technology 
and regulatory policy out of Washington. She joined The Times in 2015 after 10 
years covering technology and business at The Washington Post. @ceciliakang. 

5-5-2020 Models Project Sharp Rise in Deaths via Fiery Wrecks as 'Bar's' Reopen, 
Pentagon will keep this classified from the troops, the Navy in Key West too. 
"Behind the Wheel, Women Are Safer Drivers Than Men Compared with women, 
male drivers of cars and vans were involved in twice as many fatal accidents." 
"...male drivers of cars and vans had twice the rate of fatal accidents per mile 
driven. Male truck drivers had about four times the rate of women truckers, and 
men driving motorcycles almost 12 times the rate of women motorcyclists." 



5-5-2020 Nuclear Reactors, Nuclear Bombs. Alloy 617, a “combination of nickel, 
chromium, cobalt and molybdenum,” is tolerant and strong at temperatures of 
more than 1,700 degrees Fahrenheit. Construction of Nuclear Reactors in 2020 
when the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR is here. Rules for construction. 

5-5-2020 

5-4-2020 Mobilize the OS and all we get is Win 10 Home S... shelter-in-place orders 
to keep Win 10 out of the Public Domain fueling $1 billion in its profits every 3 
months for Microsoft. Amazon profits of $1 Billion a month, least we get our 
package delivered! $4 gas on the 4th of July, Mecca gets most of the profits from 
Exxon Mobil. 

5-4-2020 Pink dead a million lost in the revolution! War Virus vs War on Pink 
Cancer lost for to many decades to make NY Times Headlines with this; "Trump 
Foresees Virus Death Toll as High as 100,000 in the United States" By PETER 
BAKER When Peter's headlines should be 1 million Pink Breast Cancer deaths just 
in 2020. WHO at the UN will have to answer to the World Court not just Trump 
for this cover up! Bill and Melinda Gates went after mosquitos not Breast Ovary 
cancer Rx Recipe Latte Cure you can pick up at Starbucks today. 



Windows 10 Home S could have been Windows 10 Home MD if Bill and Melinda 
Gates were Doctors! Or married a Doctor, grin. Given the choice to marry 4 Yale 
MD women in a legal polygamous wedding would have prevented this breast cancer 
plague and the virus plague we have world wide today. 

Trump Foresees Virus Death Toll as High as 100,000 in the United States, no 'Pink 
Sugar Cube Rx Cure Preventioon like Salks Polio' 

5-4-2020 Salks 'Pink Sugar Cube' for Polio Breast Cancer, No the USA went into 
Baghdad and 9/11 instead of ordering this miracle and the Godsent 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's! 



Trump Foresees Virus Death Toll as High as 100,000 in the United States, no 'Pink 
Sugar Cube Rx either' Drones and Missiles are 'Sugar' Coated by Pentagon 
Headlines in the NY Times. 

5-4-2020 100,000 DUI's, Ruined Lives, Bar's Nightlife survived this and being found 
guilty of Cancer War Crimes and the Bars run the Bar at the Supreme Court 
Politics of Alcoholics into the 10's of millions. Immune to getting sober for Exodus 
by the Jews building the 2020 Ford WindillCAR's and the Rabbi Wife's picked 
pink! 

5-4-2020 Sober Generals after decades of Riches beyond belief from $4 Gas on the 
4th of July $$$ are still Drunk on the Job from $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues! 

5-4-2020 League of Nations parallels to our current circumstances, at this time the 
World Leaders were at War over many different kinds of 'Oil' revenues and 'Oil 
Money' too at these times. 

5-1-2020 Rome Starbucks selling the Rx Latte "Awake 24/7." Yes you can sleep or 
stay awake for the rest of your life, you choice to buy the 24/7 Awake latte every 
day or every other day or sleep in with another Rx Latte at the New Roman 
Starbucks in History of Rome that will Conquer Jewish Aliens at Sirius next. Yes 
Rome at Star Wars. 



5-4-2020 Nothing parallels to our current circumstances Driving the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR into Mecca's Bank of $777 Trillion all illegal from $4 Gas on the 4th 
of July USA 

5-4-2020 Breast Ovary Cancer's 1 million deaths; Spanish flu pandemic that was 
rapidly tearing across the country and, by some accounts, killed close to 200,000 
people in October alone. Woodrow Wilson’s decision, helping to mobilize for the 
war effort... flu, cancer were not part of any USA Presidents War effort ever! 

5-4-2020 Woodrow Wilson’s decision, helping to mobilize for the war effort... 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR's as Jimmy Carter in 1980 sold his soul to the Oil Men who 
built 1 million new gas stations knowing in 2020 gas would sell for $4 a gallon on 
the 4th of July. The .18 cents a gallon sign is still up at the gas station in Plains 
Georgia Today. Women can vote but can not Drive the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR in 
the USA. Saudi Women can drive the Diesel Mercedes. By Alisha Haridasani Gupta 
writes In Her Words for The New York Times!! 

5-4-2020 UV lights are for TB in the Cubic not the C-Virus; Workers at a 
University of California, Irvine, office have new barriers between their cubicles. 



5-4-2020 TB UV lights on the Wall; The question is whether any of the changes 
being contemplated will actually result in safer work places. 

5-4-2020 Security Cameras changed to MD cameras watching the Office Workers 
at the NY Times, 40 in one glass walled room - they didn't all die as they did 
publish the NY Times today, grin. How would a MD watching these journalists and 
editors write their security report? Dr. Lisa Sanders MD just wrote a new article 
for the Times on the virus, not the 40 at the conference Table who approved her 
article. “We are not infectious disease experts, Dr. Lisa Sanders MD at Yale is and 
knows 1,001 other MD's who are too. NY Times needs a new OS for their articles. 
Flu tracker can test Dr. Lisa Sanders MD staff in mapping out who infected who at 
the 40 seats in the glass walled office. Yes everyone in the corner office had a mild 
case of the flu... "The actual disease experts say that a virus-free office environment 
is a pipe dream invention not on 1 Click Amazon links with specs and genius 
Pasteur tutors with AI and super computer simulations. "16 percent of flu 
transmission takes place in the office." 

5-4-2020 Massive $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues; Massive amount of waste on 
Drones and Missiles. ‘We Had to Do Something’: Trying to Prevent Massive Food 
Waste" By MICHAEL CORKERY and DAVID YAFFE-BELLANY Mike and 
Dave at the NY Times did nothing to prevent the massive $777 Trillion in Oil 
Money wasted on Drones and Missiles over the last few decades since the invention 
in 1980 of the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. 

5-4-2020 The Berlin Lockdown of War Crimes; Jews in Berlin know about the 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR and are prevented from building it by the 2 White Men at 1984 
HQ. The Berlin Lockdown of War Crimes; Berlin Wall 2020. And to think Reagan 
signed a order when the Berlin Wall was torn down. A WindmillCAR order that is 
secret but well know in our Orwellian Society. I will write it up when I find out 
more. 



5-4-2020 This killing could have been over a 6 pack of Coors; DEERFIELD 
BEACH — Two Florida teens were arrested this week after authorities said they 
fatally shot a 16-year-old in the back over a marijuana sale gone bad. Lacharles 
Jean sent an Instagram. The question is whether any of the changes being 
contemplated will actually result in safer workplaces. 

5-4-2020 Navigate to A Sirius Exodus and Gates, Bill and Melinda Gates. Utopian 
Starbucks with iMac, Mac Book Pro. Utopian Win 10 Home S in the public Domain 
for writers of Nobel Novels and a New Nobel in Computer Code OS as the OS can 
help millions win a Nobel Prize in Sweden. Nobel in Journalism for the NY Times 
Utopian. 

5-4-2020 UV lights on the Wall for TB; "Mobify, a Vancouver company that builds 
online storefronts for major retailers like Under Armour and Lancôme, has 40 
employees who share space with other start-ups. It’s the epitome of the 21st century 
workplace with side-by-side desks in a row, sans partitions, and open space for a 
total of 100 people at full capacity to congregate for meetings, or for playing Ping-
Pong and pool." 

5-4-2020 UV lights on the Wall for TB; "Mobify, Big Screen Virus and Flu security 
with 85" monitors on the wall doing the same thing as UV lights killing TB. Yes 
your bath room hygiene is recorded and graded by a MD and Medical School 
Student. '1984 MD' what if George Orwell was a MD? 



5-4-2020 UV lights on the Wall for TB; Coronavirus? A study suggests that 
ultraviolet rays could slow the virus, though not enough to wipe it out, and not as a 
treatment. Electromagnetic spectrum to affect the virus or whooping cough in the 
air is not on 1 Click Amazon links with specs and genius Pasteur tutors today 
because Jeff Bezoz didn't buy all Amazon workers Greg's books and kindles, grin. 
Pasteur will tell you Chicken will never be 100% safe to touch wash or eat. 

5-4-2020 '1984 MD' what if George Orwell was a MD? Choice of 4 MD Wife's like 
the Moslems have Have Momentous Implications in getting 1,001 Nobels in 
medicine! 

5-4-2020 10 MD's gave Mom Flowers with Medical secrets to fewer Urgent Care 
visits. 10 Florists Delivering Vibrant Bouquets for Mother’s Day. During this time 
of self awareness of 1,001 virus and diseases, when the floral industry, too, is 
hurting, a colorful missive feels more meaningful than ever. Your shingles and 
phenomena shots will be given to you on a sugar cube. 

5-4-2020 At West Point Yes as the NY Times will have the stats on how many 
Cadets got sick or died, their sisters watching too after the Trump graduation visit. 
Will the Coronavirus Forever Alter the College Experience? Yes if the graduation 
speaker is Trump or Dr. Lisa Sanders MD on Zoom and the graduation is live 
streaming video. War Crime Laws at the UN — they have never really approved of 
our lifestyle of endless wars when 1K MD West Point Cadets would make a Better 
West Point. 



5-4-2020 Trump at West Point graduation with live streaming video Zoom for 1K 
West Point Cadets at Home. Alter the Graduation Experience of caps tossed into 
the air at West Point, Yale and Harvard. 

5-4-2020 2020 Ford WindmillRV is the perfect Home on Wheels with 
Superconductive WindMills for electricity. "Sheltering in Place in an R.V. Is Not as 
Fun as It Sounds in this NY Times article." Plug in the RV is from the Gas Engine 
RV Era and accessories. Bill and Melinda Gates electric toilet has been invented for 
this RV. R.V.ers, we have had to put our gas engine RV to the Test next to the 
WindmillRV. 11 million owners of recreational vehicles, an estimated one million of 
whom live in their rigs full-time, this will increase to 100 million when the Bone 
Saw Prince Salman buys 100 Million 2020 Ford WindmillRV's for the USA, pay 
back for gas station hold ups in the USA. RV most are still in need of R.V. parks 
that offer connections for power, water, septic tanks and Wi-Fi, among other 
services. All this has been invented for the 2020 Ford windmillRV and sanctioned 
by Trump oil Company on orders from Prince Salman. 

5-4-2020 Under shelter-in-place orders for gas engine RV's the 2020 Ford 
WindmillRV's look like Star Wars Disney Edge and Disney should be building a 
area for 2020 Ford WindmillRV's to park at Disney! 

5-4-2020 Volatile Winds of the Oil gasoline WindmillCAR and RV's at Star Wars, 
100 million New RV's in the USA Driving to a Volatile 4th of July with Prince 
Salman's money burning in the camp fire, well the camp fire will be all electric, 
sorry. Shelter-in-place restrictions, go to far as Sirius the nearby Star is on hold 
orders at NASA too. NASA shelter-in-place restrictions, by a bone saw Prince 
Salman with $777 Trillion in gas station hold up loot, all illegal. Wow! NASA can 
invent really good immune systems for Astronauts in this down time and market 



them at Starbucks as a Rx NASA Latte. 

5-4-2020 Food Poisoning via Listeria, Salmonella and Shigella failed to decline in 
the last 10 years the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ have been counting the statistics 
posting nothing on Facebook or InventBook. 1 Click Amazon links on the specs of 
Salmonella for those who want to win a Nobel in Medicine for ridding the world of 
Salmonella like Bill and Melinda Gates mosquitos... is not part of Jeff Bezos life 
style or culture at Amazon today. Bill Gates points out, there's never been a more 
important time to be precise about what it is that we're trying to accomplish, and 
how we get there. Jewish Rabbi's want to build the 2020 Ford WindillRV and Car, 
both the Exodus to Sirius Model. WHO at the UN is stopping them by following 
orders and sanctions by Trump Oil and Casino company. Skepticism about Bill and 
Melinda Gates; vaccinating 7 billion. Salk Polio vaccine was finally given to 
children in a sugar cube. Other vaccines could have been put on a sugar cube for 7 
billion people but weren't, WHO at the UN knows WHY! Wars that are fought by 
MD's and World Leaders who never wanted to get into a Medical School. Windows 
10 Home S could have been Windows 10 MD if Bill and Melinda Gates were 
Doctors! Or married a Doctor, grin. Given the choice to marry 4 Yale MD women 
in a legal polygamous wedding would have prevented this virus plague we have 
world wide today. 

5-4-2020 Bill and Melinda Gates went after mosquitos not Breast Ovary cancer Rx 
Recipe Latte Cure you can pick up at Starbucks today. 



5-4-2020 Windows 10 Home S could have been Windows 10 Home MD if Bill and 
Melinda Gates were Doctors! Or married a Doctor, grin. Given the choice to marry 
4 Yale MD women in a legal polygamous wedding would have prevented this breast 
cancer plague and the virus plague we have world wide today. 



5-3-2020 Skepticism about Bill and Melinda Gates; vaccinating 7 billion. Salk Polio 
vaccine was finally given to children in a sugar cube. Steve Jobs Super Bowl ad was 
George Orwell 1984. Bill and Melinda Gates Super Bowl ad in 2020 can be Salk 
and the different ways he gave out the Polio vaccine along with some 1 Click 
Amazon links on the specs so MD's can copy and paste them into the C-virus 
vaccine! 

5-3-2020 Not at Starbucks tomorrow morning 5-4-2020, carry out only as sitting at 
a Starbucks iMac, Mac Book Pro to win a Nobel in Medicine for the Virus Recipes 
is not Starbucks Corporate Culture on Opening Day 2020. Profits and Pride at 
Stake, the Race for a Vaccine Intensifies for those who carry out their Rx Virus 
Cure Latte to iMac at home and Mac Book Pro's in their cars with no Starbucks 
WiFi or Verizon Cell for the Mac Book Pro in their car. Yes Starbucks turned off 
the WiFi for the Virus War. No touching! Yes Apple Tim Cook refused to let Mac 
Book Pro's log on to Verizon Cell signals. The new iPad Pro II is the only 
Computer that will connect to Verizon and you will be charged $100 a month for 
unlimited Verizon, unlimited Virus and cancers are infecting 7 billion and this is 
Starbucks, Apple, and Verizon Corporate Culture. WHO was cut off by these guys 
too!! With Over Two Dozen Deaths, London Bus Drivers Fear Coronavirus Risk - 
Anti-Vaccination Activists Are Losers as there will be a Nobel in Medicine for a Rx 
Recipe Cure that can be put in the drinking water. Blue Bell’s Ex-C.E.O. Charged 
in Conspiracy to Cover Up Listeria Outbreak, Tim Cook, Bill Gates, Jeff Bezos also 
have covered up virus and disease outbreaks at their corporations. 



5-3-2020 Not at Starbucks tomorrow morning 5-4-2020, carry out only... 



...to save Steve Jobs life... by Bill and Melinda Gates on the Big Screen as you walk 
into Starbucks tomorrow for carry out only!! 

...this smell in the air Sumatra, unique taste is due to the processing method – wet 
hulling is what gives Sumatran coffee the earthy flavor... 

The Passion of Perfume Genius will be the first FDA approved Rx Perfume Recipe, 
this smell in the air kills a Diesel Mercedes driving to the Dealerships in the USA. 

5-3-2020 Cancer War is Today the Virus War for a Vaccine not a Miracle Cure like 
the 1980 Ford Windmillcar was winning the 1980 Oil Embargo by Saudi Arabia. 
Profits and Pride at Stake, the Race for a Vaccine Intensifies at 1984 HQ's around 
the World all linked by Zoom Live Streaming Video conference calls not open to 
the public or Facebook but will be on InventBook as Governments fighting the Oil 
War for $777 TRillion in Casino winnings when WHO needs to win these illegal gas 
station hold up loot for a Rx Recipe Virus 'Cure All' not just a Bill and Melinda 
Gates vaccine for 7 billion. Lets fix Win 10 S to help a little Bill! Virus apps. 

5-3-2020 NASA Challenger II Super Shuttle Train of 100's; challenges of producing 
enough vaccine doses for 7 billion of people is Bill and Melinda Gates Nobel in 
Medicine not a Rx Recipe Cure, another Stark Symbol of BP Oil producing enough 
oil to make $777 Trillion for the Queen of England when Time tells us there are 
Trillions of Jewish Aliens at Sirius waiting for the Jewish Exodus on Earth. 



5-3-2020 Allegation is all BP Oil Money is illegal. $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues in 
this War on the Virus and Pink Cancer's! Casino and Lottery gamblers in their 
own class with their own psycho issues that for the ruling class will use Nukes 
against Iran if they keep selling oil. 1 million pink dead mean nothing to 4 Star 
Generals at the Pentagon and on CNN, CBS, 60 Minutes. Selling Oil is the On 
Going War! $$$ Mecca's Limits of $777 Trillion in wealth beyond belief is hurting 
the Rabbi's not the Jewish Generals buying Drones and Missiles with kick backs. 
$$$ 

5-3-2020 Guide button on xfinity Cable does not respond to Virus and Cancer 
War's for a Rx Recipe or supper computer simulations for all the Pasturers 
watching. Disparities of Cable Channels when virus and cancer wars have been 
going on for decades with 1 million dead, response to fiery wrecks and traffic 
deaths is like their pay to view cable channels. Jewish Characters Star in Saudi TV 
Show, Igniting an Arab Debate, not about the virus war but letting the bone saw 
Prince spend all this $777 Trillion on Trump Towers for Saudi Arabia instead of 
the Rabbi's building the 2020 Ford Windmillcar's for their congregations. 

5-3-2020 "Rabid Dogs in China Today will infect 100's and the NY Times writes 
about ‘Hornets’ in the U.S.: The Rush to Stop the Asian Giant Hornet" By MIKE 
BAKER 



5-3-2020 "9/11 Prisoners May Get Video Chats to Bridge the Coronavirus Divide" 
By CAROL ROSENBERG 9/11 NYC may never get a Freedom Tower 9/11 Yale 
NYC Medical School that pays its Medical School Students more than West Point 
Cadets and would publish the stats on Trump's visit to the called back West Point 
Cadets their sisters getting sick watching their graduation. The NY Times will not 
publish these stats the Yale 9/11 NYC Medical School will. 

5-3-2020 Google is selling Win 10 for $120 to the Pentagon today; Google's Mr. 
Schmidt — by turns thoughtful, pedagogical and hubristic — said he had 
embarked on an effort to modernize the U.S. military because it was “stuck in 
software in the 1980s.” Win 10 and Schmidt didn't tell the NY Times the Pentagon 
spent $77 Trillion on Win 10 and Microsoft since 1980. This is why General 
Thomas, who served in the 1991 gulf war and deployed many times to Afghanistan, 
spent the better part of a day showing Mr. Schmidt around Special Operations 
Command’s headquarters in Tampa, Fla. They scrutinized prototypes for a robotic 
exoskeleton suit and joined operational briefings, which Mr. Schmidt wanted to 
learn more about because he had recently begun advising the military on 
technology. After the visit, as they rode in a Chevy Suburban toward an airport, 
the conversation turned to a form of artificial intelligence. Secretly they talked 
about the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR and the Gravity Engine Car Putin and the 
KGB are working on!! AI for Pentagon MD's is not part of the Pentagons Top 
Brass Missions. Mr. Schmidt announced he planned to leave Google’s board. He 
had helped create an A.I. center backed by the Pentagon in 2018 and had also 
become co-chair of the National Security Commission on Artificial Intelligence, a 
new group advising Congress on developing A.I. for defense not MD's. Mr. Schmidt 
and others from Microsoft, Amazon and Oracle, who could potentially sway the 
government in favor supporting the Bone Saw Prince Salman's greed for another 
$777 Trillion in Oil Revenues all illegal. 2016 Thomas, a four-star general and head 
of the U.S. Special Operations Command, hosted a guest: Eric Schmidt, the 
chairman of Google. 2020 Special Operations Brain and Heart Surgery on 
Pentagon Generals and other Top Brass are 1,001 operations in 2020. War with the 
MD CEO at Google was lost when the Bone Saw Prince used his Bone Saw on all 
American MD's. Not for Brain Surgery with AI that has been stifled by Thomas. 
Thomas 1991 gulf war deployed many times to Afghanistan, not the West Point 
Medical School, a war crime! 1K Cadets not 1K Medical School Students in time of 
a Virus War! 1991 Afghanistan War is to blame... for this lost virus war! So many 
nursing home dead when Thomas and Schmidt should have been talking about 
boosting the immune system of seniors and the general population as most immune 
boosters are scam's and cons. Do any have a 5 star rating on Amazon, take a look. 
Search Amazon for immunity boosting drugs. 



5-3-2020 Google is selling Win 10 for $120 to the Pentagon today; Google's Mr. 
Schmidt profits. 

5-3-2020 Google MD AI Today is at Star Wars Disney Galaxy Edge and no one can 
get in as there is a virus and no MD's know how to cure it! 

5-3-2020 WHO at the UN should arrest the King of Sweden, should have arrested 
him in the NY Times headlines!! Some countries are attempting strategies intended 
to “safely” build up population immunity to the coronavirus without a vaccine. 
Sweden, for instance, is asking older people and those with underlying health issues 
to self-quarantine but is keeping many schools, restaurants and bars open. Many 
commentators have suggested that this would also be a good policy for poorer 
countries like India. But given the fatality rate, there is no way to do this without 
huge numbers of casualties — and indeed, Sweden has already seen far more 
deaths than its neighbors. 

5-3-2020 A Young Doctor, Fighting for The Lives of 1K Cadets at West Point, 
making the Point 1K West Point Medical School Cadets will win the Virus + 
Disease Wars, also the Psycho Warriors War killing so may then come home and 



kill the wife's. Thanks to NY Times censorship no one really knows the cure. 

5-3-2020 *.* 2020 Ford WindmillCAR 'Pink' - - "In the context of what was to 
transpire in Italy over the next several months, the little blue sports car has little to 
no significance. It was after all, just a car, not even a particularly valuable, historic 
or rare one. But the sheer strangeness and improbability of the events that overtook 
it showed that ordinary things continued to play out, even under the worst of 
circumstances, albeit not necessarily in an entirely predictable fashion." "As it 
turned out, the warehouse contained another blue Fulvia awaiting shipment to the 
United States. Its papers were in order. And in the confusion that must reign in the 
Port of Genoa, my car was mistaken for the one that had already been cleared for 
shipment. It must have resembled the Al Franken-Tom Davis one gorilla/two 
gorilla joke from the old movie “Trading Places.” Import paperwork is relatively 
simple for cars older than 25 years. A customs broker handled all of the necessary 
clearances and the payment of 2.5 percent in duty to the federal government. Two 
days later, the car showed up at my suburban Baltimore home on the back of a 
flatbed. I swabbed every surface down with alcohol, charged the battery, started 
the car, polished it and parked it in the garage, where I unhooked the battery again. 
For now, the car still feels too connected with its point of origin. Getting out and 
enjoying it will have to await better times, both here and in Italy." 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's shipped to Italy, Rome, The Vatican, Pope Francis looks at the 
battery on the 2020 Ford Windmillcar. Pink the Pope said. 

5-3-2020 Skepticism for better times at CERN selling Time as a Higgs Boson Let 
there be light particle when the only light shines on $777 trillion in gas at $4 a 
gallon on the 4th of July 2020. 



5-3-2020 Skepticism about our 12 trillion galaxies expanding into space that is filled 
with another 12 trillion galaxies we can't see... 

5-3-2020 Skepticism about Bill and Melinda Gates; money from Bill and Melinda 
Gates Foundation when the World Needs Win 10 Home S that can stop all the 
killings of Steve Job's with cancer today. 

5-3-2020 Steve Jobs Skepticism about Bill and Melinda Gates; Steve and Bill had 
many conversations over OS software then Steve died from Cancer with no OS 
given written to save 7 billion from getting cancer or dying from cancers. 

5-3-2020 Skepticism about Bill and Melinda Gates; NEXT OS software was sold to 
Apple so Jobs could get his job back just to die a few years later. NEXT OS after 
Win 10 Home S will not come pre loaded with Microsoft Games unless they are 
'Chemo + Radiation.' 



5-3-2020 Skepticism about Bill and Melinda Gates; writing a New Win 10 Home S 
that will win a Nobel in Medicine to cure all the Jobs with cancer. 

5-3-2020 Skepticism about Bill and Melinda Gates; vaccinating 7 billion. Salk Poiio 
vaccine was finally given to children in a sugar cube. Steve Jobs Super Bowl ad was 
George Orwell 1984. Bill and Melinda Gates Super Bowl ad in 2020 can be Salk 
and the different ways he gave out the Polio vaccine along with some 1 Click 
Amazon links on the specs so MD's can copy and paste them into the C-virus 
vaccine! 

5-2-2020 You may be hearing a lot of talk about Microsoft's Windows 10 ($120 at 
Walmart) operating system lately, since the tech giant recently ended support for 7 
Billion people needing a Nobel in Medicine not just grant money from Bill and 
Melinda Gates Foundation but Win 10 Home S that can stop all the killings of Steve 
Job's cancers. Steve and Bill had many conversations over OS software then Steve 
died from Cancer with no OS given written to save 7 billion from getting cancer or 
dying from cancers. NEXT OS software was sold to Apple so Jobs could get his job 
back just to die a few years later. NEXT OS after Win 10 Home S will not come pre 
loaded with Microsoft Games unless they are 'Chemo + Radiation.' 

5-2-2020 7 Billion people with cancer like Jobs are locked out of Win 10 Home S 
Mode. Windows 10 ships in S mode on a number of devices such as Microsoft's own 
Surface Go, the Samsung Galaxy Book2, HP Stream 11 G4, or the Acer Aspire 
One. It's a feature-limited version of the operating system, meaning you can only 
install apps from the Microsoft Store and system settings are locked down. 



7 Billion NEXT OS to save Steve Jobs life... by Bill and Melinda Gates on the Big 
Screen as you walk into Starbucks! 



5-2-2020 Bill and Melinda Gates Jobs system settings are locked down when 1 
million die from cancers in 2020. Bill and Melinda Gates are not stupid they know 
and realize this s mode will not cure discover a Rx Recipe Latte to cure Jobs 
cancer... WHO mode that can unlock Bill and Melinda Gates murders of 7 billion 
Jobs to work on Jobs cancer cure is this on this web, thats all folks! The End! 
Kindle and Jeff Bezos OS for Kindles needs to be the NEXT OS to save Steve Jobs 
life. Congress will hear from Bezos about this next week... will he testify? 



5-2-2020 Tel Aviv; Gazans + Jews Get A Nobel in Medicine Adrenaline Rx Shot 
Latte at Starbucks from 'War's Virus' to Win the Exodus War! NASA coffee cups 
only sold at NASA HQ at the Cape will be sold at Tel Aviv Starbucks with Exodus 
printed on them. 

5-2-2020 Israel Adrenaline Shots will be sold at Starbucks world wide as the Jewish 
Rx Recipe for the Rx Adrenaline Latte $$$ , Gazans + Jews Get Nobel in Medicine 
Adrenaline Rx Shot from 'War's Virus' With demand for the 'War Virus' 
protective gear is simple as making a Latte at Israel Starbucks, Shock and Awe of 
Baghdad conquered like Rome but to win Nobels in Medicine for killing 1,001 other 
virus that plague the Jews for centuries as Warriors are not MD's out to win a 
Nobel in Medicine. 

5-2-2020 Israeli with new orders to in as many Nobels in Medicine as Battles in 
Wars that won nothing for God. 

5-2-2020 A Nobel in Medicine Adrenaline Rx Shot Latte at Starbucks from 'War's 
Virus' came from the rescue of Exodus to 12 Trillion Jewish aliens not that far 
away when you have Adrenaline Latte Shots at Starbucks! 



5-2-2020 In the Futuristic Nobel in Medicine Adrena;line Era, Time will be 
diagnosed along with the virus. 

5-2-2020 W.H.O. Warns Trumps 'Greed Virus' is a killer that 7 Billion People on 
Earth need immunity from Oil Men lust for Cash from millions of gas stations at 
sell $4 Gas on the 4th of July in the UsA, a war crime. 

5-2-2020 Oil + Gas money made in Canada and domestic fight that ended up killing 
22, burning down a few homes and lives so "Canada Bans Assault Weapons in 
Wake of Deadly Mass Shooting" when Canada should have banned gas stations for 
the Adrenaline Rx Shot Latte at Starbucks for Men and Women to go after a Nobel 
in Medicine instead of each other. Adrenaline Rx Shot Latte at Starbucks then 
getting into your Canada Ford WindmillCAR you will drive to a peaceful 
conversation not fighting over gas money that kills 22. WHO ran out of gas fights. 
You should have stopped to get gas in Canada, now we are on the side of the road 
in Canada out of gas and out of gas money. 

5-2-2020 Canada Bans Food Stamps to everyone buying Florida Lottery Tickets; 
For Most Food Stamp Users, Online Shopping Isn’t an Option. The only way out, 
off of Food Stamps is to win the Florida Lottery! This will be in the '1984 II" novel 
that wins a Nobel in Literature! 



5-2-2020 You may be hearing a lot of talk about Microsoft's Windows 10 ($120 at 
Walmart) operating system lately, since the tech giant recently ended support for 7 
Billion people needing a Nobel in Medicine not just grant money from Bill and 
Melinda Gates Foundation but Win 10 Home S that can stop all the killings of Steve 
Job's cancers. Steve and Bill had many conversations over OS software then Steve 
died from Cancer with no OS given written to save 7 billion from getting cancer or 
dying from cancers. NEXT OS software was sold to Apple so Jobs could get his job 
back just to die a few years later. NEXT OS after Win 10 Home S will not come pre 
loaded with Microsoft Games unless they are 'Chemo + Radiation.' 

5-2-2020 7 Billion people with cancer like Jobs are locked out of Win 10 Home S 
Mode. Windows 10 ships in S mode on a number of devices such as Microsoft's own 
Surface Go, the Samsung Galaxy Book2, HP Stream 11 G4, or the Acer Aspire 
One. It's a feature-limited version of the operating system, meaning you can only 
install apps from the Microsoft Store and system settings are locked down. 

5-2-2020 Bill and Melinda Gates Jobs system settings are locked down when 1 
million die from cancers in 2020. Bill and Melinda Gates are not stupid they know 
and realize this s mode will not cure discover a Rx Recipe Latte to cure Jobs 
cancer... WHO mode that can unlock Bill and Melinda Gates murders of 7 billion 
Jobs to work on Jobs cancer cure is this on this web, thats all folks! The End! 



5-2-2020 

5-1-2020 May Day 2020 Ford WindmillCar Conquered Rome and its long list of 
Ruling Class Rulers who were Driven but Never by a Exodus Ford WindmillCAR 
that can Drive 7 Billion Romans to Sirius the North Star! 

Aliens Conquered Rome on 5-1-2020 

MD Art of this diagnosis, 'Doctored Universe' of Infinity of Galaxies go on forever 
if Trillions More Galaxies Fill Empty Space our 12 Trillion Galaxies that are 
expanding into faster each day! MD Art of this diagnosis!! 

5-1-2020 Rome Angels Fly over too, Nine jets screamed overhead, encountered 
UFO's and ID'ed than as Alien's who traveled several light years to reach Rome 
Today. Yes they traveled several times faster than the speed of light, more 
disinformation from Trump Oil Company. Distort the idea we can or can not 
invent faster than the speed of light. What did Pope Francis say about this 
invention or non invention? Lions are roaring in the background sounds in Rome. 





MD Art of this diagnosis, 'Doctored Universe' of Infinity of Galaxies go on forever 
if on the Big Screen when 7 Billion humans conquer Inventions on Inventbook... on 
iMac and Mac Book Pro's at a Starbucks filled with them in our New Universe void 
of Win 10, Bill and Melinda Gates making headlines 'We have to Vaccinate 7 
Billion People!" We have to order the Rx Latta at Starbucks Bill. 

5-1-2020 Rome, London, German occupation of Paris on 5-1-2020 fills the streets 
with Diesel Mercedes not German Troops but it's really the same as everyone 
'Orwellian' who has read '1984' knows this is Occupation by Oil Men dressed for 
the Paris Casino's, Bars, Restaurants, Cafe's. 



Rabbi in Key West asked me WHO is going to stop the Jews from Building 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR's for Israel, I bet he found out WHO. "I noticed a plaque to an 
obscure resistance hero of 1942 not far from where I live" in Key West today 5-1-
2020. 1942 Key West. 

5-1-2020 May Day 2020 Ford WindmillCar Conquered Rome and it's First Victory 
for Rome's Women is a Rx Pink Latte Cure at all Rome Starbucks. Starbucks 
Conquered Rome and Cured Breast Ovarian Cancers for Roman Women in 2020, 
the History of Rome will be Written. 

Aliens Conquered Rome on 5-1-2020 Romans hope to find out if Empty Space were 
all the Galaxies are expanding into faster each days is really Empty Space or it is 
filled with trillions of Galaxies that go on into infinity... 

5-1-2020 Rome Starbucks selling the Rx Pink Latte Cure $$$ 

Aliens Conquered Rome on 5-1-2020 'Doctored Universe' of Infinity if Trillions 
More Galaxies Fill Empty Space 

5-1-2020 Mecca Riches Beyond Belief $777 Trillion Given to Rome today 5-1-2020. 
"Rome Has Been Sacked, Conquered and Abandoned. Now It’s the Coronavirus’s 
Turn, then Turn the corner to Yale Rome Medical School the Tallest Skyscraper in 
the World thanks to the New Rome Exodus with the Jews. Financed by 1,001 IP 



invention projects on 1 Click Amazon and $777 Trillion in illegal gas station hold 
up loot looted by Mecca but Given to Rome" 

Aliens Conquered Rome on 5-1-2020 

5-1-2020 Pasteur entering Rome today; French cannon-fire attack on the city 
during a 19th-century siege 

Aliens Conquered Rome on 5-1-2020 

5-1-2020 Fiery Wrecks in Rome the last Decades Burning them alive in their Diesel 
Mercedes. Campo de’ Fiori, a square that is usually home to a bustling, touristy 
market, was pretty much empty except for a little girl riding her bicycle around the 
statue of Giordano Bruno. The philosopher and astronomer was burned alive at the 
spot in 1600. 

Aliens Conquered Rome on 5-1-2020 

5-1-2020 Rome Gas Stations were Jews Work Today; Rome’s old Jewish Ghetto, 
where Nazis dragged Italian Jews out of their homes during the German 
occupation. 1980 Rome ended Gas Stations in Rome. In 1981 all Rome Gas Stations 
were given to the Jews for compensation to remodel for Exodus iMac Computer 
Labs 500 Times the Speed of light was invented a Jew in Rome in 2000. History that 
was killed by Mecca Oil Company in Rome. Yes Prince Salsman and King Salsman 
have visited Rome in Secret. 

Aliens Conquered Rome on 5-1-2020 



5-1-2020 Rome, London, Paris 2020. the cruel nobles or reactionary popes who 
governed the city so badly, or the plagues, measles, typhus, malaria and syphilis 
that brought Rome its History! 

Aliens Conquered Rome on 5-1-2020 

5-1-2020 Rome, London, Paris all have a '1984' George Orwell HQ Today. Yes 2 
White Men at '1984' HQ in Rome Today, Grin. Maybe reading this web. 

5-1-2020 "Mecca's Gas Money Victory over Rome" Amazon Best seller #1 

5-1-2020 Rome Perpetual Motion Invention of the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR in the 
Orwellian Headlines, a pleasant idleness, a sense of “dolce far niente,” or sweetness 
of doing nothing, that is raised to a public art form. The result is a perpetual 
motion of knowing yes they invented and suppressed a perpetual motion Ford Car 
for gas sale in Mecca. Christians and Moslems History. What will the Title of this 
Book be. "Mecca's Gas Money Victory over Rome" 



5-1-2020 "Mecca's Gas Money Victory over Rome" Amazon Best seller #1 CIA 
KGB Orwellian comments from the peanut gallery on Facebook... Pantheon's. 

5-1-2020 Rome Angels Fly over too, Nine jets screamed overhead, trailing Italy’s 
red, white and green colors across a blue sky. That was a nice, patriotic, spectacle. 
But my wife, a Roman, was more moved by the three young women, apparently 
neighbors, who sneaked up to the roof of that same building to flout social 
distancing rules by drinking wine and smoking (mostly) cigarettes and talking 
together for six consecutive hours. Amazed, I told my wife that I couldn’t imagine 
that anybody could possibly laze and talk in the sun for so long. She looked 
longingly across the balcony and said she’d give anything to be able to join them. 
Life in Rome, across town the Yale Rome Medical School Women MD professors 
are speaking Art of the Diagnosis into Google search and the Super Computer has a 
woman's voice. In Rome, Sea Gulls Do as They Please. Hear all the dead voices and 
Verizon Cell Calls in the air that are loud so those hard of hearing can hear Jewish 
Aliens for the First Time in History, invent what? Today. CIA KGB are doing what 
in the Chinese Virus Lab? 

5-1-2020 Rome, London, German occupation of Paris on 5-1-2020 fills the streets 
with Diesel Mercedes not German Troops but it's really the same as everyone 
'Orwellian' who has read '1984' knows this is Occupation by Oil Men dressed for 
the Paris Casino's, Bars, Restaurants, Cafe's. 



5-1-2020 Tokyo today with it Live Streaming Video classrooms about the History of 
Rome. 

5-1-2020 Tokyo today with millions of 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's Conquered by 
Mecca's Rulers long before Rome had Romans. 

Jews Their Passion for Star Wars Exodus! 



Jews Their Passion for Star Wars Exodus! 

4-30-2020 By Brianna Holt a serial dater until she got a date on InventBook for a 
Soul Mate Mission Impossible that will be a Disney Movie. 

4-30-2020 Exodus Bridges; Bridge Was Their Passion. Then the Jewish Top Brass 



Wanted the 'West Bank' not the Bank of Saudi Arabia $$$ for the Rabbi's Bridge 
to Exodus @ Sirius. 

4-30-2020 Exodus Bridges; Bridge Was Their Passion. Then People Started to Die... 
a virus! 

4-30-2020 By Brianna Holt a serial dater until she got a date on InventBook for a 
Soul Mate Mission Impossible Virus Cure, all 1,001 Virus that will be a Disney 
Movie. 

Exodus Bridge to the $777 Trillion, illegal gas station hold up loot by Saudi Arabia. 
Jews Their Passion for Star Wars Exodus Bank $$$ 

4-30-2020 Exodus Bridges; Bridge Was Their Passion. Then the Jewish Top Brass 
Wanted the 'West Bank' not the Bank of Saudi Arabia, Bank of Qatar, Bank of 
UAE, Bank of Kuwait to finance their Exodus IP invention projects to Bridge the 
Gap in light years between Earth and Sirius 7 light years and $777 Trillion in the 
Bank Frauds of Prince Salman and his Oil Kingdoms not the Kingdom of God's 
Exodus by the Jews who lost this $4 Gas money via the Top Brass wanting to buy 
the 'West Bank' not Bank on Jewish Aliens being at Sirius. 



4-30-2020 Rabbi Exodus Bridges; Built with 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's! Praying 
for the Godsent Gravity Engine Invention before Putin and the KGB make 
headlines with this invention. Grin. Kim is MIA working on the Gravity Engine 
Invention too South Korea is only tracking Kim not the Gravity Engine Invention 
Bridge Group. 

4-30-2020 Exodus Bridge Has Trump Out of His Mind bellowing about The 7 Light 
Year Exodus Bridge and the $777 Trillion in the Bank of The Kingdom of Saudi 
Arabia all illegal to finance it when Trump has Aged to a Stay at Home on Earth 
President with no Travel Plans for Sirius or the other Nearby 100 Stars NASA is 
going to Make, Bridge the Headlines in the NY Times with a Fly Over to 100 
Nearby Stars on the front page of the NY Times Sunday, the digital edition will be 
more animated with the First NASA super Computer Simulation of the 100 Nearest 
Stars 'Orbit' in a better "Shock and Awe" than Bush going into Baghdad, grin. 

4-30-2020 Bridge to Exodus needs Trump type sanctions on Sports; "Some Sports 
May Have to Skip This Year, Fauci Says" By JAMES WAGNER and KEN 
BELSON 

4-30-2020 Bridge Heart Transplants get a mission from Cheney about eating Meat; 
"Powerful Meat Industry Holds More Sway After Trump’s Order" By MICHAEL 
CORKERY, DAVID YAFFE-BELLANY and ANA SWANSON 



4-30-2020 Powerful Meat Industry Holds More Sway After Trump’s Order; mass 
Firing of MD's. 100,000 MD's who tell their Heart Patients not to Eat Meat were 
Fired by Trump Today! 

4-30-2020 Powerful Car Industry Holds More Sway After Trump’s Order; 



4-30-2020 Powerful Meat Industry Holds More Sway After Trump’s Order; 

4-30-2020 Powerful Meat Industry Holds the Yale Key West Medical School MD, 
the SWAT team is moving in but for some chest pains from sausage, bacon, Trump 
Steaks with Butter. 



4-30-2020 Bridge to Exodus Bank not the West Bank Land but $777 Trillion in 
Cash for the Rabbi's! 

4-30-2020 Bridge to MD's as the Elite French Rulers, Pasteur! "France’s vaunted 
health care system has staved off disaster, France has suffered the world’s fourth-
biggest death toll — now at 23,660 official deaths, behind the United States, Italy 
and Spain — a consequence, critics say, of the central government’s failure to 
anticipate the onslaught of the contagion." 

4-30-2020 Bridge to arrest and convict the French Ruling Class in death toll — now 
at 23,660 for the Virus and 99K for fiery wrecks between 1980 to 2020's Ford 
windmillCAR's. 1 Million Pink French Women killed in this "Oil Money War' run 
by the French Government Total Oil Company. French Court of Justice, a special 
court that hears accusations of government mismanagement has sold its soul for gas 
money perks. Decades of French Oil Men in Africa, a blunder by the state, which 
allowed its stockpiles of oil and Money to go directly to the French and Qatar 
Casino's. Pasteur was sanctioned by the Gamblers at the Roulette Wheel and 
Wheel of the Diesel Mercedes. 

4-30-2020 Exodus Bridge to Open; France prepares to open up starting on May 11, 
some regions, feeling bitten by a Rabid Dog, are hedging their bets... on Pasteur as 
the Next President of France in a coup. 



4-30-2020 Athens Greatest MD's in 2020 Drive a Diesel Mercedes! "Greece Has 
‘Defied the Odds’ in the Pandemic" 1 Million Pink Goddess have Breast Ovary 
Cancer in Athens. 

4-30-2020 Berlin Bridge to Exodus War; Berlin’s Newest Airport Prepares for 
Grand Opening. Again. with the Gravity Engine 737. 

4-30-2020 Bridge to Alaska's Yale Key West Medical School is Live Streaming 
Video all censored by Oil Men recovering from Heart Surgery. Alaska School 
District Votes Out ‘Catch-22,’ ‘Gatsby’ and Other Classics. MD Classics and Open 
Heart Surgery live Streaming with MD's screaming were voted out by City Hall for 
the New HS. Culture of Alaska is not one of Yale Key West Medical School with 25 
Trump Towers and Hospital Ships big as Carriers. 5 billion people can cross the 
Bridge into Alaska and work from home on 1,001 IP invention projects on 1 Click 
Amazon soon as the Time Clock that Jeff Bezos built for $42 Million on his Texas 
property sounds the alarm!! Alarms!! 'To Have Have Not' To have iMac's at 
Starbucks, to Have Not Win 10 with no tech support from the CIA. Code NASA 
has to rewrite to Bridge the Have and Have Nots working on a Nobel in Medicine to 
Clone Pasteur not build Drones for MIT CIA Labs. 

4-30-2020 Bridge to Key West Hospital Ships with 1,000 MD on board. Hospital 
Cruise Ship's 100's A Petition gusts of arguments swirling around a End to disease 
and Cancers World Wide sailing from Key West, a possible Windfall on Hospital 
cruise ships in Key West are blowing hard enough to power wind turbines. A group 
of local residents are working on the Utopia Bridge to end all Disease and Cancers 
that Plague Jimmy Carters Habitat for Humanity. We sail for a 1,001 Nobels in 
Medicine from Key West to Jewish Exodus MD's at Sirius to need Medical Care or 
can sell the Jews Miracle Cure they discovered! 



4-30-2020 Breast Ovary Cancer Bridge Drivers have "Panic in Their Eyes’: Voices 
From 1 million breast ovary cancer dead they can hear the Bridges Bombed in WW 
1 and WW II and WW III. Shock and Awe of Baghdad should have been for the 
Awe of a Rx Pink Recipe that cures Breast Ovary Cancers in all stages in 8 days 
with the New Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks World Wide. City Hall advanced care 
testing all for Breast Ovary cancers every time they visit a Starbucks until the Rx 
Recipe is discovered, Hell No! 

4-30-2020 Bridge to Exodus as you Walk into the Newly Opened Starbucks parking 
your 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's in Starbucks parking you see iMac's and Mac 
Book Pro Mac Computer Labs work stations at every table and read Starbucks will 
get a Nobel in Medicine in 2020 for this change of heart Culture. 

4-30-2020 Bridge to Exodus Nobels for the Editors of the NY Times Front Page 
about Bill and Melinda Gates Windows Network Diagnostics, Pink Rx Recipe's 
crashed Win 10 Rx Recipe's Network Diagnostics to cure all stages of breast cancer 
in 8 days with a Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks Today!! 

4-30-2020 Bridge Build for 5 Billion to Drive Over, Millions Driven Out of Poverty 
by Ending the Elite Gas Station Culture of Stopping the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's 
to 5 billion drivers over the Star Wars Exodus Bridge into the Universe of 12 
Trillion Galaxies and even more Jewish Aliens. 



4-30-2020 Mecca Oil Riches in the 100's of Trillions; a withdrawal of U.S. Military 
forces from Saudi Arabia in 2020 driving the Riches Beyond Belief to NYC and the 
USA. Chase Bank with 100's of Trillions for the USA start ups mostly to cure all 
diseases and cancers world wide. Chase MD Bank name change in this change of 
Winds for Banking. Bank of Sirius has even more wealth of Star Wars deposits. 

4-30-2020 Jews reading this Oil Money article in the NY Times; "This ‘Big Oil’ 
Bust Is Killing My Small Town I want us to pursue paths to cleaner, renewable 
energy. But not like this." By CARRIE MCKEAN Jews will bring Journalistic war 
crime charges against Carrie McKean when the 'this' is the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's. MIDLAND, Texas — Midland, the capital of our nation’s oil and 
gas industry. Back then, almost 10 years ago, my husband’s new job designing 
control systems for natural gas processing plants wasn’t the sort of work I wanted 
him to take. It didn’t mesh well with my increasingly progressive principles. And so 
on some level, I understand the response from people when I tell them where I live: 
an odd mix of curiosity, pity and disgust. Curiosity because, along with our 
neighbor city Odessa, we’re seen as the land of “Friday Night Lights,” oil barons in 
a Texas that would be all 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's by today if the NY Times 
would have covered Secret Invention from 1980. 

4-30-2020 Jews Exodus Driven to rise $5 Billion out of poverty in Texas — 
Midland, the capital of our nation’s oil and gas industry... when they read this web 
about 5 billion people in poverty they will rise out via Oil Money all illegal they 
check their $5 Billion at Chase Bank. 



4-30-2020 Jews rise 5 Billion people out of poverty, checks not signed by Trump by 
signed by Jews, the Jewish Rabbi looking at God. 

4-30-2020 Jews Awake During Brain Surgery; "The City That Never Sleeps Is 
Waking Up Later Analysis: in this NY Times article there is nothing about waking 
up to a Nobel in Medicine for not needing any Sleep by Humans. This is a Nobel in 
Medicine the King of Sweden should have made headlines decades ago. Then think 
of the accidents from all who fell asleep world wide in the last few decades. Think of 
the Billions Starbucks will make selling the Rx Latte "Awake 24/7." Yes you can 
sleep or stay awake for the rest of your life, you choice to buy the latte or sleep in. 

Enigmatic Beauty of Sleep after the Nobel for the Rx 'Awake' Latte sells at 
Starbucks world wide. 

4-30-2020 Enigmatic Beauty of Marriage, getting a Date to Marry for a very good 
reason to be Soul Mates; "The idea of being highly dated has been somewhat 
rewarding — I’m the resident dating adviser of my friend group, I’ve met tons of 
interesting people, and I’ve learned to vet like a pro. But at the end of the day, I’ve 
developed a much more stimulating dating life once I started to involve fewer 
people — and once social distancing is over, I will begin again." I will begin on 
InventBook with a list of Rx Recipe Cure's Humanity needs more dates with to win 
the Disney Star Wars Movie awards. 



4-30-2020 By Brianna Holt a serial dater until she got a date on InventBook for a 
Soul Mate Mission Impossible that will be a Disney Movie. 

4-30-2020 Jews Awake During Brain Surgery; implant to never sleep or one you 
can adjust. Then we get this from the Times, "Considering Melatonin for Sleep? 
Here’s Some Advice. Stay Awake during brain surgery, become a Brain Surgeon at 
Star Wars Disney Galaxy Edge and make a Disney movie about the invention or 
brain implant that removes sleep from anatomy and physiology of humans. 

4-30-2020 Jewish Rabbi would open all the kosher restaurants to all for their Food 
Bank, every meal at a Food Bank Restaurant of your taste, veggie ones are best for 
your health. Food Lines a Mile Long in America’s Second-Wealthiest State when it 
would make more sense to open Food Bank Restaurants in the second wealthiest 
Stage. Who is the Chef? 

Link to many fiery wrecks and Windows Network Diagnostics on Rx Pink Recipes 
on Greg's web here... 
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index40webpages6Aug2017.html 



Jews Their Passion for Star Wars Exodus! 

Angles Fly Over In The 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's for the USA on the 4th of July 4 
cents a gallon Gas No Fiery Wrecks No Hot Cars! 



Angles Fly Over In The 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's for the USA on the 4th of July 4 
cents a gallon Gas and no Fiery Wrecks or Hot Cars... 

4-29-2020 Scan Bill and Melinda Gates Windows Network Diagnostics, Pink Rx 
Recipe's crashed Win 10 Rx Recipe's Network Diagnostics to cure all stages of 
breast cancer in 8 days with a Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks Today!! 



4-29-2020 Blue Angels fly over; 100's of Kids! Gravity Engine's in the Blue Angels 
and Thunderbirds Fly Over 100's of Kids left in Hot Cars to Die a Tortured Death 
at the Hands of the World Leaders, Our Ruling Class Addicted to Gas Stations 
when 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's can Reverse Gravity of "Hot Car's" No Kids will 
die a tortured death left in a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR with A/C 24/7 

4-29-2020 Blue Angels fly over; 100's of Kids! 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's can 
Reverse Gravity of "Hot Car's" No Kids will die in a Hot Car or Fiery Wreck 
Today! 

Blue Angels fly over; Again Today; Trump to Olivia Newton John; Drop Dead! 
Don't waste my Time! 

Bill and Melinda Gates Windows Network Diagnostics, Pink Rx Recipe's crashed 
Win 10 Rx Recipe's Network Diagnostics to cure all stages of breast cancer in 8 
days with a Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks Today!! 

Link to many fiery wrecks and Windows Network Diagnostics on Rx Pink Recipes 
on Greg's web here... 
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index40webpages6Aug2017.html 

4-29-2020 Blue Angels fly over; Hot Cars in Sweden, 100 Kids; ‘Life Has to Go 
On’: How Sweden Has Faced the Virus Without a Lockdown, reverse the gravity 
on how Sweden Has Faced the World's Hot Cars every Summer from 1980 to 2020 
and the World's Kids who died in them while Sweden has Cool Summers, how 
many kids were left and didn't die in Sweden all these Decades will be a article in 



the NY Times when 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's are heated all Winter in Sweden, 
never getting into a frozen car in the Winter of 2020. Moscow too! 

4-29-2020 Blue Angels fly over; 100's of Kids! Evidence is mounting that the World 
Leaders Know Very Well 100's of Kids Will Die Left In Hot Cars in the Summer of 
2020 and will let this Happen rather than give US the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's 
with 24/7 A/C 



"Pence Tours Mayo Clinic and Flouts Its Rule That All Visitors Wear a Mask" By 
ANNIE KARNI 

4-29-2020 Evidence is mounting that the coronavirus is being spread by tiny 
droplets known as aerosols. The World Health Organization has so far downplayed 
the possibility, and Pence! 

"Pence Tours Mayo Clinic and Flouts Its Rule That All Visitors Wear a Mask" By 
ANNIE KARNI 

Tiny Droplets Pence downplays the possibility of being in the same room as him... 
Why would Pence think this way? He does not have 4 MD Yale Women as his 4 
Wife's, Pence is not in a Marriage seeking a Nobel in Medicine to Share... 



4-29-2020 Blue Angels fly over; 100's of Kids! Good evidence to avoid not stopping 
at Fiery Wrecks, cop cars rear ended writing a Ticket when iTickets are same as 
work from home! 

4-29-2020 Blue Angels fly over; Jewish Exodus to Sirius and Jewish Aliens there! 



4-29-2020 Blue Angels fly over; the Rabbi building the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's! 

4-29-2020 Blue Angels fly over; 100's of Kids! Greed Evidence; Monroe County 
Commissioner Craig Cates has called for a vote on Thursday to rescind a special 
pay rate that roughly 490 county employees... 

4-29-2020 Blue Angels fly over; 100's of Kids! Keys, City Hall to Rescind a special 
pay rate for workers instead of giving them a higher pay rate equal or greater than 
West Point Cadets or Post Office Workers, FBI and State Dept, DOD high GS paid 
workers. 

$$$ Oil Money Heritage Society, in Texas and Mecca, Reversed Gravity Blows $777 
Trillion to WHO and others at the UN and Yale Key West Medical School. $$$ 

4-29-2020 Blue Angels fly over; 100's of Kids! $$$ Greed Evidence; Monroe County 
Commissioner Craig Cates has called the $$$ Windfall Profits for 5 Billion Driving 
their 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's - making them 'Richer' than those in Qatar, UAE, 
Kuwait, Mecca today driving their diesel Mercedes Reversed Gravity - Cates will 
try to vote to Rescind all at Starbucks working on iMac's and Mac Book Pro on 
Pink Rx Recipes and the Gravity Engine too! City Hall USA is infected with a 
Share the 'Windfall Cash' Culture that needs some Reversed Gravity Techs in 
Swiss Banks, Jews who will make the Rabbi richer than the Bone Saw Prince 
Salman. Loot from Monroe County Gas Stations $4 on the 4th of July all illegal 



with the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR being sanctioned by Trump-Salman Oil 
Company with help from BP Oil Men. 

Tiny Droplets Pence downplays the possibility of being in the same room as him... 
Why would Pence think this way? He does not have 4 MD women as his 4 Wife's! 

"Pence Tours Mayo Clinic and Flouts Its Rule That All Visitors Wear a Mask" By 
ANNIE KARNI 

4-29-2020 Evidence is mounting that the coronavirus is being spread by tiny 
droplets known as aerosols. The World Health Organization has so far downplayed 
the possibility, and Pence! 

"Pence Tours Mayo Clinic and Flouts Its Rule That All Visitors Wear a Mask" By 
ANNIE KARNI 

Tiny Droplets Pence downplays the possibility of being in the same room as him... 
Why would Pence think this way? He does not have 4 MD women as his 4 Wife's! 

"Pence Tours Mayo Clinic and Flouts Its Rule That All Visitors Wear a Mask" By 
ANNIE KARNI 

Tiny Droplets Pence downplays the possibility of being in the same room as him... 
Why would Pence think this way? He does not have 4 MD women as his 4 Wife's! 



"Pence Tours Mayo Clinic and Flouts Its Rule That All Visitors Wear a Mask" By 
ANNIE KARNI 

4-29-2020 Yale MD women do the work on Marine Generals in Heart Transplants 
and Brain Tumors War's! "The Marine Corps Battles for Its Identity, Over 
Women in Boot Camp" By THOMAS GIBBONS-NEFF and HILARY SWIFT. 
Heart Transplants and Brain Tumors Battles for Identity and Rank to Out Rank 
Women in Marine Boot Camp by Women in Medical School. Reversed Gravity 
Tech for Star Wars in our Battle with 12 Trillion Galaxies and Jewish Exodus into 
this Star Wars Culture of 1,001 IP invention projects on 1 Click Amazon link with 
specs and Genius Tutors. 

4-29-2020 Blue Angels fly over; Jewish Exodus to Sirius and Jewish Aliens there! 

4-29-2020 Angels For 100's of kids left in hot cars to die a tortured death in the 
Summer of 2020; Pink Angels Gravity Reverses Saving the Children + their Cat 
A/C WindmillCar's 24/7 



4-29-2020 Angels For 100's of Meat Eaters! Art of the WHO Diagnosis voided out 
to buy Trump Steaks with your Wine and smokers. Amid the Coronavirus Crisis, 
Heart and Stroke Patients Go Missing. Millions die from Eating Meat the Evidence 
is Heart Statistics from WHO. By GINA KOLATA 

Angels Fly over in the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's Oil Riches of $777 Trillion. "Oil 
Money War Within A Oil Money War: As Saudi Prince Salman Edges Away from 
Paying his Troops in Yemen $584 dollars a week, His Allies Feud about the $5K a 
week for the top brass." By DECLAN WALSH Today no troops in one city are not 
getting paid by Prince Salman, troops in 2 other cities are getting paid $584 a week. 
Jews are watching this on live streaming video at YouTube. The Rabbi wants to be 
richer than Prince Salman. 



4-29-2020 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's Windfall in Sweden; “Sweden has a 
population of 10 million people, about twice as large as its nearest Scandinavian 
neighbors. As of April 28, the country’s Covid-19 death toll reached 2,274, about 
five times higher than in Denmark and 11 times higher than in Norway.” Nursing 
home residents account for more than a third of all deaths. 



4-29-2020 "The Pentagon's Car's" in Sweden's Nobel's as we Reversed Gravity in 
2020. "Fox Butterfield Portland, Oregon Was a Times correspondent in Saigon 
from 1971 to 1973 and again in 1975. He was also a member of the paper’s team 
that wrote “The Pentagon Papers” series. The American death toll from Covid-19 
will surpass the total number of Americans killed in Vietnam, officially listed as 
58,220. This Thursday also marks the 45th anniversary of the fall of Saigon "The 
Pentagon's Car's" in Sweden!" written in the NY Times as we Reversed Gravity to 
build the 2021 Ford Gravity Engine Car's. 

4-29-2020 To Lose Your Soul for a 'Vietnam' War! 

4-29-2020 "In Seoul, the World Gets Back to Pentagon Ordered Business of War, 
Jews seek Exodus to Sirius." By SU-HYUN LEE and BRETT SOKOL 

4-29-2020 Pentagon Papers Traffic Crash Today in a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR 
with F-35 Radar. There are No Head injuries; generals downplay this in their 
thoughts today although its true. If the Pentagon had all 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's 
today there would be no Head Injuries at the Pentagon or in Paris! It occurs 
because of blow into the head generally connected with road traffic crash without 
Star Wars 2020 Ford WindmillCAR F-35 Radar technology on all roads that cost 
$7 Trillion, maybe more. This $7 Trillion was spent by Generals on MIT Drones 
and Missiles. A War Crime! 



4-29-2020 Different Types Of Head Injury in this picture would be better if viewed 
with a MD telling us about each picture and its head injury. We all must wait for 
Jeff Bezos to put this in a Kindle Book on Amazon with IP invention projects links 
specs and tutors to help us win a CT Star Wars Scan Nobel in Medicine as Star 
Wars CT Scan's will look nothing like these CT Scans. 

http://traumaticbraininjuriesguide.com/types-of-head-injury-and-treatment/ 

4-28-2020 Gravity Engine's in the Blue Angels and Thunderbirds, are Classified by 
the AF today but will fly over Yale Key West Medical School Skyscrapers Today! 



Gravity Engines Invented by these 4 Girls. 

4 Girls looking into the Apple Store for their Time on this Super Computer's 1 
Click Amazon links to 1,001 Nobels in Medicine with specs and Genius Pasteur 
tutors paid for by Trump-Salman Oil Company, grin $$$ 



Again Today; Trump to Olivia Newton John; Drop Dead! Don't waste my Time! 
Were ‘Not Worth the Time,’ Trump Said. Until Ivanka is diagnosed with Breast 
Ovarian cancers. 

Again Today; Trump to Olivia Newton John; Drop Dead! Don't waste my Time! 
Were ‘Not Worth the Time,’ Trump Said. Until Ivanka is diagnosed with Breast 
Ovarian cancers. Then 1K West Point Grads will have Pink Classes. Today if you 
are not a Trump-Salman oil Company Gas Station Warrior then you are a Second-
Class Citizens with a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR that is sanctioned by Trumps 
Pentagon Generals. 



4-28-2020 Blue Angels fly over this "Pandemic" Summer of 2020 and 100's kids left 
in hot cars to die a tortured death without stopping to help... a war crime by Navy 
Blue Angels. 

4-28-2020 Gravity Engine's in the Blue Angels and Thunderbirds, are Classified by 
the AF today but will fly over Yale Key West Medical School Skyscrapers Today! 
Gravity Engines Invented by these 4 Girls. 

4-28-2020 Blue Angels fly over this "Pandemic" Summer of 2020 and 100's kids left 
in hot cars to die a tortured death without stopping to help... a war crime by Navy 
Blue Angels. 

4-28-2020 Angels For 100's of kids left in hot cars to die a tortured death in the 
Summer of 2020; Pink Angels Gravity Reverses Saving the Children + their Cat 
A/C WindmillCar's 

4-28-2020 4 Girls looking for their iMac, Mac Book Pro Check signed by Trump! 



4-28-2020 Angels in the Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies and Aliens; "Why the Big 
Bang Produced Something Rather Than Nothing" Nothing But Endless Wars from 
the Ruling Class for Centuries on Earth Today. 

4-28-2020 NYC, Paris, London, Moscow Fiery Wrecks Pandemic!! "We Can’t 
Police Our Way Out of Many Pandemic's" By BRANDON D.L. MARSHALL and 
ABDULLAH SHIHIPAR 

4-28-2020 "Pandemic" Summer of 2020 and 100's kids left in hot cars to die a 
tortured death. 

4-28-2020 "Fiery Wrecks Pandemic!!" By BRANDON D.L. MARSHALL and 



ABDULLAH SHIHIPAR 

4-28-2020 "Pink Pandemic" By BRANDON D.L. MARSHALL and ABDULLAH 
SHIHIPAR 

4-28-2020 NY Times Editorial "How to Save Summer 2020" these editors censored 
out Fiery Wrecks in the Summer of 2020 and kids left in hot cars to die a tortured 
death. This is a War Crime Editorial by the Times! 

4-28-2020 A Virus Upends the World in a Sweeping New Novel... a Nobel Prize 
winner for 2020, a Nobel Prize in Medicine for a Hemingway House Writing Class 
novel in Key West should have been the winner if not for there is No Hemingway 
House Writing Classes in Key West. 





4-28-2020 4-28-2020 Neutrinos are nature’s escape artists tipped the balance 
between matter and its evil-twin opposite, antimatter. 



4-28-2020 Nobel in Medicine and Physics are Today's escape inventors tipping the 
1984 Balance between the British French Ruling Class the Warriors with $777 
Trillion from Oil our evil Bone Saw Prince, 1,001 of them Just in Saudi Arabia and 
a Few Jews at the Swiss Bank ready to Escape King Salman by taking all his $777 
Trillion in gas station hold up loot to finance Exodus to Sirius and the Rabbi's New 
2020 Ford WindmillCars as the Rabbi is worried about fiery Wrecks, Jews burning 
to death in car wrecks for gasoline culture. God! 

4-28-2020 Rabbi the scam of losing your Soul to Hell for a Vietnam War! Jews 
burning to death in car wrecks for gasoline culture. God! Pink Jewish Women not 
cured because the Jewish Ruling Class is making deals with Prince Salman. 

4-28-2020 They arranged for missing Jewish Aliens and friends to tune in via a live 
stream from Sirius the North Star. 

4-28-2020 NYC, Paris, London, Moscow Fiery Wrecks Pandemic!! "We Can’t 
Police Our Way Out of Many Pandemic's" By BRANDON D.L. MARSHALL and 
ABDULLAH SHIHIPAR 



4-28-2020 "Fiery Wrecks Pandemic!!" By BRANDON D.L. MARSHALL and 
ABDULLAH SHIHIPAR 

4-28-2020 "Pink Pandemic" By BRANDON D.L. MARSHALL and ABDULLAH 
SHIHIPAR 

4-28-2020 Rabbi There were good hints in the data that the long sought Higgs 
boson was the God particle let there be light. Pink Light in the Universe has been 
put out by West Point Generals sorry to say this data is true! 



4-28-2020 Coronavirus Vaccine, Oxford Group Leaps Ahead As scientists at the 
Jenner Institute prepare for mass clinical trials, new tests show their vaccine to be 
effective in monkeys. Prof. Adrian Hill, the Jenner Institute’s director, in Oxford 
on Friday. His team is working to produce a coronavirus vaccine not a vaccine in 
drinking water or bottled water for a Star Wars Vaccine Leap! Why? Because the 
1984 Ruling Class don't want anyone Leaping ahead of the vaccine Game! Like 
War Games Today over Oil, Gas Stations and 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's that will 
get a Gravity Engine Leap Up in 2021. Grin. 

4-28-2020 Los Alamos Race to Build the Vaccine via Super Computer Simulations 
went to; Scientists at the National Institutes of Health’s Rocky Mountain 
Laboratory in Montana last month inoculated six rhesus macaque monkeys with 
single doses of the Oxford vaccine. NY Times didn't report on any Super Computer 
Simulation here! 

4-28-2020 Vaccine in the drinking water or bottled water; is a much better Leap 
Ahead and these Scientists at Jenner are Not even brainstorming this IP invention 
project for all vaccines as it's not on 1 Click Amazon thanks to Jeff Bezos being left 
out of the Ruling Class at 1984 HQ. 



4-28-2020 Jenner Institute’s vaccine effort is not the only one in Today's NY Times. 
Pasteur in Paris was not in this article by Carl Zimmer contributed reporting and 
By David D. Kirkpatrick at the NY Times. 

4-28-2020 Charts on the front page of the NY Times for a week now and not 1 
about the time it takes a ambulance to reach the ER nation wide chart of this 
should have been on the Front page of the NY Times years ago! "Where Americans 
Live Far From the Emergency Room" By ELLA KOEZE, JUGAL K. PATEL and 
ANJALI SINGHVI 

4-28-2020 "How many Breast Ovary Cancer women world wide die by suicide? 
Top E.R. Doctor Who Treated Virus Patients Dies by Suicide" By ALI WATKINS, 
MICHAEL ROTHFELD, WILLIAM K. RASHBAUM and BRIAN M. 
ROSENTHAL 

4-28-2020 No General on either side remembers the Pink Woman! Culture of War 
on both sides. Israelis and Palestinians Remember the Slain, Home Alone or Online 
En Masse" By DAVID M. HALBFINGER 



4-28-2020 How Should You Stock Your Medicine Cabinet if you were married to 4 
Yale MD professors. Rx Stockpile of drugs and how to use them for best results 
comes out of a Disney Star Wars MD Movie at Galaxy Edge so for now we just 
have to get Dr. Lisa Sanders MD at the NY Times to write this article then get 
Disney to make a movie staring her Medicine Cabinet that has a iPhone 11 Max 
inside it with alarms set that monitor every human condition. Smokers Alcoholics 
Drug Users need a pulse oximeter is a hand-held, clip-like device that measures the 
oxygen level of your blood stream. Some clip onto fingertips or earlobes. Normal 
readings usually range from 95 to 100 percent. A blood-oxygen level under 90 is 
considered low. Con and Scam making billions of dollars Cold medicines are 
largely ineffective! 

4-28-2020 China accused U.S. politicians of “lying through their teeth,” about the 
origins of the virus. 

4-28-2020 One Million Pink Women killed by Air Strike's; In Rare Admission, U.S. 
Military Says Strikes Killed 2 Civilians in Somalia and 1 Million Pink USA women. 
The statement was a rare acknowledgment from the military of civilian casualties 
in its campaign against the Shabab extremist group. When Pink 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's are Driven by USA and Saudi Women all these air strikes by the 



Pentagon killing millions will be headlines in the Times. 

4-28-2020 1 Click Amazon Pink Rx Recipe Time to get this Rx Recipe on a Clock... 
The "Clock of the Long Now," which will tell time for the next 10,000 years, has 
cost $42 million to build so far. The huge mechanical clock ticks once per year and 
chimes once per millennium. Jeff Bezos and a millionaire scientist friend are 
building the clock on Bezos's property in Texas. Engineers and contractors are 
building a massive, multi-room clock inside a mountain in West Texas—a clock 
that will tell time for the next 10,000 years. And despite an informal website with a 
whiff of Blogspot template, this is a Jeff Bezos project. There are a lot of surprises 
in the story of the Clock of the Long Now. It’s the brainchild of Danny Hillis, a 
computer scientist and entrepreneur who first imagined the 10,000-year clock in 
1986. Now, he’s a visiting professor at MIT Media Lab with a reputation for 
building supercomputers, autonomous dinosaur robots, and Disney theme park 
rides. He’s exactly the kind of guy who decides he wants to build a huge eon clock 
in a mountain. How does the clock work? Well, the longness of the time involved is 
the big engineering challenge. The clock is designed to tick just once a year and 
chime once per millennium. Experts are blasting rooms out of the interior of the 
mountain in order to install steampunky piles of gears and flywheels. According to 
Bezos, the Amazon founder and richest man on the planet, the clock will be 500 feet 
tall, "all mechanical, powered by day/night thermal cycles," and "synchronized at 
solar noon." Wrecks to the Drive to get a Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks, Bezos 
explained the clock as a way to remind people that the far future not only exists, 
but will happen to their descendants. 

4-28-2020 Science Fiction in 1979 but read in 1980 to 2020 the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR accessories each year come from Star Wars Movies. So 1979 treaty, 
which was brokered by the US. The two countries have coordinated operations 
against armed groups in their shared border in the Sinai Peninsula. However, 
public opinion in Egypt has remained largely against normalised relations with 
Israel. The Egyptian series El-Nehaya - Arabic for "The End" - is about a 
computer engineer living in a dystopian future dominated by cyborg clones. It is 



one of the many dramas and soap operas that air each night during the Muslim 
holy month of Ramadan, which began last week. In the first episode, a teacher tells 
a class of students about "the war to liberate Jerusalem", which he says occurred 
less than 100 years after Israel's founding in 1948. The teacher says Jews in Israel 
"ran away and returned to their countries of origin" in Europe. 

4-28-2020 Wrong! The Egyptian series El-Nehaya - Arabic for "The End" Jews are 
at every Nearby Star as Jewish Aliens. This will be a Disney TV show, grin. 

4-28-2020 The show's writer, Amr Samir Atif, told The Associated Press news 
agency that the destruction of Israel "is a possible future in the absence of real 
peace and true stability in the region. 

4-28-2020 The show's writer, Amr Samir Atif, told The Associated Press news 
agency that the destruction of Israel "is a possible future if the Jews in the Swiss 
Banks Fail to Confiscates $777 Trillion in gas station hold up loot from Prince and 
King Salman and spend it on Pink Jewish women and Exodus to Sirius. 



4-28-2020 "InventBook" the movie will tell of the 'End' of Facebook for a quicker 
Star Wars with no Gas Stations and Prince Salman with $777 Trillion building 
Trump Towers in Mecca. 

4-28-2020 "Nobel in Medicine TV Show" "Swedish official Anders Tegnell says 
'herd immunity' in Sweden might be a few weeks away" King of Sweden and his 
8,000 Cuban MD's working on a Nobel in Medicine is a few weeks away if the King 
of Sweden Drives the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR to Stockholm headlines! 

4 Girls looking into the Apple Store for their Time on this Super Computer's 1 



Click Amazon links to 1,001 Nobels in Medicine with specs and Genius Pasteur 
tutors paid for by Trump-Salman Oil Company, grin $$$ 

Again Today; Trump to Olivia Newton John; Drop Dead! Don't waste my Time! 
Were ‘Not Worth the Time,’ Trump Said. Until Ivanka is diagnosed with Breast 
Ovarian cancers. 

4-27-2020 Gravity Engine's in the Blue Angels and Thunderbirds, are Classified by 
the AF today but will fly over Yale Key West Medical School Skyscrapers Today! 



Gravity Engines Invented by these 4 Girls. 

Trump’s Contempt for these 4 Girls getting a check for Yale Key West Medical 
School with more pay than West Point Cadets is a Pink War Crime! 

4-27-2020 Gravity Engine's in the Blue Angels and Thunderbirds, are Classified by 
the AF today but will fly over Yale Key West Medical School Skyscrapers Today! 
Gravity Engines Invented by these 4 Girls. 

4-27-2020 Revolutionary Virus + Pink Cancer Rx Recipe, Gates Malaria Rx Recipe 
also in this Revolutionary Rx Recipe Cure's via Trillions of Rx Recipes all trade 
secrets not Miracle Penicillin Cures until they are put on the front page of the NY 
Times for us to invent a new Penicillin Recipe from Trade Secret Rx Recipes, 
thousands that need to be in the digital NY Times not the print edition of the NY 
Times. Gates Malaria Rx Cure in the drinking water is not a spin off Bill and 
Melinda Gates are thinking about today, Greg in Key West is! 

Gates Foundation to concentrate on coronavirus; fiery wrecks and Pink 
Revolutions have been deleted with the NY Times Editorials calling for Win 10 
code put in the public domain to win a Cure All App, AI. 

4-27-2020 Opinion. Saudi Arabia Must Suspend the Hajj The presence of millions 
of pilgrims in Mecca and Medina will have lethal consequences. By Ebrahim Moosa 
Dr. Moosa is a professor of Islamic studies at the University of Notre Dame. 



4-27-2020 Out in the Real World as Kerry at the State Dept would say, Houston, 
Dallas, Texas oil Men must Suspend this Oil Culture of Greed for another $777 
Trillion in Oil Revenues and Drive the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR to the Opening of 
the 'Yale Notre Dame Medical School' built on the site burned out Church. Site of 
so many burned out cars in fiery wrecks and they want to sell gas for another 
decade. Cops on the side of the road writing a ticket rear ended bursting into 
flames and they all drive by without stopping to help. 

4-27-2020 Gravity Engine's in the Blue Angels and Thunderbirds, are Classified by 
the AF today but will fly over Yale Key West Medical School Skyscrapers Today! 
Gravity Engines Invented by these 4 Girls. 

4-27-2020 Worldwide Coronavirus Deaths Top 200,000: Live Updates 

4-27-2020 Worldwide 1,001 virus Deaths Top 2,000,000: Live Updates 



4-27-2020 Worldwide Pink Breast Ovarian Deaths Top 1,000,000: Live Updates 

4-27-2020 MD Crisis for the Ruling Class in Paris at the Pasteur Institute to find a 
Rabid Dog to cure the Elite French Ruling Class. 

4-27-2020 Ground Zero for the French Nuclear H-Bombs that were the wrong 
Weapons to spend their Franks on $$$ Paris Void of Pasteur's next Generation 
since the 1980 - 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's were shared with the Ruling Class. 
Starbucks void of iMac and Mac Book Pro Mac Computer Labs with 1,001 Pasteur 
Rabid Dogs of TB, Malaria, Whooping Cough all lost to building French Nuclear 
Weapon's, H-Bombs hidden away is some French Place of the Revolutions. Pasteur 
too. French Jews open the Notre-Dame Medical School to out maneuvers the Virus 
killers. Mercenary's money stopped sent to WHO. 



4-27-2020 French West Point is graduating another Generation of Generals not 
Pasteur's! 

4-27-2020 Gravity Engine's in the Blue Angels and Thunderbirds, are Classified by 
the AF today but will fly over Yale Key West Medical School Skyscrapers Today! 
Gravity Engines Invented by these 4 Girls. 

4-27-2020 Casino's and Florida Lotto; Las Vegas Became Ground Zero for the 
American 'The Gambler' Jobs Crisis that is 1,001 Virus and another 1,001 diseases 
and Pink Cancers crisis the Gamblers in Qater, UAE, Saudi Arabia lost for 5 
Billion people and 12 Trillion Galaxies and Many more Jewish Aliens, grin. 

4-27-2020 Vegas Gamblers from Qatar, UAE, Saudi Arabia were censored in 
today's article on the Shut Down in Vegas, Why? "How Las Vegas Became Ground 
Zero for the American Jobs Crisis As the U.S. economy has shut down, the burden 
is falling hardest on those least prepared to handle it." By SABRINA TAVERNISE 



4-27-2020 Trump’s Disinfectants; Vegas Casino Genius almost built 1 million New 
Casino's world wide with immunity from the 1 million Ford WindmillCAR's never 
built by Texas Oil Men with help from 1,001 Bone Saw princes who never applied 
to the Yale Key West Medical School when they could be at the Casino not in some 
Medical School Class. To make the infection worse they kept the 4 girls looking into 
the Apple Store window poor via Day Labor Jobs in Vegas not able to buy a iMac 
or Mac Book Pro. No there are not any iMac Computer labs in a Vegas Casino or 
Vegas Starbucks. No Rx Pink Latte either! 

4-27-2020 Trump’s Disinfectant Remark Raises a Question About the ‘Very Stable 
Genius’ 

4-27-2020 Trumps West Point Cadets Graduation Raises Questions About infecting 
West Point Cadets with many Different Virus just for Trump West Point 
Graduation when the Top Brass at West Point are all sold on the "West Point 
Medical School" class of 1K MD's. 



4-27-2020 French West Point is graduating another Generation of Generals not 
Pasteur's! 

4-27-2020 MD in Charge of West Point Cadets Health should not let Trump have 
his West Point Graduation until all the Cadets 1K are graduating from the 'West 
Point Medical School' 

4-27-2020 French West Point is graduating another Generation of Generals not 
Pasteur's! 



4-27-2020 Pasteur will be on the first test for the 'West Point Medical School' 
Cadets not some General or Admiral. 

4-27-2020 French West Point is graduating another Generation of Generals not 
Pasteur's! 

4-27-2020 Pasteur's Winds are the Winds of WW I, WW II WW II, Star Wars 
Disney Galaxy Edge in a Universe the Generals and Admirals can't imagine being 
'Real' being so many light years from Earth. Admirals ordered the worlds biggest 
Carriers for 2020 not NASA Super Shuttle Trains to disinfect Trumps Iran War. 
When Iran Oil $$$ are illegal $4 gas on the 4th of July USA gas station hold up loot. 
$$$ 



4-27-2020 French West Point is graduating another Generation of Generals not 
Pasteur's! 

4-27-2020 NOT one Medical School accepted him, why, he didn't apply to any!! 
Grin. "This Florida Student Was Accepted at All 8 Ivy League Schools" Kerry 
would never ever have applied to Yale Medical School Too. It's a culture thing. 
Blood, Brain Surgery, Sewing in a new heart for kim and Cheney. 

4-27-2020 French West Point is graduating another Generation of Generals not 
Pasteur's! 

4-27-2020 Essential workers without iMac and Mac Book Pro's, 1 Click Amazon 
links to 1,001 Rabid Virus Cure with specs and genius tutors... work from home 
with nothing shipped by Amazon. No Genius App, no super computer simulations 
made by Los Alamos for YouTube. Check out what did go viral on YouTube, 
Zoom!! 



4-27-2020 "What My Spacewalk Taught Me About NASA's Top Brass Isolation 
From 12 Trillion Galaxies and even More Jewish Aliens" Isolation from the virus 
spread by Warriors and Wounded Warriors not Star Wars Generals and Rocket 
Scientists. 

4-27-2020 "How to Live Stream Your Wedding to 1,001 Nobels in Medicine you 
just married for better or worse, in sickness and good health, for richer or poorer, 
to Hell with the scam of losing your Soul to Hell for a Vietnam War!" Thanks to 
video-streaming apps and services, couples who choose to get married while self-
isolating can share their special moments with family and friends. Nobel in 
Medicine Weddings and Marriages today. While Rabbi Tova Leibovic-Douglas and 
more than 400 of their friends and family tuned in during the live stream Big 
Screen - Yes the Rabbi wants to share a Nobel in Medicine with his 4 Wife's soon as 
Jews can have 4 MD Wife's like the Moslems, well 4 Wife's for Moslems. 4 MD 
Wife's for Jews. (The couple also signed a ketubah, a Jewish marriage contract 
with God to brainstorm a Jewish Exodus Nobel Prize to Sirius IP invention project 
like 500 Times the speed of light in a live streaming Jewish Wedding from Sirius.) 
Eve's inspiration is a Star Wars Force!!!! Apple’s Group FaceTime is also free, and 
allows up to 32 people, but guests must have an Apple device (an iPhone , iPad, or 
iPod touch) to join. Apple iMac Mac Book Pro app lets 100 write the Hemingway 
House Nobel in Medicine on the same page with Rx Recipes and Penicillin lab 
characters in every chapter, finished and published on Kindle by midnight with the 
Rabid dog mailed to Trump in a Amazon Package by the PO. 



Vaccinating dogs is very effective in preventing the spread of rabies to humans. 
Vaccinating every Dog on Earth invention will get you a Noble in Medicine! 

4-27-2020 Gravity Engine's in the Blue Angels and Thunderbirds, are Classified by 
the AF today but will fly over Yale Key West Medical School Skyscrapers Today! 

4-27-2020 Riches Beyond Belief from your $4 Gas on the 4th of July pays for; $$$ 
Blue Angels and Thunderbirds, Jet Fuel, they will fly over two of New Jersey’s 
largest cities next week to honor frontline coronavirus responders and essential 
workers, the U.S. Air Force announced Saturday. After a week of uncertainty 
about when and if the shows would come, the joint flights were set for Newark and 
Trenton as well as New York City and Philadelphia on April 28. 

4-27-2020 U.S. Air Force announced 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's should have been 
Flown over every City and Town in the USA but not for 9/11 Saudi Terrorists who 
infected everyone on Earth with the Greed Virus from Oil. 

4-27-2020 Air Force Gap in upgrading to 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's Specs that 
keep the Windmill Generators at - 254 C for super conductivity generating 1 
Trillion amp's and volts sort of like these specs; "technical gap has been filled only 
recently. In the current publication, the RUB scientists used the free electron lasers 
at Radboud University in Nijmegen in The Netherlands, which allows for high 



powers in the terahertz frequency region. The laser was applied through tiny 
droplets of superfluid helium, which is cooled down at extremely low temperatures, 
to - 272, degrees Celsius. These droplets can collect water molecules one by one, 
allowing to isolate small aggregates of dimers and trimers. In this way the scientists 
were able to irradiate exactly the molecules they wanted to and to acquire the first 
comprehensive spectrum of the water trimer in the terahertz frequency region." 
Blue Angels and Thunderbirds fly over after they learn about 2020 Ford Windmill 
Generators cooled down at extremely low temperatures, to - 272, degrees Celsius. 
Soaring to 1 Trillion amps and volts for spin off accessory to invent the Gravity 
Engine for the AF. Grin. 



4-27-2020 Gravity Engine's in the Blue Angels and Thunderbirds, are Classified by 
the AF today but will fly over Yale Key West Medical School Skyscrapers Today! 
Gravity Engines Invented by these 4 Girls. 

4 Girls looking for their iMac, Mac Book Pro Check signed by Trump! 

4-24-2020 Women; She can also see things that we can’t. Like polarized light, Light 
that can let us see Nobel in Medicine Winners long before they travel to Sweden. 
Locked Down today by the Greed and War Virus. 

4-24-2020 Starbucks will reopen on May 4 without iMac's and Mac Book Pro's and 
Rx Pink Latte that can cure all stages of breast-ovary cancer in 8 days. Jeff Bezos 
Takes Back the Wheel at Amazon ordering on 1 Click New 2020 Ford Windmill 
Delivery Trucks with Gravity Engines. 

4-24-2020 Rift between Israel’s military leadership and its spy service, the Mossad. 
No Pink Mossad Rx Recipes on the Big Screen Monitors Today!! No Rx Pink Latte 
at Starbucks... MIT drones! Status Quo of WW III the war on breast-ovary cancer 
lost to the Israel's Road Rage Warriors who went into Syria to killed 100's of Iran 
Warriors in Syria and Pink Jewish women at the exact same Time! 



4-24-2020 Exodus Starts tomorrow, Saturday! 

4-24-2020 Muslims began marking Ramadan on Friday; 1 Million New Mosque 
have been built with Oil Revenues in 2020. USA's $4 gas on the 4th of July built 1 
million new Mosque's $$$ 

4-24-2020 China built 1 million new Gas Stations in 2020 



4-24-2020 Apple built 1 million iMac's and Mac Book Pro's in 2020 mostly for 
UAE, Qatar, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia. None not 1 for Starbucks 4 girls waiting... for 
their stimulus! 

4-24-2020 Rx Pink Exodus Starts tomorrow, Saturday! Dr. Rabbi MD has hacked 
with help from the Mossad 1 million Rx Recipes all Trade Secrets, Top Secret Rx 
Recipe Cure for all stages of breast ovary cancer in 8 days will be the Jewish 8 Day 
Pink War in History. This War Victory will be for Jewish Women! 

4-24-2020 "Trump Asks if Sunlight Can Kill the Virus. What Rx Recipe can kill the 
breast cancer cell is what Trump should also be asking! Ordering 100 million 
iMac's for Starbucks Women Inventors! 

4-24-2020 Notre-Dame Medical School Skyscraper in Paris; Let there be Pink 
Lights to Light Up this Notre-Dame Medical School in Paris, Burn Down the Elite 
Ruling Class who Drive the French Oil Company to the Qatar Casino! 



4-24-2020 Psychiatric Hospital... Trump to Olivia Newton John; Drop Dead. 

4-24-2020 Pink Medical School Skyscraper's will define NYC not Trump Towers! 

4-24-2020 Psychiatric Hospital... Trump to the 4 Girls looking into the Apple Store 
Window for their iMac, Mac Book Pro Stimulus Check signed by Trump; Drop 
Dead! 

4-24-2020 How Republicans Became the Party of 'Drop Dead' culture of the Oil 



Rich who own most of the gas stations. 

4-24-2020 Republicans will drop dead from heart attacks and cardiac arrest, 
cancers. 1 million in 2020. 

4-24-2020 Psychiatric Hospital... Trump to Olivia Newton John; Drop Dead. 

4-24-2020 Jobless 4 Girls looking into the Apple Store Window and Starbuck 
Windows for an iMac computer lab! 

4-24-2020 Psychiatric Hospital... Rx for 'Drop Dead' patients who are today world 
leaders Driving Oil Tankers to every port for $100's of Trillion of Dollars when 
there are trillions of Galaxies and Jewish Aliens! 



4-24-2020 Psychiatric Hospital... Drop Dead 1 million Pink Crosses at Arlington! 

4-24-2020 Jobless Numbers Understate the Pink Crisis of 1 million dead marked by 
Pink Cross at Arlington, Trump would never allow this picture on the front page of 
the NY Times or on TV. 

4-24-2020 With 4.4 million added last week, the five-week total passed 26 million. 
The struggle by Olivia Newton John is hampered Syria-Iran War's 100,000 MIT 
Drones and Missiles, 100,000 Mercenaries paid by WHO's breast ovary cancer 
funds. 



4-24-2020 4.4 million added last week, to Jeff Bezos 1 Click Amazon links to Rx 
Recipes all Pink with specs and Genius Pasteur tutors... 

4-24-2020 Pink Charts State by State: Comparing Pink Death Rates to Coronavirus 
Death Rates Across the U.S. CENSORED! Trump worries about how the New 
York Times is portraying him, and Ivanka's diagnosis of breast-ovarian cancer. 

4-24-2020 "Trump Asks if Sunlight Can Kill the Virus. ‘Not as a Treatment,’ Birx 
Says." By WILLIAM J. BROAD and DAN LEVIN Trumps Let there be Light 
moment dissecting the Photon, the Higgs God particle the Higgs Boson. The spin of 
the electron that generated a particle of light. Light that can kill all wars on Earth 
if given a stimulus Check for $2K a month to work on this Let there be Light God. 
Oil Gods will not be cured until Jewish Aliens at Sirius are lighted. 

4-24-2020 The Oil Industry’s Glut Has a Bright Spot: Tanker Storage 



Drop Dead; To Building the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's in the USA on the 4th of 
July. Drop Dead Senators own the gas station selling you $4 gas on the 4th of July. 



Oil tanker entering the Port of Corpus Christi in Texas 

4-24-2020 The Oil Industry’s Glut Has a Bright Spot: Tanker Storage 



4-24-2020 WaterWheels and WindmillCars hit the jackpot, the Trump-Qatar-
Texas Casinos refuse to pay out! Oil Tankers are in demand, and their rates, as low 
as $25,000 a day in February, have ballooned to nearly $200,000 a day. Earth's 
population has ballooned to nearly 5 billion people and our Military Leaders are 
playing War Games with Oil Tankers and fiery wrecks in every City and Town in 
the USA, Paris, Rome, London. Burn Units are like WHO at the UN. China, the 
world’s largest oil importer, with 1 million new gas stations in 2020 and censored 
statistics of fiery wrecks! 

4-24-2020 Fiery Wrecks in China, USA, a very strong signifier of how Trump can 
fire Bomb drivers world wide! The extraordinary invention of Time will be a very 
strong signifier of God! 



4-24-2020 Jobless Psychiatric Hospital... Trump to Olivia Newton John; Drop 
Dead. Pink Medical School Skyscraper will define NYC not Trump Towers! 



4-24-2020 Jobless to 1,001 IP invention projects, Trump can fire bomb cars world 
wide and stay out of the Psychiatric Hospital... Trump to Olivia Newton John; Drop 
Dead. Pink Medical School Skyscraper will define NYC not Trump Towers! 9/11 
Freedom Towers was named by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ who's daughters were 
diagnosed with breast-ovarian cancers. Ivanka's! The 4 girls looking into the Apple 
Store window at $15,384 dollar iMac's that Amazon is shipping to Saudi Arabia 
and UAE today. 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's Driven by USA women, Saudi women 
can drive the diesel Mercedes today. 

4-24-2020 Notre-Dame Medical School Skyscraper in Paris; Will the Coronavirus 
Forever Alter the Catholic Church Buildings, Hell Yes! End to the Ruling Class in 
Paris who could not get into the Yale Key West Medical School so they joined the 
French Army to be Generals. Charge all these Generals with War Crimes not 
attacking the Virus in the Wars on disease. Duty to stop the deadly virus. How 
brain Surgeons are outsmarting Generals. 

4-24-2020 She can also see things that we can’t. Like polarized light, Light that can 
let us see Nobel in Medicine Winners long before they travel to Sweden. Locked 
Down today by the Greed and War Virus. 



4-24-2020 England then came 'New England' in our Digital News Times New York 
Times will become "How Would You Like to Live in the Nation of New England? 
New York Times will become a Nation in a Galaxy and all the Editors will be 
Doctors MD's. Charts on the fRont page will be replaced by Rx Recipes, formulas 
like the invention of the baby formula's. Diet of the New York Times will be sober 
and somber as star Wars might just be a War with Aliens. How did England 
Become BO Oil? Oxford will write Doctor papers about is Oil Plague infecting the 
Elite and the Prince of England. Bone Saw's will be discovered at Oxford. Queen 
and all her Princes to Every State Knight building 2020 Ford RR WindmillCar's: 
Drop Dead! Queen has Oil Money $$$ Same ‘Sadness’ and Disbelief leaving 
England for New England. Now Sirius as we have the invention power to travel 7 
light years at 500 Times the speed of light in watching a live streaming video. 
‘Sadness’ and Disbelief the Churgh of England sold its Soul for Oil Money. $$$ 
Soul of the NY Times is a Windmill in Orwells Animal Farm. This will be a 
Editorial. When the editors can write about the 1980 to 2020 Ford windmillCAR 
Times not in the NY Times. Oxford faces a Windmill Novel written 100 years ago. 

4-24-2020 Why Georgia didn't close all its Tobacco Plantations. Amazon Kindle 
book "How to Profit from Growing Tobacco that kills millions in 2020" Fire the 
MD who complain!! Yes!! Why Georgia Isn’t Ready to Reopen, but is going to 
reopen all its Bars, Restaurants, Shops. Why Saint Mary Star of the Sea Catholic 
Church in Key West has no Peanut Butter for its Food Bank Give Aways. 



This Apple Store at Burj-khalifa, Dubai UAE has killed 1 million girls in the USA! 

4-23-2020 Pink Rabbi's with Pink Wife's building the 2020 Ford WindmillCar'S 
and inventing the Gravity Engine Car has caused a rift between Israel’s military 
leadership and its spy service, the Mossad. No Pink Mossad!! Rx Pink Latte at 
Starbucks... hit by a MIT made Drone! Pink MIT women are top secret. 



Gravity Engine Car; knowing the KGB and Putin are working on this and nothing 
else today! 

Perpetual Motion War Time Victory over the World's Oil Gods including Putin, 
grin! 

4-23-2020 Pink Jewish Exodus to Sirius the North Star is the Tip of the Icebergs; 
Nobel in Medicine for a Rx Pink latte at Starbucks lost to Syria War's, fast 3 
minutes kidney dialysis treatment!! 3 minute fast charge on your iPhone 11 Max or 
just a micro GE electric Generator built into your iPhone 11 Max with enough fuel 
for years. Driven to 1,001 IP invention projects if Jeff Bezos would sell 1 Click 
Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs and genius Pasteur, Edison 
tutors. 

Nobel in Medicine for a Rx Pink latte at Starbucks lost to Syria War's! 

4-23-2020 Pink Rabbi's with Pink Wife's building the 2020 Ford WindmillCar'S 
and inventing the Gravity Engine Car has caused a rift between Israel’s military 
leadership and its spy service, the Mossad. No Pink Mossad!! Rx Pink Latte at 
Starbucks... hit by a drone! Status Quo of WW III the war on breast-ovary cancer 
lost to the Warriors Road Rage to kill 100's of Iran Warriors in Syria. Pink women 
MD's going into WW III wait at Starbucks, to open not with just WiFi but iMac's 
and MacBook Pro's that lost $15,384 is far less than MIT Drones. 100,000 MIT 
drones on each side... No one is buying iMac's for Starbucks but MD women doing 
breast cancer surgery on the wounded. Status Quo!! Warning Shots: Israel Spares 
Hezbollah Fighters to Avert a War that will cure breast-ovary cancers in every 
women on Earth. Status Quo!! Status Quo!! 



Working on a Rx Pink Latte Recipe today; would someone please email the 2 White 
Men at 1984 HQ about this Job Greg + Wife's want to get started on ASAP. Yes 
they are probably at Prince Salmans Palace today talking about oil's price drop! 

4-23-2020 Ms. DeVos called on $2,000 A Month Stimulus Check For All Working 
on a Noble in Medicine on 1 click Amazon Links That Track Your Nobel Noble 
Work Time, Grin. 



4-23-2020 A Decade After Deepwater Horizon Oil Rig Fires we will have Fiery Car 
Wrecks Today in the USA and Paris, a Editorial by the NY Times Editorial Board 
4-22-2020 

4-23-2020 Undetected Jewish Aliens at Sirius where else might they be detected? 

4-23-2020 Jewish Exodus 1 Click Amazon links; Mr. Bezos, 56, has turned to the 
here-and-now problems facing Amazon, the company said, as the giant retailer 
grapples with a surge of demand, for 1,001 IP Invention Projects on 1 Click 
Amazon and $2,000 A Month Stimulus Check For All Working on a Noble in 
Medicine on 1 click Amazon Links That Track Your Nobel Noble Work Time, and 
provide specs and Genius Pasteur and Einstein tutors and AI super computer 
simulations on demand. Yes they demand many super computer simulations 
working on the Gravity Engine Car knowing the KGB and Putin are working on 
this and nothing else today! Star Wars unrest at NASA, Challenger II Super 
Shuttle Train! Gas Station criticism about NASA Top Brass at the bone Saw Prince 
Salmans Palace since 2011 and 9/11. Harvard Business School has profited from 
sanctions on the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. Harvard Law School and fiery wrecks 
they drive by on YouTube will get them convicted and sued. Hold Harvard 
accountable and Kerry will testify for the kids in back in all the 1,001 fiery wrecks. 



4-23-2020 Mr. Bezos, Blue Origin, his space exploration company is Small Fry Jobs 
to NASA and the Jewish Exodus to Sirius Star Wars! Mr. Bezos typically gave his 
priority to Gas Stations Owners Senators selling $4 gas on the 4th of July for Mecca 
Riches beyond belief that paid for 40,000 Trump Towers in every Moslem City 
World wide. Yes they all get a package from Amazon today. Major risk to the Oil 
business are the Secret files in Gregs book on Amazon. God is a futuristic bet the 
invention of the Gravity Engine Car will help. 

4-23-2020 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's will; Will the Coronavirus Pandemic Doom 
North Sea Oil?" By STANLEY REED Stan really needs to edit his NY Times 
articles, grin. 

4-23-2020 Yale Paris Notre-Dame Medical School Skyscrapers will; Be the Classic 
Skyscrapers that Define New York and Paris. Take a Virtual Tour of a Plague Free 
Paris and NYC with no disease and cancer reflected in No Fiery Wrecks world 
wide." By MICHAEL KIMMELMAN 

4-23-2020 "Dr. Redfield warned that fall and winter would be taxing on Americans 
because influenza and the coronavirus would be circulating at the same time." 
Along with HIV, STD, Whooping Cough that kills 100's of kids just in the USA, TB, 
Rabies, Hell! Malaria Drug, Until They Didn’t So Bill and Melinda Gates sent 1 
billion mosquito nets not even thinking to send Mosquito zappers, electric ones. 



4-23-2020 Ms. DeVos called on Congress in a statement on Wednesday “to change 
the law to make sure no more taxpayer funds go to elite, wealthy institutions.” 

4-23-2020 Ms. DeVos called on $2,000 A Month Stimulus Check For All Working 
on a Noble in Medicine on 1 click Amazon Links That Track Your Nobel Noble 
Work Time, Grin 

4-23-2020 Rabbi's building the 2020 Ford WindmillCar'S and inventing the 
Gravity Engine Car has caused a rift between Israel’s military leadership and its 
spy service, the Mossad. 

4-23-2020 "Star Wars Disney Galaxy Edge reopens with Vaccines in the Water; 



Today Vaccine Rates Drop Dangerously!" By Jan Hoffman at the NY Times. 
"Millions of children at risk for measles, whooping cough and other life-threatening 
illnesses" Trump spent trillions on Navy Carriers not a new way to carry vaccines 
into the human body, this is a war crime! 

4-23-2020 What the Great London Plague Novels Teach Us About Medical School's 
Run by the Ruling Class like Oxford, Yale, Harvard today. 9/11 Freedom Tower 
Medical School built Pink, was bombed by the Navy's Top Brass like the Yale Key 
West Medical School Trump Towers and 25 Hospital Ships, London Human Rights 
never made this public. Now we have a virus plague in London and NYC. Orwells 
"Down and Out in London and Paris" novel with Hemingway's "To Have Have 
Not" is about iMac's and Mac Book Pro's with Rx Recipes crunched by apps still in 
Apples Store unsold to the public. Starbucks will reopen on May 4 without iMac's 
and Mac Book Pro's and Rx Pink Latte that can cure all stages of breast-ovary 
cancer in 8 days. 

4-22-2020 $2,000 A Month Stimulus Check For All Working on a Noble in 
Medicine on 1 click Amazon Links That Track Your Nobel Noble Work Time, Grin 



DNA mutation, get tested often soon as there is a test invented. Filter out the Diesel 
Particles in your blood via 3 minute dialysis machine at Star Wars Galaxy Edge 
Disney after MIT War Toy Drones go bust on Wall Street. 

4-22-2020 $2,000 A Month Stimulus Check For All Working on a Noble in 
Medicine on 1 click Amazon Links That Track Your Nobel Noble Work Time, Grin 

4-22-2020 Qatar, UAE, Saudi Arabia; This aid will only happen here by the Prince 
Not in the USA by Senators $$$ who own a Gas Station, grin. And sell gas for $4 on 
the 4th of July sending most of the money to Mecca. "Congress must step in and 
offer quick and generous aid to states before they must slash services and drag 
down the economy." By MATTHEW FIEDLER "Turkish banks and gold 



refineries helped 100 tons of gold hidden in homes to be put back into the financial 
system although some 3,000 to 5,000 tons remain in the home. In the USA, No! No, 
There’s Not A $2,000 A Month Stimulus Check Until $777 Trillion is confiscated 
from Bone Saw Prince Salman by Jews who work at Swiss Banks. 

4-22-2020 Yes! Perpetual Motion War Time Victory over the World's Oil Gods! 

4-22-2020 Nobel in Medicine for a fast 3 minutes kidney dialysis treatment!! 3 
minute fast charge on your iPhone 11 Max or just a micro GE electric Generator 
built into your iPhone 11 Max with enough fuel for years. Driven to 1,001 IP 
invention projects if Jeff Bezos would sell 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP 
invention projects with specs and genius Pasteur, Edison tutors. 

4-22-2020 ‘Virus of Oil Men's Greed that killed Millions a Day, this Nightmare is 
Ending’: Oil Industry Braces for Devastation Across the United States all the way 
to Paris. Paris is Liberated not by Pentagon Troops but those Driving the 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR's into Manhattan and Paris! 

Yes! Perpetual Motion War Time Victory over the World's Oil Gods! 

4-22-2020 A Decade After Deepwater Horizon Oil Rig Fires we will have Fiery Car 
Wrecks Today in the USA and Paris, a Editorial by the NY Times Editorial Board 
4-22-2020 



4-22-2020 The Editorial Board - "How Can We Test Up to 5 Million Americans a 
Day?" With leadership, and oil money writes the Editors at the NY Times! Now we 
know why they didn't get into Yale Medical School, grin. They failed the test drive 
to be 'Driven!!" To win a Nobel for the NY Times! 

4-22-2020 Yes! Perpetual Motion War Time Victory over the World's Oil Gods who 
according to Jimmy Carter are all going to Hell... Intelligence Findings about Hell 
are Let there be light and lets build the Gravity Engine Car out of Quarks. Top 
Quarks not Top Oil Men for the Future of Jewish Exodus to Sirius. 

4-22-2020 US Warships Harassed by 'Hospital Ship Carriers' with 4K patients and 
400 Operating Rooms. 

4-22-2020 USS Comfort Hospital Ships was once a Saudi Oil Tanker. Tomorrow 
the Navy Carriers will all be Hospital Ships for 5 or 7 Billion people on Earth. 



4-22-2020 Nuke Subs will fish to feed 7 billion people, grin. 



4 Girls looking for their iMac, Mac Book Pro Check signed by Trump! 

4-22-2020 "11 New Cookbooks Worth Buying, Even in Quarantine By THE NEW 
YORK TIMES are now Rx Recipe Cook Books!" 



4-22-2020 Car accidents kill 40K in 2020, none in 2021 with the Ford 
WindmillCAR's driven!!! 

4-22-2020 The New Pink City Hall USA. A War on 1,001 Fronts with Aliens. 
Exodus to Sirius on a Biblical Scale for NASA’: Hasidic Families Hit Hard by Stay 
at Home when Jewish Aliens are at Sirius! 

4-22-2020 "France Defines Natural Wine, but Is That Enough?" By ERIC 
ASIMOV Not When Notre-Dame is the worlds tallest building in Paris and a Elite 
Yale Paris Medical School running Paris cuisine 

4-22-2020 How to Find (and Discuss) Natural Wines...as a MD in Art of the 
Diagnosis. 



4-22-2020 NASA said it didn't launch a train of 100's of Super Shuttles because 
Iran; Says It Launched a Military Satellite Into Orbit yesterday. Tomorrow when 
Iran is defeated NASA will launch a Train of 100's of Super Shuttles! The 
difference is; The Difference Between Copyrights, Trademarks and Patents and 
Smarter Rocket Scientists than Pentagon Generals and Admirals, grin. 

4-22-2020 "7 Travel Stories to 7 Nearest Stars is what you should be reading in this 
NY Times Story; 7 Travel Stories to Help You Celebrate the 50th Anniversary of 
Earth Day. Confined to the great indoors on Earth Day? These stories will help 
remind you of the natural world’s many splendors — and why environmental 
protections are of crucial importance for the future of the planet." 

4-22-2020 Qatar, UAE, Saudi Arabia; This aid will only happen here by the Prince 
Not in the USA by Senators $$$ Senators who own a Gas Station, grin. And sell gas 
for $4 on the 4th of July sending most of the money to Mecca. "Congress must step 
in and offer quick and generous aid to states before they must slash services and 
drag down the economy." By MATTHEW FIEDLER "Turkish banks and gold 
refineries helped 100 tons of gold hidden in homes to be put back into the financial 
system although some 3,000 to 5,000 tons remain in the home. In the USA, No! No, 
There’s Not A $2,000 A Month Stimulus Check Until $777 Trillion is confiscated 
from Bone Saw Prince Salman by Jews who work at Swiss Banks. 



4-22-2020 Sweden: 600,000 Coronavirus Infections In Stockholm By May 1, when 
we need 6K Cuban MD's in Stockholm long before May 1, working on a Nobel in 
Medicine paid by the King of Sweden. iMac's and Mac Book Pro's also provided by 
the King of Sweden. 

4-22-2020 Harvard Oil Company Kerry CEO, Trump Says Harvard Must Pay 
Back Relief Money He Signed Into Law By ANEMONA HARTOCOLLIS 
Anemona will correct this NY Times article as Harvard needs to pay back the USA 
for the 1980 to 2020 Ford WindmillCAR sanctions. Harvard Hard Labor not at 
Leavenworth but converting Carriers into Hospital Ships Subs into Fishing Subs 
with nets hauled in. 400 Operating Rooms on a Hospital Ship Carrier. 

A view of Naples and Mount Vesuvius without the 40,000 Skyscrapers, Trump 
Towers built in Qatar, UAE, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia by the Ruling Class, Pope 
Francis, his 40,000 Trump Towers for Naples... will be Driven to Naples when they 
the Ruling Class in Rome and Naples Drives the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's! 

Naples; Her Wedding Was in 6 Months. Then She Was Diagnosed With Ovarian 
Cancer... Dr.Pope Francis MD gave her last rights to enroll her sisters into Yale 
Key West Medical School Skyscraper the highest on Earth. 



Vatican Banks Gamble on Gravity's Let There Be Light and a Gravity Engine Car 
invention in 2021 by Putin, Ha! 

A view of Naples and Mount Vesuvius without the 40,000 Skyscrapers, Trump 
Towers built in Qatar, UAE, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia by the Ruling Class, Pope 
Francis, his 40,000 Trump Towers for Naples... will be Driven to Naples when they 
the Ruling Class in Rome and Naples Drives the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's! 



4-22-2020 "Whiskeys Created under the supervision of the Chicago Rabbinical 
Council, the Kentucky distillery has created two kosher bourbons and a rye 
whiskey. 



4-22-2020 "Kosher Whiskeys Sanctioned under the supervision of Exodus Jews win 
the Whiskey War's, save millions of Jewish Lives, win a Nobel! Kosher Whiskeys 
Recipe includes fiery wrecks and DUI's with deaths, many. 

4-22-2020 Nobel Winner for -254 C packaging and digital set your own Dewar 
Flask Package Temperature. "For several years, Patagonia, the outdoor gear 
company, has been selling a line of packaged shelf-stable, backpack-friendly foods 
like hot-smoked fish, dried fruit, snacks and soup mixes. Now they have expanded it 
to include pasta and sauces, nuts, grains and even baby food, not all of it packaged 
to carry on the trail. Patagonia Provisions, patagoniaprovisions.com." 

4-22-2020 Dr. Pope Francis in Rome sorts through trillions of Recipe combinations. 
"For Southern Italy, the Coronavirus Becomes a War on 2 Fronts" 

4-22-2020 "Gas Mask Wall Filters" are the New Cubic in Restaurants; a restaurant 
in Guangzhou, China, one diner infected with the novel coronavirus but not yet 
feeling sick appeared to have spread the disease to nine other people. One of the 
restaurant’s air-conditioners apparently blew the virus particles around the dining 
room. The tables were not WALLED in with the Walls as filters, catching all the 
virus in the air and A/C winds. 



4-22-2020 Expert Advice on Fitness Experts who study exercise and eating at 
Restaurants a few times a week offer tips for older adults who are high risk for a 
heart attack, stroke, high BP. Look this up in 1 Click Amazon links with specs and 
genius Pasteur tutors, grin. 

4-22-2020 After years of misdiagnosis; DNA mutation, get tested often soon as there 
is a test... 

4-22-2020 After years of misdiagnosis, doctors discovered a deadly blockage in her 
liver. Struggling to find an explanation for her unusual condition, Joselin compared 
the medical chart of her father—who had died from a mysterious disease, ten years 
prior—with that of an uncle who had died under similarly strange circumstances. 
Delving further into the past, she discovered that her great-grandmother had 
displayed symptoms similar to hers before her death. Clearly, this was more than a 
fluke. Setting out to build a more complete picture of the illness that haunted her 
family, Joselin approached Dr. Christine Seidman, the head of a group of world-
class genetic researchers at Harvard Medical School, for help. Dr. Seidman had 
been working on her family’s case for twenty years and had finally confirmed that 
fourteen of Joselin’s relatives carried something called a private 
mutation—meaning that they were the first known people to experience the 
baffling symptoms of a brand new genetic mutation 



DNA mutation, get tested often soon as there is a test invented. 

4-22-2020 



Decades old Estes Park WaterWheel and Stanley Steamer Car's... serendipity tips 
for the 2021 Gravity Engine Car's invention in the USA on the 4th of July, Gas is 
free, grin. Government perk from Texas and Alaska Oil Men. "virtual reality more 
realistic and let you interact with augmented reality information in a more seamless 
manner" this is for a single photon of light which they named the Higgs Boson God 
Particle. Let there be light! Reality of Quarks being the Photons of Gravity has 
slowed by Endless Wars over the last decades. Make work for the ROTC students 
on Yale Campus by the 2 White Men and Kerry at 1984 HQ. Marry up as Kerry 
would say is to a rich women not 4 Yale MD women, grin. Photon camera and four 
billionth of a second, 4 Yale MD Wife's in a legal polygamous marriage picture. 
Research then applied to sophisticated light year IP invention projects, time-of-
flight information to Sirius is no longer 100,000 Years. Captured Jewish Aliens! 
Will the Rabbi's promote Legal Polygamous Marriage for this perk? 



4-21-2020 A Decade After the first 2020 Ford WindmillCar comes off the Ford 
Assembly line, Apple Store at Burj-khalifa, Dubai UAE will close and the NYC 
Apple Store will move into the World Tallest Skyscraper in NYC, a Yale New York 
City Medical School, a Freedom Tower decades late via Wall Street Oil Men $$$. 

...decades of fiery wrecks in every city and town in the USA and Paris will come to a 
End! 

Jobs building the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's in the USA executive orders!! 
Essential Workers. 

Small Fry Lisa Jobs knows building the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR will give a Job a 
high paying job to everyone in the USA... in less than a month! ASAP!! $$$ 

Steve Jobs knowing everyone will have a iMac or Mac Book Pro Win 10 PC's will 
be dead not those with cancers! 

...of cancer deaths in every city and town in the USA and Paris will come to a End 
with the Death of Win 10 PC's its culture of Bill and Melinda Gates. Steve Jobs 
Culture OS to rid our Habitat for Humanity of All Cancers with a Rx Pink Latte at 
Starbucks that cures all stages of Pink Cancers in 8 days. Lost to Win 10 PC Game 
and Porn Culture for decades! 



...decades of fiery wrecks in every city and town in the USA and Paris will come to a 
End! 

Jobs building the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's in the USA executive orders!! 
Essential Workers. 

4-21-2020 A Decade After the first 2020 Ford WindmillCar comes off the Ford 
Assembly line, 2030... Manhattan will be rich beyond belief with 100K new Trump 
Towers and many 'Elite Yale Medical School" that run NYC's virus tracking, no 
kids will die from Whooping Cough or any other virus in 2030. 

4-21-2020 A Decade After the first 2020 Ford WindmillCar comes off the Ford 
Assembly line, Apple Store at Burj-khalifa, Dubai UAE will close and the NYC 
Apple Store will move into the World Tallest Skyscraper in NYC. 

Ended at a Gas Station; Her American Life in a Bone Saw Killing $$$ 



4-20-2020 Ended at a Gas Station; A gunman killed at least 19 people in a shooting 
rampage in a rural community in Nova Scotia, Canada’s national broadcaster said 
late Sunday, in what was among the country’s worst mass killings in recent 
memory. The police said the killing spree, which began in the town of Portapique 
on Saturday night, ended about 12 hours later at a gas station; Her American Life 
in a Bone Saw Killing $$$. Day's after DAYS, years after years from 1980 to 2020 
Her life ended in her drive to the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR Exodus into the 
Universe. Fuel of Canada Oil Men is Oil not the Winds of the Universe and nearby 
stars Fuels. 



4-21-2020 CIA and KGB must realize the demand for these 4 Girls looking into the 
Apple Store next to the Burk-khalifa skyscraper, their Noble in Medicine win's is 
higher today than any time in History! 

Small Fry Lisa Jobs knows giving iMac's and Mac Book Pro's to every USA women 
will give US a OS culture of Medical School Virus and disease Cadets... Pink One's! 

Jobs building the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's in the USA executive orders!! 
Essential Workers. 

4-21-2020 Jobs Steve Jobs and Jobs Small Fry Lisa Jobs know the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR will give a Job a high paying job to everyone in the USA. Trump and 
these NY Times journalists know it too... Trump on Monday at the White House. 
Late Monday evening, he tweeted that he would sign an “Executive Order to 
temporarily suspend immigration into the United States! The New York Times by 
Katie Rogers Michael D. ShearZolan Kanno-Youngs again these Journalists at the 
Times in our Times of the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's!! By Katie Rogers, Michael 
D. Shear and Zolan Kanno-Youngs. What the Hell is going on at the NY Times?? 

Jobs building the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's in the USA executive orders!! 
Essential Workers. 



4-21-2020 Jobs Steve Jobs and Jobs Small Fry Lisa Jobs know the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's Invisible Enemy, as well as the need to protect the jobs of our 
GREAT American Citizens,” Mr. Trump wrote on Twitter, Trump should be 
writing on "InventBook not Twitter about the Star Wars Galaxy Edge accessories 
on the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's built in the USA next month... 

Jobs building the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's in the USA executive orders!! 
Essential Workers. 

4-21-2020 Jobs Steve Jobs and Jobs Small Fry Lisa Jobs know the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR; They would be “signing an Executive Order to build Ford 2020 
WindmillCAR's and open Los Alamos up to several Manhattan Projects for virus 
and Pink cancer Rx Recipe cures. 

Jobs building the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's in the USA executive orders!! 
Essential Workers. 

4-21-2020 Jobs Steve Jobs and Jobs Small Fry Lisa Jobs know the 2020 Ford 



WindmillCAR Driven in NYC; ‘I Don’t Think the New York That We Left Will Be 
Back for Some Years, Gas Engine Cars and Trucks will never be back in NYC!’ 
Think ahead to 2021 and the Gravity Engine Car will be invented in the USA not 
Moscow. Though Putin and the KGB think they can invent this first! New York 
Needed Ventilators. So They Developed One in a Month, NY needed a cure for 
1,001 virus and 1,001 diseases, and 1,001 Pink Cancer and they can whip up a Rx 
Recipe in a Month if given the chance and 1 Click Amazon links with specs and 
Genius Pasteur Tutors. 

4-21-2020 Jobs Steve Jobs and Jobs Small Fry Lisa Jobs know the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR can be built in a month in NYC... 

4-21-2020 Trump didn't sanction Oreo's shipped to Kim by Amazon; Speculation 
Over Kim Jong-un’s Health Is Fueled by North Korea’s Own Secrecy. South 
Korean officials questioned the accuracy of news reports that Mr. Kim was 
recovering from heart surgery. But rumors persist. 100,000 eating Oreo's and onset 
diabetes, heart disease is no secret but millions who sell Oreo's want this kept secret 
and Trump is going along with this. 

4-21-2020 iPhone and Mac Book Pro software for fast charging, providing three-
hour dialysis treatments in a Covid-19 intensive care unit set up the Nobel in 
Medicine for a fast 3 minutes dialysis treatment!! 



This Apple Store at Burj-khalifa, Dubai UAE has killed 1 million girls Nobel in 
Medicine Projects on Apple App. 

4-21-2020 A Decade After the first 2020 Ford WindmillCar comes off the Ford 
Assembly line, Apple Store at Burj-khalifa, Dubai UAE will close and the NYC 
Apple Store will move into the World Tallest Skyscraper in NYC. 

4-21-2020 CIA and KGB must realize the demand for these 4 Girls looking into the 
Apple Store next to the Burk-khalifa skyscraper, their Noble in Medicine win's is 
higher today than any time in History! 



4-21-2020 CIA and KGB must realize the demand for these 4 Girls looking into the 
Apple Store next to the Burk-khalifa skyscraper, their Noble in Medicine win is 
higher today than any time in History! Allure of the Nobel in Medicine was lost on 
Yale Campus when they brought back the ROTC instead of "Nobel in Medicine" 
School Girls for the Yale Sororities. Yale is searching in all the wrong 'Oil Men' for 
a life line to save the Elite, Dr. Ivanka MD class of 2020. 

4-21-2020 Ivanka the NBA Owner or the NBA MD? Time manager working on a 
Noble in Medicine. NBA may have been thinking in the same direction because it 



announced Friday that it was joining in the production of N.B.A. -, W.N.B.A.- and 
team-branded face masks. Two of the papers that prompted Dr. O’Connor’s 
thoughts on masks and condoms came out in the past week. One, in Nature 
Medicine, estimated that viral shedding — when people are spreading active 
viruses by breathing or coughing or sneezing — began two to three days before the 
onset of any symptoms. NBA sex virus statistics will be released by Dr. Ivanka MD. 

4-21-2020 Space shuttle stopped flying in 2011 Secret Files on the cover of Gregs 
next Amazon Book about Why and Why NASA could not win a fleet of 100's of 
Super Shuttles docked in a train. Kennedy Space Center in Florida. All the 
Kennedy's have been at work since 2011 for the bone saw Prince Salman not 
NASA. July 8, 2011, the space shuttle Atlantis lifted off from Launchpad 39A; it 
returned to Earth 11 days later. 

4-21-2020 How to change from being 'Miserable' at 97 or 50 when you are so 
'Miserable' you can not call anyone on Easter Sunday or any Sunday in the near or 
far off future? You Drive the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR, read all Greg's Amazon 
Book on the Secret WindmillCAR Files, ready the NY Times Secret WindmillCAR 
files on the front page of the Times, grin! Read all the details of the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR accessories out of Star Wars Disney Galaxy Edge Drive to Exodus 
and Sirius at 500 Times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon live streaming 
video from Sirius, the North Star. A super red giant like this is a Giant! Cure of 
being Miserable! 



4-21-2020 Rx Recipes in the NY Times are nonexistent; Ottolenghi’s Test Kitchen 
Is Closed. But the Recipes Keep Coming. 11 New Cookbooks Worth the Buy. Rx 
Recipe Cook Books were trashed by the Book Editors and Executive Editor at the 
NY Times and there were 22 not 11. What are 22 Rx Recipe Books worth 
Humanity? NY Times could Could Stop the Next Pandemic Before It Starts by 
reviewing these 22 Rx Recipe books at the Times. 



Decades old Estes Park WaterWheel and Stanley Steamer Car's... 

4-21-2020 A Decade After the first 2020 Ford WindmillCar comes off the Ford 
Assembly line, Apple Store at Burj-khalifa, Dubai UAE will close and the NYC 
Apple Store will move into the World Tallest Skyscraper in NYC, a Yale New York 
City Medical School, a Freedom Tower decades late via Wall Street Oil Men $$$. 

...decades of fiery wrecks in every city and town in the USA and Paris will come to a 
End! 

4-20-2020 Ended at a Gas Station; '10 p.m. on April 20, 2010, an explosion ripped 
through the Deepwater Horizon drilling rig in the Gulf of Mexico, unleashing the 
worst offshore oil spill in United States history and triggering fires and another 
decade of fiery wrecks in every city and town in the USA and Paris. Statistics on all 
the decade of fiery wrecks has been censored from the NY Times in this article. 

...triggering fires and another decade of fiery wrecks in every city and town in the 
USA and Paris. 

...statistics on the decade of fiery wrecks has been censored from the NY Times in 



this article! 

...triggering fires and another decade of fiery wrecks in every city and town in the 
USA and Paris. 

...statistics on the decade of fiery wrecks has been censored from the NY Times in 
this article! 

4-20-2020 Electric Windmill Car's are the Only Electric Car's that would be Driven 
by Women Brain Surgeons who know 'We' can spin off a 'Gravity Engine Car' 
invention from it's Perpetual Motion! 



Big 9/11 EndGame; The world has watched On The Big Screens Below the French 
Elite sell Oil for decades, that bought no iMac Mac Book Pro Computer Labs at 
any Paris Starbucks or Cafe losing 1 million Nobels in Medicine and 1,001 other 
inventions by French Women. Fiery Wrecks in Paris! A War Crime by the Elite Oil 
Men who are Immune. 



4-20-2020 Ended at a Gas Station; “one of the most senseless acts of violence + 
greed in "Oil Men's" history” Prime Minister Justin Trudeau of Canada thanked 
the Oil Men for the $100's of Trillions of Dollars despite the Star Wars Galaxy 
Edge accessories on the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. 

4-20-2020 Ended Senselessly we eat Oreo Cookies knowing the Recipe; that 
accelerates the onset of diabetes and heart disease, heart attack. How ‘Fast Carbs’ 
May Undermine Your Health is well understood by Yale MD Women not Trump 
and Ivanka... Amazon kindle super computer simulates of onset diabetes and heart 
attacks was censored by Jeff Bezos. Along with 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP 
invention projects to change your mind about eating Oreo and Chips. Make you a 
Yale MD. Yes 100 million Yale MD's in this Culture. Know their target heart rate 
is 140 for 30 minutes a few times a week. Knowing how this lifestyle changes your 
physiology and how to resist Oreo's and chips. Smoking and Drinking. Holy Water 
for the Catholics today is Pope Francis selling Scotch. 

...kidney disease because they had high blood pressure or diabetes. Oreo Cookies!! 

4-20-2020 Ended at a Gas Station; "Timothy J. McVeigh murdered 168 people, by 
bombing a federal office building with a massive truck bomb on April 19, 1995" 
NY Times has never had a "Orwellian Comment 



4-20-2020 Ended at a Gas Station; "China Virus" Xi spread the "Gas Station Virus 
too" to 1 million new cities and towns in China, brand new gas stations instead of 
2020 Ford Windmillcar's. 

4-20-2020 "Culture" Ended at a Gas Station; 'Culture of Gas Stations' in Georgia 
driving by the Peanut and Tobacco Plantations. Then came the Lost Culture of the 
"2020 Ford WindmillCAR" in their 1984 George Orwell Society. Jimmy Carter 
speaks out yesterday on the Virus, Trump and WHO and keeps driving the same 
Culture. Playing Pachinko in Tokyo Culture is light years from the culture of 
driving to a Nobel in Medicine. Tokyo has been lulled into complacency about 1,001 
virus, diseases and nearest stars. 

4-20-2020 Ended at a devastating lockdowns from the 1,001 Nearest Stars, Tokyo's 
War Culture of the last 1K years and even today going along with Pentagon's War 
Culture. Special Olympics Birth Defects of 1,001 are taken care of by the 
Pentagon's Warriors who don't email WHO for a Diesel Mask when the Tokyo 
traffic gets back to normal. Japan to announce the delay of the Summer Olympics 
— a decision taken only after much international prodding. Prodding for 'Diesel 
Mask" is only by Greg in Key West! 10,361 infections. Top Secret at the NY Times 
is the number of 'Special Olympics Kids' in Tokyo. A journalists war crime for oil 
Money perks. Gifts from a bone saw prince bought on Amazon and shipped to the 
Times. Our Times. by Motoko Rich Tokyo bureau chief for The New York Times. 
She has covered a broad range of beats at the Times, 



4-20-2020 Ended at a Gas Station; '10 p.m. on April 20, 2010, an explosion ripped 
through the Deepwater Horizon drilling rig in the Gulf of Mexico, unleashing the 
worst offshore oil spill in United States history and triggering fires and another 
decade of fiery wrecks in every city and town in the USA and Paris. Statistics on all 
the decade of fiery wrecks has been censored from the NY Times in this article. 

4-20-2020 Ended at a Gas Station; Yale MD Campus Inoculation Against ROTC. 
Medical School Students Training Corps. The first thing these Yale ROTC students 
learn is virus and diseases have killed more people than all the wars in history. 
Then they fail to open the "Nobel in Medicine" Culture on every campus instead of 
ROTC. Yes the President of Yale University replaces ROTC with 'Nobel in 
Medicine on Campus Culture' Riots staged by the CIA covertly will erupt on 
campus! 

4-20-2020 The Difference Between A Nobel in Medicine, A Copyright, A 
Trademarks and A Patent is not written up at the NY Times in this article. "The 
Difference Between Copyrights, Trademarks and Patents" By Alexander Webb. 
"Whether you’re an inventor, a writer or an artist, you need to know what these 
each mean — and which you need to protect your work." There is a Difference 
Between A Nobel in Medicine, A Copyright! 

There is a Difference Between A Nobel in Medicine, A Copyright! 



4-20-2020 If you’re trying to obtain a patent, you are not in the same class as trying 
to obtain A Nobel In Medicine, same goes for if you are trying to obtain a Nobel 
Peace Prize like Jimmy Carter you are not in the same class as trying to obtain a 
Nobel in Medicine. The one Invention we need today is how to get everyone to try to 
obtain a Nobel in Medicine. The one person stopping this is Jeff Besoz killing 1 
Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects in Medicine and disease with 
specs and genius Pasteur tutors. Alexander Webb has lost a Nobel in Medicine for 
millions in his NY Times article today and this is a crime! Can lawyers at Harvard 
sue? Mostly likely as the NY Times editors know Webb should have put in Nobles 
in Medicine to copyright. There is a Difference Between A Nobel in Medicine, A 
Copyright! 

4-20-2020 Nobel; "A Global Ceasefire!" UN, called for an immediate end to 
fighting involving all governments and armed groups in all conflict... only a few 
said no! No Way! A Global Ceasefire could inhibit Israel’s Warriors WHO are not 
MD's ability to engage in military operations throughout the Middle East,” the 
report’s author, Colum Lynch, said – a reference to Israeli airstrikes in recent 
months on targets in Syria, Iraq, and Lebanon. Colum kept top secret the Rabbi's 
who want to build the Jewish Ford WindmillCAR in 2020 and confiscate all of the 
bone saw Prince Salmans $777 Trillion in illegal $4 gas on the 4th of July in the 
USA by hacking Swiss Banks staffed by Jews, grin. Or just a UN resolution 
demanding all the illegal Oil Revenues be returned to the USA and shared with the 
Rabbi's. 

4-20-2020 Nobel; "A Global Ceasefire!" Roman and Pope's “crusader nations” in 
history ended up giving Moslems and Mecca Riches beyond belief in $777 Trillion 
in oil money, now is the Time to confiscate all this without any violence or war but 
for hacking Swiss Banks or just convincing the Swiss its all stolen money. 



4-20-2020 Nobel; Overlooked is the VIP's in Saudi Arabia, UAE, Qatar, Kuwait in 
Kidney transplants and Dialysis. 

4-20-2020 The Difference Between A Nobel in Medicine, A Copyright, 1,001 Saudi 
Princes getting VIP kidney transplants is the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ the same 
ones who gave them riches beyond belief give them kidney's before Mom in the 
USA gets a kidney. So if you were driving to a Noble in Medicine for solving this 
Kidney Transplant and kidney Dialysis VIP's scam you would have to log in to 1 
Click Amazon links for specs and genius CIA tutors on winning a Nobel in 
Medicine for this coup, not your typical CIA Coup. 

4-20-2020 CIA and KGB must realize the demand for a Noble in Medicine winner 
is higher today than any time in History! 



4-20-2020 iPhone and Mac Book Pro software for fast charging, providing three-
hour dialysis treatments in a Covid-19 intensive care unit set up the Nobel in 
Medicine for a fast 3 minutes dialysis treatment!! 

...Nobel in Medicine for a fast 3 minutes dialysis treatment!! You are going to need 
1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 kidney machine specs to invent a New 3 minute 



Kidney Dialysis, all who are reading this know its possible to invent a 3 minute 
Kidney Dialysis machine in 2020. 

4-17-2020 9/11 EndGame; Electric Windmill Car's are the Only Electric Car's that 
would be Driven by Women Brain Surgeons who know 'We' can spin off a 'Gravity 
Engine Car' invention from it's Perpetual Motion! 

18,000 official deaths, France’s toll is surpassed only by that of Italy and Spain. 



9/11 EndGame in Paris as more than 18K in Paris know about the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's Secret Files on Amazon Kindles. 

4-17-2020 9/11 EndGame; The world has watched the French sell Oil for decades, 
that bought no iMac Mac Book Pro Computer Labs at any Paris Starbucks or Cafe 
losing 1 million Nobels in Medicine and 1,001 other inventions by French Women. 

4-17-2020 9/11 EndGame; Bringing the Brain to Life and Back to life via Brain 
Surgery. Charge of the Light Brigade Warriors today at Star Wars Disney Galaxy 
Edge off to Sirius once we WIN the 9/11 War with Saudi Arabia by shutting down 
all gas stations and recovering the gas money. 

4-17-2020 9/11 EndGame; Bring the NY Times Editors back to life driving a 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR before NYC builds Charge stations at every parking spot in 
NYC, what the Times Editorial was about today! Yes it was! $4 a hour parking 
went up to $40 dollars a charge in NYC. Parking your Gravity Engine Car was 
parked by the Times. 

4-17-2020 9/11 EndGame; NYC and President Emmanuel Macron extended a 
nationwide lockdown by at least another month this week, he said his government 
was considering using a smartphone tracking app that would inform people if they 
have come in contact with an infected person. C-virus or any virus, STD's, TB, 
Malaria. etc. 

18,000 official deaths, France’s toll is surpassed only by that of Italy and Spain. 



This Apple Store at Burj-khalifa, Dubai UAE has killed 1 million girls in the USA! 

Trump has killed 1 million Pink Women in the USA building this Skyscraper in 
Dubai from $4 Gas on the 4th of July in the USA. 

This Apple Store at Burj-khalifa, Dubai UAE has killed 1 million girls in the USA! 

Trump has killed 1 million Pink Women in the USA building this Skyscraper in 
Dubai from $4 Gas on the 4th of July in the USA. 



4-17-2020 9/11 EndGame; 1 million dead from Brain Tumors since 1980 just in the 
USA. "But four years later Willem died from brain cancer, leaving me to raise our 
son alone." I have been frightened of becoming a widow again and again and again. 
9/11 War's are never ending! ...94-year-old mother sits with an addled mind on the 
third floor of her memory care facility... with no home of a Rx Recipe for Perfect 
Memory winning the Nobel in Medicine in 2020 because the 9/11 Wars are never 
ending wars at 1984 HQ by the 2 White Men in Charge. Charge stations at every 
parking spot in NYC was in the NY Times today too. Grin! In one of my writing 
workshops, there are no Hemingway House Writing Class on iMac's in Key West. 
Rabbi called saying the Key West Rabbi wants to build the WindmillCAR's for the 
Jews!! “Fly Me to the Moon.” in a Boeing 747, no way the Saudi Princes wanted to 
fly off to Paris. 15 minutes in orbit and we land in Paris was lost by what the Saudi 
Bone Saw Prince Salman ordered from Boeing too! "Modern Love; The End of the 
Long-Distance Marriage that doesn't have a list of 1,001 IP invention projects to 
win a Nobel in Medicine!" By Patty Dann. Jeff Bezos made some Orwellian 
Comments about Exploding Kittens being like a Russian Roulette Game not a 
Qatar Casino Roulette Game live streaming in Jeff's NYC living room today from 
Qatar Trump Casino. Live streaming Jewish Aliens from Sirius was not on 
YouTube or in the NY Times today. 4.3 Light Years from the Nearest Star and 
NASA doesn't make the News, a virus does. Losing the War with the 1,001 Virus 
for the next few years, and NASA not smart enough to kill a Bone Saw Prince from 
Saudi Arabia. Confiscate all his $777 Trillion for NASA and WHO! 

4-17-2020 9/11 EndGame; The princess, the last of King Saud’s 108 children, took 
to Twitter to plead for freedom and claim her health had deteriorated to the point 
that it was now “very critical”. She said she was being held in al-Ha’ir prison, and 
claimed to have done no wrong... current status of an absolute monarchy protected 
by the Pentagon!! Pentagon at home in the USA has no protection orders 
Preventing Heart Disease heart attacks and cardiac arrest of its Generals and lower 
ranking officers. Elite diagnosis of their heart and treatments is not a Pentagon 
Medical department yet. Cheney will not let others at the Pentagon cut in front of 
the line for a heart transplant. Grin. How many at the Pentagon today would 
benefits from a heart transplant? This is top secret, grin! 

Electric Windmill Car's are the Only Electric Car's that would be Driven by 
Women Brain Surgeons who know 'We' can spin off a 'Gravity Engine Car' 
invention from it's Perpetual Motion! 





4-17-2020 9/11 EndGame; Computers With Particles Of Light: A $215 Million 
Gamble. Qatar Roulette Wheels with the 100 Nearest Stars printed on the Roulette 
Wheel. Do the high stakes gamblers still use their bone saw's if they lose? 

White House MD is a Alcoholic Admiral and the Vatican MD is a Alcoholic will no 
desires to sober up... 

4-17-2020 9/11 EndGame; But the Vatican sought to avoid a brew-haha by 
censoring the footage ahead of an upcoming documentary about seminarians at the 
Scot College in Rome, according to the Scottish Daily Record. 



Pope Francis was caught on video proclaiming that Scotch whisky is “the real holy 
water” — a good-spirited joke to a group of visiting Scottish student priests who 
presented him with a bottle. 

The video showed the 83-year-old pontiff accepting the bottle of Oban 14 malt from 
the students during an event at the Apostolic Palace last year, but Vatican media 
said the clip in question has been cut from the one-hour BBC documentary “Priest 
School,” which will air Sunday. 

4-17-2020 9/11 EndGame; Architect Designs for a Futuristic Yale Key West 
Medical School with a few virus changes that will reflect the image of the Los 
Alamos A-Bomb labs with 2' glass walls with robot arms in the exam room... Key 
West Architects after the City burned to the ground 3 times put medal roofs on all 
buildings, After 7 hurricanes City Hall Key West still requires wood houses not 
steel. 

4-17-2020 9/11 EndGame; Bill Gates has a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR in the 
Microsoft HQ Garage, this is what the NY Times should have written about Bill 
and Melinda Gates today ----- "Bill Gates, at Odds With Trump on Virus, Becomes 
a Right-Wing Target" By Daisuke Wakabayashi, Davey Alba and Marc Tracy 

4-17-2020 9/11 EndGame; The NY Times made this up; "The Microsoft co-founder 
turned philanthropist has been attacked with falsehoods that he created the 
coronavirus and wants to profit from it." By Daisuke Wakabayashi, Davey Alba 
and Marc Tracy 



4-17-2020 9/11 EndGame; The True Story not in the NY Times is Bill and Melinda 
Gates have a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR at Microsoft HQ Garage in their "Parking 
Spots!" By Daisuke Wakabayashi, Davey Alba and Marc Tracy 

4-17-2020 9/11 EndGame; In a 2015 speech, Bill Gates warned that the greatest risk 
to humanity was not nuclear war but an infectious virus that could threaten the 
lives of millions of people. 

4-17-2020 9/11 EndGame; In 2015 Bill and Melinda Gates said the 2015 Ford Was 
the most high Tech Electric WindmillCAR with the newest accessories out of Star 
Wars Galaxy Edge at Disney times... 





http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index40webpages6Aug2017.html 

4-17-2020 9/11 EndGame; "Big Cities Keeps Electric Cars From Mainstream" By 
LAWRENCE ULRICH Law!!!! Law!!! Lawrence Ulrich is a criminal journalists at 
the NY Times writing about electric Car Charging Stations at every parking spot in 
Key West not just the one at City Hall Key West. You can't fight City Hall but you 
can put them on Trial for Murder! 1 million Pink Dead in 2020 too. Charge from 1 
million Women all Pink Dead because there is no Rx Recipe for the Pink Latte at 
Starbucks, no iMac Mac Book Pro Mac Computer Labs at Starbucks either! 
Law!!! Laws of Physics today charge the top minds with the idea we can invent the 
Gravity Engine Car in 2021 if we shut down the Bone Saw Prince Salman and his 
USA inner Circle of Hold Up Men! Many writing for the NY Times Today. Riches 
beyond belief looking at the Google Search images of UAE, Qatar, Saudi Arabia. 



9/11 EndGame is today $$$. 

4-17-2020 9/11 EndGame; Could the C-Virus and the Greed Virus put a end to 
'Gas Stations' and 'Win 10' in the USA? Both cost $4 a gallon on the 4th of July and 
stifle 1,001 Nobles in Medicine on 1 Click Amazon links with specs and genius 
Pasteur tutors to get you started on a Nobel. Today is not a good Day to travel to 
Stockholm Sweden!! 

4-17-2020 9/11 EndGame in Stockholm Sweden; Fatalities in the Scandinavian 
nation topped 1,300 on Thursday — far worse than Denmark, Norway and 
Finland, which all implemented containment measures, according to the latest 
figures from Johns Hopkins University. By comparison, Denmark has reported 321 
COVID-19 deaths, Norway has reported 150 deaths and Finland has reported just 
75, the data shows. As the pathogen spread, Denmark and Norway reacted quickly 
to close borders and shut schools, while Finland closed most schools and contained 
its main urban region. 

4-17-2020 9/11 EndGame in Stockholm Sweden; Sweden, on the other hand, called 
for citizens to hold themselves accountable for social distancing instead of ordering 
lockdowns, Agence Frances-Press reported. 



4-17-2020 9/11 EndGame in Stockholm Sweden; “The authorities the King and the 
government stupidly did not believe that the epidemic would reach Sweden at all,” 
Bo Lundback, professor of epidemiology at the University of Gothenburg, told the 
outlet. 

4-17-2020 9/11 EndGame in Stockholm Sweden; King of Sweden; 12,500 cases as of 
Thursday afternoon as the virus spreads in Stockholm Sweden the King of Sweden 
is not in the Headlines in the NY Times about this Nobel Prize!! 

4-17-2020 9/11 EndGame; "Big Cities Keeps Electric Cars From Mainstream" By 
LAWRENCE ULRICH Law!!!! Law!!! Lawrence Ulrich is a criminal journalists at 
the NY Times writing about electric Car Charging Stations at every parking spot in 
Key West not just the one at City Hall Key West. You can't fight City Hall but you 
can put them on Trial for Murder! 1 million Pink Dead in 2020 too. Charge from 1 
million Women all Pink Dead because there is no Rx Recipe for the Pink Latte at 
Starbucks, no iMac Mac Book Pro Mac Computer Labs at Starbucks either! 
Law!!! Laws of Physics today charge the top minds with the idea we can invent the 
Gravity Engine Car in 2021 if we shut down the Bone Saw Prince Salman and his 
USA inner Circle of Hold Up Men! Many writing for the NY Times Today. Riches 
beyond belief looking at the Google Search images of UAE, Qatar, Saudi Arabia. 
9/11 EndGame is today $$$. 

Electric Windmill Car's are the Only Electric Car's that would be Driven by 
Women Brain Surgeons who know 'We' can spin off a 'Gravity Engine Car' 
invention from it's Perpetual Motion! 

4-17-2020 9/11 EndGame in Saudi Arabia is the Elite "Kaiser Health System" 
"King Faisal Specialist Hospital" Kaiser is for the USA not the 10,000 Princes in 
Saudi Arabia, they go to the King for Elite art of the diagnosis by Katrina type 
Brain Surgeon not your run of the mill Brain Surgeons. 



4-17-2020 9/11 EndGame Living at Galaxy Edge Star Wars Disney without King 
Fasal, we have 2 White Men at 1984 HQ infected with a greed virus covered in 
Saudi Oil. 

4-17-2020 9/11 EndGame UAE is one of the preferred job destinations for Pakistan, 
with over 1.2 million Pakistani nationals living and working in the country. 

4-17-2020 9/11 EndGame 2020 Ford WindmillCAR is one of the preferred Electric 
Windmill Car's. Electric Car's that would be Driven by Women in Pakistan and 
India... to win the 9/11 EndGame from Saudi Terrorists who own most of the gas 
stations in Pakistan and India. 



4-17-2020 9/11 EndGame; Electric Windmill Car's are the Only Electric Car's that 
would be Driven by Women Brain Surgeons who know 'We' can spin off a 'Gravity 
Engine Car' invention from it's Perpetual Motion! 

4-17-2020 9/11 EndGame; Electric Windmill Car's are the Only Electric Car's that 
would be Driven by Women Brain Surgeons who know 'We' can spin off a 'Gravity 
Engine Car' invention from it's Perpetual Motion! 

4-17-2020 9/11 EndGame Gasoline War Won! Refund on $777 Trillion at the 
Mecca Gas Stations in the USA the USA! 

4-17-2020 9/11 EndGame; Electric Windmill Car's are the Only Electric Car's that 
would be Driven by Women Brain Surgeons who know 'We' can spin off a 'Gravity 
Engine Car' invention from it's Perpetual Motion! 

This Apple Store at Burj-khalifa, Dubai UAE has killed 1 million girls in the USA! 

Trump has killed 1 million Pink Women in the USA building this Skyscraper in 
Dubai from $4 Gas on the 4th of July in the USA. 



This Apple Store at Burj-khalifa, Dubai UAE has killed 1 million girls in the USA! 

Trump has killed 1 million Pink Women in the USA building this Skyscraper in 
Dubai from $4 Gas on the 4th of July in the USA. 

Katrina in her Book puts a piece of brain between her index finger and thumb and 
rubs it thinking... about how it can invent the Gravity Engine Car in 2021, grin. 



Katrina in her Book puts a piece of brain between her index finger and thumb and 
rubs it thinking... about how it can invent the Gravity Engine Car in 2021, grin. 

This Apple Store at Burj-khalifa, Dubai UAE has killed 1 million girls in the USA! 

Trump has killed 1 million Pink Women in the USA building this Skyscraper in 
Dubai from $4 Gas on the 4th of July in the USA. 



This Apple Store at Burj-khalifa, Dubai UAE has killed 1 million girls in the USA! 

Trump has killed 1 million Pink Women in the USA building this Skyscraper in 
Dubai from $4 Gas on the 4th of July in the USA. 

4-17-2020 9/11 EndGame in Saudi Arabia is the Elite "Kaiser Health System" 
"King Faisal Specialist Hospital" Kaiser is for the USA not the 10,000 Princes in 



Saudi Arabia, they go to the King for Elite art of the diagnosis by Katrina type 
Brain Surgeon not your run of the mill Brain Surgeons. 

4-17-2020 9/11 EndGame; Electric Windmill Car's are the Only Electric Car's that 
would be Driven by Women Brain Surgeons who know 'We' can spin off a 'Gravity 
Engine Car' invention from it's Perpetual Motion! 

4-17-2020 Trump administration pushes to restart the economy, without the 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR's 9/11 EndGame Gasoline War Won! Trump lost $777 Trillion 
at the Mecca Casino the USA wants it back! 

4-17-2020 9/11 EndGame; Electric Windmill Car's are the Only Electric Car's that 
would be Driven by Women Brain Surgeons who know 'We' can spin off a 'Gravity 
Engine Car' invention from it's Perpetual Motion! 

4-17-2020 9/11 EndGame; To the Editor's: at the NY Times who have read a copy 
of the Secret Files on the 2020 Ford WindmillCar's!! 

“Virus Worsens Suffering of Gulf’s Migrant Labor” (news article, April 14) doesn’t 
convey the unequivocal differences in Qatar’s response to coronavirus compared 
with that of some of its neighbors. 



Qatar’s priority is the health and safety of all citizens and residents. We have 
focused on four critical areas: free testing and medical treatment for all; financial 
support to businesses through an $824 million fund so that salaries continue to be 
paid on time; safe living and working conditions for all; and public awareness 
campaigns on prevention and control measures. 

Protecting workers, especially those living in the quarantine area, is central to the 
response. In sectors that continue to operate, employers are required to introduce 
safe distancing, limit the number of workers at sites and on buses, and conduct 
regular health briefings. 

In a recent week, nearly 1,500 unannounced work-site inspections took place to 
ensure that measures were being observed. Companies found in violation were 
charged. 

Qatar will continue to take the necessary steps to protect public health and defeat 
the coronavirus. 

4-17-2020 9/11 EndGame; Thamer bin Hamad Al-Thani Doha, Qatar The writer is 
deputy director of the Government Communications Office for Qatar. 

4-17-2020 9/11 EndGame; But four years later Willem died from brain cancer, 
leaving me to raise our son alone. 

4-16-2020 USA with the Tallest Skyscraper in the World Not UAE... Islamic 
Architecture, Skyscraper, Burj Dubai paid for via $4 Gas on the 4th of July in the 
USA. 



4-16-2020 Trump administration pushes to restart the economy, without the 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR's 9/11 EndGame Gasoline War Won! Trump lost $777 Trillion 
at the Mecca Casino the USA wants back! 

This Apple Store at Burj-khalifa, Dubai UAE has killed 1 million girls in the USA! 



Deaths of 1 Million Pink Women went into building this Apple Store at Burj-
khalifa, Dubai UAE. Jeff Bezos didn't build 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 Rx 
Recipes for Olivia Newton John to cook up a miracle Rx Pink Latte recipe that 
cures all stages of breast cancer in 8 days with a Starbucks Rx Pink Latte. 

4 Girls looking for their iMac, Mac Book Pro Check signed by Trump! 





http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index40webpages6Aug2017.html 

4-16-2020 "Paris 9/11 EndGame is Rebuilding Notre-Dame Paris into the Tallest 
Skyscraper in the World as a "Notre-Dame Medical School" designed to park 
Gravity Engine Cars on the Top Floors, grin." By AURELIEN BREEDEN 





New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for Greg's 
Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you to so 
you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages wow! 
Book is 474 Pages



Girls looking into the Apple-Starbucks Windows for their iMac and Mac Book Pro 
Lab $$$ 



Commander Beverly Crusher, M.D. "Encounter at Farpoint" (1987) "Star Trek 
Generations (1994) "Star Trek: Nemesis (2002) Portrayed Gates McFadden 

Greg's 8 Amazon Books and Kindles up to Date Click Here **************



4-16-2020 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's 9/11 EndGame at Colorado Springs Air 
Force Academy. Yes the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's have been flown by AF Pilots 
here! White House officials, not wishing to draw attention to 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's!! Anger, Road Rage pulling into the AF gas station. With the 
profits going to Mecca. 

4-16-2020 South Dakota Meat Plant Is Now Country’s Biggest Colon Cancer 
Cause; 'Red Meat' 9/11 EndGame with 1 million just in the USA since 9/11. This is 
why the NY Times keeps the secret files on Read Meat and Colon Cancer deaths 
Top Secret, and of course Trumps Steaks! 1 million women dead from cardiac 
arrest and heart attacks since 9/11 EndGame. 

4-16-2020 South Dakota Meat Plant Is Now Country’s Biggest Coronavirus Hot 
Spot; for Red Meat Cancers and cardiac arrest, heart attack statistics off the charts 
that are not on the front page of the NY Times today" By CAITLIN DICKERSON 
and MIRIAM JORDAN 

4-16-2020 9 million veterans have inadequate Top Brass who profit from sanctions 
on the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR when the 9 million veterans would have a 
'Windfall' of medical inventions spelled out on 1 Click Amazon with specs and 
Genius MD tutors and iMac not Win 10, this Driven by 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's! 



4-16-2020 War's EndGame is the VA, painted Pink when the Times is printed in 
Pink with VA Pink Women! "V.A. Health Care Workers Balk at Safety Practices" 
By JENNIFER STEINHAUER VA will not admit any Pink Breast Cancer Women 
Today on orders from Wounded Warriors! This is a Crime Against Pink Women 
and their Humanity. Jimmy Carter knows this is true and keeps silent! A War 
Crime for him. 9 million veterans have inadequate Top Brass who profit from 
sanctions on the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR when the 9 million veterans would have 
a 'Windfall' of medical inventions with this Driven by VA MD's. 9/11 EndGame is 
Today at the VA pulling into gas stations some built in 1980 when the Ford 
WindmillCAR was invented and made top secret so 9 million veterans could would 
have to buy $4 Gas on the 4th of July in the USA and direct deposit $777 trillion 
into Mecca's Bank with Trumps signature. 100's of Trump Towers were built in 
Qatar for Moslem Veterans by Trump Oil Company. Casino's too. 

4-16-2020 No AF Cadets have whistle-blower complaints about the Secret Files on 
the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's! 

4-16-2020 Navy 9/11 EndGame needs to make headlines Renaming the USS 
Roosevelt Carrier to "USS Pasteur" "Navy May Reinstate Fired Captain to 
Command of Roosevelt" By HELENE COOPER, ERIC SCHMITT and THOMAS 
GIBBONS-NEFF 



4-16-2020 Navy's 9/11 EndGame is between USS Roosevelt Carrier's and 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's for the Navy! 

4-16-2020 2020 French Revolution; "Paris 9/11 EndGame is Rebuilding Notre-
Dame Paris into the Tallest Skyscraper in the World as a "Notre-Dame Medical 
School" Getting 1 Click Amazon up and running for 1,001 Nobels in Medicine. 
1,001 Virus and disease Rx Recipes all trade secrets today made public on Amazon 
so you can look for a better Rx Recipe!! Paris needs 1,001 iMac, Mac Book Pro 
Computer Labs all with 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 Medical Inventions and Rx 
Recipes with specs and genius Pasteur tutors and Kindles with super computer 
simulations how the Rx Recipe burst the virus and cancers cell walls. Wall light 
years from Trump in the USA. Trumps Deadly Wall is not the Virus and Cancer 
Cells Wall. "Amazon to Suspend Operations in France Over Coronavirus Dispute" 
By LIZ ALDERMAN Jeff Besoz to keep 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention 
projects suspended in Paris in times of a Virus Plague in need of a overnight Ford 
WindmillCAR invention. Yes Jeff Bezos had tested the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR! 
He said it pulls towards the Jewish Exodus off Earth to Sirius with its Star Wars 
Galaxy Edge accessories. 

4-16-2020 Road Rage on a bike with Cuomo's, this is not the first time but first time 
in the News! Chris Cuomo Says His Wife Has Tested Positive For Coronavirus. 
Chris Cuomo, who has been in quarantine after testing positive for coronavirus, 
said that his wife Christina now has been diagnosed with the virus as well. 
Hamptons bicyclist files police report after verbal confrontation with CNN's Chris 
Cuomo: A Long Island, N.Y., bicyclist has filed a police report after getting into a 
testy exchange with CNN anchor Chris Cuomo in front of a Hamptons home on 
Easter. Easter Road Rage by the Ruling Class! 9/11 EndGame's! If Cuomo was 
driving a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR Easter for this poor soul would not have been 
profanity from Cuomo! 



4-16-2020 Cuomo Road Rage article was read by these NY Times journalists before 
they wrote this Editorial today; CREDITJOÃO FAZENDA "What Do You Owe 
Your Neighbor? The Pandemic Might Change Your Answer" "A new survey shows 
an increase in feelings of solidarity." By ALEXANDER W. CAPPELEN, 
RANVEIG FALCH, ERIK O. SORENSEN, BERTIL TUNGODDEN and GUS 
WEZEREK Solidarity not to report ruling class Road Rage by Cuomo on Easter 
Sunday in this NY Times Editorial today! 

4-16-2020 How the Ruling Class at CNN behaves; "The Coronavirus Is Mutating. 
What Does That Mean for a Vaccine? Developing a defense against the virus will 
depend on how it behaves." By NATHANIEL LASH and TALA SCHLOSSBERG 

4-16-2020 Antibodies, which the body produces in response to a vaccine or an 
infection, work by binding to specific spots on a virus called antigens. If random 
viral mutations alter the shape of an antigen, it can make a vaccine less effective 
against the virus. 



4-16-2020 "Antibodies for ALL antigens!" 

4-16-2020 "Antibodies for ALL antigens!" This IP invention project should be up 
and running on 1 Click Amazon with specs and Genius Pasteur tutors today. Jeff 
Bezos failed the test in 9/11 EndGame! 

4-16-2020 "Antibodies for ALL antigens!" 

4-16-2020 "What’s an Essential Service in a Pandemic? The Post Office" Only if it 
supports your Nobel in Medicine Work! Let there be light in the Higgs Beson, 
Higgs Boson is a old Photon of light that is created say by Hydrogens electron 
changing orbit emitting a particle of light called a Higgs Boson today. Yesterday it 



was called a Photon. Today it's the same God Particle as how can Hydrogen 
electron changing orbits emit light? Better figure this out fast. 

4-16-2020 9/11 EndGame; As we battle the coronavirus pandemic, rites of passage 
are passing us by: 9/11 EndGame. No Gas Stations in the USA. 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's Secret Files on the front page of the NY Times from 1980 to 2020. 
Yes 1980 to 2020! 

4-16-2020 9/11 EndGame; Difficult questions over what to do with their wedding 
night, write a Hemingway House Nobel Novel with a Nobel in Medicine IP 
invention project in every chapter and character with 4 MD Wife's not even 
Hemingway considered in a legal polygamous marriage in the USA and Mecca. 
Well legal in Mecca today, USA tomorrow. 

4-16-2020 9/11 EndGame; is the Legal Polygamous marriage to 4 Yale MD women 
to Win a Nobel in Medicine! 



4-16-2020 9/11 EndGame; 

4-16-2020 9/11 EndGame; 

4-16-2020 9/11 EndGame; is the Legal Polygamous marriage to 4 Yale MD women 
to Win a Nobel in Medicine! 

4-16-2020 9/11 EndGame; is the Legal Polygamous marriage to 4 Yale MD women 
to Win a Nobel in Medicine! 



4-16-2020 9/11 EndGame; "... unspeakable trauma I was about to watch unfold. In 
the ensuing days and weeks after 9/11, as Fashion Week got canceled and talks of 
war got louder, a fundamental question bloomed in my mind. In a world that is so 
capable of hurting itself, what is the point of dedicating my life to pretty Wedding 
dresses..." 

Rebecca Schoneveld began Yale Key West Medical School at the age of 4 (her first 
Wedding Dress featured baby's DNA at 4 pounds and the baby's DNA at 6 pounds. 
Star Wars Galaxy Edge DNA Brides! No this DNA will not be in the next season of 
CBS Picard or Star Trek Discovery. Discover DNA's memory proteins... ASAP. 

DNA in a 4 lb baby and in a 6 lb baby, you do the math with a Super Computer 
simulation on Amazon and YouTube. 

Greg was a 4 lb baby at birth in 1947. 

4-16-2020 9/11 EndGame; motivation to marry 4 Yale MD women to win a Nobel in 
Medicine! So in love with love of a Nobel in Medicine, not a Nobel they could give 
Jimmy Carter and Rosalynn. Inspiration to Win the 9/11 EndGame that confiscates 
all the Saudi Arabia Oil Money in 2020. As we all know about the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR sanctions by Trump Oil Company. The encouragement and 
brainstorming Novels by 4 Yale MD Wife's on New iMac's and iPod Pro's. 9/11 
Win 10 days are over! Serendipitously Hell we all need to work on iMac's and Mac 
Book Pro's at $5,384. Urgent Care, Car that is fueled by the winds and it's secret 
file said this is perpetual - a perpetual motion machine! Rebecca Schoneveld began 
Yale Key West Medical School at the age of 4 (her first Wedding Dress featured 
baby's DNA at 4 pounds and the baby's DNA at 6 pounds. Star Wars Galaxy Edge 
DNA Brides! No this DNA will not be in the next season of CBS Picard or Star Trek 
Discovery. Discover DNA's memory proteins... ASAP. 



4-16-2020 9/11 EndGame; Melinda Gates, Moscow Girls will have iMac's, Mac 
Book Pro's and iPod Pro's with internet cell service... if Putin decides they can 
invent the Gravity Engine Car for him to Drive!! 

4-16-2020 9/11 EndGame; Melinda Gates, Moscow Girls will have iMac's, Mac 
Book Pro's and iPod Pro's with internet cell service... if Putin decides they can 
invent the Gravity Engine Car for him to Drive!! 



4-15-2020 President of the USA will be required to have a MD degree from the Yale 
Key West Medical School!! 911 EndGame driven by the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR 
and Exodus to Sirius! 

4-15-2020 Planning in the 110 Story skyscraper's being built today for the Gravity 
Engine Cars Parking Spot... Diagnosis yes the Gravity Engine Car can be invented 
in 2021 as Quarks could be Gravity's Photons in Light. 

Yale Notre Dame 110 Story Medical School in Paris War on Virus and Pink 
Cancers that must be Won! 

WHO is General Hifter, he wanted White House Mercenary Money for a surprise 
attack to seize Tripoli. Secret Russian documents seized in Tripoli and viewed by 
The New York Times. 

Today General Hifter got a Windfall of WHO money for his White House 
Mercenary Army to attack Tripoli... 

4-15-2020 by Dr. Lisa Bishop MD at the Food Bank of Saint Mary's Star of the Sea 
in Key West Yesterday. I was expecting a Semi with 10,000 lbs of shrimp, Marlin, 
Swordfish... not even a can of Tuna. I will order a semi for the Bishop soon as the 2 
White Men at 1984 HQ in Key West make contact with Greg! 

4-15-2020 C.D.C. Says More Than 9,000 Health Care Workers Have Contracted 
Coronavirus 



4-15-2020 Greg Says No One at the 'Yale Key West Medical School' will catch a 
virus or disease!! How will we do this when Yale and Harvard FAILED. Los 
Alamos Arms! 2' Glass Walls, and other top secret designs in the Los Alamos Nuke 
Labs for our Yale Key West Medical School. 

4-15-2020 If the Kremlin pulled its Mercenaries out of Baghdad these Moscow Girls 
could invent the Gravity Engine Car in 2021... on an iMac bought for them by the 
Kremlin Top Brass $$$. 



Deaths of 1 Million Pink Women just in the USA under Trump, WHO? 

4-15-2020 Bill Gates at WHO Today; “Halting funding for the World Health 
Organization during a world health crisis is as dangerous as it sounds,” Bill Gates, 
the founder of Microsoft, said. 



4-15-2020 Bill Gates didn't say give WHO $7 Trillion Today... 

4-15-2020 Bill Gates didn't say give these 4 Girls looking into the Apple Store 
Window iMac's and iPod Pro with Verizon internet cell service and 1 Click 
Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs and genius Pasteur tutors! 
Jeff Besoz said no this is not up and running today, WHO are you? 

4-15-2020 Gas Stations Expiration Dates you should follow; The Food Expiration 
Dates You Should Actually Follow" By J. KENJI LÓPEZ-ALT 

4-15-2020 WHO is not immune to the Oil Men's Greed Virus, as $777 Trillion in 
Oil Revenues given to WHO would pay for 1,001 Manhattan projects not Moon 
Shots or Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation Grants for Mosquitoes! 



4-15-2020 No Mosquitoes or Malaria, TB, Breast Cancer Today was lost by the Oil 
Men's Greed Virus infecting the ruling class! 

4-15-2020 Trump's 1,001 Virus War was lost by Trump not WHO at the UN. Dr. 
Ivanka MD didn't get into Yale Medical School even with the help of Trump! 
Criticized for Pandemic Response, Trump Tries Shifting Blame to the W.H.O." By 
MICHAEL D. SHEAR and DONALD G. MCNEIL JR. 

4-15-2020 Who is to blame for Dr. Ivanka MD not getting into Yale Medical 
School... Dad Trump! Just think of Dr. Ivanka MD today in this Virus War, her 
comments and Status as a MD. I hope Ivanka blames Dad Trump for not getting 
her into Yale Medical School. Ivanka MD as the White House Doctor! No we get a 
Drunk Admiral MD. Status Quo of Drunks. When Drunks have expired their good 
value for society. 

4-15-2020 Bill Gates at WHO Today; “Halting funding for the World Health 
Organization during a world health crisis is as dangerous as it sounds,” Bill Gates, 
the founder of Microsoft, said. 



4-15-2020 How do you tell if your oil is good? The same way you would with most 
foods: Follow your nose. Old oil will start to develop metallic, soapy or in some 
cases — such as with canola oil — fishy smells. Don’t trust your nose? Put a drop 
on your fingertip and squeeze it. Rancid oil will feel tacky as opposed to slick. 

4-15-2020 1 Click Amazon IP invention projects links to Pasteur's spin off 
inventions you can get in 2020; Look for “ultrahigh temperature,” or “UHT,” on 
the label. Milk in these cartons has been pasteurized at high temperatures (275 
degrees Fahrenheit: hot enough to destroy not only viruses and bacteria, but 
bacterial spores as well), then aseptically pumped and sealed into cartons. Most 
organic milk brands undergo UHT. 

4-15-2020 Tacky is selling oil to 5 billion people... 



4-15-2020 Longevity, of Gas Stations and Road Rage Ruling Class has been kept 
alive by the CIA, KGB, and Vatican. 

4-15-2020 There’s nothing criminal in $777 Trillion in illegal Oil Revenues mostly 
spent on Mercenaries in Baghdad... right, wrong! 

4-15-2020 CIA, KGB Can Predict the Great Jewish Exodus to Sirius in 2020 with 
the Gravity Engine Catalysts of Quarks like light is made of Photons Gravity might 
be made of Quarks. The Greatest Upturn since Edison wired Manhattan for 
Electricity and were to park your Gravity Engine Car on the 55 th floor of Trump 
Towers. 

4-15-2020 "I.M.F. Predicts Worst Downturn Since the Great Depression in Times 
of the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's! The International Monetary Fund issued a stark 
warning Oil Men's Greed Virus will kill everyone on Earth and in our New 
Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies and as many Jewish Aliens!" CIA, KGB Can 
invent the Gravity Engine Car's in 2021 winning the Exodus to Sirius War for the 
Jews!" By ALAN RAPPEPORT and JEANNA SMIALEK 



4-15-2020 IMF not the CIA KGB said the economic output to collapse with $777 
Trillion in Oil Revenues all illegal in Swiss Banks plus a few Trillion in the Vatican 
Bank. 

4-15-2020 CIA KGB can Predict a Nuclear War over who gets to sell their oil in 
Times of the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's and Predictions that the Gravity Engine 
Car's can be invented in 2021. 

4-15-2020 Prevent 9/11 with the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR; "Daniel L. Doctoroff. I 
Helped New York Rebound From 9/11. Here’s How to Recover After the Pandemic. 
Dan could have prevented 9/11 as the Ford WindmillCar whistle blower... How to 
Recover from the Virus and 1,001 other Virus. The Greed Virus infecting Oil Men. 
Will the Coronavirus Delay My Breast Cancer Surgery? Yes and the Oil Men are 
so very callous!! 



4-15-2020 EndGame 9/11 is the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's secret file at the NY 
Times! 

4-15-2020 EndGame 9/11 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's Secret Files at the NY Times. 
Spin off of 1,001 Nobels in Medicine! Retail Sales in U.S. Show Steepest Drop on 
Record in NY Times Headlines today not 1,001 Nobels in Medicine as a spin off of 
the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR Sales! 

4-15-2020 EndGame Rx Recipe that is a Miracle Cure like Penicillin is By Dr. Lisa 
Sanders, M.D. DIAGNOSIS A Family of Three Gets Sick With Covid-19 
Symptoms. Who Has It?" WHO has it, it's just not public put someone at WHO 
Today is working on a Rx Recipe spin off of Penicillin for Covid-19. HOW to burst 
the wall of the Virus? Simple enough when you can use trial and error until you 
burst the Covid 10 wall and kill the virus. 

4-15-2020 "His rash looked more like a herpetic infection or hand, foot and mouth 
disease, an infection usually caused by the Coxsackie virus and most commonly 
found in young children and occasionally in adolescents." 9/11 EndGame we learn 
this is what he had and the MD missed this diagnosis looking at the patient. This 
was a real test no one failed but the patient. 



4-15-2020 "The woman suspected that her husband wasn’t quite as careful as she 
was. He was commuting on the Metro North train to New York for work. He didn’t 
wear a face mask, but he said he washed his hands frequently and wore gloves 
when he was outside his home or office. But he had been coughing" 

4-15-2020 "A week earlier, she had a headache that felt like sinusitis. She went to a 
walk-in clinic on March 10, and the doctor there gave her azithromycin, an 
antibiotic. When that didn’t help, and with her son at home in bed, she went back 
to urgent care and was given a second antibiotic. That didn’t do much, either. Now 
the nurse who took care of her son in the E.D. suggested that she should be tested 
for Covid-19 — confirming her worst fears." Yes she had it all this time and both 
visits to the MD gave her antibiotics! 2 More F grades for these MD's. 

4-15-2020 Her Sick Son test for the Coxsackie virus was positive. Foot and Mouth 
disease. How did he catch this is not in Dr. Lisa Sanders article. 

4-15-2020 Her husband he had pneumonia in both lungs. He probably had Covid-
19, he was told. He did have it! 

4-15-2020 She is certain she got the virus from her husband. He wonders if he got it 
from her; this is no way to end a article, who gave it to whom and how did they get 
it in the first place. Come on the NY Times has secret files from Mercenaries in 
Baghdad they can track this down for Dr. Lisa Sanders!! 

4-15-2020 Their son, had he presented with the same rash and history at just about 
any other time, the diagnosis of hand, foot and mouth disease would have been 
obvious. But in this epidemic, with a bug we still know so little about and one that is 
moving so quickly, everything can look, at least at first, a lot like Covid-19. 



4-15-2020 9/11 EndGame would have been obvious... at any other time but for this 
Oil Men's Greed Virus infecting the Ruling Class! Yes I think Dr. Lisa Sanders and 
the NY Times Editors have been infected, Yes they have! Test came back positive 
$$$ $$$ $$$ $$$ 

Yale Notre Dame 110 Story Medical School 

4-15-2020 9/11 EndGame in Paris in Times Paris needs to build the Yale Notre 
Dame 110 Story Medical School, as there will be 1,001 more virus killers in Paris 
Future... 

4-15-2020 A year after horrifying fire, Notre Dame Cathedral restoration is on 
pause amid corona virus lockdown in France The Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris 
went up in flames one year ago Wednesday, devastating one of the world's most 
remarkable places of worship. The restoration process hasn't gone according to 
plan. While French President Emmanuel Macron almost immediately promised to 
reopen by 2024, promising to make the cathedral "even more beautiful" in the 
process, the rehabilitation effort has been stunted by one challenge after another — 
even before the corona virus pandemic, The Guardian reported. Macron issued a 
nationwide stay-at-home order on March 16 to prevent the spread of COVID-19. 
The artisan builders who were part of the rebuilding operation were sent home the 
next day. 

4-15-2020 9/11 EndGame in Paris in Times Paris needs to build the Yale Notre 
Dame 110 Story Medical School, as there will be 1,001 more virus killers in Paris 
Future... 

4-15-2020 9/11 EndGame for MD's -------------------- Will 2020 Be the Year That 
Medicine Was Saved? The corona virus is forcing reforms that could change 
America’s health care system forever if Congress requires it. By EZEKIEL J. 
EMANUEL and AMOL S. NAVATHE Senators will be required to have a MD 
degree, the President of the USA will be required to have a MD degree from the 



Yale Key West Medical School!! 9/11 EndGame driven by the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR and Exodus to Sirius at Disney Galaxy Edge. As we are on the Edge 
of the Galaxy of Star Wars MD's. 

4-15-2020 Dermatologists are diagnosing less threatening skin conditions by using 
cellphone cameras. Is that skin cancer iPhone 11 Max picture sent to the MD. And 
today he replies.... yesterday he would have deleted your iPhone 11 Max picture. 
Video, the MD is not just up to this patient. 

4-15-2020 1 Click Amazon IP invention projects when Jeff Besoz has it up and 
running will have this as a IP invention project... Third, Medicare payment for any 
service or procedure should be the same whether it is performed at a hospital or 
outside a hospital, a practice known as “site neutral payment.” When an oncologist 
performs a bone marrow aspiration and biopsy in a hospital, Medicare pays $2472. 
But if she does it in an ambulatory care center, Medicare’s payment is $246. This 
makes no sense. 

4-15-2020 Steepest increase in IP invention projects... 

4-15-2020 Steepest increase in IP invention projects spelled out on 1 Click Amazon 
links with specs and genius Pasteur, Edison and Einstein tutors. 

4-15-2020 Steepest Diagnosis; yes the Gravity Engine Car can be invented in 2021 
as Quarks could be Gravity's Photons in Light. 



4-15-2020 Steepest 500 physicists from 12 countries, known as the T2K 
Collaboration and led by Atsuko K. Ichikawa of Kyoto University, reported in 
Nature that they had measured a slight but telling difference between neutrinos and 
their opposites, antineutrinos. Although the data is not yet convincing enough to 
constitute solid proof, physicists and cosmologists are encouraged that the T2K 
researchers are on the right track. 

4-15-2020 Steepest Odds will be on 500 physicists from USA, KGB, Mossad... in 
inventing the Gravity Engine Car diagnosing Quarks as gravity particles as 
Photons are particles of light. 

4-15-2020 All photons travel at the speed of light photons are bosons, having no 
electric charge or rest mass and one unit of spin. No new particles have been found 
at the Large Hadron Collider since the Higgs boson in 2012, but physicists say 
there’s much we can still learn from the Higgs itself. 

Its discovery won the 2013 Nobel Prize for Peter Higgs 

4-15-2020 So the Higgs God Particle is light... Gravity Particles are Quarks is next! 



4-15-2020 C.D.C. Says More Than 9,000 Health Care Workers Have Contracted 
Coronavirus 

4-15-2020 Greg Says No One at the 'Yale Key West Medical School' will catch a 
virus or disease!! How will we do this when Yale and Harvard FAILED. Los 
Alamos Arms! 2' Glass Walls, and other top secret designs in the Los Alamos Nuke 
Labs for our Yale Key West Medical School. 

4-15-2020 

Planning in the skyscraper for the Gravity Engine Cars Parking Spot... 



Planning in the skyscraper for the Gravity Engine Cars Parking Spot... 

If the Kremlin pulled its Mercenaries out of Baghdad these Moscow Girls could 
invent the Gravity Engine Car in 2021... on an iMac! 

Kremlin is thinking about Moscow Girls looking into this Apple Store Window 
today, to buy them a iMac or not to buy them a iMac... 



4-15-2020 by Dr. Lisa Bishop MD at the Food Bank of Saint Mary's Star of the Sea 
in Key West Yesterday. I was expecting a Semi with 10,000 lbs of shrimp, Marlin, 
Swordfish... not even a can of Tuna. I will order a semi for the Bishop soon as the 2 
White Men at 1984 HQ in Key West make contact with Greg! 

4-14-2020 Snub Trump’s Role in the Death Toll is in Top Secret Kremlin files on on 
going Wars, especially Baghdad and Saudi Arabia, UAE. Deaths of 1 Million Pink 
Women just in the USA under Trump Rule now as King he just tweeted not MD 
Trump. 

4-14-2020 How to Snub War Games on Super Computers given to Moscow Girls 
for a Nobel in Medicine. "Today's supercomputers are a hundred times faster than 
their ancestors of a decade ago. However, next year we will have 'exascale 
supercomputers' that are a hundred times faster than today" Today we need 
iMac's at Starbucks. Can you see the worlds Leaders Rulers putting super 
computer log in at Starbucks, Hell No! Pasteur is passed over for Generals and 
their Never Ending Wars. Even NASA was bombed into submission from light year 
super computer inventions in the last 10 years, no work on this was done on 100's of 
super computers. 

Jimmy Carters Habitat for Humanity House was build in UAE and China, not the 
USA, not Key West. One of the biggest challenges in designing tall and super-tall 
structures has always been counteracting wind forces; today the Winds Forces is 
the high tech of the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR accessories at Star Wars Galaxy Edge 
and the planning in the skyscraper for the Gravity Engine Cars that can be 
invented in 2021 if Jimmy Carter would make a Tolstoy death bed confession on 
the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR his has in Georgia. 



The planning in the skyscraper for the Gravity Engine Cars that can be invented in 
2021 if Jimmy Carter would make a Tolstoy death bed confession on the 1980 Ford 
WindmillCAR his has in Georgia. 

Jimmy Carters Habitat for Humanity House was build in UAE and China, not the 
USA, not Key West 

Jimmy Carters Habitat for Humanity House is Sustainable with the accessories on 
the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR parked in its garage. Yes! An image of the Tianjin 
World Financial Center in China, a new supertall skyscraper that opened last year. 
The Tianjin World Financial Center, according to an upcoming CTBUH study, 
showcases both “an extraordinarily efficient, high-performing structure and 
conservative use of resources.” In the supertall era, is the sustainable skyscraper a 
myth? Hell No! 



4-14-2020 Snub Oil Money for 2020 Ford WindmillCAR Deals on Star Wars at 
Disney Galaxy Edge Accessories; "The Big Deal to Cut Oil Production May Not Be 
Big Enough" By CLIFFORD KRAUSS The Big Deal about the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's are its Big Deal accessories from iTickets to GPS Map of your 
drive to F-35 Radar and never getting into a Hot car and kids never left motion 
detection and AI alerts for where are the children. Backing out of the drive articles 
in the NY Times will save many Parents from this trama and the cats too. 

4-14-2020 Road Rage Drivers have run over the MD in our 1984 Society! How NOT 
to Wear a Mask By TARA PARKER-POPE. HOW Not to Wash Your Hands, a 
long list of How Not To... the Medical School students have to learn and obey while 
the Medical School Professor is with them, then all Hell breaks out with short cuts 
and horse play on the job. Flirting and sex on the job for Hospital Staff. Eating on 
the Job with Birthday Cake at the Nursing Station, clean up these acts? 

4-14-2020 Road Rage Drivers have run over the MD in our 1984 Society! "What 
Doctors on the Front Lines Wish They’d Known a Month Ago" Elite MD's did 
know all this, its the run of the mill MD's who didn't know this. So WHO ran over 
the run of the mill MD's? The NY Times knows all their names as they are the 
Road Rage Men at 1984 HQ the NY Times has to deal with every Day!! "Deaths in 
New York City Are More Than Double the Usual Total" Crime in NYC at the NY 
Times. Elite Journalists are the same as Elite MD's. 

4-14-2020 Road Rage Drivers have run over the MD in our 1984 Society! "Millions 
of Children Are at Risk for Measles as Coronavirus Fears Halt Vaccines. 1 million 
new TB patients in 2020." TB in Pakistan and India would be cured if the Road 
Rage Ruling Class and Caste were not immune to running over MD's in traffic. 



4-14-2020 Road Rage Drivers have run over the MD in our 1984 Society! 
Suppression of the 'Elite MD' by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ is a terrible crime 
when you remember TB and its hard as Hell cure for Today with no hope of getting 
a miracle cure and stopping 1 million from getting infected. 

4-14-2020 Road Rage Drivers have run over the MD in our 1984 Society! The 
Nobel-Winning MD who wants help from Road Rage Ruling Class with Orwellian 
1984 status quo masterminds who even put sanctions on 2020 Jewish Exodus to 
Sirius NY Times News. 

4-14-2020 1 Million Pink Dead another 1 million Pink Women just in the USA 
tortured by the CIA not taking over Operation Pink Rx Recipe Cure. Rx Pink 
Latte at Starbucks. "Trump Turns Daily Coronavirus Briefing Into a Defense of 
His Record" By MICHAEL D. SHEAR and ANNIE KARNI Olivia Newton John 
records, will she put Trump in her new lyrics? Just another run of the mill 
President of the USA since Jimmy Carter. 

4-14-2020 "Republicans Don’t Want to Save Jobs" By PAUL KRUGMAN or stop 
Lung Cancer's 1 million deaths just in the USA in 2020. Steve Jobs would be alive 
today if Senators were all MD's with quick diagnosis and treatments the cancer 
patients would vote for after the presentations. 

4-14-2020 How Oil God's spend their money; "How the Virus Transformed the 
Way Americans Spend Their Money" By LAUREN LEATHERBY and DAVID 



GELLES New York Times analysis of money data censors out Alaska and Texas 
Oil revenues from these Headlines on what they spend their money on when Texas 
and Alaska have the most money to spend from Oil. Windfall Profits spending 
money from Oil Today when the Times should be writing up the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's Windfall for 4 billion people. A War Crime! 

4-14-2020 "Saudi Arabia Qatar UAE; Dialysis Patients Face Close-Up Risk From 
Coronavirus" By REED ABELSON Best Quality of life for a dialysis Patient is 
Qatar not the USA and the Wind from the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's would have 
Blown in a cure and Star Wars Transplant procedure for Dialysis Patients world 
wide not just the rich prince who takes care of his Dialysis citizens. The USA 
Dialysis is a SCAM to make Billions keeping them on Dialysis machines that should 
have been updated like the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's from the 1980 Ford 
WiundmillCAR's. 

4-14-2020 4% lower risk of skin cancer using #100 Sun Screen; High-Fiber Foods 
Linked to Lower Breast Cancer Risk" By NICHOLAS BAKALAR 4% lower risk 
is this the best the NY Times can do, 4%... "Compared with women with the lowest 
overall fiber intake, those with the highest had an 8 percent reduced risk for breast 
cancer." "only soluble fiber, the kind that predominates in foods like oatmeal, nuts, 
beans, peas and lentils" Will Wendys and McDonalds put 'soluble fiber' on the 
Menu! Hell No! So did Nicholas Bakalar at the Times waste writing up this article, 
Hell Yes!! 

4-14-2020 Road Rage Drivers have run over the MD in our 1984 Society! "High 
Fiber Foods for Breast Cancer, here is another NY Times food article; "At the start 
of the pandemic season, when isolation was new, my family scoffed at my peanut 
butter sandwiches slathered with sriracha, shingled with pickles. Then they ate 
them and were amazed at the sweet, salty, fiery-crisp softness of the combination. 
Bowls of warm white rice followed, adorned with pats of butter and drizzles of soy 
sauce: savory sweetness once more. Curried tuna salad with mango chutney came 
next, griddled sausages dabbed with excellent mustard, quesadillas swiped with 
fiery avocado salsa, pasta dotted with olives and capers, draped with anchovies, 
showered with red-pepper flakes." " I pour vinegar with abandonment." 



Abandonment of High Fiber Foods so quick in the NY Times Lunch Rooms at 
home. Deliciousness! High Fiber Deliciousness in the Medical Journal News. 

4-14-2020 "Greg at 4 lbs at birth; Exposure to Plastic Chemicals Before Conception 
Tied to Premature Births" By NICHOLAS BAKALAR 



4-14-2020 4 Girls looking into the Apple Store Window at 16 years old would have 
passed this phthalates, found in plastic toys, soaps and food packaging test in High 
School and designed a Thermous replacing the vacuum with some chemical that is 
-254 C super cold to revolutionize packaging and keeping plastic out of it at iMac 
Mac Book Pro HQ for girls with iMac's bought for them by the Chemical Industry 
DOW. All this is tied to the Elite promoting Elite 1% girls who have a iMac @ 
$15,384 with software costing more than Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation is 
willing to spend on 4 Girls. 

4-14-2020 N. H. WindmillCar parts; By David Gelles April 14, 2020, BRISTOL, 
N.H. — The coronavirus itself was slow to arrive in Bristol, a lakeside town of 3,300 
people. The economic destruction came swiftly. By the end of March, with just a 
few local cases confirmed, gift shops, yoga studios and restaurants had all shut their 
doors. Hundreds lost jobs, contributing to a record surge in national 
unemployment claims. But at least the Freudenberg factory was running at full 
strength. The factory, which employs 350 people and makes bonded piston seals 
and other components for carmakers around the world, has an outsize impact on 
Bristol’s economy. 

4-14-2020 N. H. WindmillCar parts; By David Gelles April 14, 2020, locals making 
pistons for decades are .e shocked at the parts for the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's 
and think about never getting into a cold or frozen car ever again in N. H. winters. 
Plugging in your 2020 Ford WindmillCAR into your home for Key West warmth! 
A new way to heat your home for free on the Winds of Ford WindmillCAR 
accessories. 

4-14-2020 State of Minds of the Bishops lack the resolve of Dr. Lisa Bishop MD. 
"Bishop Who Defied Distancing Dies After Contracting Covid-19" Bishops are 



responsible for 1 million deaths that would have been prevented by Dr. Lisa Bishop 
MD. The NY Times will not write this article!! 

4-14-2020 Road Rage Drivers have run over the MD in our 1984 Society! Memory 
test can you recite a 20 digit number or like Greg can only recite a 7 digit number 
back. MD's know the name of the proteins in our memory and the lack of this 1 
protein that gives us a life of 7 digits vs 20. Today we could have perfect memories 
for 4 billion people with this protein amino acid in our diet. Instead there was No 
Manhattan Project for this Nobel in Medicine, Jimmy Carter has no memory of 
this or his Nobel Peace Prize inventions. 

4-14-2020 Road Rage Drivers have run over the MD in our 1984 Society! "As 
Pandemic Grips Russia, an Age-Old Bane Returns: Drinking" "The widespread, 
false belief that alcohol will protect drinkers from the coronavirus is helping drive a 
spike in liquor sales and domestic violence." By ANTON TROIANOVSK 
"MOSCOW — Dr. Azat Asadullin, chief doctor at a clinic in south-central Russia, 
is scrambling to prepare for an influx of patients. He is ready to deploy spare beds 
and stocking up on medication and disinfectants. The affliction Dr. Asadullin is 
girding for is alcoholism." 

4-14-2020 Road Rage Drivers in Moscow are Drunk on $777 Trillion in Oil Money 
and they have run over the MD in our 1984 Society! 

4-14-2020 Moscow alcohol sales is fueling a rise in domestic violence!! Putin and the 
KGB will not put a stop to this violence, they just watch it on their monitors! 
Really. The ER MD's in Moscow see the beaten women every night. Is Putin 



Callous or just psychotic? A Yale Key West MD can write up this diagnosis for 
Putin. 

4-14-2020 Road Rage Drivers in Moscow are Drunk on $777 Trillion in Oil Money 
and they have run over the MD in our 1984 Society!"Siberia four times the size of 
Texas, the authorities said a spike in crime by drunken individuals included the 
stabbing to death of a family of four." 

4-14-2020 iMac's given to the virus bored in Moscow by Putin, I don't think so, ha. 
" boredom and anxiety threaten to set back Russia’s long-running battle against 
alcoholism, doctors and officials across the country said." 

4-14-2020 1 Click Amazon links in Moscow for 1,001 IP invention projects with 
specs and genius Pasteur tutors was killed before this even got to Putin. Antidote 
formula added to Russian Vodka to stop the violence is on 1 Click Amazon links 
with specs and alcohol formula, what can they add to this formula? KGD labs can 
help. 





4-14-2020 Back to Libya Oil $$$ Russia wanted more leverage over an aspiring 
Libyan strongman. No thoughts about Russia wanting leverage over elite Russian 
MD's. Khalifa Hifter, the commander's picture is in all the Moscow News not 
Pasteur! Hifter wanted a White House blessing for a surprise attack to seize 
Tripoli. Secret Russian documents seized in Tripoli and viewed by The New York 
Times. None mention the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's as these are Top Secret 
Documents not to be read by the troops on all sides. Mr. Hifter’s most important 
patron, Crown Prince Mohammed bin Zayed of the United Arab Emirates. Jews 
are looking into confiscating all his War Chest money! Mr. Hifter, now 76, had 
recurring health problems. MD's at Crown Prince Mohammed bin Zayed of the 
United Arab Emirates will doctor up this pains. Kremlin should insert paid 
mercenaries loyal to Russia into his faltering military. Nothing about the Kremlin 
kids, the 4 girls in Moscow looking into the Apple Store Window at the iMac's and 
Mac Book Pro's bought for them in Moscow not Libya. Kremlin has more than 
enough money to buy all girls in Moscow a iMac, Mac Book Pro and iPad Pro with 
cell service. How do you convince those at the Kremlin Today to buy this for all the 
Moscow Girls? 



We Have Lift by Melinda Gates, Moscow Girls will have iMac's, Mac Book Pro's 
and iPod Pro's with internet cell service... 

4-14-2020 

4-13-2020 Road Rage Drivers have run over the MD in our 1984 Society! 



4-13-2020 Art of the Elite Diagnosis and this is the Time the Elite Diagnosis is 
required by the CIA, the Mossad not some Run of the Mill Bill and Melinda Gates 
Foundation Grant for Mosquitos 

4-13-2020 Road Rage of MD Captains at '1984' HQ will have to commit acts of 
genuine altruism to get the 4 Girls looking into the Apple Store Window their MD 
degrees at Yale Key West Medical School 

4-13-2020 Click Here ----- 1984 HQ Ordered the Declining Medical School 
Standards instead of Elite Yale Key West Elite Diagnosis ASAP Why? Oil Virus in 
the Brain! Read this article!!

4-13-2020 Trump Push to Reopen Yale and Harvard Medical Schools to 'Elite' 
Medical School Students was killed by Trump! 

4-13-2020 "Declining Med School Standards in a Time of Pandemic" written by 
Steve Salerno The Orwellian body that accredits medical schools, the Liaison 
Committee on Medical Education (LCME), touched off a parity panic across the 
med school landscape by issuing stern new guidance on diversity. In order to 
remain accredited, declared LCME, medical schools “must” have policies and 
practices in place that “achieve appropriate diversity.” Enough airy talk of 
opportunity; let’s talk outcomes. COVID—19 underscore the vital importance of 



quality medicine. If you are the best and the brightest, you should be in medical 
school. You should not be in medical school for reasons other than that. The 
Liaison Committee on Medical Education (LCME) Not WHO at he UN should be 
arrested and sued for the Covid-19 deaths! Then the Pentagon Generals and CIA 
should expel all the stupid Medical School Students they watched not washing their 
hands on cameras. Then pay the rest of the Medical School Students more than 
West Point Cadets who don't wash their hands!! 

4-13-2020 MD Stimulus to wash your hands and arrest the Medical Students who 
refuse!! Liaison Committee on Medical Education (LCME) needs to be arrested for 
DUI's too! Also Road Rage Drivine to Medical Schools. 



Trump’s Role in the Death Toll is 1 million Dead all Pink Women!! He was warned, 
again and again. 

4-13-2020 "Could the Pandemic Fix What’s Broken About Diseases like Flu and 
Whooping Cough, STD's in America?" By CLAIRE CAIN MILLER No Claire 
didn't mention these diseases in her NY Times article they were censored out!! 

4-13-2020 MD's or Dogs and Cats on AI Cameras? With A.I., the Secret Life of Pets 
Is Not So Secret New technology in streaming cameras can flag unusual behavior or 
suggest why the dog might be barking... as our camera picks up, a Newfoundland 
barks four times a day and a Husky barks 36 times a day.” MD's 'Bark'!!! Too. 



4-13-2020 MD cube is another interactive MD camera, the latest iteration of which 
is equipped with the Amazon Alexa voice assistant. Not Yet Jeff Besoz bought the 
Pet Cameras not the MD cameras. “Or cats that meow in the morning and try to 
wake up their owners... 

4-13-2020 MD Body Cameras installed by the MD Police! 

4-13-2020 Mass hysteria by the MD's who realize they failed to wash their Hands!! 
Watching Out for the Elite Yale Lawyers who will sue them, get them kicked out of 
Medical School. 

4-13-2020 MD Stimulus to wash your hands and arrest the Medical Students who 
refuse!! 

4-13-2020 "Mass Criminals; After falling ill with flu-like symptoms, Ms. Li called 
an ambulance and was given a coronavirus test, according to a public health official 
in Belmont, the upscale Boston suburb where she lived. But before she received the 
results, she booked a flight to Beijing, boarding a plane with her husband and son, 
leaving behind their house, a white BMW and other trappings of the life they had 
built in the United States over 15 years. Li took medicine to conceal her symptoms, 
and revealed her health condition to flight attendants on board the flight, Air China 
and Beijing disease control officials said last month. After she landed in China, 
authorities placed her under investigation for “obstructing the prevention of 
infectious diseases,” a crime that reportedly carries a sentence of up to seven years 
in prison. In Beijing, the couple suffered from high fevers and lung infections and 
were hospitalized." 



4-13-2020 Ms. Li called 911 and the "1984" iPhone 11 Max tracking app was shut 
down by Tim Cook for Privacy reasoning! Another Crime! 

4-13-2020 Stupid MD's the NY Times didn't name at this Boston Hospital; Biogen 
contacted the Massachusetts Department of Public Health and reported that about 
50 employees in the Boston area and overseas had flulike symptoms. Biogen 
employees began showing up at the emergency room of Massachusetts General 
Hospital, demanding tests. They were told their cases didn’t satisfy the testing 
criteria at the time, since none had traveled to a hot spot or had known exposure to 
someone who had tested positive for Covid-19. 



4-13-2020 Road Rage of MD Captains at '1984' HQ will have to commit acts of 
genuine altruism to get iMac iPod Pro's with Verizon unlimited for the USA 

4-13-2020 Pope Francis Says the Coronavirus Is ‘Testing Our Whole Human 
Family’ By ELISABETTA POVOLEDO 



4-13-2020 Easter at Saint Peters ALONE when Pope Francis should of had Super 
Computers and iMac for everyone in the Home Congregation instead of Money in 
the Vatican Bank $$$ 

4-13-2020 God's Road Rage at Pope Francis for Not 'Being' Dr. Pope Francis MD 
with a Doctors Easter Egg Hunt for billions of kids with a virus. 

4-13-2020 Dr. Pope Francis MD the CAtholic Family of MD's is 'Being Tested" to 
cure all Virus, Diseases, Cancers, A Dr. Cardinal MD Test from God. Saint Mary's 
Church will be remodeled to a Medical School Campus and Notre Dame will be 
rebuilt as the Tallest Medical School Skyscraper in Paris and the World over 
taking the Moslems in Dubai UAE. 

4-13-2020 Jews Become the World most Elite MD's! Not the Catholics... 

4-13-2020 "Israel’s Not-So-Secret Weapon in Coronavirus Fight: The Spies of 
Mossad" By RONEN BERGMAN Israeli intelligence agency has played an outsize 
role in acquiring knowledge, Which Ronen should have written Art of the Elite 
Diagnosis and this is the Time the Elite Diagnosis is required by the CIA not some 
Run of the Mill Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation Grant for Mosquito Nets but a 
Miracle Rx Cure with Super Computers tracking the virus and the treatments. 



4-13-2020 Run of the Mill Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation Grant for Mosquito 
Nets but a Miracle Rx Cure with Super Computers tracking the virus and the 
treatments. 

4-13-2020 Spirits were high. So was the pressure to deliver iMac Mac Book 
Computer Labs to 1 Billion Pasteur reeving up the Engine on the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR to win a Nobel in Medicine on a iMac not Win 10. 

4-13-2020 Run of the Mill Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation Grant for Mosquito 
Nets but a Miracle Rx Cure with Super Computers tracking the virus and the 
treatments. 

4-13-2020 Vaccine's in the Drinking Water or Bottled Water Star Wars at Galaxy 
Edge medical technology. 

4-13-2020 With nearly 11,000 cases of the virus now confirmed and 103 deaths, 
Israel does not rank among the hardest-hit countries in the world. Rome does rank 
in Hell because of the Catholic Church Sin's! In the Vatican Bank. Bank on God! 



4-13-2020 Ford WindmillCAR's are Needed by Yale Medical School. “Can you 
imagine Mount Sinai Hospital going to the C.I.A. for help?” 

4-13-2020 500 Times Faster Than the Speed of Light in a Verizon Live Streaming 
Video from Sirius; Mossad will almost certainly be remembered for coming to the 
country’s rescue in an unusual battle against an invisible enemy. $777 Trillion in 
Oil Revenues all stole from the Jews $$$ 

4-13-2020 This Article in the NY Times has nothing to do with $777 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues; "On the Road With the French Foreign Legion" By RUTH MACLEAN 
and FINBARR O’REILLY Brain Tumor Operations, Hell No! "Operation 
Barkhane — France’s mission to fight a terrorist insurgency in the vast stretch of 
land south of the Sahara known as the Sahel — in the belly of a tank-like infantry 
fighting vehicle." How could the French Elite Masterminds and pay for this War in 
Times of 12 Trillion Galaxies and as many Aliens? 

4-13-2020 Camaraderie; of the French Elite Oil Men with $777 Trillion they all 
want to spend on War Operations not Brain Tumor Operations. 

4-13-2020 "I half wanted to stay with the legionnaires, whose voyage through the 
savanna continued. I’d begun to be enveloped in their camaraderie, and to 
understand why it’s so important to them. I’d wonder about their well-being until, 
a few weeks later, some of them popped up on Instagram, sending me cheery 
messages." None about the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's Star Wars Accessories. A 
War Crime by By Ruth Maclean at the NY Times! 



4-13-2020 Fire Off the Next USA President must have a MD degree from Yale Key 
West Medical School; "President Trump publicly signaled his frustration about Dr. 
Anthony S. Fauci, reposting a tweet that said, “Time to #FireFauci.” 

4-13-2020 Accessories on the Chinese 2020 Ford WindmillCAR can make fresh 
water from Salt water by the gallon or 100 gallons at time. "China Limited the 
Mekong’s Flow. Other Countries Suffered a Drought. New research show that 
Beijing’s engineers appear to have directly caused the record low levels of water in 
Thailand, Laos, Cambodia and Vietnam." By HANNAH BEECH Hannah knows 
about the other accessories on the Ford WindmillCars! Beijing Xi began its 
hydropower Damn Building push on the Mekong knowing all the accessories on the 
Chinese 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. A War Crime against 5 billion. 

4-13-2020 Alcoholics were censored out of this NY Times article; "Smokers and 
Vapers May Be at Greater Risk for Covid-19. Tobacco and marijuana products 
damage lungs, where the virus does its harm. Health officials are urging people to 
quit, and temporary sales bans are even being discussed. 

Trump's Road Rage Drivers are the Headlines in todays NY Times! 

4-10-2020 Road Rage of MD Captains at '1984' HQ will have to commit acts of 



genuine altruism to get iMac iPod Pro's with Verizon unlimited for the USA 

MD Women! Wife's... serendipity Pasteur tips from these MD's and 'Tips' at 
Starbucks will not buy young women an iMac @ $15,384 or Mac Book Pro at 
$5,384 or the New iPod Pro @ $2,184 plus $100 a month for Verizon internet cell 
service on the iPod Pro!! 

4-10-2020 Road Rage Drivers made a deal at OPEC on the price of Oil and 
sanctions on the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's production not the Rx Pink Recipes 
and cost of this Rx Latte at Starbucks and its invention at the Yale Key West 
Medical School... grin. Road Rage Drivers are the Headlines in todays NY Times! 

Road Rage Drivers are the Headlines in todays NY Times! 

4-10-2020 Billions of People on Earth is what Trump can't Remember without a 
New Rx Recipe from a Women MD at Yale. Virus Throws Millions More Out of 
Work, and Washington Struggles to Keep the Thought when Thoughts are about 
the $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues from Saudi Arabia and Russia Oil Deal. 

Road Rage Drivers are the Headlines in todays NY Times! 



4-10-2020 The NY Times will never write up the statistics of how many 
straphangers gave the flu and Whooping cough to women and kids in seats below. 
This is why the Status Quo of the NY Times must change to all MD Editors at the 
Times. Washington Struggles to Keep the Thought of straphangers who gave 
millions seated in the subway flu and whooping cough never thought about by 
Editors with no MD degree. 

Road Rage Drivers are the Headlines in todays NY Times! 

4-10-2020 Millions get sick from Chickens Virus; Some employees are coming in 
sick, and one woman died after being ordered back to work. “Our work conditions 
are out of control,” a longtime Tyson employee said. Chickens walk Duval in Key 
West just like the Bar Owners promote the Duval Walk for Drunks. Pasteur as 
Editor of the NY Times or Key West Citizen would know what Virus News to write 
to get Tyson and Duval Drunks and Chickens virus free. 

Road Rage Drivers are the Headlines in todays NY Times! 

4-10-2020 Doctors Speaking Out on any one of 1.001 Virus risk Trump's Hell... 

Trump's Road Rage Drives on Oil Slick Road Named Trump not Exodus for these 
4 girls looking for an iMac from Trump iMac Computer Labs at his Hotels and 
Government buildings... 



Trump's Road Rage Drives on Oil Slick Road Named Trump not Exodus for these 
4 girls looking for an iMac from Trump iMac Computer Labs at his Hotels and 
Government buildings... 

1,001 IP invention projects on 1 Click Amazon and FLAT tires give Jeff Beoz Road 
Race as they would have been invented with the 1980 Ford Windmillcar time. 
HOUSTON – Two women were killed, and two children and a man were injured 
Friday morning after a five-car accident on Interstate 45 North Freeway. 



The accident happened around 1:30 a.m. on the North Freeway at Rankin Road in 
north Houston, authorities said. 

According to the Harris County Sheriff’s Office, a red SUV towing a black trailer 
was traveling southbound on the North Freeway when it got a flat tire. 

The driver told authorities he was trying to exit the freeway when a gray Mazda 3 
sedan crashed into the SUV’s trailer and ended up in the sideways position on the 
freeway, deputies said. 

Authorities said the driver of a gray Chevrolet Silverado pickup truck came upon 
the crash and tried to avoid the wreckage, but he lost control of the vehicle, crashed 
into the wall and came to a stop in the middle of the freeway. 

Deputies said that at some point after the crashes, the driver of the Mazda and the 
SUV’s passenger got out of their vehicles. 

A man driving a white Chevrolet SUV saw the accidents and stopped to help, but at 
that point, the driver of an Amazon 18-wheeler -- who had swerved to try and avoid 
the crash -- hit all the vehicles involved and the two women who were in the road, 
authorities said. 

Both women were pinned under the 18-wheeler and were declared dead at the 
scene. Authorities said the driver of the white SUV jumped off the freeway to avoid 
being hit. He fell about 12 feet and suffered some injuries, but is expected to be OK, 
deputies said. 

Authorities said there were two children under 4 years old inside the red SUV. 
They were properly restrained and only suffered minor injuries, deputies said. The 
men driving the SUV and the pickup were not injured. 

One of the women who was killed is believed to be the children’s mother, 
authorities said. 

Authorities said the roads were slick but there was no heavy rain at the time of the 
accident. None of the drivers appeared to be impaired, deputies said. 

Trump's Road Rage Drivers are the Headlines in todays NY Times! 



This Flat Tire should would have never gone flat if Jimmy Carter would have 
invented No Flats in 1980 on the first Ford WindmillCARS, Rage at all the flats 
from 1980 to 2020 that would not have happened. 1,001 accident stories like this 
one just in the USA. We should all have Road Rage at the NY Times for going along 
with sanctions on the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR that never gets a flat. 

According to the Harris County Sheriff’s Office, a red SUV towing a black trailer 
was traveling southbound on the North Freeway when it got a flat tire. 

The driver told authorities he was trying to exit the freeway when a gray Mazda 3 
sedan crashed into the SUV’s trailer and ended up in the sideways position on the 
freeway, deputies said. 

Trump's Road Rage Drivers are the Headlines in todays NY Times! 

4-10-2020 In Ohio, the Amish Take On the Coronavirus; serendipity Pasteur 'Tips' 
not with iMac @ $15,384 or Mac Book Pro at $5,384 or the New iPod Pro @ $2,184 
plus $100 a month for Verizon internet cell service on the iPod Pro!! In Ohio, the 
Amish Take On the Coronavirus; serendipity Pasteur 'Tips' without Kindle super 
computer simulations of the coronavirus, why? The Greed Virus and the MIT War 
Toy Shopping Spree Virus. Amish will not win a Nobel Peace Prize they are all 
given to Navy Commanders like Jimmy Carter without a Hospital Ship to His 
Name. A War Crime. Stimulus for the Amish can be the Jewish Exodus as War 
bombed this Exodus to Sirius with poison gas from diesel Mercedes. War Sharks 
death toll from WW III over the price of oil and who gets to sell their oil will be 1 
Billion Dead. 

4-10-2020 Draw Blood at Home Inventions; "For some patients, I can schedule a 



virtual visit. But I can’t draw a patient’s labs to look for leukemia over Skype. 
Zoom doesn’t have the functionality to transfuse blood." ....her labs were stable. 
Not normal, and not even that great, but not worse, meaning the chemotherapy was 
still holding her leukemia at bay, and not so low that she needed a transfusion. I 
asked her to lower her shirt enough so I could visually examine the permanent 
catheter that we used both to draw her blood and to administer chemotherapy, 
checking for any signs of infection. Both looked fine. ...We chatted a bit, even 
lingering, perhaps, so that our words, the eye contact that we made, our ability to 
laugh at each other’s jokes, would compensate for the lack of Rx Pink Latte's at 
Starbucks that would cure all stages of cancer in 8 days. Trump refused to spend $7 
Trillion on this Manhattan Project at Los Alamos for MIT War Toy Drones. Dr. 
Mikkael Sekeres (@MikkaelSekeres) is director of the leukemia program at the 
Cleveland Clinic and author of the book “When Blood Breaks Down: Life Lessons 
From Leukemia.” 

4-10-2020 False Story in the NY Times is "As the Pandemic Rages, the Trump 
Administration Monitors Our Feelings" By EILEEN SULLIVAN and MICHAEL 
D. SHEAR Trump only monitors the price of Oil $$$ I can prove this is a false story 
in the NY Times as the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR sales would be trillions more than 
Oil and our feelings toward the Bone Saw Prince and his partner in Crime Trump 
would say put them both in Hell as the Wind fuels our drive on the 4th of July 2020. 

4-10-2020 "OPEC and Russia Agree to Cut Oil Production" By STANLEY REED 
Cutting out the Exodus Ford model of the 2020 WindmillCAR's. Cut to the 
Universe and everything out there for Oil Money. This is a sick virus in their 
Minds! 



4-10-2020 Oil not the Virus; Viet Thanh Nguyen NY Times. "Covid-19 is killing off 
the myth that we are the greatest country on earth." Another False Story in the NY 
Times as Thanh knows Oil not the Virus is killing the myth that the USA is the 
greatest Nation on Earth and Ready to Exodus via NASA and the Jews to Sirius. 
Faster than the speed of light is a IP invention project on 1 Click Amazon that 
Nguyen will not report for the NY Times. 

4-10-2020 "War on Virus and disease has been lost for a long time by the Ruling 
Classes; Workers returning to the West Bank from Israel have been a source of 
many infections, adding to tensions between age-old antagonists." By 
MOHAMMED NAJIB and DAVID M. HALBFINGER 

4-10-2020 Age-old antagonists and today Mecca is rich Israel is poor but for the 
blood money and kick backs Prince Salman has given the Jewish Warriors who 
rule Israel. 

4-10-2020 USA Public Health: Neglect, by 100 Lawyer Senators and a Landlord 
Trump. Time to give new life to an old idea: A strong public health system is the 
best guarantor of good health. Trumps sex diseases from his Vietnam need to be 



made Public, grin. By Jeneen Interlandi. Ms. Interlandi is a member of the editorial 
board at the NY Times. Why she didn't go to Medical School needs to be in her next 
editorial. 

4-10-2020 "Crucial programs — including ones that provide vaccinations, test for 
sexually transmitted infections and monitor local food and water supplies — have 
been trimmed or eliminated. As a result, several old public health foes have 
returned: Measles and syphilis are both resurgent and never in the last 100 years 
left Jimmy Carters Georgia so they gave him a Peace Nobel not a Nobel in 
Medicine! A Crime. 

4-10-2020 Captains at '1984' HQ will have to commit acts of genuine altruism!!! By 
Jeneen Interlandi. Ms. Interlandi is a member of the editorial board at the NY 
Times. 

4-10-2020 For American Wine Producers, Fear, Uncertainty and Hope the MD 
community does not come to rule the USA Health in this coup between Trump and 
Dr. Trump MD the Next President. Selling wine is a personal matter, one that 
depends on opening bottles, tasting and discussing them face-to-face. Not when the 



MD President puts sanctions on wine for causing cancers!! See the difference in 
Trump and Dr. Trump MD's sanctions, ha. "15 Wines Under $15: Inexpensive 
Bottles for Stay-at-Home Drinking" In the New York Times on April 2, 2020 

Wine in Brain Surgery a chapter in another day in the Frontal Lobes and we 
discover dead brain cells caused by wine sellers who are not Brain Surgeons, Road 
Rage in the Brain Surgery Rooms from this wine. 

4-9-2020 ...serendipity Pasteur tips needs 50 million tips... "Disney Plus Racks Up 
50 Million Subscribers in 5 Months" By BROOKS BARNES 



4-9-2020 Recipes for a Massive Miracle Cure for every Virus and Disease via 
Disney 50 million watching Pasteur TV shows, grin. Test and Lab work included. 
Super computer simulations and 1 Click Amazon links to specs recipes and genius 
tutors to help the viewers. Were is Jeff Bezos? 

4-9-2020 MD Women! Wife's... serendipity Pasteur tip from these MD's and 'Tips' 
at Starbucks will not buy young women an iMac @ $15,384 or Mac Book Pro at 
$5,384 or the New iPod Pro @ $2,184 plus $100 a month for Verizon internet cell 
service on the iPod Pro!! 

4-9-2020 Tips; maintain this strange status quo and the next 'Virus' the Never 
Ending War on Breast Cancer will live longer than Trump and Ivanka and Kids. 
Change in the Tips status Quo will not cost Trump any money and Starbucks will 
make money on all the Rx Pink Latte's they will sell that can cure all stages of 
breast cancer in 8 days. 

4-9-2020 "Scientists 7 Answers to Questions About the Malaria Drug Trump Keeps 
Pushing, that left 1 million to die from Malaria in 2020 without any Tip's from 
Pasteur's 50 million helpers how to improve this Rx Recipe as Bill Gates has other 
ideas while 1 million die of Malaria in 2020. 



4-9-2020 ...serendipity Pasteur tips needs 50 million tips... "Disney Plus Racks Up 
50 Million Subscribers in 5 Months" By BROOKS BARNES 

4-9-2020 $$$ Feds didn't set up any safe iMac computers labs to get a serendipity 
Pasteur tip from these 4 girls at home today. 

4-9-2020 ‘Serendipity’ Rx Recipe's 4 Girls looking into the Apple and Starbucks 
Windows for their iMac and Mac Book Pro $$$ Feds didn't set up any safe iMac 
computers labs to get a serendipity Pasteur tip from these 4 girls at home today. 

4-9-2020 Another Day in the Frontal Lobes of 'Oil Men' not MD's in the USA who 
will do the Coup? 

MD Women! Wife's... serendipity Pasteur tips from these MD's and 'Tips' at 
Starbucks will not buy young women an iMac @ $15,384 or Mac Book Pro at 
$5,384 or the New iPod Pro @ $2,184 plus $100 a month for Verizon internet cell 
service on the iPod Pro!! 





Drawing sweeping conclusions about why the Rabbi couldn't get the Army to build 
2020 Ford WindmillCAR's!! 

4-9-2020 $$$ Rabbi bought Greg's Amazon Book "Secret Files on the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR" read the front cover than the back cover and said "I Want To 
Build WindmillCAR's Who is Going to STOP me? I didn't answer and now its been 
a year since and the Israeli Army has not built any 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's for 
the Key West Rabbi and his Kids or the 4 girls looking into the Apple Window. I 
thought for sure I had it made, the Ford WindmillCAR's as the Rabbi Knew this 
would ruin Mecca and the Bone Saw Prince Salman and Make the Jews Rich 
Beyond Belief $$$ 

4-9-2020 $$$ Rabbi bought Greg's Amazon Book "Secret Files on the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR" read the front cover than the back cover and said "I Want To 



Build WindmillCAR's Who is Going to STOP me? I didn't answer and now its been 
a year since and the Israeli Army has not built any 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's for 
the Key West Rabbi and his Kids or the 4 girls looking into the Apple Window. I 
thought for sure I had it made, the Ford WindmillCAR's as the Rabbi Knew this 
would ruin Mecca and the Bone Saw Prince Salman and Make the Jews Rich 
Beyond Belief $$$ 

Drawing sweeping conclusions about why the Rabbi couldn't get the Army to build 
2020 Ford WindmillCAR's!! 



4-9-2020 $$$ Rabbi bought Greg's Amazon Book "Secret Files on the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR" read the front cover than the back cover and said "I Want To 
Build WindmillCAR's Who is Going to STOP me? I didn't answer and now its been 
a year since and the Israeli Army has not built any 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's for 
the Key West Rabbi and his Kids or the 4 girls looking into the Apple Window. I 
thought for sure I had it made, the Ford WindmillCAR's as the Rabbi Knew this 
would ruin Mecca and the Bone Saw Prince Salman and Make the Jews Rich 
Beyond Belief $$$ 

Rabbi's have a problem simmering underground and its Oil - End to Oil for the 
Jews! 

4-9-2020 Israeli Homes Owned by the Rabbi's congregation not paying rent for 30 
years but own the Home 'Rent to Buy' like HUD in the USA is the landlord you pay 
house payments not rent. Greed Virus of Landlords like Trump who would never 
give up rentals to HUD to sell on monthly payments to tenants. 

4-9-2020 "Oil Markets Are a Mess. Can World Leaders Straighten Them Out?" By 
STANLEY REED, CLIFFORD KRAUSS, ANDREW E. KRAMER and BEN 
HUBBARD 



4-9-2020 Oil in Israeli can the Rabbi's put a STOP to Gas Stations with the Secret 
Files on the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR? 

MD Women! Wife's... serendipity Pasteur tip from these MD's and 'Tips' at 
Starbucks will not buy young women an iMac @ $15,384 or Mac Book Pro at 
$5,384 or the New iPod Pro @ $2,184 plus $100 a month for Verizon internet cell 
service on the iMac Pro!! 

4-9-2020 British women were left out of British Medical Schools; Britain’s health 
care system depends heavily on foreign doctors, who are now on the front lines 
fighting the epidemic." By BENJAMIN MUELLER British women who were 
passed over for foreign MD can draw sweeping collusions about the Elite 2 White 
Men at 1984 HQ in London. 

4-9-2020 $$$ Rabbi bought Greg's Amazon Book "Secret Files on the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR" read the front cover than the back cover and said "I Want To 
Build WindmillCAR's Who is Going to STOP me? I didn't answer and now its been 
a year since and the Israeli Army has not built any 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's for 
the Key West Rabbi and his Kids or the 4 girls looking into the Apple Window. I 
thought for sure I had it made, the Ford WindmillCAR's as the Rabbi Knew this 
would ruin Mecca and the Bone Saw Prince Salman and Make the Jews Rich 
Beyond Belief $$$ 



4-9-2020 Stockpile of MD Women! Wife's... 

4-9-2020 "Scientists 7 Answers to Questions About the Malaria Drug Trump Keeps 
Pushing, that left 1 million to die from Malaria in 2020 without any Tip's from 
Pasteur's 50 million helpers how to improve this Rx Recipe as Bill Gates has other 
ideas while 1 million die of Malaria in 2020. 

4-9-2020 MD Women! Wife's USA... V.I.P.s from around the country,” the 
operators of the elite facility, the King Faisal Specialist Hospital, wrote in the alert, 
sent electronically Tuesday night to senior doctors. A copy was obtained by The 
New York Times. “We don’t know how many cases we will get but high alert,” the 
message stated, instructing that “all chronic patients to be moved out ASAP,” and 
that only “top urgent cases” will be accepted. It said any sick staff members would 
now be treated at a less elite hospital to make room for the royals. 

4-9-2020 MD Women! Wife's USA... V.I.P.s from Yale Medical School, Yale Key 
West Medical School. 110 Medical School Students at Yale New Haven today 1,000 
at Yale Key West Medical School soon as Trump lifts the sanctions on building the 
Yale Key West Medical School and 25 Hospital Ships that will dock at the Navy 
Base he visited in Key West. 



4-9-2020 King Salman, 84, has secluded himself for his safety in an island palace 
near the city of Jeddah on the Red Sea, while Crown Prince Mohammed bin 
Salman, his son and the 34-year-old de facto ruler, has retreated with many of his 
ministers to the remote site on the same coast. 

4-9-2020 Yale MD Women; "The virus afflicts the richest princes and the poorest 
migrant workers with no discrimination — at least, until the moment they begin to 
seek testing or treatment. Same for Organ transplants at Yale New Haven and 
Cancer treatments for Saudi Men no mention in the NY Times ever on Saudi 
women with Breast Cancer. Censored by the NY Times! 

4-9-2020 King Salman decreed last week that the government would now provide 
treatment to any foreigner with the coronavirus, regardless of visa or residency 
status. 33 millions Saudi workers all non Saudi's. “It was a very smart move 
essentially to say, ‘If you are sick or you think you may have been sick, please come 
forward,’” said Dr. Gaines of the Centers for Disease Control. Health care for All!! 
In Plague. 

4-9-2020 Flu, Whooping Cough Riders; Status Quo. Hey Flu... if the train was 
packed and you had straphangers like in New York — or where I’m from in 
Chicago — that was the norm,” said Mr. Washington, the head of L.A. County 
Metro. Packed trains meant a successful system, an efficient use of taxpayer 
dollars. 



4-9-2020 Keep the Status Quo of Flu and Whooping cough given to NYC people by 
straphangers... the NY Times will never write up the statistics of how many 
straphangers gave the flu and Whooping cough to women and kids in seats below. 
This is why the Status Quo of the NY Times must change to all MD Editors at the 
Times in our New Times of Flu and Whooping Cough under reported for decades 
by straphangers not wearing a mask. 

4-9-2020 

4-8-2020 Today it's alienating to a Normal Life with No Virus Alerts and "No Gas 
Stations in the USA" as the 'Greed Virus' infects the Oil Men's Brain and even the 
cure for Brain Tumors. 

Stockpile of MD Women! Wife's... 

4-8-2020 $$$ Feds didn't set up any safe iMac computers labs to get a serendipity 



Pasteur tip from these 4 girls at home today. 

‘Serendipity’ Rx Recipe's 4 Girls looking into the Apple and Starbucks Windows 
for their iMac and Mac Book Pro $$$ Feds didn't set up any safe iMac computers 
labs to get a serendipity Pasteur tip from these 4 girls at home today. 

Trump Oil Greed on our Universe is worst than a Brain Tumor! 

4-8-2020 ...alienating 4 Girls Who's Mom's Died from Breast Cancer Grieving no 
Trump Manhattan Project was Tweeted! 

Another Day in the Frontal Lobes of 'Oil Men' not MD's in the USA who will do 
the Coup? 

4-8-2020 Today it's alienating to a Normal Life with No Virus Alerts and "No Gas 
Stations in the USA" as the 'Greed Virus' infects the Oil Men's Brain and even the 
cure for Brain Tumors. 

4-8-2020 Today it's alienating to a Normal Life with No Virus Alerts and "No Gas 
Stations in the USA" as the 'Greed Virus' infects the Oil Men's Brain and even the 
cure for Brain Tumors. 



4-8-2020 ...alienating; Normal Life with "No Virus or Disease, Pink Cancers 
Plaguing Millions of women this morning. Pink Virus in the microscope picture 
below and scanning electron photo never published by the NY Times. Super 
computer simulations how to burst the wall of this virus is the Times articles on 
Trumps Wall and Wall Street Oil Price War between Moscow and Saudi Arabia. 

4-8-2020 ...alienating; How Delays from 1980 Jimmy Carter to Trump and 
Unheeded Warnings Hindered New York’s Drive to the 2020 Ford WindmillCar's 
'Cure All' for War and War on cancer, virus and diseases. Not to Mention kids left 
in Hot Cars in the Summer of 2020 to die... 'Hot Car Virus' cured decades ago but 
if it was not for the Feds Greed for Oil Revenues $$$. 

4-8-2020 ...alienating; Normal Life with "No Gas Stations in the USA" is a distant 
Dream because a Bone Saw Prince Salman and Trump the Oil Man never went to 
Yale Key West Medical School or any Medical School when virus and diseases have 
plagued humanity for centuries. 

4-8-2020 ...alienating Moscow!! for fear of alienating Moscow. 

4-8-2020 Alienating; How Delays and Unheeded Warnings Hindered New York’s 



Virus Fight. The federal response was chaotic and greedy as the 'Greed Virus of Oil 
Revenues' is in every Brain Cell firing a 'Brain Disease' worst than any brain 
tumor as even a cure for Brain Tumors will not get Federal Funds to cure it from 
the Oil Men. 

4-8-2020 Alienating; Trump's 'Greed Virus' in Florida. Girl, 5, fatally shot, sibling 
hurt in Jacksonville shooting. April 8, 2020. JACKSONVILLE — A 5-year-old 
Florida girl has died after being shot in the head by a bullet fired during a gun 
battle over money $180, sheriff's officials said. Jacksonville Sheriff Mike Williams 

4-8-2020 Alienating; MD defenders say WHO's powers over any individual 
government are limited, and that it has done the best it can in dealing with a public 
health threat with few precedents in history. Here’s why the W.H.O. is coming 
under attack, unable in this '1984' society to mention the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR 
sanctions by Trump Oil Company. China contributes only a small fraction of the 
W.H.O.’s $6 billion budget, $7 Trillion for WHO will happen when the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR is Driven by MD's as this is a Part of their Coup Winnings so lets 
hope this coup is a winner. $7 Trillion Windfall and all its riches is riding in WHO's 
WindCAR. 

4-8-2020 Alienating; $7 Trillion going to affect the agenda of the W.H.O.” 



4-8-2020 Alienating; $7 Trillion going to Rents like Dubai and Qatar with $777 
Trillion in $4 gas profits on the 4th of July. "Rents Are Late, and ‘It’s Only Going 
to Get Worse’ in the USA" unless "Rent to Own" is part of the American Way like 
No Gas Stations in the USA. Federal Dept. called 'Rent to Own' for every single 
renter and landlord's financed with $7 Trillion from Dubai and Qatar. Gas Money 
from the 4th of July. 

4-8-2020 Whooping Cough deaths in NYC Today, NY Times could have posted 
these deaths if the Editors wanted to they didn't, why? 

4-8-2020 "POW Olivia Newton John was hoping to visit the Yale Key West Medical 
School too; Afghan Prisoner Swap Hits Wall as Taliban Pull Out of Talks" By 
MUJIB MASHAL Mujib knows Olivia Newton John is a POW waiting to be 
released by the War Lords in the USA. 

4-8-2020 "POW Olivia Newton John - Afghan Prisoner Swap Hits 'Pink Wall' as 
Taliban Pull Out of Talks" "Pink Wall" 



4-8-2020 Olivia Newton John - "NY Times 12 Places to Watch Dance Online" By 
SIOBHAN BURKE Olivia would be interested in watching Pasteur's super 
computers simulations 12 of them in how to burst the breast cancer cell wall. Yes 
Wall Street is selling the 12 dance movies $$$ 

4-8-2020 

4-7-2020 "Freedom Tower Medical School" bombed by the Moscow Pilots who 
bombed the 2011 Yale Key West Medical School! 923 medical workers have been 
killed since 2011 in missile attacks by Russian and Syria Pilots. 

4-7-2020 ...alienating Moscow!! "Susannah Sirkin, the director of policy at the 
Physicians for Human Rights. “It failed to account for the overwhelming evidence 
that the Syrian and Russian governments have executed a consistent and brutal 
strategy of bombing hospitals!.” Putin is unlikely to face any real accountability in 
future,” Unless the Gravity Engine is Invented... 

4-7-2020 ...alienating Moscow!! Moscow; NYC, Cathedral Church of St. John the 
Divine in Manhattan, Cathedral of St. John the Divine, Including Crypt, Will 
Become a Hospital 



4-7-2020 Gaps in virus viewing characteristic nonchalance like the Universe!! 
Gaps in Amazon’s Response as Virus Spreads to More Than 50 Warehouses 
Gaps in Amazon’s Jeff Bezos getting married to 4 Yale MD Women... Organizing 4 
Goddess, MD Wife's!!!! 1 Click Amazon Nobel in Medicine! 
Gaps in MIT War Toys; "Freedom Tower Medical School" bombed by the Pilots 
who bombed the 2011 Yale Key West Medical School! 
Gaps in Photoshop Virus, scanning electron Photos and super computer 
simulations now to burst the wall of the Virus. Trumps Wall is the Wall of the 
Virus!! We Can Still Travel — With Photoshop and a Dream. There’s little choice 
now but to stay grounded because of the coronavirus, no 1 click Amazon didn't post 
Photos of the 100's of Virus under scanning electron Microscopes and tell us what 
they can see. Burst the wall of this virus, how? Wall Street Rallies not because we 
are thinking about the Wall of the Virus. 

4-7-2020 Gaps in virus viewing characteristic nonchalance like the Universe!! 

4-7-2020 Medical School will put a end to sports like No Gas Stations on Earth via 
2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. Despite Trump’s Optimism, Lack of Sports Could 
Extend Into the Fall. Public officials and sports leaders, worried events like 
building Medical Schools will end ESPN, NFL, NBA. Mr. Trump discussed 
resuming sports in August, ESPN reported, though Mr. Trump later told reporters 
at the White House, “I can’t tell you a date, but I think it’s going to be sooner 
rather than later.” “I want fans back in the arenas,” he said at the White House, 
adding, “As soon as we can, obviously.’’ Obviously we need to cure 1,001 other 
Virus and diseases! Pasteur will be a good name for 100's of Medical Schools. 
Normalcy of ESPN when millions die from a virus or disease. An N.F.L. 
spokesman, Brian McCarthy, said the league’s decisions will be “guided by the 
latest advice from medical + health officials, say shut it down and build Medical 
Schools. 



4-7-2020 Empty sports stadiums world wide for Full Medical Schools! 

4-7-2020 What Matters to the Ruling Class; Gas Stations Today. Will Coronavirus 
Freeze the Search for Dark Matter, Times as a God particle at CERN and the 
Gravity Engine invention at Los Alamos? Coronavirus Inflicts Its Own Kind of 
Terror like Aliens and Aliens III. What else is in our Universe? 

4-7-2020 Cancer Survivor Olivia Newton John interviewed on 'The Talk' The View 
Good Morning America, what will she say? If the government would have cured 
cancer instead of going to Vietnam... the virus wars would have been won before 
millions died. U.N. Inquiry Into Syria Bombings Is Silent on Russia’s Role of 
Bombing Hospitals world wide. 

4-7-2020 United Nations report failed to blame Russia for bombing hospitals and a 
school, for fear of alienating Moscow. 

4-7-2020 Mr. Putin’s address to the nation, the number of Covid-19 cases started to 
grow. On Sunday, Russia confirmed more than 670 new coronavirus infections in a 
day, bringing the official total to almost 5,400. 

4-7-2020 2020 Ford Kremlin WindmillCAR's consequences know it will Drive the 
invention of the Gravity Engine Invention and even Moscow Jewish Exodus 
inventions to Sirius. Putin's address to the Nation addresses Dr. Putin MD 



replacing Mr. Putin, grin! 

4-7-2020 

"1984 HQ" at the very front lines of this War!! Art of the Diagnosis of this by Dr. 
Lisa Sanders needs to be written up in the Times! 

9/11 War @ Dr. Lisa Sanders Yale, "Freedom Tower Medical School" bombed by 
the Pilots who bombed the 2011 Yale Key West Medical School! 1,000 Medical 
School Students would be walking the "Duval Walk" in Key West Today and have 
enough parking spots for their 2020 Ford WindmillCar's! 

4-6-2020 Gaps in “The priorities are the priorities,” 4 Wife's for the Saudi Prince 
Salman, one is only 12 years old and the daughter of the ex wife of Dubai. Prince 
one of 10,000 just in Saudi Arabia Inflicts Its Own Kind of Terror wanting 12 year 
old girls before they enter Yale Key West Medical School. Ruling Class response 
does not reflect policy in which men want 4 Yale MD Wife's to win a Nobel in 
Medicine! A doctor-diagnosed case of Covid-19 cured a decade ago along with No 
Gas Stations on Earth and 4 Wife's allowed by Trump to Drive in the USA a 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR! NY Times will not report how many of the 10,000 princes 
have 12 year old wife's! A Crime! Help Liberate Paris 12 year old girls who are 
wife's of a Saudi Prince of Oil $$$. 



Orders for Amazon groceries, for example, have been as much as 50 times higher 
than normal, according to a person with direct knowledge of the business. 

Orders 50 Times Higher for 4 Yale MD Wife's from CEO's of Fortune 500 
Company's! 

"1984 HQ" at the very front lines of this War. Orders from the 2 White Men at 
1984 HQ are Not for 4 Yale MD Wife's for the Troops, Why? Art of the Diagnosis 
of this by Dr. Lisa Sanders needs to be written up in the Times, our Times. 
Motivated to write art of the diagnosis on the C-Virus and lack of a Miracle 
Overnight Rx Recipe Latte for Pink Wife's. 

"1984 HQ" at the very front lines of this War!! Art of the Diagnosis of this by Dr. 
Lisa Sanders needs to be written up in the Times! 



1,001 Virus Antidote is getting Married to 4 Yale MD Wife's in a Legal Polygamous 
Marriage to wind 4 Nobels in Medicine times millions of marriages. This Culture is 
the Antidote! 

Yale Key West Medical school will have 1,000 students in its class every year. Yale 
has 110 Today! 

4-6-2020 Stockpile of MD Women! Wife's... 



A cell, in greenish brown, heavily infected with coronavirus particles, in 
pink.Credit...Niaid, via Reuters 

Oxygen; does the virus need more or less oxygen? 

Antibody Test; test, made by Cellex, looks for two types of antibodies: 
immunoglobulin M, made by the body a few days into an infection; and 
immunoglobulin G, made later but created specifically to neutralize a particular 
invader this C-Virus. Some people who are infected produce powerful immune 



responses; others do not. This would be a Amazon 1 Click invention projects with 
specs and genius Pasteur tutors today if Jeff Besoz was married to 4 Yale MD 
Women today, grin. 

4-6-2020 U.S. Military Seeks More Funding for Carriers NOT Hospital Ships. No 
NY Times News today about the Comfort Hospital Ship in NYC. 

4-6-2020 Trump Again Promotes Use of Hydroxychloroquine and Oil... when 
Colorado has several cases of Bubonic Plague every year. Yes Trump will leave out 
the Potato Salad at Mar-a-Lago and 100's will get Food Poisoning when -254 C 
packaging was invented decade ago by the drivers of the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. 
What Happens When a Narcissist Runs a Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies and as 
many Jewish Aliens. The urgent question for restaurant owners is when will the 
Potato Salad go bad... yes there is a test for Potato Salad but it has not been 
invented yet as Trump was to busy with the Bone Saw Prince Salman and Moscow 
Oil Prices falling... 

4-6-2020 Hospital Ship the Size of a Carrier, Hell No just a Carrier, He Led a Top 
Navy Carrier. Now He Sits in Quarantine, Fired and Infected. Colleagues say the 
downfall of Capt. Brett E. Crozier was not having a Hospital Ship the Size of a 
Carrier! Grin. 

4-6-2020 Virus Overnight Miracle Cure is MIA from DOD; like the iMac computer 
lab everyone is looking for that is isolation proof, the cubic are all safe to work on a 
Overnight Cure and a social cure for not having more iMac computer labs than 
bars and restaurants, fast food joints. 



4-6-2020 Virus Overnight Miracle Cure is MIA from DOD; Amid Warnings of a 
"Sneak Attack by a Virus, now the Coronavirus is a ‘Pearl Harbor,’ Governors 
Walk to Los Alamos for the A-Bomb Miracle Overnight Virus Cure weeks to late 
from the terrible attack City Hall missed like the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's 
Culture of cardiac arrest accessories with iPhone apps. 

4-6-2020 Virus Overnight Miracle Cure is MIA from DOD; Oil $32 dollars a barrel 
is the Only Overnight Miracle Money that is a Consistent strategy from 
Washington. When the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR can deliver a virus and disease 
cure along with Exodus. 

4-6-2020 Queen Elizabeth urges British 'Resolve' in the wake of the Virus not 
offering all her Rx British Recipes to the MD's and scientists mixing pills when the 
recipe for the drugs is a better idea to read up on before mixing Rx Drugs. All the 
Big British Drug Makers still keep their Rx trade secret. 

4-6-2020 Hospital Ship the Size of a Carrier, Hell No just a Carrier, He Led a Top 
Navy Carrier. Now He Sits in Quarantine, Fired and Infected. Colleagues say the 
downfall of Capt. Brett E. Crozier was not having a Hospital Ship the Size of a 
Carrier! Grin. 



4-6-2020 U.S. Military Seeks More Funding for Carriers NOT Hospital Ships. 

4-6-2020 Architect's of a Monumental City Hall's put sanctions in the iMac 
Computer Lab. USA Drunk on Florida Lottery Tickets not iMac Labs stocked with 
1,001 Cad designs of ventalors and Oxygen making machines fighting does the 
virus need more or less oxygen? 

4-6-2020 Gaps in Amazon’s Response as Virus Spreads to More Than 50 
Warehouses 

4-6-2020 Gaps in Amazon’s MD hiring and Jeff Besoz getting married to 4 Yale 
MD Women... grin. 

4-6-2020 Gaps in the NBA and NFL health care, brain damage from the hit on 
Greed and a year round sports season wasting so many man hours on sports when 
sports fishing in the Keys would have given them some Mayo Clinic shocks they 
gave Hemingway. 



4-6-2020 City Hall and the County Health Dept's are the Coronavirus Scammers 
who tell us this virus will infect everyone every year like the flu. This is a scam for 
overtime pay. 

4-6-2020 The Three Smiths Statue in Helsinki, Finland, wore masks Not the White 
Coat of Medical School Students. Statue of this in Helsinki, will have to wait until 
Greg and his 4 Yale MD Wife's visit Helsinki. NY Times Medical School article was 
not part of this Helsinki, do they even have a Medical School? MD's by the 
thousands on hand no... stockpile, considered one of Europe’s best and built up 
over years, includes not only medical supplies, but also oil, grains, agricultural tools 
and raw materials to make ammunition. Norway, Sweden and Denmark had also 
amassed large stockpiles of medical and military equipment, fuel and food during 
the Cold War era. Later, most all but abandoned those stockpiles. But not Finland. 
Cuba has more MD's than all these nations. Cuba its preparedness of MD's has cast 
a spotlight on what a nation stockpiles! MD's. 

4-6-2020 In Sweden, the vodka-producer the Absolut Company said it was donating 
ethanol for disinfectant production. Absolut has ruined more Medical Students 
lives than any virus! 

4-6-2020 Oil War between Russia and Saudi Arabia a Dilemma for Beijing knowing 
this oil culture will never spend its Trillions on Nobels in Medicine but Casino's. 



4-6-2020 Trump Again Promotes Use of Hydroxychloroquine and Oil... 

Stockpile of MD Women! 

4-6-2020 Arabic War's Never Ending in Paris until Paris is Liberated by Women 
Driving the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's into Paris! This is the only way to stop the 
Killing and wounded will be in the thousands until the French Ruling Class let 
Women Drive the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's into Paris! PARIS — In what was 
described as a potential terrorist attack, a knife-wielding man killed two people and 
wounded five others on Saturday morning in a town in southern France with only a 
few shops open under a national lockdown to stem the coronavirus pandemic. The 
assailant randomly attacked bystanders on the street, first slitting the throat of a 
man in his 40s in front of his companion and his son, in the center of Romans-sur-



Isère, just south of Lyon, according to the French authorities and news media. He 
then attacked two workers and a customer inside a tobacco store before heading to 
a butcher’s shop. The suspect, a 33-year-old man of Sudanese origin, was arrested 
by the police as he was “found on his knees on the sidewalk while praying in 
Arabic,’’ said the country’s antiterrorism prosecutor’s office, which is handling the 
investigation into the attack. 

4-6-2020 Pneumonia vaccine made Mandatory last year... 

4-6-2020 Remdesivir Rx Recipe, what is it NY Times!! 

4-6-2020 

4-3-2020 Virus Jokes in the NY Times about WindmillDriven Lamborghini Quality 
and Lamborghini Star Wars Accessories from the 1980 Model to the 2020 Model. 
German Accent, Italian Flair: How Audi Taught Lamborghini Quality. By JIM 
RESNICK How the NY Times journalists Jim Resnick taught the Editors to count 
to $777 Trillion in oil revenues from 1980 to 2020. Virus Jokes by Journalists. 

4-3-2020 Virus Jokes by NY Times Journalists; "How Audi Taught Lamborghini 
Quality. Eye-popping prices and horsepower were matched with reliability after 
Audi stepped in to buy the maker of exotic sports cars. A ride in the Huracán 
erases all doubts." 



4-3-2020 Doubts about the NY Times going along with sanctions on the 2020 
Lamborghini race into Star Wars Galaxy Edge and Jewish Drivers driving to 
Exodus. 

4-3-2020 Lamborghini Eye-popping prices and horsepower were matched with 
F-35 Radar, Falling asleep drivers, Cardiac Arrest alarm for the driver and 
passengers with heart attacks too. Night Vision Driving controls, Fog at Foggy 
Bottom at the NY Times too. 

4-3-2020 This one has no cardiac arrest alarm; Lamborghini’s Huracán Evo Coupe 
(starting at $287,400) can reach 60 miles an hour in 3.1 seconds, officially, and a top 
speed of 202 m.p.h.Credit...Caitlin O’Hara for The New York Times 

New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for Greg's 
Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you to so 
you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages wow! 
Book is 474 Pages



Girls looking into the Apple-Starbucks Windows for their iMac and Mac Book Pro 
Lab $$$ 



Commander Beverly Crusher, M.D. "Encounter at Farpoint" (1987) "Star Trek 
Generations (1994) "Star Trek: Nemesis (2002) Portrayed Gates McFadden 

Greg's 8 Amazon Books and Kindles up to Date Click Here **************



4-3-2020 Ferrari moved to Qatar too, as the Arabs are the ones with the money and 
cardiac arrest falling asleep driving. Just sell them another Ferrari and clean up 
the accident. 

4-3-2020 ... the company endured a succession of owners that made poor decisions, 
missed opportunities and poor quality... stupid government idea to put kids in back 
to be left in a hot car from 1980 to 2020... never saying they were wrong and let the 
kid ride in front. They have immunity from all the kids who will die left in a hot car 
forgotten in back in the Summer of 2020 and on the 4th of July 2020. One more kid 
forgotten in the government ordered safety seat in back - Alarmed!! 

4-3-2020 Ferdinand Piëch, the VW and Audi boss, looked past the problems and 
saw in Lamborghini solid engineering and stellar cardiac arrest warning... 
Alessandro Farmeschi, the chief executive will test the falling asleep driving 
accessory. No Hell No not in the gas engine Lamborghini the Windmill-
Lamborghini, grin! 

4-3-2020 Ferruccio Lamborghini started his company’s car-building era in 1963, 
what did he die from, his kids, his grand kids? 



4-3-2020 Ferruccio Lamborghini started his MD diagnostic accessories for the 
Lamborghini in 1963. 

4-3-2020 Shock came in 2017 when Lamborghini introduced its Urus S.U.V., which 
has quickly turned into a sales leader. Shock of the car buyer looking at the CPR 
accessory in the drivers seat. 

4-3-2020 Cardiac Arrest Alarm and Hot Car mediocrity by Lamborghini!! ...has 
always done. But since Audi’s partnership has yielded real results, that theater’s 
lights don’t flicker, the curtains always glide open, the props always work, and 
there’s no fear of understudy mediocrity. 

4-3-2020 "Betting on God Save the Queen a Place in Hell, Grin. Caesars in U.K. Is 
Fined for Allowing Problem Gamblers to Keep Betting" By AMIE TSANG 

4-3-2020 Rents at Trump Towers; This Brooklyn Landlord Just Canceled Rent for 
Hundreds of Tenants $$$ Mario Salerno, who has 18 apartment buildings, said he 
did not want renters to stress about their payment during the coronavirus 



pandemic. For decades, Mr. Salerno has been a larger-than-life character in his 
part of Williamsburg, on the other side of the Brooklyn-Queens Expressway from 
the ritzy high-rises near the East River. During the day, he runs the Salerno Auto 
Body Shop and gasoline station, which his father opened in 1959. In the 1980s, Mr. 
Salerno started to buy vacant lots across Brooklyn to store cars damaged in 
accidents before they were repaired. In the late 1990s, he started to turn 18 of the 
lots into apartment buildings. The repair shop and station are both open, though 
gasoline sales are down about half from a month ago, he said. He would prefer not 
to be working on people’s cars during the pandemic, but wanted to be there for his 
customers. “Do I really want to do a simple oil change and a brake job?” Mr. 
Salerno said on the phone at the auto shop on Thursday. “No, but I have a lot of 
doctors and nurses who need their cars serviced.” 

4-3-2020 We as a synagogue will have reached people we’ve never reached before. 
PINK BREAST CANCER WOMEN, I Never Used My Computer on the Sabbath 
— Until the Coronavirus. The pandemic is inspiring a rabbi to appreciate the 
Jewish practice of Sabbat in new ways. By Avi S. Olitzky Rabbi Olitzky is a senior 
rabbi of Beth El Synagogue in St. Louis Park, Minn. 

4-3-2020 We as a synagogue will have reached people we’ve never reached before. 
Using your computer on the Sabbath for Exodus from 1,001 Diseases and Virus, 
Cancers means working on the Sabbath for every Jew, like joining the Army. Nobel 
in Medicine Army is not the Pentagon's Army. How many Nobels in Medicine have 
been given to the Pentagon, None! How many Pentagon employees died a tortured 
death from Breast Cancer, million! 

4-3-2020 Using your computer on the Sabbath world wide, millions of Jews log in to 
cure a disease. Good Looks Ran in the Family. So Did Schizophrenia. Good Jews 
know they need many super computers to use on the Sabbath to find a cure for 
Schizophrenia. Only the Elite Jews can order this done on the Sabbath. A Nobel in 
Medicine for the Jewish cure for Schizophrenia! Wow who would have know the 



Sabbath was so powerful... 

4-3-2020 

4-2-2020 1,001 Virus Antidote is getting Married to 4 Yale MD Wife's in a Legal 
Polygamous Marriage to wind 4 Nobels in Medicine times millions of marriages. 
This Culture is the Antidote! 

Federal Stimulus for medical school students would be to accept all who pass the 
entrance exams and go from there as to Pass Fail or become Elite MD's!! And Pay 
all Medical School Students more than West Point Cadets! Status Quo change 
overdue since Olivia Newton John made headlines about her breast cancer. Trumps 
Endless Wars killed more Pink American Women than Terrorists. 

4-2-2020 5 Days since I wrote the above; accept all who pass the entrance exams 
and go from there as to Pass Fail or become Elite MD's!! 

4-2-2020 Pink Breast Cancer Women are put on the side lines of this football, 
basketball game even more so today than yesterday. Sports Hero's are Duds and 
Low Life doing a scam taking all the time and money from Breast Cancer games we 
should have won in 1980 with the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's in Georgia and 
Boston, DC. Covid-19 Changed How the World Does Science, Together... breast 
cancer 1980 to 2020. "Science fail to get sanctions on the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's 
lifted by Trump Oil Company. Yes all these Scientists at Pasteur world wide 
learned about the 2020 Ford WinmillCAR." 



4-2-2020 Breast Cancer people we have known about from 1980 to 2020; "Ex-Wife 
Sick. Daughter Sick. 3 Friends Dead. Everyone Knows Someone. The growing 
number of coronavirus cases and deaths have touched family and social circles 
across New York City, making the invisible threat seem far more real." By 
MICHAEL WILSON 

4-2-2020 Patient Has Virus and Breast Cancer. Should Doctors Withhold 
Ventilator? 

4-2-2020 "Coronavirus Battle Creates a Global ‘Free-for-All’ to Find Masks" By 
KEITH BRADSHER Keith has been writing the same article everyday in the NY 
Times. Tips@newyorkkimes.com tell the Editors to write a Rx Recipe and get all 
the trade secret Rx recipes in Keiths next article. 

4-2-2020 "Tobacco, Alcohol, Zantac Products Should Not Be Sold or Used, F.D.A. 
Warns, Citing Cancer Danger" By KATIE THOMAS 

4-2-2020 Dr. Trump MD!! Trump’s ‘Lack of Leadership’ During the Coronavirus 
Crisis. This article in the Times should have been about replacing Trump with Dr. 
Trump MD. This will be taken up by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ sooner or later. 

4-2-2020 The Reason for an Israeli Curfew: Palestinian Terrorism and the gas 
engine cars. Exodus driving the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's late at night. $4 gas on 
the 4th of July Terrorism. Israeli Ruling Class gave Mecca $777 Trillion, riches 
beyond belief you can see in a Google search of Mecca's Palace's. 



4-2-2020 Group 2 Own 2,284 gas stations; Group 1 Automotive, a Houston-based 
company that owns 242 new-vehicle dealerships. The companies have earned 
billions of dollars. 

4-2-2020 ‘Our Situation is Apocalyptic’: Bangladesh Garment Workers Face Ruin" 
By ELIZABETH PATON Ruined lives not driving the 1980 to 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR in Bangladesh is the article Elizabeth Paton censored. 

4-2-2020 "Jewish Rx Recipe Cure for Cancer, is now the Jewish Rx Recipe Cure 
for C-Virus. Breads Bakery, Eli’s Market and Others Offer Holiday Packages. 
Several vendors across New York City are selling Passover and Easter menus for 
pickup and delivery." Delivery of Rx Recipes to brainstorm and rework for a 
Jewish C-Virus Rx Recipe Cure. 

4-2-2020 Exodus from Virus + Diseases by the Jews, they need get inspired and get 
1 Clink Amazon links up and running with 1,001 Virus and Diseases specs and 
genius Pasteur tutors. 

4-2-2020 Easter Sunday Pope Francis will not be delivering his best Rx Recipe for 
Virus and diseases... 

4-2-2020 Census taken on everyone with a virus or disease. Diagnosed how they got 
the virus or disease and what is needed to cure it. 



4-2-2020 No one is making Special Olympics Kids News; "When the Tokyo 
Olympics Went Missing!" Missing from Tokyo is the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR and 
the Driven Nobels it would have spun off in Tokyo, Olympics or No Olympics! 

4-2-2020 There is nothing Rational about Japan and Germany going along with 
sanctions on the 1980 to 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's... 

4-2-2020 How to make a Rx Recipe; How to Make Bread at Any Skill Level in the 
NY Times today when we need to read How to make Rx Recipes at Any Skill Level. 

4-2-2020 STD's, HIV, Hepatitis, Alcoholism, Why Won’t My Building Tell Me if a 
Resident Has Coronavirus? iPhone 11 Max caller ID could be telling you this and 
much more so when Trump Calls you have to read a lot on your caller ID, grin. 

4-2-2020 Antidote is the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR 

4-2-2020 Antidote is getting Married to 4 Yale MD Wife's in a Legal Polygamous 
Marriage to wind 4 Nobels in Medicine times millions of marriages. This Culture is 
the Antidote! 

4-2-2020 WindmillCar's' The New York Times, the Trump campaign called Mr. 
Sessions’ claim that he is the president’s top supporter “delusional.” 



4-2-2020 Delusional is Trump Oil Company CEO 

4-2-2020 Mr. Sessions’ recusal as an act of disloyalty and a political form of original 
sin, from which he never recovered. Cardinal Sin Pope Francis will not recognize 
until God tells him the 2020 Ford Windmillcar was a Godsend. Pope Francis made 
a clear choice to give Mecca $777 Trillion and not to become a MD or order all the 
Priest and Bishops to have a MD degree! This might be a Cardinal Sin too. 

Yale Key West Medical shool will have 1,000 students in its class every year. Yale 
has 110 Today! Federal Stimulus for medical school students would be to accept all 
who pass the entrance exams and go from there as to Pass Fail or become Elite in 
the art of the diagnosis and treatments. War's Domestic and internationals would 



get a stimulus of A tranquillizer gun inventions, in the air and water. Virus can be 
in the air so can a tranquillizer if we had a MD women instead of Trump. 1,001 IP 
invention projects on 1 Click Amazon. 

3-27-2020 Federal Stimulus for medical school students would be to accept all who 
pass the entrance exams and go from there as to Pass Fail or become Elite MD's!! 

4 Girls Who's Mom's Died from Breast Cancer Grieving no Trump Manhattan 
Project was Tweeted! 



3-27-2020 "The World Is Running Out of Yale MD Women Today! How Will the 
Federal Stimulus Help Californians? Why don't we hear anything about the 
Stimulus for Yale MD Women. Wouldn't you think this time would be a good time 
to start some young women on a Drive to Yale to become a MD? Of Course but this 
is not a Editorial in the NY Times and will not be until the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR is Driven by Yale MD women, really. Trump Oil Company controls 
the Stimulus Package. 

3-27-2020 "The World Is Running Out of Places to Store Its Oil" By STANLEY 
REED 

3-27-2020 "The World Is Running Out of Yale MD Women Today! Millions of 
MD's are going to be needed for air pollution. If you’re one of millions of 
Americans exposed to air pollution, you may be at a greater risk of catching the 
coronavirus — and of having a more severe infection. By ZOË SCHLANGER Like 
'chronic cough' from smoking. This is why I quit smoking 40 years ago. 

3-27-2020 A chaotic mismatch between the supply and demand for oil is saturating 
the world’s ability to store it all. A chaotic mismatch between the supply and 
demand for Yale MD Wife's. 



3-27-2020 "The World Is Running Out of Yale MD Women Today! Making Yale 
Medical School more available to more Women. This will not happen on its own as 
Yale MD Men will never ever expand the Medical Student class to 1,000 from 110 
today. Yale Key West Medical shool will have 1,000 students in its class every year. 

3-27-2020 The World is running out of Time at CERN as the Next God Particle too. 
Over 80 huge tankers, each holding up to 80 million gallons, are anchored off 
Texas, Scotland and elsewhere, with no particular place to go. Texas MD Wife's 
women to marry, Hell No 80 Tankers and 8K Storage tanks. The World Needs MD 
Wife's, even for Pope Francis until the popes get their on MD degree. But Saudi 
Arabia, the world’s largest producer, is locked in a price war with rival Russia and 
is determined to keep raising production. 

3-27-2020 "The World Is Running Out of Yale MD Women Today! Reinventing the 
Status Quo of Yale MD women and making many, many more. 

3-27-2020 Yale MD Women can diagnosis this outcome much better than a editor 
at the NY Times Writing about No Bar Culture, The relaxed country is known for 
its rich restaurant and bar culture. What will happen if its hospitality industry 
crumbles?" By BESHAG RODELL What will happen all the terrible plagues of 
alcoholism will crumble too. Wife's will have all the drinking money for iMac's and 
Mac Book Pro's. 



3-27-2020 Russia is not raising production of MD's! And the new class of Medical 
School Students starts soon. Crude is priced at about $25 a barrel. 

3-27-2020 "The World Is Running Out of Yale MD Women Today! Brilliant Elite 
Yale MD Wife's are price at a lot more than Trumps Wife's in the market for 
Nobels in Medicine which Trump walked out on in North Korea smoking a Cuban 
Cigar. Health of the Human Race, knowing what this is when Trump has sanctions 
on Special Olympics birth defects caused by exhaust and diesel. 

3-27-2020 "The World Is Running Out of Yale MD Women Today! One sign of a 
glut: is War's! One sign of a glut: is Oil Tankers, Nuke Subs, Newest Navy 
Carriers. Hospital Ships are like women MD's. Emergency Rooms, there are more 
Fire Stations than Emergency Rooms. Hours waiting in a Emergency Room and 
more critical emergencies always come in too. 

3-27-2020 "The World Is Running Out of Yale MD Women Today! The Yale Key 
West Medical School's 10 Skyscrapers will each have a Emergency Room. 

3-27-2020 Oil Culture of Bone Saw Saudi Arabia and Texas “It is certainly not 
needed.” Texas and Saudi Blood Money has been given to the Survivors! 



3-27-2020 Hospital MRI is frozen to -254 C super cold. "AT HOME "How to 
Freeze Just About Everything. Wondering how you can make the most of your 
freezer and your food? Our food columnist can help. I don't have a long list of 
items that can be frozen to -254 C but a Yale MD woman could make a long list, let 
hope she Calls Greg ASAP, grin. 

3-27-2020 How and Why to Freeze everything like a MRI machine at -254 C 
Moving to the high tech culture of Star Wars Disney Galaxy Edge. What could you 
freeze to -254 C ? 

3-27-2020 



3-26-2020 Grieving the Losses of Coronavirus, Pink Breast Cancer Needs $7 
Trillion for a Pink Manhattan Project, and we have the money. Well the Bone Saw 
Prince Salman has the money all we need is a Pink Coup via CIA Pink Women to 
hack the Prince's $7 Trillion and many more Trillions, grin! Turkey Indicts 20 
Saudis in Jamal Khashoggi’s Killing. Killing, Murder of a million Pink Breast 
Cancer Women only God can indict these Bone Saw Rabid Men! Stunned by Our 
Leaders’ Statements on the Breast Cancer Rx Cure vs living with it, being tortured. 

3-26-2020 Marriage, legal to 4 Yale MD Women to 'Play Doctor' win a Nobel in 
Medicine. "No Single Player Can Win This Board Game. 

3-26-2020 "Getting Back to Normal" Pope Francis not Dr. Pope Francis MD with 4 
Yale MD Wife's cures all disease and cancers on Earth. "Quarantined in Sicily, 
Anthony van Dyck painted a daughter of Palermo who saved the city from an 
outbreak." 



3-26-2020 "4 Yale MD Wife's writing the Game "Pandemic." Would make public 
the Rx Recipes to make the game more Non Fiction, More Yale Medical School 
Game the public can't Play. 

3-26-2020 It’s Called Pandemic." By MATT LEACOCK No Single person can win 
this Nobel in Medicine for the Rx Recipe that cures all stages of breast cancer in 8 
days with a Rx Starbucks Latte. 4 Yale MD Women for Wife's in a Legal 
Polygamous Marriage should be made legal! Besides all the other 1.001 virus and 
cancers that need a Rx Starbucks Latte to cure. 

3-26-2020 "Pandemic. In the game, all players work together in an attempt to save 
humanity from four deadly diseases. Everyone takes turns moving around the 
world, treating infected populations to address short-term threats, in an effort to 
buy enough time to complete your ultimate long-term objective: the discovery of 
the needed cures." 



3-26-2020 Marriage to 4 Yale MD Women; Covid-19 is making it more relevant 
than ever! Legal Polygamous Marriage to 4 Yale MD Women!! 

3-26-2020 Dr. Bill Gates MD Dr. Melinda Gates MD what would they do different... 
start 1 Click Amazon to 1,001 Rx Recipes. Only a MD President of the USA would 
make Public 1,001 Rx Recipes! 

3-26-2020 "4 Yale MD Wife's writing the Game "Pandemic." Would make public 
the Rx Recipes to make the game more Non Fiction, More Yale Medical School 
Game the public can't Play. 

3-26-2020 "4 Yale MD Wife's writing the Game "Pandemic." In the game, all 
players work together in an attempt to save humanity from four deadly diseases. 
Everyone takes turns moving around the world, treating infected populations to 
address short-term threats, in an effort to buy enough time to complete your 
ultimate long-term objective: the discovery of the needed cures. 



3-26-2020 Bone Saw Prince Salman with 3 Wife's and no chance in Hell of getting a 
Nobel in Medicine thanks to the USA. Trump with 1 Wife. 

3-26-2020 No Single "Person" Can Win This Board Game. It’s Called Pandemic 

3-26-2020 "Play Doctor" Early in our marriage, we played all sorts of games 
together. Some worked well for us, while others … didn’t. I recall a particularly 
disastrous negotiation game where the emotions generated by my psychological 
manipulation, relentless competition and betrayals during play bled out into the 
real world and put a strain on our relationship. 

3-26-2020 Grieving the Losses of Pink Breast Cancer Women like Olivia Newton 
John the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ have become immune to the millions of women 
clones of Olivia Newton John, daughters who live a life with breast cancer torture 
not pictured in the NY Times. 



3-26-2020 "Virus Rules Let Construction Workers Keep Building Luxury Towers" 
By MATTHEW HAAG '1984' Rules let Jimmy Carter build a fleet of 100 USS 
Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs instead of 100 Yale Key West Medical School 
Skyscrapers. 

3-26-2020 Dr. Bill Gates MD Dr. Melinda Gates MD what would they do different... 
start 1 Click Amazon to 1,001 Rx Recipes. Only a MD President of the USA would 
make Public 1,001 Rx Recipes! 

3-26-2020 "Would ‘Back to Normal’ Be Good Enough for Restaurants?" "MD 
Restaurants" would be like moving to Sirius if a Jewish Alien from Sirius drove by 
in a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. Back to the Traffic and now you can tell the smell in 
the air was exhaust and diesel. Back to normal would be you didn't see the kids 
DNA with poison exhaust particles between the CG on their DNA. 

3-26-2020 "Getting Back to Normal" Pope Francis not Dr. Pope Francis MD with 4 
Yale MD Wife's cures all disease and cancers on Earth. "Quarantined in Sicily, 
Anthony van Dyck painted a daughter of Palermo who saved the city from an 
outbreak." 



3-26-2020 It’s Opening Day. Baseball Is Closed. So is the Yale Key West Medical 
School, will Greg hit a Home Run and get to build the Yale Key West Medical 
School with 25 Hospital Ships docked next to the Navy War Ships? 

3-26-2020 If Every Baseball Stadium were a Yale Medical School would the USA be 
virus free, Hell Yes. So how do we convert every Baseball Stadium into a Yale 
Medical School. Coup! Yes a Oil Coup $$$ $$$ $$$ $$$ on the Bone Saw Prince 
Salman and every other Oil Man including Putin! 

3-26-2020 NASA releases image that shows center of Milky Way. Milky Way 
stretches 1.9 million light-years in diameter! The central region of our galaxy holds 
an exotic collection of objects, the space agency said in a statement accompanying 
the new image. 

3-26-2020 Virus + Cancer brainstorming waves in the brain. THz waves are a type 
of non-ionizing radiation, meaning they pose no risk to human health. The 
technology is already used in some airports to scan passengers. Terahertz (THz) 
waves fall between microwave and infrared radiation in the electromagnetic 
spectrum, oscillating at frequencies of between 100 billion and 30 trillion cycles per 
second. Despite holding great promise, THz waves are not widely used because they 



are costly and cumbersome to generate. But new technology developed by 
researchers at EPFL could change all that. The team at the Power and Wide-band-
gap Electronics Research Laboratory (POWERlab), led by Prof. Elison Matioli, 
built a nanodevice that can generate extremely high-power signals in just a few 
picoseconds, or one trillionth of a second, which produces high-power THz waves. 
The technology, which can be mounted on a chip or a flexible medium, could one 
day be installed in smartphones and other hand-held devices. The work first-
authored by Mohammad Samizadeh Nikoo, a Ph.D. student at the POWERlab, has 
been published in the journal Nature. 

3-26-2020 iPod Size GE micro-electric generator; Despite holding great promise, 
iPod Size GE micro-electric generators are not widely used because they are costly 
and cumbersome to generate. But new technology developed by Greg + Wife's in 
Key West will put this on the front page of the NY Times with a picture! 

3-26-2020 

1-1-2018 "Yale Key West Medical School And Hospital Ships" will be a Disney 
Pixar Fox Movie with Dramatic Art of the Diagnosis via Dr. Lisa MD that will save 
your and your Wife's life's - Antidote for Coors Invented in Key West! Qatar Oil 
Revenues of $777 Trillion will pay all your tax in 2018. Antidote for No Smoking 
Quit Smoking will be invented in 2018 in Key West by Greg and Wife's. Slim Down 
in 2018 invented too. Rx Recipe Latte's at Starbucks. 

1-1-2019 Greg is 71 *.* Happy New Year With InventBook end of Facebook in 2019 



Thank God we can get back to inventing Miracle Cure's Rx! 1,001 Nobels in 
Medicine + Hemingway House Writing Class Nobel Novels with 1 Click Amazon 
links to IP invention projects. iMac on every Cafe Table in Paris and every 
Starbucks Worldwide. InventBook for 2019 by Greg + Many Legal Wife's in Key 
West... 



Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041 email 
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL 3054346276 

Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041 
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054346276 Copyright 2020 

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for Greg's 
Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover to zoon in and read the 
Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages wow! Book is 474 Pages



Right Click on picture, Open Image in New Tab or Right click on this picture and 
save it then open it with Paint and you will be able to read all the Secrets Los 
Alamos wrote about the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR!! 

Endgame Brain Surgery + Brain Cancer Rx Recipes are done here, along with 400 
times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon Cell Call to Sirius. All that missing 
in this picture are the 4 Wife's and 40 iMac's, grin. Nice! Yes they serve Rx Pink 
Latte's from Starbucks. 

4-13-2020 



4-13-2020 

4-13-2020 There us a Cause and Effect documented; Global: Chinese Citizens 
Returning From Russia Fuel Coronavirus Spike. China reported its largest 
increase in new infections in over a month! 

4-13-2020 This article should have been written by the New England Journal of 
Medicine MD's not Associated Press who didn't mention the names of any disease 
that Plagues Fags... that will be cured in say 50 years if the Sheriff drives a 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR. 

Union: Chief said deputy’s virus death caused by gay events 

Associated Press April 13, 2020 

DAVIE — A Florida town has placed its police chief on administrative leave after 
he was accused by officers of saying a sheriff’s deputy died of COVID-19 because 
he was a “homosexual who attended homosexual sexual events.” 

The Fort Lauderdale suburb of Davie announced late Saturday that Chief Dale 
Engle will be on leave while the allegations made by the Fraternal Order of Police 
union are investigated. Richard Lemack, administrator for the town of 100,000 
residents, said in a statement he would have no further comment. 

According to the Miami Herald, Engle met with officers during their Tuesday 
patrol briefing, four days after the coronavirus death of Broward County Sheriff’s 
Deputy Shannon Bennett, 39. The officers expressed their concerns about catching 
the disease as Bennett had done. 

The union said in a letter to Lemack that Engle “allegedly yelled about a 
‘backstory’ which proclaimed that Deputy Bennett contracted and died from the 



virus because he was a ’homosexual who attended homosexual sexual events.’” 

“He intimated that it was because of the homosexual lifestyle that Deputy Bennett 
first contracted a serious underlying disease which aggravated the Covid-19 virus 
and lead to his death,” the letter continued. 

Engle later sent an email to the staff saying, “My intent was to provide as much 
information to personnel as possible. If my comments were taken out of context, 
they were not intended to be derogatory.” 

A working phone number for Engle could not be found Sunday and he did not 
immediately respond to an email sent to a personal account. Engle, 56, has been 
chief for a year. 

Tommy Reyes, the president of Miami’s Fraternal Order of Police, told the Herald 
that Bennett was his friend and called Engle’s alleged comments “disrespectful” to 
the deputy’s family, friends and fiance. He was engaged to marry in December. 

“It was disrespectful to the entire LGBTQ community and his own officers,” Reyes 
said. “He should be ashamed of himself for his lack of professionalism and 
compassion for others.” 

Bennett’s death has already roiled the Broward Sheriff’s Office. Sheriff Gregory 
Tony on Friday suspended the president of the deputies union, Jeff Bell, after Bell 
accused the sheriff in a newspaper column of not providing enough protective 
equipment. 

Tony accused Bell of making false statements, having corrupt practices, exhibiting 
conduct that is unbecoming and not using proper discretion. Bell’s attorney said 
Bell was suspended “for doing his job” by standing up for his members. 
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Endgame Brain Surgery + Brain Cancer Rx Recipes are done here, along with 400 
times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon Cell Call to Sirius. All that missing 
in this picture are the 4 Wife's and 40 iMac's, grin. Nice! Yes they serve Rx Pink 
Latte's from Starbucks. 



1,800 Page Web 3 megs Ran Out of Memory on my PC Click Here its HTML as I 
don't have enough memory to make it a PDF, Thanks Greg

1,400 Pages in Web on 6-25 2019 Titled 4 MD Wife's Coup Click here for the Pdf 
version long file takes a few mins to open with Win 10

New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for Greg's 
Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you to so 
you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages wow! 
Book is 474 Pages



ISBN: 9781656088123 "Secret Files on Windmill Car's 2020" by Greg WindCar 
Buell Jan 5. 2020 



https://www.amazon.com/dp/1656088126 

Link Click Here Secret Files on Windmill Cars 2020

'Secret' file on the cover of Greg's book radiates when you get to 'Perpetual 
Motion' knowing Oppenheimer at Los Alamos wrote this 'Secret' file on the cover 
of Greg's Book on Amazon. 

1-12-2020 Kindle Rabid Dog Pasteur's Virus Apps. Pasteur in 2020 is shot down on 
legal options in Paris to rid the world of a Rabid Virus by Elite Oil Men in Secret in 
Qatar, UAE, and Saudi Arabia 

1-23-2020 Key West - NYC - Mecca - Paris; ...patients are six times as likely to 
receive T.P.A. in the first 60 minutes after symptom onset — the so-called “golden 
hour” during which the drug is most likely to reverse the ill effects of a stroke. “It 
can be the difference between being in a wheelchair and walking independently,” 
said Dr. Mackenzie Lerario, medical director of the NewYork-Presbyterian Mobile 
Stroke Unit. “Or between needing constant nursing care and living how you were 
previously able to.” Even with advances in medical technology, we will, of course, 
never eradicate regret. Regret is a fundamental aspect of being human. But there 
are high- and low-tech steps we can take to ease the sting. Perhaps none more 
important than embracing regret as part of life, and focusing not on what might 
have been but on what still is. Dhruv Khullar, M.D., M.P.P (@DhruvKhullar) is a 
physician at NewYork-Presbyterian Hospital, an assistant professor of health care 
policy at Weill Cornell Medicine, and director of policy dissemination at the 
Physicians Foundation Center for the Study of Physician Practice and Leadership. 

1-1-2018 "Yale Key West Medical School And Hospital Ships" will be a Disney 
Pixar Fox Movie with Dramatic Art of the Diagnosis via Dr. Lisa MD that will save 
your and your Wife's life's - Antidote for Coors Invented in Key West! Qatar Oil 
Revenues of $777 Trillion will pay all your tax in 2018. Antidote for No Smoking 



Quit Smoking will be invented in 2018 in Key West by Greg and Wife's. Slim Down 
in 2018 invented too. Rx Recipe Latte's at Starbucks. 

1-1-2019 Greg is 71 *.* Happy New Year With InventBook end of Facebook in 2019 
Thank God we can get back to inventing Miracle Cure's Rx! 1,001 Nobels in 
Medicine + Hemingway House Writing Class Nobel Novels with 1 Click Amazon 
links to IP invention projects. iMac on every Cafe Table in Paris and every 
Starbucks Worldwide. InventBook for 2019 by Greg + Many Legal Wife's in Key 
West... 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041 email 
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL 3054345276 

Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041 
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276 Copyright 2019 

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for Greg's 
Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover to zoon in and read the 
Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages wow! Book is 474 Pages



Right Click on picture, Open Image in New Tab or Right click on this picture and 
save it then open it with Paint and you will be able to read all the Secrets Los 
Alamos wrote about the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR!! 





Endgame Brain Surgery + Brain Cancer Rx Recipes are done here, along with 400 
times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon Cell Call to Sirius. All that missing 
in this picture are the 4 Wife's and 40 iMac's, grin. Nice! Yes they serve Rx Pink 
Latte's from Starbucks. 



1-23-2020 Key West - NYC - Mecca - Paris; TPA in Bottled Water. A Nobel for 
2020. 

‘Serendipity’ Rx Recipe's 4 Girls looking into the Apple and Starbucks Windows 
for their iMac and Mac Book Pro $$$ 

Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041 
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276 Copyright 2020 




